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HERBERT VON KARAJAN
•10C MASTERPIECES •
Special jubilee edition of 25 mid-price Compact Discs
to celebrate Herbert von Karajan's 80th birthday
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New Compact Disc players for spring are
better value than ever: this month's
comparative group test looks at ten
affordable remote-control players from
the major brands - see page 43. Our
cover shot homes in on three models, by
Marantz. NAD and Yamaha:
photography by Tony Petch.
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43 FORCE TEN an army of remotecontrol CD players are tested by Chris
Bryant: Aiwa XC-(101, Akai CD- 73.
Denon DCD-600, Kenwood DP-990SG.
Marantz CD-65DX, NAD 5240, Philips
CD473, Sony CDP-M55, Technics
SL- P770, Yamaha CD- X5 10
59 BEST OF BRITISH and taking on
some of the world's finest is the Musical
Fidelity MVX preamplifier, tested here
by Martin Colloms

REGULARS
5COMMENT h', Steve Harris

63 HORNS THAT MATTER arc found
in the enclosures of the JBL Everest
loudspeaker. Ken Kessler tries this 320Ib,
£6000 studio-style monster

7ACCESSORIES CLUB
9VIEWS letters to the Editor
17 NEWS products, people and events
Irpiguril Se

23 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox
29,87 BOOKS
116 REGIONAL DEALER GUIDE
119 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
120 CLASSIFIED ADS

"FEATURES
25 COMPETITION: Another chance to
test your knowledge. Win 100 Compact
Discs, plus aplayer to listen to them on.
in this UM- plus contest
27 THE DESIGNER SERIES looks
back in analogue with David Fletcher,
originator of Sumiko's The Arm and
co-designer of the SOTA turntable
31 THE ART OF DISCORD Part Six:
Stanley Kelly's continuing history of
sound reproduction reaches the
post-war golden age of microgroove
recording
37 SYSTEM SYNERGY in which Peter
JComeau looks at the requirements for
choosing agood-sounding Compact Discbased system
39 THE COMPLEAT RECORDIST
Tony Faulkner discusses the problems of
studio recording and describes the launch
of anew scheme for keeping classical
music live

ed - page 107

83
GIDON KREMER
an interview with the violinist and
founder of the Lockenhaus festival

65 TWO'S COMPANY as Paul Crook
reviews the French- built Yves- Bernard
André YBA 2preamplifier and power
amplifier combination

91
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
all the discs reviewed in this issue,
plus a best of the month' selection
93
RECORD OF THE MONTH
from Gime!! - first recording of the
music of 16th-century Netherlands
composer amens
93
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Perahia plays Beethoven Sonatas,
Michelangeli's Beethoven on CD.
Guarneri Qi on Philips
Mahler's ' Symphony of a
Thousand'
Levine's Bayreuth Parsifal
109
ROCK! POPIJ AZZ REVIEWS
hordes of new artists, plus
reappearances from the Pogues,
Leonard Cohen and James Brown
122
BACK DOOR
Female vocals are meat and drink
to Ken Kessler, hut he refuses to
breakfast at Tiffany's

Musical
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69 DUAL'S TRIPLE comes off. Paul
Crook tests the upgraded '505. the Dual
CS505-3 record deck
73 PRE-EMINENT still, with the
introduction oían official Mk II version:
the latest Audio Research SPI Itube
preamplifier. Martin Colloms
75 PROGRESS MONITOR Paul Crook
looks at the latest loudspeaker from
Monitor Audio, the promising R452/MD
77 POT POURRI reviews Cambridge
CD2 and Meridian 207 CD players:
tests Cantorion's record cleaning
system: and reviews the DI3X SNR-1
noise reduction unit
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To hear audio systems that will
Mtg.,

make your ears sit up and beg
for more, make sure you listen
to Musical Fidelity. Lead the
way to ycur hifi dealer and ask
for a demonstration. For a free
colour brochure ring 01-900 2866,
9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday.

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15/16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY HA9 OTF
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OR A LONG TIME NOW. it has
been pretty obvious that conventional
steady-state measurements can convey nothing about the sound quality
differences between pieces of equipment,
once certain basic standards have been met.
Few people now believe that amplifiers with
measured total harmonic distortion ligures of
°AMU; will necessarily sound better than
those measuring 0.111q , and it is in fact now
obvious that the reverse is often true, since
the 11.011V. ,
, model will probably have been
designed to jump through this particular
measurement hoop, without regard to aspects
which affect sound (twilit\ in other ways. It
seems obvious that the more closely such
measurements have to be scrutinised to distinguish one unit from another. the less
eles nit they must be to the real issue of
performance. the mum(' quality .which can be
detected by the ear.
CD players measure incredibly \Y ell by
most established steadv-state cruet ii The
s \ stem y\ as designed to achieve this. Yet in
the areas where results do differ noticeably.
such as low- ley el linearity, the correlati(m
between measurement and sound quality is
anomalous again; the attractive sonic performance of machines using Philips 16- bit
technology is perceived despite gross amplitude errors al the lo\yest recorded levels.
It can surely be assumed that if a sonic
difference can be heard between two pieces
of equipment, il must exist as a difference in
the shape of the music waveform. The
answer. then, ni ist be to an
wit pictures
of a steady. repeating test wa \ dorm. but to
capture and examine the yyaveform of an
actual musical signal. with all its complexities
and asVmmetry. :
is it happens. .1Peter Moncrieff, Editor Publisher of the Californiabased International Audio Review. has just
published ( in / AR Hotline No 49) the hardwon results of comparisons made by capturing areal-time section of the actual waveform
of specific musical transients in aknown piece
of programme, at the output of two CD
players. Moncrieff's high- resolution analyser
pictures show clear differences in the players'
abilities: it is obvious that one copes less \\ ell
than the other with the rates of change
demanded by the transients.
With this . evidence to h:ind. Moncrieff
believes he has the key to the dc- mystification
of the subtler equipment virtues sought by
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OVER STORY IN MAY will he
the remarkable Oxford Acoustics
Crystal turntable, perhaps the most
ambitious UK record player design
ever, as well as the heaviest, and one aimed
squarely at taking on the best in the world. It
gets its first-ever technical review from Martin Colloms. Another first will he an exclusive
review of an impressive pre-/power- amp combination from Sumo, a US brand still new to
this country hut holding the promise of
high- end quality and performance at an
affordable price.
There will also be Martin Colloms' laboratory test report on the controversial DNM
Series 3 pre- and power amplifiers designed
by Denis Morecroft.
Those seeking ahigh- quality tuner will find
a comparison of the current leading contenders in a May issue group test, covering the
latest Pioneer, Hitachi, Sansui and Denon
111-1:1 NI- WS ‘1
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audiophiles in the search for total realism, in
particular aspects of transparency and intertransient silences. At this stage. one can only
congratulate Moncrieff for getting there first,
and suggest that others will follow very
rapidly. They have the technology.

Music biz awards
Those who take popular music seriously tend
to foam at the mouth over the injustices the
music business does to its own greatest assets
when the annual British Record Industry
Awards are announced. For those uho missed it on television. or just couldn't bear to
watch, here ire the mainly deserving category
winners who received their accolades this
February ( KK has not been allowed to
comment here!):
Best British Nlale Vocalist. George
Michael; Best It
Female Vocalist,
son Moyet; Best British Group. Pet Shop
Boys; Best British Producer, Stock Aitken
Waterman; Best British Single, Rick Astley,
'Never Gonna Give You Up'; Best British
Album. Sting. Nothing Like lhe Sun; Best
British Classical Record, Vaughan Williams
Symphony .5. Rin il Liverpool Philharmonic
conducted by Vernon Handley; Best Soundtrack and () riginal Cast Recording, Phantom
of the Opera: Best International Solo Artist,
Michael Jackson; Best International Group,
U2; Best International Newcomer, Terence
Trent D'Arbv: Best British Newcomer, Wet
Wet Wet; Best Music Video, Ness Order.
'True Faith'.

Compact Disc Video winners
It is with great pleasure that we announce the
results of the January issue competition ' Win A
CD- Video l'hiver'. First Prize. a Philips
CDV475 Compact Disc Video player, plus five
music video discs from Phonouram. goes to
Armild Ashworth of Bury. Iiincashire; live
Second Prizes of aPhilips CD373 CD player plus
a starter pack ot six audio discs. go to: Mr P
Eaton ut Crau Icy. West Sussex; Mr M
11a/ell
of Ieigh-On-Sea. Fssex; Brett Ogden of Batley.
wc ,d Yorkshire: Mr I) .1 ( ireenslade of ftv e-.
Last Sussex: and Mr I) Williamson of Loui.2.11borough. I . cicestersIn re. Answers 10 the ( idestions were as follows: I). d) National Tdevision
Standards ( ommitiee; 2). a) Phase Alternate
line: 3), 11) iermany and e) Japan; -1). d) Level
42; 5). c) licaset.
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As a postscript to the compel tun, we can
safely say that Mr Ashworth %% ill indeed be
one of the first people in Brit iii) to own a
CD- Video player. The first public UK showing of CD- Video by Philips and other manufacturers was at The Hi Fi Show ( sponsored
by IIENIKR) at the Heathrow l'enta Ihitch in
September 1987; since then. Philips have
followed this up with a successlul series of
'roadshow• demonstrations at various
regional hi-li events. But the retail launch of
the CD- V system. which had been scheduled
to take place through a limited number of
London outlets before Christmas - as a pilot
for national distribution in the New Year has been postponed. and there is still much
speculation as to the date when the system
actually will be launched.

The Real Richer Story
Arriving, coincidentally, at about the same time
as the FBA!BADA book. ' The Real Ili-Fi
Story' ('('omment•, March) was a ' Christmas
Special' price list from Richer Sounds. the chain
of cheaper- than-cheap stores which sells mainly
end-of- line models and slightly- used mail-order
returns. They offer atrade-in discount, according to the December catalogue: '
We of
a
minimum of t per item on your old hi- ti amps,
tuners cassette decks and receivers is long as
they're working ( excluding Amstrad equipment):
So. to Amstrad owners wanting to
upgrade. the answer is clear. Find a RADA
dealer!

MONTH

9i1

Next month - Oxford Acoustics' Crystal

models. Compact Disc players will not be
ignored, though; we'll be testing the Micro
Seiki CDM2 audiophile player ( held over
from this month), along with a further group
of moderately- priced units including the longawaited 1988 Rotel BX.
Loudspeaker tests for May will include a
very promising new design from Harbeth, the
Harbeth Compact, and rather more exotic
miniature design. the technically innovative
Ensemble PA IReference made by Pawel of
Switzerland.
Music items for May will he headed by an
interview with guitarist John Williams. and as
usual there will he comprehensive and critical
review coverage of new CDs and LPs. But
above all, don't miss our special Proms
Competition. achance to win apair of tickets
to a generous selection of the 1988 Promenade Concerts. The May issue will be on sale
on Friday. 15 April.
5

AUDIO RESEARCH
BLENDING PAST& FUTURE

sails name

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assista ice, for the music lover to make selections
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds nas searched the world 'or components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We woulc like to introduce to you the range
of Audio Research electronics from the Un ted States
For over 25 years, Audio Research has manufactured
peerless procucts based on the superiority of valve
technology. Learn why through a demonstration
arranged by one of our selected dealers.
Aside from the ex sting range of fabulous audio
research products, there will be soon the new AR D125
Hybrid amplifier.

THE SP9 PRE AMPLIFIER: The accomplishment of the
SP9 are remarkable.
David Prakel HiFi answers September 1987.
By and large the target for the SP9 has been reached,
namely the creation of a budget SP11.
Martin Colloms HiFi News & Record Review October
1987.
THE MARK II version of the SP11 is awinner all around.
IAR Hotline, No.49.
The SP11/M300 AMPLIFIERS: offering lva .vel sonics
with transistor convenience, the Audio Research amps
are certainly a way of having your cake and eating it,
and on this combination of outstanding sound and
convenience of operation and maintenance Johnson is
to be congratulated.
David Prakel HiFi News & Record Review, July 1987.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes .
Iam always satisfied with
the best".

Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
Counterpoint, DMP, Entec, Goldmund,
Jadis, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Micro Seiki,
Krell, Madrigal, Magneplanar, MIT,
Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research,
Siltech, WBT, Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio
Specialities.

•

The first in aseries of ' Readers' Requests';
Ken Kessler describes the
Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit

Please indicate quantity required. :III prices include post & packing.

HFN/RR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
▪ Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
11 Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
0 Tweek £ 15.95
Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
II Audiophile Records

D Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Saint Sains £6.95 D Close-ups £6.95
O Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 Ll Ditfos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
Scheherazade ( R('4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- l
9) £ 13.50
0 Appalachian Spring ( RR- 22) £ 13.50 U Appassionata ( RCDE-4. 45rpm) £ 7.50
D Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 D Vintage Tenor ( RCDE- I £ 7.5))
D all six titles £57.50

▪ Inca Tech gold-plated I3-amp double socket/2 plugs £ 25.00
• HFN/RR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal D
HFN/RR Flux Dumper £22
• Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
III High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
HFN/RR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
O HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
E HFN DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
E Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
E Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £ 39.95
111 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Al/sop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
11 Cassette head cleaner £5
El CD cleaner £ 19.50
11 Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

3 Randy Newman: Little Criminals El Santana: Florham(' D Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller D Jackson Browne: Running on emptv D Eagles: Desperado
D Earl Klugh: Living inside your love D Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the
run D Delius: Orchestral works D Elgar: Symphony No.2

U

NBEKNOWNST to me, certain members of the
Accessories Club Acquisition Panel polled the regular
customers to find out what items they'd like to see offered
in these pages. To our surprise, near the top of the list was a
cassette demagnetiser of the familiar cassette- shape variety. Fair
enough, we thought, let's do it.
Cassette deck maintenance is something everybody - even nonaudiophiles- knows about, but few bother to perform. This little kit.
about the size of three CD jewel boxes, will slip nicely in the gap
between your cassette deck and the edge of the shelf, its red- andwhite spine reminding you that every ten hours is cleaning time, and
that every 30 hours or so is demag time. Simple - anyone can do it if
they can put acassette in the machine in the first place. If they can't.
what are they doing with acassette deck?

D Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
0 HFN/RR Snake Oil 99p

0

NCE A YEAR we buck the trend and offer an accessory so
radical, so revolutionary that it takes the purchasers ayear
or two to recover from the revelation. We still get requests
for the long-deleted Flux Shunter, and we fear that this
month's limited edition will also sell out too quickly.
Having combed the corners of the earth ( flat things often have
corners), we've discovered an elixir so potent that we were only
allowed to sell it if we swore that, once supplies ran out, we wouldn't
try to synthesise it. The liquid has been dubbed HFN/RR Snake Oil
and its psychoacoustic properties will soon enter into legend.
For those who require specs, HFN/RR Snake Oil is an ultra- lowviscosity liquid consisting of 99 and 44/100 percent Pure Water Base.
The chemical breakdown is one part hydrogen to two parts oxygen.
and spectroanalysis proves that the fluid will not harm your LPs or
CDs. If spilled, it will harm no surfaces other than paper, which it will
cause to wrinkle. It may also remove some water- based inks.
Simply place abottle of Snake Oil in your listening room and we're
sure you'll hear the difference.
As this offer is limited to one month only, don't say you weren't
warned when you turn up at the Hi Fi Show in September and it's the
talk of the event and you didn't get any...
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

▪ HFN/RR HMC phono tophono £29.95
HFN/RR Flutterbuster £ 79.95 ( state turntable)
III Decca tonearm £49
D Authenticity Mini- vac £8.95
Ill Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45 11
Cobra FM Aerial £39.95
HFN/RR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
111 HFN/RR Toolkit £32.50
• Record Interface Mat £28.50
11 HFN/RR Headcase £79.95
• HFN/RR News- Stand El Top & bottom shelves only £ 125 11
3middle shelves £ 22.50 El Complete £ 139.95
▪ Onkyo Unifier £99.95
C Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
III Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
• Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
E The Mushcrusher mains filter £24.95
la Storage units: LP £32.50 D Singles £27.50 0 CD/cassettes
£14.50 D
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NAME

leaps please)

ADDRESS

11 Ienclose POIChequelM0*
El Iwish to par by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send orders to 11FNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box 200. Bedford. MK40 I
YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline elt 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

'
Please Mew as necessary.
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ProAc Loudspeakers: no peaks, no troughs.
No depression.
flat response so essential to honest sound reproduction.
By using only the very finest components and materials
and through the painstaking care of complete handproduction, optimum performance is ensured.
The result is asmooth natural sound, characterised by
minimal colouration and exceptional transparency. With
pinpoint imagery and vivid detail ProAc loudspeakers will
give you an incredibly accurate and realistic portrayal of
the original programme material.
And you can't ask for abetter forecast than that.

When you invest in apair of quality loudspeakers you
want asound which you can enjoy and live with for years.
Or even for life.
What you don't want is spiky treble, lumpy bass or any
of the other aberrations which can make a system
unsatisfying and fatiguing.
ProAc loudspeakers are designed to realise the full
potential of high quality front ends without introducing
any inconsistencies of their own.
Each model is engineered to produce the nominally

o

•

•
1

Super Tablette
2-way, shelf or
stand- mounting,
H10 '/ " xW6" xD9"
Amplifiers 25 to
100 watts

Studio 1
Compact 2-way,
stand- mounting.
H16" >< W8" xD9 I,"
Amplifiers 30 to
150 watts

EBS Monitor
3-way, stand- mounting.
H33" xW12"x D13"
Amplifiers 40 to
500 watts

The current range provides a natural upgrade path to suit every
aspiration and domestic environment. Contact us at the address below
for full specifications, rave reviews and dealer information.

SuperTower
3-way, floorstanding ( spiked)
H42"xW8" xD10"
Amplifiers 40 to
250 watts

MiniTower
3-way, floorstanding ( spiked)
H36" xW6" xD9 1,"
Amplifiers 20 to
100 watts

ProAc
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUSTICS

CLEARLY MORE ACCURATE
130-132 THIRSK ROAD BOREHAMWOOD HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 5BA ENGLAND
ProAc

TELEPHONE 01-953-8933

LOUDSPEAKERS ARE MANUFACTURED AND MARKETED BY CELEF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.

VIEWS>
Vaughan Williams' vision
From: D G Ambrose, Wimborne, Dorset
Dear Sir, One of the joys of listening to music
Ihave found to he the discovery of personal
truths, and some weeks ago acoincidence
affecting me had ameaningful effect.
Isaw on television the ecology programme
'Earth', the message of which was
prophetically clear and forbidding. The next
day 1happened to borrow aCD of Vaughan
Williams' Pastoral Symphony, intending to
find out if his music could entertain me to
anything like the extent of other favourites.
notably Mahler. It had been Ken Russell's
film ( of Vaughan Williams, not Mahler)
indicating the man's values which had
spurred the thoughts some time ago.
Iread the disc notes which mooted how the
first thoughts of the Pastoral had come to
Vaughan Williams whilst at the Front in the
First World War, when toward the end of the
day he had contemplated his surroundings
and so on. Knowing only this of the music I
listened and Icould almost see the man
surveying once beautiful countryside and
desparing at man's destruction of it,
pervading it with death and ugliness.
Vaughan Williams must also have yearned for
his return to the English countryside he had
known, full of life and village folk dancing.
and this Ifound reflected in the third
movement. The nostalgia was ended by the
haunting sound of the girl's wordless song:
beginning apassage lamenting the
destruction and decay, hut being unable to
check occasional outbursts of righteous anger
at man's stupidity.
Ilater read more about Vaughan Williams
and his works; Iknow that he argued that his
music was not necessarily programmatic. but
to me, who am ignorant of the technicalities
of music for Icannot even read asingle note,
nearly all music colours my imagination and
conveys images. So it was that Ifound that
this Pastoral Symphony is so apposite to that
'Earth' programme, to the extent that any
ecologist hearing this music and giving
thought to the Earth's future must also come
to the same conclusion.
According to the books on Vaughan
Williams some people have suggested that he
may have ' seen into the future' when writing
his fourth and fifth symphonies, predicting
war and the ensuing peace. Whether that is so
or not. Isincerely hope that his ' Pastoral' is
not foretelling mankind's ultimate fate.
Friends of the Earth and other concerned
ecologists could well adopt it as apowerful
ally in pointing out the path we are all taking.
Yours faithfully

Not just ' heather and haggis'
From: Neil Fraser, Head of Radio, BBC
Scotland
Dear Sir, Iwas surprised and disappointed to
read Brian R Hall's comments on Radio
Scotland in HFNIRR February. His criticisms
came as asurprise because, first, they have
not been raised with me or communicated to
the Programme Review Board and, secondly.
Brian has seemed content over along period
to do business with Radio Scotland.
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that
Brian is unaware of the breadth of the Radio
Scotland audiences — whose social profile
parallels that of the country as awhole — and
the consequent obligation of the network to
offer mixed programming to its various
audiences. Scottish dance music, jazz and
country Sz western songs co- exist on the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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network with drama, features, education and
orchestral concerts because Radio Scotland
encourages choice.
I'm sure that Brian. on reflection, will
realise that his praise of one Radio Scotland
Department to which he himself regularly
contributes was ill-judged in its implicit
derogation of the indisputably high standards
of, say, Drama, Education, Sport, Music . . .
there is along list. Given the range of choice
offered by Radio Scotland. he surely misses
the point and scuppers his argument by
offering such wild generalisations about what
he calls ' the remainder of the output'. ( It is
hardly the sharpest, most analytical thinking.
incidentally, which deploys atabloid phrase
such as ' heather and haggis' to make apoint.)
Inote that Brian describes his own musical
tastes in his letter and Iam confident that
these are catered for on the Radio Scotland
network. It is ungenerous. however, to
despise and condemn the more popular
shows on the network which serve other
audiences and other tastes. There is no
cynical populism abroad; there is. as always,
aconcern for all our audiences. Brian has
never been asked or implicity forced to ' lower
his sights'.
As for the availability of Radio 4in
Scotland. Brian has that wrong too. Radio 4
is already available on Long Wave to more
than 90% of the population. The most recent
audience measurement indicates that the
listenership of Radio 4here is less than half
that for Radio Scotland. Ishould not think
that the arrival of Radio 4FM from Blackhill
in August will substantially alter the free
choice already being exercised.
Yours sincerely

Finial vows
From: Denis Wratten, Acoustic Gold Ltd
Dear Sir, Ifeel Ishould respond to Barry
Fox's comments on Finial Technology in the
February issue.
The Finial Laser Turntable does exist, does
work, and is planned for launch later this
year. Its development was an exceedingly
ambitious and complex project for asmall
start-up company to undertake. Not
surprisingly. unforseen problems were
encountered and these caused the delays
Barry outlines.
With hindsight, it is clear that the Laser
Turntable was announced too soon, hut I
suggest that Finial are to be congratulated for
their tenacity in pursuing this exciting
venture, rather than disparaged for
premature disclosure. There are not many
projects in the audio industry with equivalent
scope or potential. and which so clearly meet
areal need.
Yours faithfully

Annoyed by Accuphase
From: A L Vettini, Glasgow
Dear Sir, Ireally had to put pen to paper. to
register my annoyance at the review of the
Accuphase DP8O/DC81 Compact Disc player
combination, HFNIRR February issue.
After reading through what seemed like
endless reams of technical data, looking at
drawings of graphs ( do many of your readers
actually understand this stuff?) we finally
come to Martin Colloms' conclusion, and I
quote.
'It has sufficient musical class to challenge
some of the hest analogue players. and
judging by present standards it beat those in
the £ 1600 to £ 500 class, inclusive of arm and
cartridge.'

What I, the humble reader, after parting with
my £ 1.40 want to know, is what analogue
players did the DP8O/DC81 beat.
Are we talking about the Linn Sondek LP
12/Ittok LVII (
Troika) combination • which
many regard as the best record repla s> stem
available, irrespective of cost, or Roksan
Xerxes, Pink Triangle PT TOO, with arm
and cartridge to match?
What's with this pussyfooting attitude you
take, when it comes to the bottom line? The
DP8O/DC81 may well be better than all the
above analogue combinations. Who knows?
Certainly not your readers.
Get off the fence and do yourself and the
readers afavour with some straight talking.
Yours faithfully

Ridicule and contempt
From: JLW Hobbs, St-Julien-en Genevois,
France
Dear Sir, Iam sure that Iam not alone in
thinking that your contributor. Ken Kessler,
is rapidly becoming quite insufferable. His
review of the Yamaha CD X5 player in your
February issue is the latest, and as far as Iam
concerned, the worst example of his
contemptuous attitude towards anything that
is not both very expensive and designed for
playing ' Rock'. Not only does he deliberately
set out to damn by faint praise. but he
indulges in the kind of language which I
consider out of place in amagazine of the
stature of HiFi News & Record Review.
Even those of your readers who have grown
wearily accustomed to Kessler's racy and
often incomprehensible style must have
drawn abreath at such expressions as ' Badgeengineered swill from SE Asia' and ' Most
current dross decks'. Ihold no brief for the
present or any other Oriental manufacturer,
but Ifind insulting language of this kind
offensive.
Kessler's known dislike of classical music
rules him out, in any case, as aserious critic
of equipment designed for the enjoyment of
music in the home. The fact that in its record
review section, HiFi News & Record Review
still gives precedence to classical issues
encourages me to think that its overall
editorial policy will continue to recognise that
alarge part, dare Isay the majority, of its
readership is primarily interested in the
classical repertoire. It was with real music in
mind that high fidelity sound reproduction
was concerned and developed and it is my
guess that the most critical and informed part
of your readership is in this area. Even if you
have evidence to the contrary, it is certain
that you cannot ignore your ' Classical'
readers entirely. and consequently any review
9
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ALoudspeaker of Distinction
Ready for the World
B

ack in 1983, DALI engineers conceived an innovative
bass principle which would combine the unrivalled
transient response of a sealed enclosure with the extended low frequency response of abass reflex system.
In order to incorporate the hitherto mutually exclusive virtues of both these design principles. DALI set out
to engineer an all- new loudspeaker principle in ano- compromise system capable of:

But, despite its theoretical elegance, the L linkage
posed some serious problems when it came time to implement the theory in real loudspeakers. First of all, DALI
engineers had to develop amagnet assemply powerful
enough to drive afour-layer voice coil. This caused increased inductance, which was controlled by introducing
an inductance-cancelling aluminium ring to isolate the
voice coil and absorb eddy currents. Athin netting is used
to cover the coil area instead of the usual dust ever, because the woofer requires avery efficient "breathing" capacity, due to its extremely long cone excursion of 1" ( 2.5
cm).

1. Superior low frequency response characterized by extreme deep- bass extension and excellent transient response.
2. Natural and detailed reproduction throughout the entire audible frequency range.
3. Three-dimensional stereo imaging with awell-defined
soendstage across awide listening area.

Smooth Sound Radiation
Having optimized the bass system, we turned our attention to other aspects of loudspeaker system response.
Our own research and that of other leading acoustical engineers had established the importance of radiation patterns to the overall sound quality of agiven speaker. Our
objective with the DALI 40 was wide, even sound radiation on the horizontal axis and limited, but well-defined,
dispersion throughout the vertical plane.
The desired horizontal pattern is achieved through
the use of drivers of the correct size with acrossover
whose asymmetrical performance matches the dispersion characteristics of the cones. Radiation on the vertical
axis is more complicated because avertical array of drivers is subjected to interactive effects which are dependent on wavelength and crossover typology. Therefore,
we opted for asymmetrical line source arrangement with
bass and midrange drivers above and below the centrally
positioned tweeter. This allows even dispersion withcontrolled coverage on the vertical axis. By limiting vertical
radiation, we minimize reflected sound from the ceiling
and floor. The much wider response in the horizontal
plane makes the system exceptionally " room- friendly",
with uniform dispersion across awide listening window
The DALI 40 bears out Floyd E. Toole's findings that the
best- sounding loudspeakers always have evenradiation
patterns, with no peaks or dips in the off- axis response.

Closed Versus Bass Reflex
A sealed enclosure constitutes asecond-order highpass
filter which may vary from afirst- order rollof to secondorder Butterworth to second-order Chesbyshev. The Q
value of the filter defines its type. The Q of asecondorder Butterworth system is 0.71, which provides ideal .
impulse response. Systems with a Q lower than 0.71
exhibit overdamped response, while systems with a
higher Q are characterized by atendency toward overexcursion.
Reflex- loaded enclosures constitute fourth-order
systems which Thiele ands Small analyzed thoroughly and
defined according to their analogue highpass function:
second-order suh-Chesbyshev, third- order quasi- Butterworth, fourth- order Butterworth and fourth- order Chesbyshev.
In terms of transient response, the best designed
bass reflex systems are comparable to sealed boxes with
Q's between 1.0 and 1.3. Unfortunately, the best systems
with regards to low frequency extension are the worst in
terms of transient response.

The LLinkage Circuit
After extended research, we decided on adual driver
bass design featuring adirect - radiating woofer loaded in a
bass reflex enclosure, with a second woofer mounted
back-to-back in the same enclosure, but " looking into" a
sealed enclosure. The operating principle behind this
somewhat complicated design is as follows: the driver
mounted at the front of the bass reflex enclosure is actually in an oversized cabinet. This results in arolloff frequency before the resonance and afrequency peak at resonance. The response of acomplementary driver compensates for the frequency dip up to system Q and then
phases out the peak, while remaining in phase until the
upper cut-off. This provides asecond- order Butterworth
cut-off instead of afourth- order Butterworth.
The theory behind this system is fairly complex. Because of the large number of parameters to be taken into
account, we designed acomputer- modelling program to
enable us to predict limit frequency, rectilinearity and fil tea. type.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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Elimination of Phase Modulation
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The proposed system offers an additional important advantge: when mounted back-to-back the two drivers cancel vibrations caused by Newton's Third I.aw, " For every
action, there is an equal and opposite reaction". In conventional speakers designs this movement is the source
of cabinet resonances, which are transmitted to every
component in the system, causing phase modulation of
their response. This is especially true in the case of the
high frequency driver. This measurable form of distortion
is one common cause of unstable stereo imaging and indistinct localization.
In the DALI design, counteractive vibrations are negated at the point of connection of the two woofers. The
two drivers are firmly connected to one another, thus cancelling out vibrations at the point of attachment. This prevents cabinet resonances and eliminates any possible
phase modulation. DALI's Llinkage is amuch more elegant solution than concrete cabinets in the quest for nonresonant cabinets.
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The equivalent circuit of the DALI 40 woofer
system.
The system permits operation with considerably lower 0's than in anormal ported system.
This gives us aloudspeaker with excellent
transient response and very low cut-off
frequency.
In addition the phase angle of the input
impedance will be lower around the bass

resonances, giving us an " amplifier friendly"
loudspeaker system.
The system canceled out the force transmitted
to the cabinet. This prevents phase distortion
of the tweeter signal as well as excessive
radiation from the cabinet panels. Both of
these phaenomena are well known limiting
factors of loudspeaker performance.

New Materials
in the Midrange Systems
Midrange response is the single most crucial aspect of
loudspeaker performance. If this section is not properly
designed, well-balanced sound is almost impossible to
achieve. In light of this fact, agreat deal of time and effort
was invested in the design of the DALI 40 midrange system, in order to match the superlative standard set by the
woofer section.
Midrange performance actually begins with the bass
drivers, which reproduce many of the musical fundamentals in asystem with acrossover frequencyof 450 Hz. For
this reason, we experimented with abroad assortment of
new materials for the woofer cones, including pulp cones
with various coatings and numerous polypropylene materials, before settling on a1mm thin polypropylene. The
resulting driver has linear pistonic characteristics to 800
Hz with afirst break-up mode at about 1kHz, afull octave
above the crossover frequency.
In the selection of cone materials for the midrange
drivers, the crucial parameters were stiffness, density
and damping.
After auditioning a wide range of materials, we finaly
selected anew polymer called TPX. The advantages of
this new material are plain to see in the following diagram.

Material
Paper
Polypropylene
Titanium
TPX

Young's
Modulus

Mass

Inner
kiss tI, Q)

6.5E10 5

700

0.05

15.5E10 5
1100E10"
32.0E10 5

890
4500
830

0.09
0.002
0.29

The choise of the proper midrange cone material was
proceded by by careful consideration of the manner in
which this critical element reproduces sound. A driver
unit transduces electrical impulse. which become
mechanical energy at the cone connection. This energy is
transmitted to the air at the surface of the cone, becoming
sound waves in much the same way as moving arope back
and forth produces waves down its entire length. Cone oscillations run from the bottom of the cone to its terminationat the suspension and finally set air molecules inmotion. Ideally, the angular velocity of the cone should
match the velocity of the airwave to allow the propagation
of asmooth wavefront.
'l'I'X provides these ideal material characteristics.
with asound velocity of approximately 650 meters per
second, which is essentially frequency- independent, unlike other materials. This helps minimize distortion and
since TPX is lighter than polypropylene, it has better impulse response and greater efficiency than other materials. To return to the rope analogy, after the wave travels
down the rope, it produces asmall flick at the end. Something similar occurs in
loudspeaker response,
causing unwanted radiation from the edge of
the cone back through
the material or into the
air. In either case. thsi
causes distortion of the
primary signal.
To prevent these
effects, we discovered
asuperior suspension
material for the DALI
40, Norsorex, arubber
and oil compound,
which, in the proper
proportions, possesses
extraordinarydmaping
properties.

The midrange driver used in the DALI 40 also has an
uncoil% entional look, as seen in the illustration. Dispensing with the usual dust cover, the pole piece is extended
outward and tapers into aspike. Theoretically, an infinitely extended pole piece will provide aperfect radiation
pattern. Since this extension is impossible, we experimented until we found the ultimate design which emulates infinite extension and optimizes the ability of the
cone to "breathe" properly, unencumbered by air tapped
under adust cover.

The Tweeter
As the first step in the selectionof the tweeter, we sought
out units with low distortion, sufficient sensitivityand
wide dispersion which would be compatible with the system. Special emphasis on the distortion criterion reduced
the number of suitable candidates to eight. After protracted listening sessions - in both stereo and mono - we
selected a 1" dome from Audax, simply because of its
superior overall performance.
The diaphragm of the tweeter is athermically stable
fabric dome with excellent inner damping. These features
ensure consistentlyhigh performance regardless of sound
pressure level.

The Crossover Network
The crossover section of the DMA 40 is the result of our
design goal of wide, even radiation patterns. In addition.
we also aimed for an even radiation pattern well off-axis.
This was achieved with asymmetrical crossover slopes to
complement the radiation patterns of each driver, allowing optimum dispersion throughout the entire operating
range. of the system. It was also achieved with aminimum
of crossover elements, since we found that the less complicated the crossover, the more accurate the sound. The
employment of an absolute minimum of components in
the crossover of the DALI 40 to achieve the desired response also enables us to closely control teh quality of
each individual component. The components used in the
crossover are manufactured to extremely close tolerance
and are quite simply the finest available. Extensive listening tests also allowed us to ascertain the proper application of agiven type of component.

FACTS ABOUT DALI:
• DA LI was founded in Denmark - in 1983
• DALI reinvests 75% of net income in
research and developement
• DALI speakers are produced in our own
large and modern factory
• DALI speakers must pass astringent
final inspection
• DALI's research and developement
division experiments with dynamic
loudspeaker principles as well as
electrostatic and hybride ribbon
constructions
• DALI loudspeakers have been well
reviewed by the international hi-fi
press:
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The Cabinet
As with every design aspect of the DUI 40, agreat deal
of experimentation and innovative thinking went into the
speaker enclosure. The cabinet is constructedas four
separate chambers. making it asimple matter to control
and minmize standing waves. The chambers also prevent
intermodulation distortion and improve the structural integrity of the entire cabinet. In addition, the rounded
aluminium corners make for arugged and durable enclosure, while contributing
substantially to the
elimination of superior
cabinet resonancse.
And, of course. the
bold combination of
anodized aluminium.
real wood veneer and
glass lends the DALI .to
astylish elegance which
makes it as impressive
to the eye as it is to the
ear.
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"One look inside or outside reveals construction as fine as any experienced in hi-fi and the sound is simply glorious."
(HiFi News & Record Review, January 1988)

Sleepless nights for sale
We're giving you fair warning. Your
purchase of the Series 928 amplifiers
from Primare Systems of Denmark is
guaranteed to give you sleepless nights.
Long, enjoyable nights discovering
the hidden glories of your favourite recordings.
Uncompromising,
cost no object quality
With the single purpose of bringing you
one step closer to the live music experience, the Primare Systems design team
set out to create aunique amplification
system based on intensive research and
extensive listening tests.
re

Luxury, logic, flexibility
and remote control
The Primare Systems preamplifier offers afull complement of input facilities
with abroad range of impedance loading and sensitivity options to allow you
to optimize the performance of the cartridge of your choice.
Full remote control is provided, allowing all functions, including volume
and absolute phase, to be set from the
listening position. The volume control

is amotorised, multi-step selector with
gold-plated contacts holding channel
balance to within 0.05dB.
In search of the true
three-dimensional experience
We discovered early on that only afully
symmetrical amplifier can accurately
recreate the original three-dimensional
sotmdstage and the proper spatial relationships between instruments with
every detail intact.
Therefore, the Primare Systems
Series 928 is uncompromisingly symmetrical from the input sockets of the
preamplifier to the loudspeaker terminals of the power amplifiers.
The Series 928 also takes full advantage of the theoretical and practical
benefits of balanced signal transmission between the preamplifier and the
monoblock power amplifiers.
Zero negative feedback
Our expert panel of musicians and audio engineers found that the musical
performance of our monoblock power
amplifiers with no negative feedback
was consistently superior to that of de-

signs with any amount of feedback,
however small. For this reason, negative feedback has been totally eliminated in the Series 928 monoblocks.
Styling to match performance
Because the Primare Systems Series
928 deserves aluxurious appearance to
equal its exceptional sonic performance, the sculptural elegance of the amplifiers is an integral part of our total
design concept: to bring you an amplification system of stunning beauty and
technical sophistication.
From £ 8250,manufactured by:
PRIMARE SYSTEMS A / S
13 Lindevej, 1877 Copenhagen F
Denmark
Tel. (45) 122 15 22
Fax. (45) 122 84 21
Telex 19194 Primar
distributed in the U.K. by:
Acoustic Gold Ltd.
1, Orston Lodge, Old Farm Road
Hampton, TW12 3RQ
tel. 01-941 6737 ( 24 hrs)
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of equipment which excludes an assessment
of its value to the music lover is worthless.
Finally, Iconsider that areviewer who is
incapable of writing straight English prose
and who insists on exhibiting his eccentricities
in such an ostentatious and offensive manner
should be excluded from your columns.
Ihave been asubscriber to HiFi News for
over 20 years and have watched its
development over the years with interest. It is
still agood magazine, but it would be much,
much better without Ken Kessler.
Yours sincerely
KK replies:
'Tis better to go through life hated than
ignored.' — Harvey Rosenberg. 1984.
That aside, my use of the English language
is based on the PMLA Style Sheet and White
and Strunk's Elements of Style. Your claims
of my abuse of the language are criticisms up
with which Iwill not put.
As for my dislike of classical music, well.
I'm here to represent the people who
purchase 85% of all the records sold in the
world. Rock, pop, jazz, soul. Blues, disco,
heavy metal, country & western, reggae and
soundtrack fans have rights, too.
And as for the Yamaha player. Iliked the
thing, fer Chrissake. Or didn't Imake that
clear enough?

The real cost of Radfords
From: John Widgery, Woodside Electronics
(Radford)
Dear Sir, Inoted with some amusement Tim
Smith's views in the November issue
concerning the review of the Radford
Renaissance. Ithought at the time that the
Radford was only being used as an example
to demonstrate his point so Ideclined to add
my own comments as Ifelt that KK said all
that was required in his reply.
Ido not wish to get involved in discussions
about Mr Smith's choice of music or his
ability to hear the difference between top
quality and budget audio equipment. I
interpret from his letter that he is quite happy
with the results from his existing gear and is
enjoying his music. So be it. This is his
prerogative. My equipment would be just as
wasted on him as his claret would be on me:
however. Iwould not be bigoted enough to
inflict my views on people who have different
tastes to mine, and who appreciate and get
pleasure from drinking this wine. Ido
however feel the need to correct certain of his
statements in your January issue regarding
the Radford products and inflation.
In 1968 this magazine was. Ibelieve. 3/(15p). It is now £ 1.40 ( 28/-). A top quality
turntable was about £30.00 and one would
expect to pay more than £500.00 today.
There are many examples that Icould give
but Iwould say that in the last 20 years, on
average, most people would agree that goods
have increased by afactor of about 10 times
and wages have probably increased more
than that.
Ihave aprice list dated 1st November 1968
in ‘Nhich the STA 25 Series 3retailed for £60
and the STA 100 retailed for £ 120. Ignoring
the sound quality of the Renaissance, which
is greatly improved over both of these early
models. Iwould say that on specification
alone the Renaissance if it had existed at that
time would have been priced at about £85.
Using the factor of 10 times for inflation at
today's prices this unit should sell for £850.
Since that time there are two other factors
to take into account. The retailer today
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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expects ahigher profit margin ( this is an
increase of about 7.5%) and we have value
added tax at 15%, increasing the price to
£1050.81. These two factors do not increase
the ex-works price and the manufacturers'
profit, only the price that the end user has to
pay. The actual retail price of this amplifier is
£897 including VAT. 1am manufacturing
these units in smaller quantities than
Radford. Most of my components have
inflated by far more than 10 times and if I
were to work on the same material- to- profit
ratios that were used in the ' 60s this amplifier
would retail today at £ 1300.
Iwould also like to point out that this
collection of tubes and wires is the product of
40 years of research in the field of valve
amplifier and audio transformer design by
Arthur Radford and his engineers. Iwas the
engineer involved with the design of the
Series 3range of valve amplifiers and the SC
22 pre- amplifier. The current range of
Radford valve products are manufactured
under licence but in very close collaboration
with the founder himself.
Before Mr Smith puts pen to paper Imust
point out that with the advances in modern
electronic technology it has been possible to
produce some electronic goods, cg television
radios and budget hi- Ii, with very good
performance at low prices that must be better
value for money for the average consumer
than esoteric high- end audio products. With
all hobbies there are always enthusiasts who
require aproduct that is better than average,
whether it's ahand- built sports car or aLeica
camera, and this little bit of extra
performance can cost alot more to produce.
The Radford products are no more expensive
than many similar high- end audio products
and much less than some of the imported
competition.
Yours faithfidly

Preventives for microphony
From: Terry Robinson ( VK3DWZ),
Woodend, Victoria, Australia
Dear Sir, Thanks for such an excellent
magazine. Even though it is sometimes
difficult to obtain over here at the other end
of the Empire Itry to obtain every copy.
Now to the main point of this letter: Ilove
Valves ( indeed, as Itype this Ihave in front
of me an all- valve Communications Receiver
with 26 of them inside) and so Iwas
interested to see that your Accessories Club
has available valve dampers. Now, here's the
interesting bit — whilst listening to the
lunchtime news Iheard an item about certain
intimate rubber goods and that sent me
looking through my bookshelf for an
interesting book I've had for many years. The
book is called ' The Magic Spark — 50 Years of
Radio in Australia' by R R Walker. On page
151 we read the following:
'In the old days, rectifier tubes in the
control room of stations apparently had a
habit of becoming " microphonic". The effect
was ahigh-pitched howl. It happened on the
opening night of 2CH in 1932 when high
churchmen from various denominations were
guests of the licensee — the Council of
Churches. The chief engineer rose to the
occasion. Over the offending valves he placed
rubber items usually reserved for purposes of
amore intimate nature. To avoid upsetting
those austere dignitaries aboard was placed
over the valves. With valves quietened. the
evening, as they say, passed off without
further incident.'

So you see, valve dampeners are not
exactly anew idea. Anyway Ihope the above
story is good for achuckle.
Yours faithfully

Discord for today
From: Ivor Abelson, London E4
Dear Sir, With reference to 'The Art of
Discord' by Stanley Kelly, Ifeel that some
readers have failed to see the relevance of this
series to the modern listener and perhaps it is
unfortunate that the author, or the journal by
way of an editorial introduction, did not
emphasise the value of looking towards the
past.
It seems to me that much of the equipment
and methods of yesteryear have been
superseded, not because what was new was
better, but because of changes in fashion. All
too often, the changes seem much for the
worse, if the sound of music, as heard at alive
performance, is the yardstick of measure.
Then there is the question of user
convenience which, at the time of the
introduction of the new mode, was so
dominant in the perception of the market,
that the at least equally important aspect of
the degradation of sound quality was not
considered. Nobody can dispute the great
improvement in convenience in the change
from 78 to LP or from LP to CD. We can,
with hindsight, now see what was lost, as well
as what was gained in the 78 to LP change
and this, if we study it, will help us to see
what we sacrifice as well as what we gain on
the LP to CD step. We can go back further.
Where recording of the voice was concerned,
by no means all reviewers of the time were
totally pleased with the change from acoustic
to electric. Nor indeed were the singers,
although they dared not say why! It was
possible to use the resonances of the horn and
to some extent the cutter diaphragm of the
old-time lathe, to enhance the voice.
Whatever her other faults. Melba would have
none of it and collectors either appreciate or
dislike her recordings for this. Other great
singers of the age saw no difference in
utilising the response of the lathe system as
they would that of the concert hall. With
instrumentalists. cg Fritz Kreisler. he sounds
that much better recorded via the horn: he
would not adapt to the microphone, which,
he complained, ' never captured his tone'. If
we ignore this history, we can so easily form
the naive impression that sound processing
for recording is aproduct of modern
electronics.
Although this is not mentioned in the
articles, Stanley Kelly is very aware of the
balance of advantages and losses in the
change in the 78 era, from cutting on to wax
to cutting on to acetate laquer. He may be
less aware that there was atime in the ' 30s
when machines were made which inscribed
without producing swarf by embossing on to
soft aluminium blanks. However, there must
have been enough disadvantages to this at the
time for it to fail commercially, but there it
was, years before its time, Direct Metal
Mastering, today's high fashion in the cutting
studio!
A study of soundboxes has much to warn us
about in today's market. In the ' 20s we had
'verissimo' and ' romantic' soundboxes, each
with its following. Many listeners would keep
one of each, sometimes more than one, each
with adifferent tuning emphasis. We still
have this ( contrast Koetsu with Ortofon) hut
the helpful language of yesteryear is not used
13
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8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
... LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
(Mdmanchester, Huntingdon,
(:ambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521

MORCH DP-6 - UNIQUE CONCEPT OF TONE ARM
The only tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.
A rm tubes of 4 different masses - from
PI ultra light to extra heavy - can be
supplied. The unavoidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridge that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone arm ( known as the " effective mass"). However, the frequency of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosing
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to a frequency, where it does no
harm.
With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the lowest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

H. H. MORCH
SKOVVEJ 16
2820 GENTOFTE
DENMARK

lightest in the world. This is important
for cartridges using a low tracking force,
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
a low compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen. Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge.

See U.S. Magazine

The Absolute Sound
vol. 12, issue 49, fall 1987,

+_M1

P.
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• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Therefore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylus will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.

Quality
Precision
Reliability

PHONE: + 451634512
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today. Yet such descriptions would he most
helpful to abuyer who could concentrate his
choosing on that sector of the market which
pleased him. The ' romantic' concept indeed
carries through to turn- arms, turntables.
amplifiers and loudspeakers. Valve amplifiers
are assumed to he romantic sounding, hut
this is not always so. Something will have to
he done if aDynavector prototype
demonstrated at the Heathrow Show is
marketed. It may be adjusted for either a
romantic or verissimo presentation. On
reflection, perhaps the reason that so many
object to CD is that the many ways of
tailoring the sound available with LP
turntable systems are inapplicable to aCD
player!
The lesson from this area of history is not
to place too much store on specification and
to realise that too high aspecification can
waste money: also, never underestimate
craftsmanship. The Scots have asaving that
they make the best engineers because they
know how to get from t2 the result lesser
engineers get from ti.20! Another historical
warning from the gramophone days was the
plethora of superb cabinets containing
pathetic workings. Where are the parallels in
the present market? Have the aims of
manufacturers improved with time? Who
today is serving up meagre working parts in
an opulent presentation? Did the old timers
of Shoreditch and Hackney Road die without
heirs for their tradition of good looking
cabinet work around meagre functional
parts?
Even if Kelly's articles do not make you
delve into the past, they can still serve you
very well if they make you consider with more
care than hitherto before following achange
of fashion in the replacement of equipment.
Yours .
faithlidly

Ambisonic angles
From: Yip Mang Meng, Singapore
Dear Sir. When you do the article On
Ambisonics. do not ignore to mention the
shortfalls of stereo in the recreation of
concert- hall realism in the home
environment. Specifically they are:
1. The placing of the hall ambience behind
the plane of the speakers.
2. The difficulty in differentiating the
ambience of the stage from the ambience of
the hall. Iam sure the musicians and the
conductor hear more of the ambience of the
stage and the audience hears more of the
ambience of the hall. This fact has been too
infrequently pointed out by the audio and
record reviewers. The only audio guru who
has mentioned that he can distingt-iish the
ambience of the stage from that of the hall
when listening to astereo recording is Harry
Pearson of t
he lb ydote Smart' Magazine in
an article on transparenc‘ -* all American
audio revolution as ¡ IC called it.
3. The inabilit‘ ot stereo to extend the width
of asoundstage far beyond the outer edges of
the loudspeakers and hence create awall-towall sound. and vet retain th
e ability to focus
the sound- images of individual plus ers iIr
sections of an orchestra solidi in their
respective places in the soundstage. In my
experience, if one places apair of
loudspeakers more than tell feet apart. the
images bets% een the speakers becomes
'blurred'. • less solid'. lose focus' and
'become flat .or have ' less dimensionality'.
Yet in the concert- hall. the soundstage
retains its large width and the sound- imag es
retain their focus solidity when one listens in
HUH NEV.'S& RECORD RFyILW
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the centre of the tenth to twelfth rows. The
angle subtended by the ends of the
soundstage at the listener's seat is often more
that 90 0.At home, even on the best stereo
set-ups. using either spaced- microphone or
coincidental microphone recorded LPs. Iam
unable to recreate such awide soundstage, as
Ifind that Ihave to sit at adistance ( from the
plane of the speakers) more than the distance
between the two loudspeakers to obtain
sound- images with the greatest solidness and
dimensionality, especially for solo voice and
instrument, or for concerto pieces. Ishall not
labour you with diagrams, hut should my
description of above require them. Ishall be
most happy to provide you the pertinent
diagrams to illustrate my points.
Ilook forward to your Ambisonics article
and hope you will incorporate the abovementioned observations in your feature.
Thank you.
Yours faithfully
(*dextrin, HFIJI»
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Diffraction problems solved
From: M Jones, Southampton, Hampshire
Dear Sir. Iam glad to hear that the problem
of loudspeaker diffraction has finally been
raised. For too long it has simply been
ignored. or worse. equalised. on axis. by the
crossover. Both approaches lead to unusual
off- axis responses.
Diffraction i
\ the name given to the effect
where asound s‘ as eencountering an obstacle
or discontinuit‘ sets up asecondary source at
the obstacle. This secondary source is real in
the sense that it can interfere with the
primais source. In the case of loudspeakers.
the primary source is the drive unit and the
discontinuity in the edge of the loudspeaker
baffle. The interference between primary and
secondary sources causes nulls in the polar
response: These nulls are frequencydependent due to the distance between
primary and secondary sources, as the waves
altermitely add and subtract. The worst
would he adrive unit mounted centrally on a
circular baffle: this would give clearly-delined
nulls. Fortunately. few loudspeaker designs
are of this nature ( except for afew tweeters).
The rectangular shape of most loudspeakers
means that the nulls are not so clearly
defined. since the distance from drive unit to
edge is no longer constant. However, the
problem remains.

This problem has been recognised in the
past and, occasionally, efforts have been
made to reduce it. Notable among these are
the LS3/5a with its strip of felt around the
tweeter, and some AR loudspeakers that had
radiused baffles.
The solution to the problem of diffraction
is to reduce discontinuities in both number
and severity, and to attenuate the sound that
reaches them. The drawing shows how this is
achieved.
Starting at the tweeter dome, all proud
screws have been replaced with counter-sunk
types to leave aflat plate. This is then
countersunk by cutting ahole in the
hardboard, which is easier than routing the
rebate, and does not weaken the baffle. The
baffle is then surrounded with quadrant
almost to the edges of the cabinet ( 1
/loin gap).
if the cabinet is already veneered, or no gap if
it is to be veneered or laminated later. The
quadrant is sanded at the corners to remove
the sharp edge that results from mitreing. The
cabinet should now be veneered if this has not
already been done. Next, the baffle and
quadrant are painted with contact adhesive.
Whilst this is drying, asheet of appropriatelysized 1
/6in felt can be painted. Care has to be
2
taken not to get too much glue on the felt or it
will soak through and look unsightly. Once
the glue is dry, the felt will stretch and
compress to cover the entire baffle including
the quadrant. Once it is applied the excess
felt can be trimmed with asharp scalpel and
the edge will be concealed by the veneer. Cut
holes for the drive units and the felt will act as
agasket.
The result of all this work is aloudspeaker
with minimal diffraction leading to amuch
improved off- axis response and greater
clarity in the midrange. Dispersion is
improved in that, as the listener moves
off- axis, treble reduces only gradually and
naturally, making listening on- axis less
important.
Ihave been making loudspeakers in this
way since 1982 and can honestly say that this
technique works without fail. However, it is
clearly acumbersome process suited only to
dedicated amateurs. For commercial use. I
would envisage the baffle being a
compression moulding in MN' or perhaps
mineral- loaded plastic. The felt could then be
applied by spraying fibres at the baffle.
Another bonus for home use is that felt is
available in many ( non- black) colours —
patterns can even he made on the baffle using
different colours! Incidentally. Ihave found
that if amistake is made, the felt can be
removed using avery hot iron.
Ithink that separate left/right volume
controls are apain, too. Stud attenuators rule
OK! ( Even if they do drive your bank
manager bazonka!)
Yours faithfully

Back to back catalogue
From: Michael Deacon, Polygram Classics
Dear Sir, Ishould like to correct one
inaccuracy in Mr Cervanka's letter. ( Views.
March ' 88) concerning Polygram's classical
LP catalogue, when he says that we ' will in
future hold no stocks of the back catalogue in
this country'.
Whilst it is true that the classical LP is in
sharp decline it is by no means uneconomical
to carry stocks in this country and we will
continue to do so. Certain new issues will not
appear on LP but the majority will continue
to be released on all three formats.
Yours .
faithfully
15
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Dealing with Pinewood Music is apleasurable and rewarding experience for those who seek
the finest equipment for reproducing music in their homes.
Brian Rivas may not be an easy music lover to please, but doing business with him is simple if
perfection is your aim. He offers only avery select range of the highest quality equipment
which his ears tell him is without equal. His experience and dedication will enable you to
purchase a system that will give you enduring pleasure without the nagging fear that
substitution of different components will yield superior results. What Pinewood provides IS the
superior result.
Goldmund, Oracle, Audio Research, Krell, Apogee and Sonus Faber are some of the matchless
names Mr Rivas is encouraging serious music lovers, whatever their taste, to audition. And if
you like compact discs he won't laugh at you: he'll let you hear the Micro Seiki CD-M2 or the
Kinergetics KCD 30.

You can hear the finest sounds in the South of England at his listening rooms in adelightful
and easily accessible village in the Test Valley. Or he will gladly demonstrate equipment in
your home at atime to suit you — and that can be any evening as well as Saturdays and
Sundays.
The service Mr Rivas provides is without equal, and he will maintain alasting and personal
interest in any purchase you make. So whether your taste is Allegri or Zappa, you'll find
everything sounds more natural and exciting on asystem from Pinewood. Let your ears be the
judge by telephoning Brian Rivas on 0264 57536 at any time and arranging ano-obligation
demonstration.

For those already at the high end, contact me about having your Audio
Research SP II brought up to Mk 2specification and your M300 power
amplifiers fitted with the latest capacitors. Audio Research only upgrade
when the benefits are really worthwhile. These are, as you will hear.

3-1t-e

Mete«

tàIr
e

(Fri,

'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Counterpoint, Koetsu,
Krell, Madrigal, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech, Sonus Faber

NEWS>
YAMAHA ADD NEW TAPE, CD PLAYERS
Four new tape decks and two CD
players have been added to the
Yamaha line-up. The KX-300
(£149) and KX-500 (£209) are
single cassette decks both offering
optional remote control operation, Dolby I-1X Pro, play trim,
manual bias adjustment and
amorphous head; the dearer deck
also includes master fade and
optimum level indicator. The KXW202 (£ 179) and KX-W900
(£499) feature auto- reverse, relay

play and one-touch dubbing; the
KX-W900 also offers facility to
record two different inputs simultaneously. The CDX-510 (£229,
reviewed in this issue) and CDX810 (£299) have 24-track programmable playback. The ' 510 features Hi- Bit 4-times oversampling, the '810 Hi- Bit 8- times
oversampling. Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd, Yamaha House, 200
Rickmansworth Road, Watford,
Herts. WD1 7JS.

MONITOR PC CABLES FROM GERMANY
Monitor PC is an entirely new
range of speaker and signal leads
imported from Germany by Bandridge. Using a concept marketing approach, the line is designed
to offer top performance at low
cost, with the range including a
copper-core, silver coated speaker
lead retailing for only £6 per
metre. Also taking priority in the
designs are the cables' aesthetics,
in keeping with the houseproud
nature of the home-market consumer. Certain models are
offered in a variety of colours to
aid in domestic harmony, thus
minimising the intrusion of
flamboyant leads in a home
environment. One other detail
feature is the use of round and

square cross-section insulation to
aid in identifying '+' and
strands. The importer has been
selective, choosing only certain
items from acatalogue which contains over 160 interconnects,
speaker cable types and connectors. The initial product launch
includes Studio Line pure copper
speaker cable, the aforementioned Silver Line copper/silver
cable, ' slim-line' versions of the
above, and three types of phono
cable in bulk or pre-cut lengths.
Also available are 10 styles of
phono connector. For the name of
your nearest stockist for the range
contact Bandridge Ltd, 1 York
Road, London SW19 8TP. Tel
01-543 3633.

KRELL'S CONNECTICUT LAUNCH

new breed of pots and connectors.
Six products were launched in the
Also at the launch was the ( unexUS at arecent 'open-house' held
pected) KC- 100 moving-coil carby Krell at their newly-enlarged
tridge. Krell felt the need for a
Connecticut factory and a local
high-end cartridge which is priced
hotel. The KMA-160 and KMA
below the Koetsu Black, so the
400 are monoblocks, the model
numbers equalling the Class- A company designed an m-c, manufactured in Japan, with 0.25mV
wattage, the stereo amplifiers
output, asemi- line contact stylus,
being the KSA-80 and KSA-200 at
tapered cantilever, low com80W/channel and 200Wichannel.
pliance and ahigh mass of 13.5g.
The latter ratings increase to the
Housed in abeautifully machined
former units' when converted to
NAKAMICHI'S NEW CASSETTE DECKS
round body ( mercifully styled
mono operation. In addition to
with aflattened front to facilitate
Four new cassette decks, a CD which offers precise manual tape the styling change, the new Krells
easy alignment), the KC- 100
player and a receiver have been calibration. Nakamichi's new CD dispense with fan cooling and
comes in the most over-the-top
player is the OMS-1E (£395), first feature novel new protection ciradded to the Nakamichi line-up.
packaging this journalist has ever
Fi Show at cuitry guaranteed to prevent any
The cassette decks include the seen at last year's Hiseen. Your local Krell dealer will
Heathrow. This remote control damage due to short-circuiting the
CR-IE (£345) which replaces the
probably have it displayed on a
BX-100E. This deck adds Dolby player is a 16-bit 2-times machine outputs. The amps are joined by
velvet cushion in the Hatton GarC to the least expensive model in featuring dual-mono analogue cir- the PAM-7 preamp, which fits
the range. The CR2E (£395) cuits, separate analogue and inbetween the existing PAM-5 den manner. UK prices on all of
the above have yet to be
replaces the BX-125E and is iden- digital power supplies, 15- track and PAM-3, and boasts the usual
announced, but note that the
tical to the CR1E, but adds memory, bi-directional skip/ cartridge-matching flexibility with
KSA-80 is the new entry-level
fine-tune bias control and a four- search and two-speed cueing. Last under-the-lid DIP switches, apair
power amplifier, and the PAM-7
digit LED counter. Next up is the in the new releases is the SR-4 of outboard power supplies (givwill probably be Krell's 'starter'
CR3E (£595), a replacement for receiver (£995), rated at 85W/ ing you visual confirmation of the
Ken Kessler
the highly successful BX-300E. channel and also featuring infra- unit's dual-mono aspect) and a preamp.
This is, like its predecessor, a red remote control operation.
three- head machine, dispensing Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd, Marlwith the pitch control and lower- borough Road, Churchill Indust- ARISTON RELEASE AMPLIFIER
ing the tariff by £50. Top of the rial Estate, Lancing, West Sussex
At a press gathering held for the including banana sockets for the
new releases is the CR4E (£745), BN15 8TR. Tel (0903) 750750.
/in
4
new Icon and Q Deck turntables speaker connection, and a 1
first seen in Las Vegas, Arkton headphone socket with an adjasurprised all present with the cent toggle for defeating the
PARTINGTON'S NEW DREADNOUGHT
unveiling of their first integrated speakers when headphones are in
amplifier. The new amp, initially use. A board for moving-coil carPartington have replaced the and measuring 60cm tall. Both
called Pulsar, is a freshly-styled tridges will be made available as
Dreadnought speaker stand with feature interchangeable top and
unit sporting ablack perspex fas- an option. The best news of all is
two new models. Dreadnought 1 bottom plates to suit different
cia divided horizontally by agrey that this unit — including remote —
is a 38cm tall stand with speakers, and custom plates can
strip. Only asmall on-off button is will retail for only £ 175.95 inc
24x25.5cm platform constructed be ordered. Other new products
visible until the lower right hand VAT, which we believe is the
from heavy steel and featuring include the PP3 31cm tall stand
corner of the fascia is swung open least expensive remote-operable
ribs on the outside of the single (£50 per pair), PP4 48cm stand
to reveal press buttons for volume amplifier on the market. The Pulpillar. Supplied with floor spikes, (£50 per pair), PTB turntable
and source select (m-m phono, sar will serve as the heart of an
the top plate is pre-threaded for stand (£50), and the ER1 equipCD, tuner, video/aux, tape). all-Ariston system, the company
the fitting of top spikes, available ment stand which features heightRated at 2x4OW, the real surprise having also released a new twofrom the company as Accessory adjustable shelves, floor spikes
is that the unit comes complete way speaker, the Image. Total
Pack PA8. Price of the Dread- and isolating studs for the shelves
nought 1is £ 101 per pair unfilled, (£89). Also launched is arange of with infra- red remote control, the cost of this UK- made system
hand-held unit duplicating all of including the new Q Deck is only
or £ 129 filled with a mixture of accessories, including PA1 6mm
the controls under the panel as £494.90. For full details, contact
lead, sand and resin. Available at spikes, PA6 6mm studs with lockwell as managing tone, balance, Ariston Acoustics Ltd, Freeport
the same price is the Dreadnought nuts, and PA8 6mm studs; accesmute and control reset. At the Scotland, Prestwick, Ayrshire,
2 which features asmaller centre sories are around £ 10 per pack.
back are the requisite sockets Scotland. Tel. (0292) 76933/4.
pillar and top plate ( 16.5x18cm) For details, phone (0322) 843712.
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THE HI-FI SALE THAT)

MADNESS TO MISS!

umiLET

You'll find all the big guns at the once-a-year Unilet Sale. Top
Blue Murder means the queue starts early for the extra
drawer brands that few hi-fi stores can offer and at price s
d
special early- bird bargains where loads and loads of gear
you won't believe. It's the famous Blue Is/limier Sale that
will go fcr asong.
L
; rivals green. /
111. 1
Regular audiophiles know this is the hi-fi sale of
Only once ayear do we cut our already low
/
\
the year and can't wait to get their hands on our
prices on every single item of quality ,
Sale Price List. If you've never been and are
merchandise we stock. When it comes to the /
N browned off with so-called sales just clip the
true audiophile items, the state of the art, ,
coupon or ring the hot line for details. We'll
you're lucky to find astore that offers this
35 High St., New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY.
even include the hit list of the early- bird
big arange, let alone at these prices.
/e
Unilet Hi Fi,
bargains so you can make areal
Blue Murder means an extra
BLUE MURDER SALE UST PLEASE! \ killing.
10% off everything for cash,
/
HOT LINE 01-942 9567.
cheque or personal finance
/
NAME
\ Licensed credit broker.
(reduced discounts on »
ADDRESS
Written details
credit cards).
/
N available.

;

/

"

Ian

SOUND ADVICE AT AN EVEN BETTER PRICE.

\

NEWS>
KEF SPEAKERS GO UP THE WALL

NEW PRODUCTS AT THE BRISTOL SHOW
HiFi '88, the show held in Bristol
and sponsored by Absolute Sound
8.: Video, Audio Excellence and
Radford HiFi, disproved the contention that regional shows are
devoid of product launches.
In the Syndicate rooms. Mission
were showing their revised range
of electronics, with their latest
CD player featuring defeatable
front-panel illumination. A/B'ed
with the use of the cordless
remote control, it was demonstrated that switching off the pretty
lights had a beneficial effect on
the sound. ( Yamaha in Japan
were surprised, too, when Alvin
Gold demonstrated the same
effect.) I didn't stick around to
see how the audience reacted.
Quad, too, had a syndicate
room and they upheld tradition by
not launching anything at all; I
think they're still worried about
the wave of heart attacks they
caused in America a couple of
years back when they launched
two products at once. Linn had
the Terrace Suite ( the closest you
can get to the bar) which was
packed throughout the show.
Visitors pored over the new
Nexus speaker. curiously named
after a pornographic novel, and
were able to pick up copies of the
lavish new Linn magazine, edited
by former Car editor Mel Nichols.
SME introduced an add-on
damper for owners of the SME IV
tonearm. The addition of the
trough narrows the gap between
the IV and V. the remaining
differences - better bearings and
internal wiring, dynamic tracking
force application - not being
retrainable to IVs. Meridian was
basking in the glow of their recent
design award, while A&R Cambridge surprised the lot of us with
an affordable (£249) outboard D/
A coverter for use with any CD
player with coaxial digital-out
capability. ( Hi, Nige!)
Acoustic Research also surprised afew visitors by launching
a high-end speaker or three coproduced with a Swiss manufacturer and travelling under the
name Rowen. These speakers feature AR drivers in Eurosourced
cabinets, unusual baffle angling,
immaculate finish and prices running up to £ 1500 per pair.
Entirely new to me were the
clever mini-monitors from acompany called Alexander. These
affordable (£90 per pair on up)
speakers take up no more cubic
space than a Diamond. though
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

they're small of cross-section, tall
and slim, and come in steel enclosures. The company damps out
the resonances with silicon rubber
liberally applied within. Ruark
revealed anew flagship. the £ 1725
per pair, three-way Accolade.
while Diesis showed a couple of
new two- ways. the Sapphire
(£329) and the Emerald (£449).
Woodside Electronics was making
wonderful music with the Radford
pre/power combination; Arthur
Radford himself was there on the
Friday, adding a real note of
celebrity to the proceedings.
(Monitor Audio's Mo lqbal was
there, too!)
Revolvers were in evidence in a
number of colours which may or
may not be offered to the public. I
was told not to say anything about
the yellowy one turning green. but
hey. I'm a reporter. Hi Fi
Answers had a room for Those
Who Would Be Belted, Peter Belt
himself turning up at the show and
demonstrating remarkable calm in
the l'ace of Paul Miller's feature in
our March issue.
Marantz and Philips flew the
CD- Video flag. the latter packing
'em in downstairs while the former aimed their demos at
audiophiles by playing the music
through Quad 63s. Ariston gave
the first public showing of their
amplifier, now - mercifully - not
to be called Pulsar. Nakamichi
showed avast arras of new models. including a replacement for
the legendary BX300. while
Foundation showed for the first
time the delightful Da Capo electronics from Berlin. Russ
Andrews was there espousing the
virtues of Torlyte and threatening
me with astand for the L83/5As,
Acoustic Gold launched Primare
electronics, using the extremely
unusual Mapleknoll turntable as
the analogue source. Beyer
revealed a new budget headphone, available with ear pads to
match your Nike runners.
Iregret to report that the biggest queues at O ntire show
were those manufac; ers waiting
to see Steve Harris. Easily collared. our Editor gets waylaid in
corridors and even the wonders of
paging can't extract him from
conversations with the likes of
Denis Morecroft.
Congrats and Well done' to the
dealers responsible for HiFi '88
but next year, can you get some
water pressure out of the showers
on the 10th floor?
Ken Kessler
APRIL 1988

KEF's new range of in-wall loudspeakers, launched at the Las
Vegas CES, are now available in
the UK. The range consists of a
two-way system called CR200F,
the CR250SW subwoofer and the
three-way package consisting of
the CR200E-plus-CR250SW.
These flush- mounted units,
designed to appeal to the rapidlygrowing custom-installation market, require a wall-depth of only
89mm for the two-way modules
and 94mm for the woofer. Driver
complement for the mid/tweeter

arrays consists of a 25mm softdome tweeter and 200mm mid/
bass cone; the subwoofer encolsure houses a 250mm cone. Frequency response of the CR2OOF
panel is 55-22kHz; the subwoofer
covers arange of 32-150Hz. Prices
are to be calculated as part of an
installation, with KEF suggesting
approximately £200 per pair for
the CR200, £250 for the subwoofer, and £450 for athree-way
set-up. KEF Electronics Ltd,
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15
6QP. Tel (0622) 672261.

LEIDER LEADS
Jaap Gunter, who was responsible
for the launch of Siltech cables,
has produced anew line of interconnects to be sold under the
clever homonym/double entendre,
Lieder. All leads are handmade,
using silver as the conductor.
Developments further to the original Siltech specification include
attention to the number and dia-

meter of strands, the winding
methods, the number and diameter of conductors and the
choice and quality of dielectric.
For information on the new
range, contact Jaap Gunter at
Low Cost Linking Inc, Waalreseweg 17, 5554 HA Valkenswaard, Endhoven, Netherlands.
Tel 31-4052 8180.

AUDIOKITS NEW AMP, CATALOGUE
Audiokits Precision Components
have launched anew amplifier kit.
The Virtuoso, to be featured as a
project in Electronics Today International, is rated at 2x100W RMS
into 8 ohms with additional
options for 150W and 200W
bridged mono operation. Prices in
kit form start at £300 for the
standard stereo amp up to £800
for the 200W mono version in a
larger 3U case. The company

have also produced a massive
catalogue of the specialised capacitors they supply, the list including such items as Sidereal, IAR
Wondercaps, and LCR EXFS/RP
polystyrene capacitors, W1MA
metallised polyester caps, DNM
slit-foil caps, and a variety of
'economy' types. For details, contact Audiokits, 6Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU. Tel
(0332) 674929.

CAMBRIDGE CD! SERIES 2DETAILS
Further to the launch of Cambridge's CD! Series 2 CD player
at the January CES, the company
has released some details. Like its
predecessor, the new player uses
two-box construction and dual
suspension with lead beam supports. Other details include multiple isolated power supplies from
two 100VA power transformers,
'the most extensive error correction system currently available',
and a 32-bit 16- times sampling
DIA conversion system. The 32bit digital filter is a proprietary
design incorporating custommade LSI chips, and is followed

by a 32-bit conversion system
using eight ( four per channel)
Cambridge Audio DACs. The
Series 2 takes its audio output
directly from the summed output
of the DACs, thus dispensing with
any analogue amplifier or filter
stages. Among its features are
remote control, motorised volume
pot, digital polarity inversion and
separate headphone outlet. Available from mid- 1988, the price is
yet to be announced. Cambridge
Audio Systems International Ltd,
Burrel Road, St Ives Industrial
Estate, St Ives, Cambridgeshire
PE17 4LE. Tel (0480) 496496.
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NEWS•
MUSICAL FIDELITY MONOBLOCKS
Musical Fidelity have introduced
a new monoblock amplifier, with
circuitry based on the configuration of the Al integrated
amplifer. The MASO is rated at
50W and retails at £850 per pair.
Also launched is the Lifeline
interconnect, made from four
0.8mm solid-core mono-crystal

cables configured in two twisted
pairs. Lifeline retails for £ 10 per
metre plus VAT. The company
has also introduced speaker
stands dedicated to the MC-2and
MC- 4 loudspeakers. Musical
Fidelity, 15/16 Olympic Trading
Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley
HA9 ()TF. Tel 01-900 2866.

PROAC NEWS
The ordinarily reticent ProAc
inform us that due to increased
consumer interest throughout the
UK the company will be establishing a network of approved
dealers to attend to the home
market. The target is for 15
appointed stockists by Spring
1988. The current range consists
of four main models including the
Super Tablette (£262); Studio 1

(£506); EBS (£ 1811); and the new
Super Tower (£ 1000). Both the
EBS and Super Tablette feature a
new tweeter, an improved version
of the 3/4in soft- dome Scanspeak
unit. All ProAc speakers now
feature new terminals manufactured by Michell Engineering.
Celef Audio International Ltd,
130-132 Thirsk Road, Borehamwood, Herts. Tel 01-207 1150.

LASKY'S TO SUPPORT DAT
will he able to offer 10 titles
Lasky's look set to be the first
retailing at £ 14.99. Another
High Street retailer to stock both
source of software may be able to
DAT and the attendant software.
supply the company with some
The Lasky's chain have acquired
12 special display units and a pop and MOR titles for a target
price of £23.99. The company now
limited selection of pre-recorded
joins the ranks of the very few
titles from the German label,
who are prepared to brave the
Grosse Meister. It appears that
heavy opposition from the record
DAT will at first he restricted to
companies.
the company's top 12 outlets, who

BRIEFING
EJ JORDAN DESIGNS. manufacturers of Jordan amplifiers and the
famed Jordan speaker modules,
have moved to The Dak, Manorbier, Tenby, South Pembrokeshire SA70 80R. Tel (0834)
82209. Ted Jordan informs us that
the beauty and isolation of the
new premises make The Dak an
ideal site for short ' hi-li breaks'
for harried audiophiles.
AUDIO-TECHNICA inform us
that the new AT- 0C9 cartridge
discussed in the cartridge survey
in the December 1987 issue retails
for £399.95, not ' around £500' as
reported by KK.
FIDELITY will be winding down
its UK production facilities, having recently announced the redundancy of 1(X) of its 450 workforce.
The company feels that it must
source products from abroad in
order to remain competitive.
NAD have launched a ' turbocharged' version of the classic
3020 integrated amplifier, to be
called the 3220PE. Similar to its
elder sibling, the new amplifier is
more powerful. capable of peak
output current up to 15 amps.
Price is £ 139.95.
THYSSEN FINE STEELS have
announced arange of loudspeaker
assemblies including standard
sizes and configurations for special requirements. Pole piece diameters range from 12mm to
50mm and are available square
with pins, circular with threaded
holes and circular with pins. Magnets can be supplied using Samarium Cobalt or Neodymium-IronBoron.For full details, contact
Michael Holroyd, Special Products Division, Thyssen Fine
Steels Ltd, 51 Downing Street,
Smethwick, Warley, West Midlands B66 2PP. Tel ( 021) 565
2977.
PETER BELT's newest product is
the ' Power Plug Charge Barrier',
a thin sheet polarised non-conNEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ductive plastic to lit in between a
mains plug and socket. For price
and details contact PWB Electronics, 18 Pasture Crescent, Leeds
LS7 40S. Tel ( 0532) 682550.
STUDER REVOX have published
alavish 40- page colour booklet to
commemorate the firm's 40th
anniversary. For a copy, contact
FWO Bauch, 49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire
WD6 4RZ. Tel 01-953 0091.
AIWA's new flagship personal hifi is the HS-JX101 (£249.95). The
cassette/radio personal offers
record facility off the quartzsynthesizer tuner, six presets.
LCD showing tape mode, station
frequency and time, optional
stereo microphone, auto- reverse,
Dolby B. logic controls, auto
blank skip, auto stop and remote
control.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH have
released the Environmental Partner, a passive version of the
Powered Partner. Price is £ 149
per pair.
NIMBUS are to set up aseparate
CD-ROM division in order to
respond to growing demand for
CD-ROM products.
BOOTS have announced that over
two-thirds of the initial 250,000
pressing of their £3.99 Compact
Selection CDs were sold in the
first six weeks after the launch.
GOODMANS have introduced
Performance Points, solid metal
cones to be arranged in atriangular pattern beneath speakers to
enhance bass performance. Price
is £6.99 per twin pack.
THE BBC have completed the
Radio Data System ( RDS) network ahead of schedule. An
installation programme for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
will begin this year.The RDS central computer should go on-line in
April, with the official launch of
the service at the BBC Radio
Show later in the year.
THE BSI's latest publication is
'Sound System Equipment: Part
APRIL 9115

14 - Guide For Circular And
Elliptical Loudspeakers; Outer
Frame Diameters and Mounting
Dimensions'. From British Standards Institution, 2 Park Street,
London WIA 2BS. Tel 01-629
9000.
ROSS launched its range of headphones on the US market at the
Las Vegas CES, securing distribution for two-thirds of the market.
RATA (Russ Andrews Turntable
Accessories) have launched a
range of Torlyte speaker stands.
Models include TSS2, 230mm tall
(£199); TSS3, 360mm tall (£ 185);
TSS4, 450mm tall (£ 190); TSS6,
600mm tall (£ 195); TSS7, 700mm
tall (£ 199). All prices are per pair
and include VAT. RATA, Edge
Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS. Tel
(0539) 83247.
ODYSSEY HONG KONG products ( non-magnetic plugs and
moving-coil cartridge) are distributed in the UK by Presence
Audio; Scottish- built Odyssey
tonearms are distributed by
Source-Odyssey Ltd.
THE ADVERTISING Standards
Authority has received a complaint from Tower Records about
HMV's advertisement claiming
that the Oxford Circus outlet has
'the largest collection of classical
records, tapes and compact discs'.
Tower claims that its Piccadilly
outlet is larger in terms of stock
and floor space. HMV, unable to
substantiate the claim, having
reworded the ad.

EVENTS
10-13 APRIL 1988 Salon International Son et Video, Hall 5, Porte
de Versailles Exhibition Centre,
Paris. Contact SDSA, 20 Rue
Hamelin, F75116, Paris, France.
18 APRIL 1988 Federation of
British Audio Annual Awards
Dinner, London Inter- Continental Hotel. The charity dinner will
benefit the Nordoff-Robbins

Music Therapy Centre.
8-10 MAY 1988 Home Entertainment Dealer Show, National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham.
Contact Richard Bull on 021-780
4171, ext 710.
26-28 MAY 1988: ARSC Annual
Conference, Toronto, Canada.
Contact Philip Rochlin, Executive
Director, Association for
Recorded Sound Collections, PO
Box 10162, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904, USA. Tel: ( 3(11) 5936552.
22-24 JUNE 1988: APRS Annual
Exhibition, Olympia 2, London.
Contact Association of Professional Recording Studios, I63A
High Street, Rickmansworth,
Herts. WD3 1AY. Tel: ( 0923)
772907.
26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988
Dusseldorf Trade Fair/Audio
Video 88. Dusseldorfer Messegesellschaft mbH, NOWEA.
Postfach 32 02 03, Stockumer
Kirchstrasse 61, D-4000 Dusseldorf 30, West Germany.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The
Hi Fi Show, sponsored by !IFNI
RR. Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
Road, Hounslow, Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention,
Metropole Centre. Brighton.
Contact IBC Secretariat, Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, London WC2R OBL. Tel
(01) 240 1871.

PEOPLE
BOAZ ELI ELI has been
appointed as senior recruit to the
research team at TGI, the parent
organisation for Goodmans. Tannoy and Mordaunt-Short.
GLEN BAKER has been
appointed as Key Account Manager at Aiwa. Paul Atterbury is the
company's new Area Manager for
Central and Southern England.
DAVE ROBINSON of Stiff
Records has won his libel case
against The Daily Telegraph.
/1

Introducing
SUMO:
affordable high- end,
from California.

established internationally, and have received widespread
critical acclaim; for example:
"compelling musicality ... startling transparency"
(HiFi Heretic on the SUMO Polaris)
"A true superamp" ( High Fidelity on the SUMO Andromeda)

E Real high-end sound.
SUMO components are designed for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts, to offer clear, transparent, open, yet warm and natural
sound; a ' valve- like' sweetness and musicality, yet with solid
state reliability and control. Sound worthy of the finest complementary high- end components.
Affordable prices.
SUMO components' high- end sound quality is directly

"a sensational buy" ( HiFi Heretic on SUMO's The Nine Plus)
D How SUMO get the best out ofyour loudspeakers.
Sumo amplifiers are designed without current limiting or
invasive protection circuitry, and will drive the most difficult,
reactive loads. Choosing SUMO means both that you will
get better results from your current speakers, and that any
future choice of speaker will not be restricted by amplifier
limitations.

comparable with cost- no- object equipment costing many
thousands of pounds. You can spend much, much more without musically significant gains in sound. ( You could also spend
less by opting for budget- price products, but the result will be

R.ARIS, by SUMO. Valve- like sound with solid state control.

clearly audible compromise).
SUMO SPECIFICS

damn good." The Absolute Sound.
Although new to the UK, SUMO components are well

ATHENA preamplifier: .£695.

4ohms. Nocurrent limiting.+/— 40 amp

All discrete, Class A circuitry. Up to 20v

peak

output gives effortless headroom. Inputs

transformer.

for MM/MC,CD,Tape(2).Tuner,Video.

THE

Line I.evel direct' facility.

amplifier: .£ 1195.

NINE

per channel.

1.4 kW

PLUS Class A power

POLARIS power amplifier: £ 695.

2 x ti5w into 8 ohms, 2 x 120w into

2 x 100w into g ohms, 2 x 175w into

4 ohms. Unique, patented topology,

4 ohms.

allows Class A operation without either

active

ATHENA. by SUMO. A high- end preamplifier at an affordable price.

capability

mosirr

output stage with

bias correction

for transcen-

compromise or the usual cost penalty.

ductance error. No current limiting.

No current limiting.

ANDROMEDA power amplifier:£995.

l'rices

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375w into

incl. VAT

quoted

are

suggested

retail

Acoustic Gold

At FORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TH1, NAME OF
.\ ( .10 .STIC GOLD LTD, 1, ORSTON LODGE, 01.1) FARM ROAD, FIMMPT oti T'N

\ i.ARI:1 DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
• RQ
ILl. III 141 6737 ( 24 HRS)

TECHNOLOGY*
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PREDICTING WHETHER
gadgets like the HFNIRR Mushcrusher will improve the sound of
your system by purifying the mains
is impossible. Likewise, fitting a new mains
spur, just for your hi-fi, may or may not give
you a noticeable difference. Each domestic
situation is different. Suck it and see is the
only safe recommendation.
It is fact, however, that the mains supply to
your hi-fi is likely to be far more mucky than
you think. Computer engineers seldom talk
to audio or video engineers. Pity. They could
all learn alot from each other. Anyone who
works with acomputer, and has lost even half
an hour's worth of text through aglitch on the
mains, will already understand why there is
now aboom market in electronic gadgetry for
cleaning and stabilizing power supplies.
Interference carried by the mains can
corrupt data, whether it is temporarily stored
in RAM or supposedly securely stored on
magnetic disk. If the supply fails while adisk
is recording, all data on the disk may be lost.
Each disk has a ' file allocation table' which
tells the computer what data adisk holds and
where to find it. If the FAT is spoiled the disk
becomes unreadable.
The 1987 hurricane brought not just power
cuts, but erratic supplies for weeks on end.
Doubtless the firms selling clean-up gadgetry
will continue to capitalize on this unhappy
memory for years. And, as with every successful new market, there will be cowboys
getting in on the act.
One firm which specialises in mains conditioning equipment claims that '60% of data
corruption arises from upsets in power
supply'. But the Electricity Council and
London Electricity Board believe the problem is often exaggerated by firms selling
cures, or caused by users themselves. Both
bodies say Britain's grid system creates the
most reliable mains supply in the world.
By law the mains voltage in Britain must be
held stable to within ± 6% of the nominal 240
volt level. In practice engineers aim for atotal
swing of only 10%.
In Europe, the IEC ( International Electrotechnical Commission) and CENELEC
(European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization) has looked at the problem
and the International Union of Producers and
Distributors of Electrical Energy have prepared a report on the state of mains across
Europe. Although some countries have far
more reliable mains than others, most countries in Europe show a remarkably similar
pattern of mains behaviour. The Common
Market research work was of course not done
for the benefit of hi-fi buffs, but the results
make fascinating audio reading.
The majority of mains-supply voltage dips
last between 100 milliseconds and 500 ms.
Consumers in towns suffer voltage dips which
exceed 10% of the nominal voltage (and over
which they have no control), once aweek on
average. The duration of these dips is usually
between 600 milliseconds and two seconds. In
rural areas with overhead lines, the voltage
dips are much more frequent.
At least ten spikes per day greater than 200
volts, but lasting less than 20ms, can be
expected by domestic consumers. Very few
spikes ( around 2%) will be up to 800 volts;
the majority (88%) are between 200 and 400
volts. Although the spikes are short, they can
cause oscillation in an inductive/capacitive
circuit and thus effectively last longer. When
a mechanical switch is operated, each spike
may only last for 100 microseconds, but the
UlfI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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train goes on for a few milliseconds.
Thyristors, as used in dimmer switches,
produce spike trains, but usually the amplitude is less than 300 volts. The highest peaks
suffered, of around 800V, often last only for a
few nanoseconds.
The highest voltage spikes result from
lightning strikes on overhead cables in rural
areas; they can reach 6000V or more. Manufacturers of modems (which are used to
connect computers to telephone lines) expect
a rush on repairs after a big storm.
Although radio interference in a home or
office may put high-frequency signals on the
mains (at many tens of KHz) they are usually
of low power. The exception to this rule is
radiation from radio frequency heating or
medical equipment operating (with unlimited
power) at 13.56MHz or 27.12MHz. This can
put 10 or 20V extra, at these frequencies, on
the mains. Watch for this if you live near a
hospital or an industrial estate.
The London Electricity Board says the
electricity supply which goes into a home or
business is relatively clean. At the entry
point, any disturbances to the 50Hz waveform are small, due to the low source
impedance of the distribution network. The
power transformers which connect local supplies to the 11kV network do not pass glitches
of short duration ( afew microseconds). The
muck that gets on to the mains is almost
entirely caused by appliances in the same
building or nearby. Mains voltage can dip by
as much as 50% for a few Hz when a
heavy-duty inductive load, such as a lift
motor, is switched on.
Literally every piece of domestic or industrial electrical equipment will generate aspike
when it is switched on, and thus sucks in a
surge of power. Switching in a transformer
can depress the voltage by 40% for several
tens of milliseconds, and acapacitor can dip
the mains by 95%, for around one millisecond. Fluorescent lighting, which of
necessity incorporates a capacitor, can draw
100 amps and drop the voltage by 200V for
20-30 microseconds. But at the supply point
the voltage spike will be reduced to 20V due
to attenuation by relatively thin domestic
wiring. At the area substation it is down to
just one or two volts, so neighbouring houses
are unaffected.
Vending machines, photo copiers, vacuum
cleaners and floor polishers are all particularly bad at polluting the mains. If the
commutator of a motor is worn, it will
produce atrain of spikes. Switches, especially
thermostats, produce a train of spikes
because the contacts bounce on and off for a
few milliseconds after the switch is thrown.
Power supplies, whether for computers or
amplifiers, and whether of a modern high
frequency switched mode or traditional 50Hz
transformer type, will have reservoir and
smoothing capacitors. The larger and more
expensive the capacitor, the better its chance
of storing enough energy to bridge agap of
up to 5Hz, equivalent to a mains failure
lasting 0.1 second.
Not all muck is mains borne. Spurious
pulses feed back into the mains wiring which
then acts as an aerial, broadcasting interference which an audio system picks up through
its mains lead acting as a receiving aerial.
Proprietory cures block RF interference
with a filter circuit of capacitors and inductors. A filter will not however block highvoltage spikes. These must be diverted by a
varistor. This is atransistor which offers high
resistance to low voltages and low resistance

BARRY

FOX

to high voltages. The protector must respond
in nanoseconds to divert microsecond spikes.
An isolating transformer, with the primary
and secondary coils wound separately on a
metal core, will also block some interference
and spikes. The core saturates with magnetic
flux so it does not pass surges from one coil to
the other. But, say the LEB, the first golden
rule is to give your computer a separate
supply, sourced from a point as near the
meter as possible. Obviously the same advice
holds good for hi-fi.
The second rule, says the LEB, is that the
computer supply cable should be screened
and run to the meter point by a route well
away from any other cables, from which it
might collect spikes by close coupling.
Obviously the same advice holds good for
audio system supplies. (It goes without saying
that audio signal cables need screening.)
Large, professional computer installations
isolate the equipment from the mains by
using amotor-generator. The incoming 50Hz
supply drives the motor, which in turn drives
agenerator to power the computer. Even if
the supply power is dirty and erratic, inertia
of the rotating parts ensures asmooth output.
Smaller businesses, and home users, will have
to make do with something simpler, and
cheaper. So will most hi-fi people. There are
two approaches.
A stand-by supply normally feeds the
computer direct from the mains. When the
voltage falls below athreshold, usually 15%
of normal mains voltage, an automatic switch
disconnects the mains and connects the computer to alead-acid battery and inverter. The
inverter converts low voltage DC from the
battery to AC and then steps it up to mains
voltage. The switch flips back to reconnect
the mains when it returns to around 7% of
nominal value. The trick is to make the switch
work so fast (within 10 ms) that the capacitors
in the protected equipment can bridge the
supply gap.
The more reliable, but more expensive,
approach is to use an uninterruptible power
supply. This also has abattery and inverter,
but these are always connected to the computer, so that the working supply floats free
from the mains. A battery charger continually
replaces the power which the computer takes
from the battery. When the mains supply fails
the protected equipment sees no change.
When the power returns, the battery recharges. There is no switching, so no risk of
data loss.
A UPS also protects the system from any
mains-borne interference because there is no
direct path, only to the battery.
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ON COMPACT DISC
INTRODUCING
STATE-OF-THE-ART
DIGITAL RECORDINGS
FROM DMP*
Dst,tal Musc Products Inc

DM— Ajazz-oriented
label recording music
solely for the Digital
Compact Disc.

FOR
25 YEARS
WE'VE BEEN
MIXING
WITH THE
RIGHT
COMPANY

DM? CD's — Live studio
performances recorded
totally digital.
DM? CD's — Contain a

\S

full hour of music with
dynamic range and
frequency response not

E

possible with L. P. records.

\Ntout doubt — \Ne requ\re the
sae standards ofi serY\ce you have
to expect W:)m us over the
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\
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years. But don't just take our
corne \n and expenence the
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Warren Bernhardt Trio '83 CD 441
Jay Leonhart Salamander Pie CD 442
Film 8 the BBS Tricycle CD 443
Joe Beck fielaxin• CD 444
Billy Barber Shades of Gray CD 445
Joe Beck / roods - CD 446
Film 8 the BBs Tunnel - CD 447
The Pugh Taylor Project CD 448
Andy Laverne Liquid Silver - CD 449
Gerry Niewood Share My Dream CD 450
Bob Mintzer Big Band - DE 451
John Tropea NY Cats Direct CD 453
Film 8 the BBs Big Notes CD 454
Billy Barber Light House CD 455
Bob Mintzer Big Band Camouflage CD 456
Warren Bernhardt Hands on CD 457
Film & the BBs Neon - CD 458
Manfredo Fest Braziliana CD 459
Thom Rotella Band CD 460

contdence \Ne have \r‘ recornrnend\ng
and
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON SW20 8QU
(sole UK importers of DMP Compact Discs)
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WIN 100 COMPACT DISCS
Enter now and you stand to win alibrary of 100 classical Compact Discs,
worth over £ 1000, and aYamaha CDX-5 player to listen to them on

S

(Lortie/Turovsky)
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto/Oboe Concerto ( Brymer. Black/ASMF/Marriner)
MOZART/BEETHOVEN Piano & Wind
Quintets ( Previn/Vienna Wind Soloists)
NIELSEN: Symphony 1 etc ( Swedish
RSO/Salonen)
RAVEL: Bolero/Rapsodie Espagnole/La
Valse (Montreal SO/Dutoit)
RAVEL: Bolero/Pavane Pour une Infante
THE PRIZE
Defunte/Ma Mere l'Oye ( Plasson)
The I
0() titles (which amount to more than
100 discs owing to the inclusion of some
RESPIGHI: Belkis/Metamorphoseon
doubles) are intended to offer the basis of a (Philharmonia/Simon)
ROUSSEL: Bacchus et Ariane/Symphony
solid classical library. Thanks to Covent
Garden Records for help with the selection, 13 ( Orchestre de Bordeaux/Benzi)
R STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra
and for supplying the discs. Space precludes a
complete listing, so here is a sampling:
(Karajan)
R STRAUSS: Capriccio/Daphne ( Farley/
JS BACH: Die Orgelmeisterwerke
Serebrier)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 1 ( Oslo PO/
(Rilling)
JS BACH: Suites for Violoncello Solo
Jansons)
arranged for Flute Solo ( Nicolet)
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
u THE QUESTIONS
(Perahia/Haitink)
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 3 & 4 I 1) What connects Howard Blake and Wallace
Stevens?
(Kempff/BPO/Leitner)
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 15 Op. 132
(Smetana Quartet)
2) Who gave three stars to his Romanza?
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets 16 Op.
135 & Op. 14 No 1 ( Smetana Quartet)
BERNSTEIN: West Side Story/Symphonic
3) What did Strauss offer Goebbels?
Dances ( Achatz)
BRAHMS: Symphony 3 ( Boult)
I 4) What did Sir Neville suggest to Sir WilBRAHMS: Symphony 4 ( Barbirolli)
liam?
BRAHMS: Piano Quintet in F Minor, Op.
WITCHING TO COMPACT DISC
may seem like abig step to take, but
the winner of this competition will
have ahead start. The answers to all
the questions, by the way, can be found in
this month's magazine, or in the HFNIRR
Guide To Classical Compact Discs supplement.

34 ( Douglas/Tokyo String Quartet)
CHOPIN: Impromptus ( Perahia)
5) Three sombre colours - who went for
CHOPIN: Waltzes ( Ashkenazy)
black?
DVORAK: Symphony 9 'New World'
(Kertesz)
ELGAR: Dream of Gerontius ( Baker/
6) ' Susanna's Secret' was smoking; who
CBSO/Rattle) 2 CDs
I inhaled snuff?
GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess/2nd Rhapsody/Cuban Overture ( LSO/Previn)
HAYDN: The Seasons ( Karajan)
HOLST: The Planets ( Montreal SO/
Name ( cap.o
Dutoit)
MAULER: Symphony 2 (CBSO/Rattle) 2
Address
CDs
MOZART: Symphonies 40 & 41 ( Chicago
SO/Levine)
MOZART: Piano Concerto 12 & 14
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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1 (. IIAIKOVSKY: ' 1812' Overture/Serenade for Strings ( Karajan)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet/Nutcracker ( Cleveland Orch/Maazel)
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons ( IMusici)
WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll/SCHOENBERG: Verklarte Nacht ( Ashkenazy/ECO)
WEBER: Der Freischutz ( Staatskapelle
Dresden/Hauschild)
am am

...... ..4111111

Please send your entry, to arrive before April
29 1988, to: 100 CDs Competition, HFN/RR
Editorial, Link House, Croydon, Surrey CR9
2TA.
The Rules:
1) All entries must be on the entry form
provided; photocopies are acceptable, only
one entry per reader will be considered.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives
to the prizes offered.
3) The competition is open only to UK
readers of HFNIRR. Employees of Link
House Magazines and associated companies,
or of the suppliers of the prizes or their agents
or relatives, and overseas readers, are not
eligible to enter the competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post
on April 29 1988, when the judging will be
carried out. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding; no correspondence will be
entered into, under any circumstances,
regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post
and the results will be published in the June
1988 issue of HFNIRR.
6) Entry to the competition is taken to
indicate acceptance of the rules.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB 1 to B 33.7dB. L74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4 to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5 guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just a list of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
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MICHELL ENGINEERING
• MUSICAL FIDELITY

AERIALS

• AIWA

u CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

• YAMAHA

STYLUS & RECORD ( inc CD

• SENNHEISER
• ZETA

CARE

INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLE
QED. Exisistire Van lien HU.. Cord Co . Mehell kumnerving etc
Keith Monks R, cord Cleaning Service
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of hi hexcept cassette decks and CD players
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
David Fletcher, designer of the legendary Sumiko ' The Arm'
tonearm, recalls some high-end adventures for Ken Kessler

D

ESIGNER DAVID FLETCHER
is an American bon vivant who
never fails to unearth some historical anecdote about the high-end
industry. An eminence grise in US audiophile
circles, he numbers among his quotes such
gems as ' Itaught Ivor Tiefenbrun everything
he knows', which IT then disputes, and which
Fletcher then responds to in a perfect
Glaswegian accent. Closely affiliated to
SME's US distributor, Sumiko ( named after
one of the partners, Sumiko Okimoto),
Fletcher is responsible for the highly
regarded Talisman moving-coil cartridges and
the Sumiko MDC800 tonearm ('The Arm'),
and co-designed with Rodney Herman the
SOTA turntable, probably the most commercially successful high-end turntable to emanate from the US. Among his other accomplishments are an infallible test for assessing
absolute polarity reversal and how to get to
CESes without flying. Icornered him long
enough to hear his recollections of The Arm,
but cannot decide quite what to do with four
other pages' worth of pithy observations and
salty tales. For the time being, here's Chairman Dave on the trials and tribulations of
manufacturing and distributing high- end
tonearms in the USA.
DF: My expertise is in tonearm and turntable
design, the digital era is going to be alearning
period for other things. I've been doing this
since 1973, so now it is alearning period for
me to find out what the new technology is all
about.
Sumiko, after all, started out as an importer with Grace and Supex, and we still
distribute those lines. In this field, to have the
same lines 15 years later — that's along period
for the hi-fi industry,
Our first venture, before 1 came to the
company as technical adviser in 1973, was
importing. The company took agamble, and
they thought that Eastern Block companies
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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would get ' most favoured nation' status very
shortly. They took a chance and started
importing speakers from Hungary,
Videotone. The speaker, a little two-way,
was rated as sccond in its price category
against the EPI in an Audio review. The
company started importing them, knowing
they wouldn't make any money having to pay
the duty they had to pay at that time, but
hoping that Hungary would soon get most
favoured nation status, the duty would drop
and then the speaker would become viable at
the fifty-dollar retail price point. Unfortunately, Congress decided to be punitive, and
never has given it favoured nation status.
My first job when Icame to the company
was to get rid of all those speakers they had in
the warehouse, and concurrently to build up
the Grace and Supex lines. Ihad been aware
of Grace, and Sumiko's husband went over to
Japan, and on my recommendation got
Grace, which is the Shure of Japan. Big
moving-magnet and tonearms company. It
turned out that the guy who made Grace is
the brother of the guy who made Supex; that
tied in.
You have to understand that Sumiko in
general and me in particular are responsible
for two things: in 1973 the moving-coil
industry was moribund. Ortofon had backed
out of it, was coming out with their shuntmagnet stuff, nobody was really doing moving-coil in America.
In the late 1960s. Ihad been adealer, and
people like John Curl had still been designing
head-amps — it still had cult, high-end appeal.
People who sold Klipschorns and Marantz
also sold Ortofon moving-coil cartridges. But
you had Goldring at the time, pretty damn
good moving- magnets, Bud Fried was bringing in Decca, there was B&O. For the
nut-case you had the Decca. When we would
sell those, we would say you need three of
them: one in the arm, one in the drawer and

one in England being fixed. And they didn't
need step-up devices. They had pretty much
terminated the moving-coil business, so we
brought in Supex and revitalised it.
We couldn't get enough Supex at that time
so we also became the importers of Fidelity
Research, and ultimately, when Supex got its
act together, we were getting large quantities
of Supex moving-coils. Concurrently, the
only arm that was doing any numbers in this
country was the old SME, and Shure was
bringing that in. We revitalised the separate
tonearm. There were some others, the Audio
& Design Keith Monks — not many sold.
There was the Decca for the Decca cartridges
— not many sold — and a couple of other
things. The Grace 707 revitalised the separate
tonearm market.
The first CES Iwent to, which was in the
summer of 1973, Iran into Ivor [Tiefenbrun],
and Iturned him on to Grace and Supex and
he became the distributor for Great Britain,
putting it on his turntable. So it was a nice
play — we would recommend the turntable,
his people would recommend the Grace and
Supex. In England, of course, he had it all
sewn up.
That's how we became involved in products
which elevated the sound quality. The 707
arm was good for its day.
KK: At what point did you decide that you
had to design your own tonearm?
DF: We were also at that time — 1974/5 — the
Breuer importers but had, for a number of
reasons, ceased distribution. That left me
with amarket which Ihad developed for an
extremely fine tonearm but no product to put
into it. It took me two-and-a-half years of
development work to come up with The Arm.
KK: You decided to do this rather than
simply import another arm?
DF: There wasn't another arm in the Breuer
class, period. There wasn't. Ihad to do it. By
that time Ireally had learned enough about
27
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ARC \\ IALPII \
MPLIFIER
'In certain respects it is the best of
the amplifiers tested, it has the
sweetest and, in many ways. most
natural and unforced de-livers;.There is
virtually no sense in which il points to
itself in .circuit, it is self-effacing to the
last, while the system it powers just
sings.
I'm very impressed by what has
been achie r
.ed by A&R':
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ARCA M .•% I.PHA'FL \ ER.
"The Alpha impresses not by being
sed Uri ire or feature-laden, but by
giving avery pleasing .sound quality':
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AIt( . \ IDELTA 90 AMPLIFIER.
"From the outset the amplifier
showed itself capable of a very solid
dynamic performance.lt also took and
kept a grip on the subtleties of the
stereo signal...
The amp looks well set for as long
and honourable alife on the hi-fi market as the A60 has had':
655 w MUSH_ \ E% HMSO( MEDIA: 1986.
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ARCAM DELTA 80 TUNER.
"The tuner performed well and was
simple to use.11 .
ith strong I'll signals it
gave a clean and detailed stereo
sound...
The Delta 80 is thoroughly competitive and can be recommended as
good value for money':
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MG SERIES CARTRIDGES.
"A&R have done theirjob right. I 'm
sure these cartridges will quietly
establish themselves and proceed to
sell forever more
SIS IN col 1) 1111 .1 -4.[Its.r\\ri ..
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"The . 4&R T2 1is an
only tuner
complete with the minimum facilities
but asuberbly smooth sound quality.
Exceptionally easy to use and available in .four different finishes, it
remains one of our favourite hi-fi
tuners*:

ARCAMTIIREL LUE DSPEAKER.
the budget plus group of
speakers the Aream 3made astrong
impression uith its stereo resolution
and imaging abilities, h is definitely a
speaker for the smaller room system':
NE% HMSO) N1).0(1'1986.

160+ MPLlFIER.
"England's classic lout- ( ost, high
perbrmanceamplifierthatjust goes on
get t
ing better':

Lss"2.

ARCAM TV4 ) COL DSPEAKER.
"The .4ream Two is asuperbly subtle and informative design that pleases
the more it is listened to. As aspeaker
to lire with and enjoy it has few
superiors':

ARCAM ONE LOUDSPEAKER.
'ActR ha -eaconvincing performer
in this fine loudspeaker. The sound was
clear and open, with fine musical
detail & accurate stereo presentation. SI % MN t:01.1.0MS
111FICHOILE

IISPESKERS.

DE cm 70 CO MPACT DISC PLAYER,

"The Artum Delta is Britain's latest
and
.• significant compact disc product:*
GRAHAM ti..W 410/).)11/811MHP4CTRISC../1 1987.

Here are afee examples of the accolades we've garnered from the press.
l
.
fyou can handle awhole wodge ofglowing reviews and technical information, feel free to
send in the coupon.
We'll also send you alist of dealers so you can hearfor yourself what all the fuss is about.

ARCAM

audiophile products
from .4&R Cambridge
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
tonearms doing the Grace and Supex. I
learned how things work because we do 100%
quality control and when you see something's
not working you take it apart and find out
why it's not working and you learn how it's
built and how it should work. Up until that
time — after I left the radiation lab and
high-energy nuclear physics — Ihad opened a
repair/sales shop so Iwas qualified to repair
turntables, amplifiers, speakers.
KK: So you were self-trained?
DF: That's true. The theory — I'm a trained
physicist. My father had aTV shop, so from
the time Iwas 11 Iworked in a shop after
school. My grandfather owned a garage.
Repairability, it's in the genes. We're repairmen at heart, so the ability to repair was
there and, as I tell people, I'm not an
engineer, but Iencompass both sides. On one
hand I'm atrained scientist in theory and on
the other hand I'm a ' quote' trained technician, repairman. So Iwork with engineers, 1
have the concepts, Isay 'This is how it should
work'. Iworked with Duncan Davidson, a
master machinist, on The Arm, and Iwould
tell him what Iwanted to achieve. He would
translate the theory into real-world materials
and processes. The same with SOTA, working with Rod Herman. Iwould say now this is
what we want to achieve, dynamically in
terms of the physics of turntable design. And
he would go and translate it. Iam trained as a
physicist. We know why. The engineers know
how.
The starting point, obviously, was what had
Breuer done. The main thing that he had
done right was the bearings. The bearings
were magnificent.
KK: Reliable as well?
DF: No. That was because he mounted the
bearings in nylon — the hall at the back of the
arm is not aluminium, it's nylon painted
black. And nylon is hygroscopic, so as the
humidity changes the nylon would swell or
contract and pretty soon the tonearms were
loose. It had nothing to do with the bearings.
though. So when we did our arm, number
one, everything that was apotential problem
in terms of strength and rigidity was made
larger and made out of aluminium. If you
look at The Arm, it's a complex barrellooking shape that holds the bearings, so

when the arm moves up and down there is a
minimum clearance but a maximum amount
of material, so it's rugged as hell.
The other thing is that Breuer used standard techniques of epoxying the headshell on
and things like that. Epoxy is acompliance.
so you would have vibration between the
headshell and the arm tube. Iused interference fit. You machine everything precisely,
you heat up the headshell, you cool down the
pipe, you put them together and when they
come to the same temperature they're as one
piece of metal. Nothing magic, it's just good 7?
engineering technique. That way there's no 'Îf..
screws or glues in the energy path of the
tonearm. The only way to improve upon that
is to cast from the tip of the headshell to the
tip of the counterweight. That's what Alastair
Robertson-Aikman did at SME.
KK: Was that feasible when The Arm was
devised?
DF: It was. I'll tell you where Alastair made
the leap, and it was a brilliant one. Ididn't
make it, he did. And that is he went to
magnesium for the casting. Now that presents
problems. Magnesium is dread-awful to work
with. Iused to ask my machinist, what if we
were to make the headshell out of magnesium
instead of aluminium — everything was out of
milled stock — but he said what about fire'?
Well, you always clean up. When you have
lire — not if you have it — it's always asmall
one. So when you cast magnesium you have
to put all kinds of cooling channels in the
moulds so that it cools down at proper rates.
So Alastair made the leap to magnesium that
Inever even conceived of. Yes, Ilooked into
moulding for the arm but the cost of casting
was too expensive. The total cost of moulds
and fixtures was 35,000 dollars to make The
Arm.
KK: Wasn't Rega the first to do this successfully?
DF: The Rega used aluminium, and you look
at it and it's very crude, but yes. it was the
first one. Taken as a whole, Ithink it's a
brave effort, for the price it performs very
well. But fit and finish, that's another story. If
you go back, Audax had apot- metal cast arm
in the 1950s. Then they made a two-piece
arm. Casting — that's old. The genius of
Robertson-Aikman was the jump to mag-
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nesium. Magnesium is 36% less massive than
aluminium and yet you find it's only about
12% less stiff.
However the stiffness of a round beam
goes to a third power of its diameter, so by
making the diameter just alittle bit larger you
get an enormous stiffness out of it. If you use
the same amount of material in terms of mass
as you would in an aluminium arm you end
up with an arm that's 25% stronger in
magnesium even though the material itself is
not as stiff. You use more of it because it's
less in weight. You end up with avery strong
arm. He loves to have people try and break it.
We started manufacturing The Arm in the
summer of 1977, full production in the winter
of 1978 and we stopped making it in the
spring of 1985. Ithink that my real leap was
the interference fit. Idon't think anybody has
built an arm like that since then.
KK: Zeta.
DF: Okay, but they did come after me.
(Laughs) We made 639 The Arms, that's all.
They were all handmade by Duncan and his
wife. We built 15 a month.
KK: When did you feel that the performance
of The Arm had been exceeded by the
competition?
DF: Not until Aikman's arm came along.
KK: Had the SME V not come along, would
you have produced a Mk II?
DF: Two things happened. Duncan decided
to retire; that's why we stopped making The
Arm. The SME was becoming available.
Unfortunately, there was a hiatus of a year
from when The Arm stopped. The SME was
presented to me as afait accompli; the only
input that Ihad was indirectly in that Ricardo
Franassovici took The Arm to Alastair
Robertson-Aikman, showed it to him,
demonstrated it, how it performed vis-à-vis
the regular SME ISME III].
KK: Did it ' hurt' to go from being amanufacturer of a high-end tonearm to being a
distributor?
DF: No. My ego expression was the fact that I
can do it. The MDC800 was a benchmark
product, like the Quad electrostatic speaker.
Ihave people who meet me at shows and they
say, ' Ilove The Arm, we'll keep it forever.'
That's enough. How many people design
even one thing like that in a lifetime'?

BOOKS
JAZZ: THE
ESSENTIAL
COMPANION

by Ian
Carr. Digby Fairweather and
Brian Priestley. 5h2pp. Hard
covers. Price EI
7.95. Grafton
Books Ltd. London WI.

In the 1950s, '60s and
'70s the various
editions of Leonard Feather's Encyclopaedia
of Jazz were the main biographical
dictionaries in their field. Feather has not
offered an equivalent 1980s volume, and it
seems the above will take over. This is
welcome because instead of Feather's bland
committee-style of writing, avoiding
expressions of strong opinion, Carr,
Fairweather and Priestley say what they
think, questionable though it often is in the
latter two cases. The figures responsible for
more recent jazz developments are Carr's;
pre- bop Fairweather's, and the middle
ground Priestley's. Carr's work seems to me
wholly admirable and Ihave learnt much
from it. Fairweather is chatty, anecdotal, and
in some entries does not discuss the subject's
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music at all. Priestley is alarmingly uneven.
His best contributions are practically as good
as Carr's, yet he is capable of including a
squib on Serious Music claiming this term has
been ' appropriated by admirers of European
composition to distinguish it from all that
lower-class popular music. If they choose to
exclude jazz as being too popular, that is their
problem.' He includes similarly inane pieces
on Straight Music, etc. A responsible work of
reference could do without such juvenile
posturing.
Max Harrison
INTRODUCTION TO PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING TECHNIQUES by Bruce Bartlett.
385pp. plus index. Price £ 18.95 Published by Howard W
Sams & Co. Available from Modern Book Co. Praed
Street. London.

As the author says in his preface, recording is
ahighly skilled craft that combines art and
science. It requires technical knowledge as
well as musical understanding and acritical
listening ability,
Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone project
engineer and awell-known technical writer in

e

the USA. In this book he tackles outfitting a
recording studio. on- location recording ( both
popular and classical), recognising ' good'
sound and trouble-shooting bad sound,
monitoring methods, and how to conduct a
recording session from pre- production to
master- reel assembly.
This is a ' meaty' text, with astrong appeal
to the informed amateur recordist, not the
beginner. There are 19 chapters, covering
equipping, microphone techniques, session
procedures, sampling, sequencing and MIDI,
on- location recording of pop and classical
music, judging sound quality, plus
introduction to SMPTE time code, glossary
and references.
This author's work has been known to me
for years in the American magazine db — The
Sound Engineering Magazine. As he says, the
text is intended for anyone — engineers,
musicians and producers— who want to make
better recordings by understanding recording
equipment and techniques. If you are
working in recording seriously or having an
enthusiastic dabble, astudy of this text will
lead you up the right path.
Donald Aldous
29
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HiFi experience

(
eks-pe-ri-ens) n. practical knowledge gained by trial- or practice; personal
proof or trial; continuous practice; evidence;
an unusual event in one's
to know
by personal trial or practice; to undergo; to
feel; to endure; to encounter.—expeiienced a.
skilled; expert; wise; capable; thoroughly
conversant with.—experienlial a. relating to
L. experiri,
or having experience; empirical [
.1000.e
to test].
PIP. MIMI

«Irl ; "MIL.

No other hi-fi dealer can make this statement,
because no other hi- fl dealer has our experience.
Everyone involved in Hi Fi Experience, from the
directors to the sales assistants, have spent many
years in the Hi Fi industry and this reflects in our
superior service to you.

Widest range of quality hi-fi
We make the effort to invite you into a
comfortable atmosphere, where you will be
treated as an intelligent individual by our expert
staff. In the comfort of our sound studios you
can sample such leading esoteric brands as: the
TANNOY professional range, the QUAD pro esl, as
well as MUSICAL FIDELITY BEARD systems, the
SPENDOR RANGE, B&W, LINN, MISSION, NAD,
ONKYO, YAMAHA, and afull range ofaccessories.

2Year Guarantee
At Hi Fi Experience we will provide atwo year
labour and parts guarantee on your hi- fl
equipment, available at any BADA member
should you move home.

14 day exchange plan
Our staff will offer advice and guidance, given
your own requirements and budgets, to
provide you with the ideal hi-fi equipment. But
should the system not be totally satisfactory in
your home environment we offer a14 day
exchange plan.

Free installation
Our specialist technicians will be pleased to
install your system free of charge, ensuring it
is perfectly set up and working. We also
include all leads and plugs.

Private demonstration rooms
Make an appointment or just call in to any one
of our branches, and you can relax and listen
at your leisure in one of our private
demonstration rooms. You will be able to
listen and make your own judgements on the
equipment that best suits you.

Get into our systems
NAD VP system —
NAD 3020E amp.
MAD 5120 turntable
NAD 8020E
loudspeakers.
All cables supplied

£299.95

F
L
SEWJ Mission Cyrus I
Revolver Zeta arm,
AT95E
1pair Heybrook HB1
Inc all plugs and cables
Set up and ready

£499.00

Linn Axis
K.9 cartridge.
A&R Alpha amp
Linn Index inc
stands.
Complete with all
plugs and cables.

Audiolab 8000A amp.
NAD 5240 CD player
re'BW' Linn Nexus inc
stands.
2x5mtrsK 20 cable.
Installed if required

£750.00

Hi-fl

£999.00

Quad 34/306/FM4.
Quad Pedestal and cabinet
Quad ESL63 speakers
inc stands.
XE:=VLI\ Mission Cyrus PCM2
CD player inc PSX
Monster IJS cable
Installed free

£3169.00

=

15-6-711
VISA

Camden

Alfred Pl. WC1

Lion House W1

Bradford

Leamington Spa

2/4 Camden High Street,
Camden Town, NYJ1.
Tel: 01-388 1300

32/34 Alfred Place,
Store Street, London.
WC1. Tel: 01-631 4917

227 Tottenham Court
Road, London, Wl.
Tel: 01-580 3535

Errick's,
Rawson Square.
Tel: 0274 309266

49 Park Street,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
Tel: 0926 881500

THE ART OF DI SCORD
Stanley Kelly discusses the development of microgroove
recording and replay through to the introduction of stereo

T

HE VINYL CO- POLYMER is
relatively soft, therefore the compliance of the interface between the
record and stylus tip must be taken
into account in the pickup design; also, the
actual indentation of the record groove could
present serious problems.
Fig. 1shows the cross-section of a normal
commercial record. The
included angle is 90°,
and as the record
groove passes the stylus
tip, the stylus is moved
laterally about its mean
position because of the
undulations of the
track. Because the
Fig IMyluslgroove fore( s stylus tip is a section of
sphere, theoretica ly it makes point contact
only with each wal of the record groove, and
because the included angle of the groove is
90°, the force applied to the stylus point
(which is perpendicular to the groove wall)
will resolve itself into two equal components:
Fli in a horizontal direction, and FV in a
vertical direction. Therefore, in order to keep
the stylus in contact with the walls of the
groove, aforce — FV 1 greater than FV must
be applied in the vertical direction.
Let us analyse this simple statement:
'Theoretically, asphere makes point contact
with the groove wall only'. If this were true,
and if we accept the Euclidean definition of a
point ' as possessing no area', the vertical
effective pressure ( which we have previously
defined as mass per unit area) would be
infinite, and we know that if we have infinite
pressure we would automatically expect the
stylus to plough its way rapidly through the
record and through the turntable as well! We
must, therefore, modify our theoretical concept for perfect contact between asphere and
a plane surface.

EMI's first stereo pickup

material.) What has happened is that because
of the ' elasticity' of the material it has
regained its original shape after the distorting
force has been removed, whilst above this
limiting value the material has been subjected
to forces greater than its shearing strength,
and has actually distorted permanently ( fig.
2b). If we increase the force still further, we
find that alittle ' lip' is thrown up around the
crater ( fig. 2c).
We have thus three fairly well defined
areas due to applied ' force': the first, in which
plastic flow does not take place and when the
material is not stressed beyond its elastic
limit; the second, in which some plastic flow
does take place but is not excessive; and the
third, in which considerable plastic flow has
taken place, as evidenced by the ' lip' of the
crater.

Measuring hardness
The basic method of measuring hardness of
materials is one in which either asapphire or
a diamond ball is pressed by a known force
into, say, aplate whose hardness we wish to
measure. After awhile, the force and ball are
removed and the diameter of the depression
is determined by means of a measuring
microscope, from which the hardness of the
material can be calculated. When we try to
measure the diameter of the depression we
will find that below aparticular limiting value
of applied force there is apparently no discernible impression after that force has been
removed from the ball ( fig. 2a). ( But, by
means of delicate measurements we can
prove that the ball did actually penetrate the
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Fig 2. Groove deformation
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Fig 3. Indent diameter/applied force

If we take avinyl gramophone record and
press into it a25µ radius stylus point for one
second we will find that no discernible
deformation is visible 20 seconds after the
force has been removed if the force was less
than about 10 Newtons ( equivalent to lgm
weight). However, if we apply the force for
10 seconds it takes several minutes before the
deformation has disappeared and, in some
cases, the deformation remains permanently,
although being very much smaller than the
original indentation. When the applied force
is increased from lgm to 7gm, the diameter of
the deformation also increases gradually until
at about 7gm the lips due to the crater are
discernible, whilst at 10gm they remain permanently in place. Graph, fig. 4, shows the
ratio of permanent deformation on the record
against vertical force.
Fig. 3 is the measured diameter of the
indent in microns against applied force.
Below a weight of 1.6gm the size of the
indent was indeterminate, but extrapolating

until the ' A' curve cuts the ' B' curve ( which
was calculated from the modulus of elasticity
gives a maximum limit of only 0.5g,m as the
vertical force! Because the stylus is normally
supported on two faces, we can therefore
double this value ( to Igm) when applied to a
pickup. This should be the absolute maximum playing weight for a pickup to keep
record wear to a minimum.
Thus the basic design parameters for the
replay mechanism are defined by ( a) the
maximum downward pressure, and hence
playing weight; ( b) the maximum groove
displacement at low frequencies which determines the system compliance; and ( c) the

( ; wove contours: ( a) coarse groove. approx
100 ( I
I) fine groove. 200.3akin

maximum acceleration at high frequencies
which control the maximum dynamic mass
referred to the stylus tip.
The major difference between coarse
groove and microgroove discs is the groove
width and recording characteristics. The
groove contours are shown in fig. 4, in which
it is seen that the coarse groove is approximately 0.008in wide, whilst the microgroove
is only 0.002 to 0.003in wide. Both grooves
have an included angle of about 90°, and it is
apparent from the diagram that because the
spacing between the grooves on a microgroove disc ( is much closer than on the coarse
groove discs the longer playing time which is
obtained by both slower rotational speed and
closer spacing) will be offset by lower peak
amplitudes.
The ' earlier' records in fig. 4 are shellac
78rpm records produced prior to BS 1928 and
RIAA standard of 1954. ' Modern' records
and microgroove conform to this standard.
The difference between the two coarse
groove record profiles is in the bottom radius
of the groove.

Surface noise and materials
One of the major criticisms levelled at the
coarse groove records was the high inherent
surface noise. This was caused first because of
the addition of slate dust as aloading material
for the mechanically weak shellac and also as
an abrasive for the steel needle to fit into the
groove, and, secondly, because of a rather
pronounced mechanical resonance of the
pickup, usually in the 3to 5kHz region. This
resulted in a large amount of ' background
noise' at aparticularly vulnerable part of the
audio spectrum.
The immediate post-war development of
lightweight pickups ( with playing weights of
less than 10gm) made the possibilities of using
31

unfilled resins for the disc material apractical
proposition and a particular Vinyl polymer,
produced under the trade names of '( icon'
and Vynilite' was ultimately chosen as the
most nearly ideal record base material.

Recording characteristics of
microgroove discs
With the parallel development of microgroove recording, the exact shape of the
recording characteristic became less dependent upon the theoretical 'constant velocity'
ideal, providing always that it could be
equalised with simple RC networks.
It is a basic tenet of any communication
system that the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio will be obtained when the power distribution is constant over the whole frequency band. It can be shown that for
average music reproduction the power distribution in the higher frequencies is considerably less than in the mid- lower frequencies. Therefore, it should be posssible to
increase the relative recording velocity at the
higher frequencies before groove ' breakthrough' occurs, the necessary equalising
circuits being applied in the playback system.
Thus the signal to noise ratio, already very
much better with the unfilled resin, can be
considerably enhanced, the increase being of
the order of 25 to 30dB.
The early microgroove recordings carried
this philosophy to its logical conclusion, with
the result that the high frequency response
was increasing at almost 6dB per octave; in
other words, aconstant amplitude response.
Unfortunately, no available pickups were
capable of reproducing these waveforms
without serious distortions. After much trial
and error, various recommendations were put
forward and acted upon with the result that
there were many different recording characteristics. The BS1/RIAA Convention of 1954
not only set standards for the physical dimensions of records but also their recording and
replay characteristics. Of major interest to
the consumer is the ' replay' format.
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Tape recording
Fig 5. Equalising networks for 78/1.P recordings. Time
constants for 78s are:
27,5(),o: ( . R 57..;11S;
7.08us. knr fine groove. time
are 2940,
81.2 and 12.4us respectively

aresistance of at least ten times R1should be
placed in series in order that this condition
may be obtained.

Variable groove pitch recording
From lig.4 it will be seen that the ' land'
between a pair of unmodulated grooves is
0.00I7in, thus the maximum peak displacement of amodulated groove is 0.02mm. This
somewhat limits the low frequency dynamic
range. In 1956 Ortofon launched the ' Lene'
tape replay system and associated disc cutter.
This used the ' variable groove pitch' method.
In this system, the spacing between adjacent
grooves is governed by the maximum deviation of the groove from its mean path; thus
heavily modulated low frequency passages
require a greater groove spacing than the
usually lightly modulated high frequency
tones. The idea of variable groove spacing is
very old but it was not until the advent of tape
recording that a successful system could he
used.
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'Replay' characteristics
The relative levels of ' replay' characteristics
for micro- and coarse groove recordings are
given in Table I. By ' replay' we mean the
attenuation that must be introduced into the
amplifier circuit ( assuming a true constant
velocity pickup) to give a ' straight line'
frequency response.
Replay Characteristics for Micro and Coarse
groove Discs
33 1
4 & 45rpin
/
Overall replay
characteristic
(dB)
18.7
17.0
13.2
8.3
5.6
2.7
11.1
-2.5
-8.1
-13.6
-17.1

Frequency ( ilz)

30
50
100
200
300
51111
11100
2000
311110
5000
BU(N)
15.1100

78rpm Overall
replay
characterisic
(dB)
15.7
14.1
1
(1.3
5.9
3:6
1.6
- 1.3
-2.7
-5.4
-10.4
-13.7

Fig. 5 shows an actual equalising circuit
together with the derivation of the values. In
this type of circuit it is assumed that the load
impedance RL is infinitely high and that the
input is fed with a constant current. If this
network is fed from alow impedance source,
3/

about its mean point. Fig. 7shows the effect
of variable groove spacing. The major advantage of variable groove recording is that ( a)
the dynamic range of the record can be
increased without shortening the playing time
unduly; ( b) there is practically no danger of
groove breakthrough due to overmodulation;
and ( c) in a lot of cases the actual playing
time of the record is increased by anything up
to 15';';
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fq; 6. Schematic layout of • Leric .apparatus

Fig. 6shows the schematic. It will be seen
that in addition to the normal playback head
there are anumber of other heads spaced in
time along the tape at intervals exactly equal
to one revolution of 33 1
2 ,
/
45 and 78rpm discs.
The appropriate head is selected according to
the rotational speed of the record to he cut,
and the lead screw which carries the cutting
head is driven by avariable speed motor. The
smaller the signal from the control head, the
slower turns the motor and the closer is the
pitch.
The reason for the anticipation of one
revolution can be understood easily when we
remember that with most modulations the
groove varies approximately symmetrically

Fig 7. From aphotomicrograph by Cecil Watts, showing
an I,P cut with variable groove spacing

From the beginning of the industry, background noise level has been amajor headache
- in the old shellac records the slate dust
wearing the steel needle was a very efficient
white noise generator, enhanced by the
mechanical resonances in the reproducing
transducer. The change from wax to so-called
'acetate' masters slightly worsened the problem but was unnoticed until the advent of the
vinyl LP. But parallel with this metamorphosis came the magnetic tape recorder,
developed in Germany before and during the
Second World War.
By 1944 the ' Magnetophon' had a frequency response to 10k Hz but the tape ran at
301n/s. In the USA, the Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Co. ( 3M) exploited the
idea, and by 1947 had produced the ' Scotch'
brand tape with a response up to 15kHz at
7.5in/s. However, it suffered from noise and
distortion and on a one-to-one comparison
was inferior to a direct-cut vinyl LP record.
Tape speeds were increased and the problems
ameliorated, but not solved.
The major problem was background noise.
With each re-recording during the editing
process noise increased by several dB, and
like it or not the noise level on discs using
tape as an intermediary were audibly inferior
to direct-cut masters, and improvements in
the disc manufacturing processing were more
than offset during the tape editing ( which
generally entailed re-recording several
times).
In April 1966 a knight in shining armour
came to the rescue ( American Ray Dolby)
with the Model 301 Noise Reduction System.
His solution of the noise problem was simplicity itself: the high level signals were passed
directly through the unit without any dynamic
processing, but low levels were split into four
frequency bands separately processed and
then re- mixed at the output. It was, therefore, possible without compromise to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio, which was
improved by up to 30dB. Decca was first to
use the Dolby system. It revolutionised the
record industry, and today is an essential link
in any recording process.

Post-war pickups
The first high-fidelity pickup generally
available in this country after the war was
that designed and produced by the Decca
organisation, and it is shown schematically in
fig. 8. As with all high-fidelity units, it used a
jewelled stylus and the frequency response
was true velocity to about 8kHz, rising by
about + 6to + 10dB at the resonant frequency
which, depending upon the particular type,
varied between 9 and 14kHz. Because the
pickup coil was stationary, it could be and
was made quite massive and outputs of the
order of 0.IV were quite common. It suffered
from the disadvantage that the effective
vertical mass of the stylus referred to its point
was four times that of the lateral mass; the
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unfortunate that with the variable reluctance
magnetic cartridge the magnetic efficiency
was not very great. with the result that
several thousand turns of wire were
accommodated on each pickup coil. It was
impossible to obtain exact magnetic symmetry. therefore the unit was susceptible to
hum pickup. and it was usual to lit aMumetal
magnetic shield completely enclosing the
cartridge.

Moving-coil pickups

Fig 8. Schematic diagram% mul cutaway view of Decca
eiiriridge

verfical stiffness was very many times that of
the lateral stiffness, which varied between 1
and 2.5 x10 " cm/dyne and resulted in considerable amounts of needle chatter being
generated.
Developments along these lines produced
tiny micro- armatures in which the resonant
frequency was brought to an upper limit of
20kHz. Whilst the vertical compliance was
increased considerably by using ahack hearing of nylon or some other plastic material.
the needle talk however was always greater
because of the unavoidably high vertical to
lateral dynamic mass ratio compared with
that of a cantilever type of construction
having the same frequency response.
By 1955 the cantilever type of stylus

The schematic is shown in fig. 10. in which the
coil is mounted vertically and driven from a
short cantilever stylus. Because there are no
clearances to worry about between the bottom of the coil and the record, the magnetic

Fig 10. Schematic view of cantilevc;r moving-coil type

system can he increased in site with the result
that the number of turns, and hence the
dynamic mass of the coil system. can he
reduced considerably. Thus the added mass
due to the cantilever is more than offset. In
the hest examples of this philosophy, needle
talk is practicall absent, the upper resonant
frequency is about 22k Ilz and the compliance
is of the order of 5 :<
cm/dyne. With this

Fig«). Schematic diagram of variable reluctance
cartridge

assembly, first developed in the late 1930s by
Pierce and Hunt. was universally applied to
all types of pickup, the simplest magnetic unit
being the ' variable reluctance'.

Variable reluctance pickups
Probably the most popular magnetic cartridge is the so-called variable reluctance
type. All magnetic cartridges other than
moving-coil, whatever their configuration.
must by definition be variable reluctance.
Fig. 9shows the general schematic. It is seen
that the magnetic circuit consists of amagnet
from which the flux is carried by acantilever
stylus arm symmetrically disposed between
the pole pieces of two pickup coils. The
remote end of the pole pieces are magnetically connected to the other end of the
magnet. Displacing the st lus from its position of rest will result in an increased flux in
one core and areduced flux in the other, and
the windings of the coils are so phased that
the induced EMFs are series- aiding. The
stylus arm was usually less than 5mm long.
and could he made almost mechanically
aperiodic by the judicious application of
damping material either on the stylus pedestal or along the arm. The effective stylus mass
was of the order of 2to 4mg, and the resonant
frequency would be ( if the damping material
were removed) about 17 to 23kHz. It was
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig II. Schematic diagram of moving magnet pickup

type of device alow impedance coil must he
used in order to keep the number of turns and
therefore the mass of the winding to a
minimum. It uses a matching transformer
with aturns ratio between 30 and 100:1. The
output at the secondary terminals is about 3
to 5mV/cm/sec recorded velocity.

Moving-magnet pickups
The final system is the inverse of the movingcoil. that is. a stationary coil with a movingmagnet. Fig. II shows aschematic diagram of
a unit produced by Philips. The magnet
consists of a tiny rod of ferrite material
magnetised across its diameter. It is driven
with acantilever stylus arm, and the resonant
frequency before damping is of the order of
15kHz. In the production model the response
was within 2dB up to that limiting frequency.
after which it ' died' at about I8dB per octave.

Two-channel disc
On December 23. 1924 aUS Patent No.1 520
378 was granted to Samuel S Waters for
'Apparatus for recording and reproducing

Fig 12. SS Watem drawing from t'S patent 1520378

sound'. The basic claim was ' the present
invention embodies a novel apparatus for
recording two or . more different series of
sounds on a record tablet entirely separate
and independent of one another and for
reproducing the separate sounds in a like
manner'.
Fig. 12 ( fig. Iof the Patent) shows the
general schematic. It embodies two sound
boxes, 20 and 21, arranged at right angles to
each other hut designed to operate as separate and distinct units. Each sound box has a
diaphragm 22, with connecting rods 23 and
24. which in turn are connected to the stylus
holder 27, via the bars 35 and 36. The stylus
holder 27. is mounted in agimbal 30. so that
it has two entirely distinct and independent
movements in planes at right angles to each
other. It will he seen that because they are
corrugated the bars 35 and 36 are flexible in
one direction and rigid in the other, thus
vibrations from the stylus 37 in a lateral
direction will only activate sound box 20 via
bar 35, and vertical vibrations will activate
sound box 21 via bar 36.
The invention does not appear to have
been deyeloped. but 30 years later it assumed
major significance. When the stereo disc was
re- invented in the late 1950s the commercial
exploitation required a cheap and plentiful
supply of pickup cartridges, and this was
realised by fitting two mono crystal units
mutually perpendicular and 45° to the horizontal ( variable reluctance magnetic cartridges with two separate transducers could
and were used to alimited extent — the crux
was driving them) and the ' differential stiffness bar' was the answer. It was promptly
patented by Telefunken. Ronette, Brush
Clevite, myself, to name a few; one can
imagine the field day the lawyers had in the
subsequent fracas — and then the US Patent 1
520 378 came out of hibernation — the silence
was shattering! We all licked our wounds and
returned to engineering instead of litigation.

Blumlein
Waters' Patent application US 1520 378 had
been filed on July 3. 1920. Eleven years later,
on December 14. 1931. Alan Dower Blumlei filed his British Patent ' Improvements in
and relating to sound- transmission, soundrecording and sound- reproducing systems'. It
was accepted on June 14. 1933, No. 394 325,
and is one of the most important documents
in the history of recorded sound. In it he
developed a theory of human ability to
determine the direction from which the sound
arrives and postulated that with two ' velocity'
type microphones correctly spaced. a twochannel amplifying system and a pair of
loudspeakers, the reproduced sound would
also give directional information, and this is
contained in Claim 1of the Patent ( there are
33

Audiocraft
Being the best is simply
business as usual.
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon-Sat. Ilam-8pm.
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Ultra low mass Kevlar/Carbon Fibre, spiked
isolation platforms, and composite CD
dampers. for the ultimate in resolution.

Audio Trade Centre
Trade centre means, simply put, that we sell all our
ex dem and part exchange equipment for what it
costs us to buy in the trade. These are real bargains.
We can't list what we have— it changes so readily. So
give us acall for the latest list.
The Audiocraft Trade Centre has over £I8,000 of
ex-demonstration and part exchange equipment for
sale. All this equipment is in superb condition as
well as being extremely good value.
Marylebone to Denham Station is only twenty
minutes. We are also only one and ahalf miles from
Uxbridge tube station. Anybody visiting us can be
picked up from these stations.
2S.0895 — 53340
Export
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First stereo demonstrations

Fig 13. A1) Blumlein, drawing for UK patent 394325

a total of 70 claims!). He showed that the
stereo information could be stored in the
record groove by ( a) modulating each groove
wall separately, the modulation being perpendicular to the wall face ( this is, of course,
the 45°/45° system used today); and ( b) by
using vertical modulation for one channel and
horizontal modulation for the other. He also
proved that by ' matrixing' one system could
be changed to the other without any loss of
information, thus ahill-and-dale cutter could
produce 45°/45° records by a suitable electrical matrix; the same, of course, applied to t
he reproducing system. Fig. 13 is copied from
his Patent specification. In fig. I3a, Iand 2
are transducers for the two channels, the
stylus is connected via the bridge 5-6 to the
levers 3 and 4. The stylus is prevented from
moving along the groove by the tie wire 7. 1
and 2 can be moving-iron or moving-coil
drive units, thus a current in Iwill produce
movement along lever 3and will result in the
stylus moving in a45° to vertical rising from
left to right in the figure.
Fig. 13b represents a moving- iron recorder. It consists of areed 9 mounted close to
and parallel with the record track and carrying the cutting stylus 8. The laminated arms
of the pole piece 10 extend to the free end of
the reed 9. (The permanent magnet connecting the reed and the top end of the pole
pieces is not shown.) It will be seen from this
configuration that application of acurrent in
coils 12 or 14 will result in movement of the
armature 45° to the record surface. The
purpose of the compensating windings 11 and
13 is to prevent the armature being pulled
away from the other pole due to flux drawn
away from this pole by the main winding.
Fig. 13c is a moving-coil system. The
recording stylus 8 is mounted on the 'T'
member 17 supported at 18 by elastic means;
in addition to rotary movement it may also
translate vertically but not longitudinally. It is
driven by the speech coils 19 and 20.
Fig. 13d is similar to 13c except that a
moving iron armature is used. The armature
17 is soft iron, the magnetic circuit 21 is
permanently polarised.
The models Blumlein built to demonstrate
the system were based on fig. 13a for the
recorder, and fig. 13d for the pickup. He
proved the capability of using the same
transducer for either 45°/45° or hill and dale
recording: the reader is referred to lines 105
to 117 in the main specification.
During 1933, experimental stereo recordings on wax were produced under Blumlein's
supervision, and 78rpm coarse groove shellac
records were produced. Unfortunately, the
overall quality of reproduction was limited by
the signal-to-noise ratio and tracing distortion
due to the large radius sapphire stylus. But of
greater importance, the radio industry had
more pressing problems with the mass-production of 'cheap and cheerful' wireless sets
and radio gramophones for an ever-expanding public demand, and stereo was adjourned
sine die.
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The world's first public demonstration of
stereo sound from disc at the second Audio
Fair, London, in April 1956 was given by
Arnold Sugden ( owner of Connoisseur, who
designed and manufactured disc recording
machines).
The recording head was atwin moving-coil
transducer, one unit driving laterally, the
other vertically. The two planes of motion
were completely decoupled mechanically.
The pickup used two crystal elements in the
same configuration as the recording head — a
cantilever stylus system was used, the sapphire tip being 0.001 in radius and the
recording characteristic was RIAA. Crosstalk
was of the order of — 25dB and the frequency
range was 30Hz to 12kHz, which was the
overall performance of vinyl discs made
under normal production conditions from
acetate masters recorded from stereo tape.
An improved version of the system was
demonstrated at the Audio Fair of 1957, but
sadly the Lords and Masters of the Record
Industry had other fish to fry!
In the late 1940s the advent of multichannel tape recording and the vinyl record
provided the basic technical facilities for
stereo reproduction from disc. In the USA,
Westrex developed a45°/45° system; in Germany, Teldec ( a subsidiary of Telefunken
and Decca) produced a basic vertical/lateral
cutter; and Decca in the UK tackled the
problem from an entirely different angle —
FM multiplexing in this case. One channel
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Fig 14. Method of reproducing adual channel recording
using FM multiplexing

was converted to higher frequency by using a
25kHz carrier which was frequency modulated by the 'difference' output signal from
two stereo microphones, superimposed on a
monaural 'sum' channel. The resultant composite signal was recorded on disc using a
conventional horizontal displacement system.
Fig. 14 shows the schematic. Decca had
upgraded the feedback moving-coil cutter
used on the FFRR records and developed a
new pickup flat to 30kHz. It used a microminiature cantilever stylus and the performance was excellent. There was one snag —
remember this was the age of thermionic
valves, the transistor was an unreliable,
expensive, untried device — the demodulation
circuit used alot of valves, was expensive and
large. The parallel development by Redlich
and Klemp at Teldec of their miniature ( in
relative terms) stereo cutter was just coming
into fruition and it was decided that in terms
of plain economics of the playback equipment
the FM multiplex was a non-starter when
compared with the UV or 45°/45° method.
At the 1957 Audio Engineering Society's
Convention in New York the Westrex Corporation sprang asurprise on everyone with
their demonstration of stereo discs using the
45°/45° system. The recording head was an
assembly of two Westrex IA feedback cutters

arranged 90° to each other and 45° to the
record plane, the connecting bars between
the driving coils and the recording stylus were
longer than optimum and there was a pronounced resonance at about 8kHz — this
could be equalised but the amount of negative feedback was minimal. In contrast, the

Fig 15. Circuit, layout and performance of Deem 'sum
and difference cartridge. Graph plots show performance
at 3.5 playing weight, with 0.5mil stylus, load Mc-ohms
plus 130pF in parallel

Teldec cutter was an engineer's dream — the
coils were small, close together, and coupled
to the stylus by asapphire link, the feedback
coils were optimally placed so that mechanical resonances were outside the recording
frequency band and maximum negative feedback could be and was applied.
The FM pickup was modified by the simple
addition of two vertical sensing coils mounted
above the cantilever arm ( which incidentally
was steel), and thus was born the Decca
stereo pickup. Fig. 15 shows the layout.
When Arthur Haddy ( chief engineer of
Decca Records) heard about the Westrex
demonstration in New York he immediately
flew to the States with Decca discs and
pickup, staged ademonstration in an adjoining hotel, and took the Convention by storm.
The Decca system was demonstrably superior
to that of Westrex, who tried to contend the
confrontations with various technical criticisms of the UV system. In the interests of the
industry as awhole, Decca agreed to use the
45°/45° system in order that aworld standard
could be formulated. So far as Decca were
concerned it was immaterial which format
was used because they could both be interchanged by simple matrixing of the electrical
system.
Westrex provided EMI with two recording
units and on February 24, 1958, EMI demonstrated their first stereo discs at the Institution
of Electrical Engineers in London. The standard items in all stereophonists' repertoire
were then played, namely trains rushing in
and out of stations with doors banging, etc, a
ping-pong match, and a visit to the local
swimming pool and airport. These were
followed by excerpts of orchestral
instrumental and operatic pieces. The
balance was not always 100% but the general
effect — and indeed the verdict of the listener
—was that stereophonic reproduction on disc
was definitely here to stay!
Next month: standardisation for stereo discs,
and more exotic cartridge types, brings Stanley Kelly's survey to its conclusion.
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THE SPECIALISTS

SYSTEM SYNERGY
Getting good sound from Compact Disc means choosing and setting-up
awell-balanced system, though the choices may be different
to those involved in vinyl-disc replay. Peter JComeau* explains

Peter IComeau I, a

W

HILST THE CLAIMS made for
CD hardware and software
would make you think that its
development has revolutionised
the hi- Ii market, its impact upon listeners is
still the subject of some controversy, not least
in the hi-fi press. The initial advertisements
promised a ' perfect' sound, and one which
never deteriorated. Unfortunately, neither
promise has materialised, and may have led
to a certain dissatisfaction with a playback
medium which, nevertheless, has a lot of
attributes.
A definitive result from a comparison
between top quality turntables and CD players can never he expected. This is not only
because of the personal opinions of the
listeners involved, but also the considerable
variations in the quality of the software. Thus
such listening experiments must involve a
wide choice of musical material in both media
if it is to be representative of the current state
of the art.
The classic argument is the one of analogue
against digital. Though this is still a moot
point amongst many theorists we have to
concern ourselves with the practice. Let us
not forget that the BBC has been using digital
links between transmitters in order to serve
most of the country with FM stereo for many
years. The sound is PCM encoded and
appears to be none the worse for it, especially
if one listens to Radio 3live broadcasts. Now
that digital is here to stay in the recording
studio it may not make so much sense to
translate it back into analogue for storage on
disc.
The most common objection voiced against
CD by its detractors is ' lack of musical
enjoyment'. I feel that this is an unfair
criticism and results, in many cases, from
plugging a CD player into a system that has
been carefully set up to reveal the best from
analogue sources. The conventional method
of selecting equipment to make up a hi-fi
system, that is if one goes about it the right
way by using the services of a retailer with
good demonstration facilities, is to listen to a
wide variety of turntables, cartridges, amplifiers and speakers and choose those which
together offer a balanced result. Thus, put
simply, a ' bright' sounding cartridge, which
might be chosen for its clarity of detail, may
be equalised' by warmer sounding speakers.
Retailers' recommendations are often based
upon a selection of equipment which they
know will sound good, and is thus more likely
to impress the potential customer. Upgrading
asystem using analogue components can thus
then be arranged without too much difficulty.
A new set of speakers could be chosen to suit
one's existing amplifier, and these may require a new cartridge, or even turntable, to
'rebalance' the musical abilities of the system.
Such care is rarely taken with the introduction of aCD player into asystem. The ' plug
in and go' approach has, of course, been
promoted by manufacturers of CD hardware
who want to sell aplayer to everyone with a
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Analogue synergy: the classic LinnIGracelSupex of the
I970s (but throw away the rubber mat!)

stereo system. Readers of hi-fi magazines
may have rushed out to purchase a well
reviewed CD player without thinking of the
consequences of possible mismatching, even
though they may be well aware of the
problems involved if they were to do the same
with anew cartridge. To then expect the good
results that the reviewer achieved with, usually, a totally different set of equipment, is
asking for trouble. The one aspect of performance common to these new ' reference'
combinations is a natural and unforced
presentation of musical detail, and the improvement in quality over the years has been
in the greater resolution of such detail. This is
something at which Compact Disc excels, and
so clearly can one now hear every nuance of
an artist's performance on both old and new
recordings that Iam now ' rediscovering', on
CD, performances which Ihad put into cold
storage on LP.
The major drawback with the subjective
performance of CD — the one which still fuels
the fire of controversy — is the apparent lack
of guts and drive to the music. This displays
itself most severely on Jazz and Rock material, and it is just unfortunate that the latter
rarely captures the attention of the listener
through minute musical detail, as in the
classical repertoire, but more through its
rhythm and vibrancy. Remember that a CD
player not only has aset of digital mechanics
and electronics, but also a preamplifier section with analogue filtering often worse than
that found in the RIAA equalisation sections
of modern budget amplifiers. In the past

Digital synergy? Marane. attempted genuine Iiifi
performance with the well-adjusted Black System'

decade we have seen greater emphasis put on
the qualities of the preamplifier in a hi-fi
system as the designers gradually improve
methods of processing the minute signals
from moving-coil cartridges. That such attention is only just beginning to be given to CD
electronics shows just how far the players
have yet to improve.
There is no doubt that the classical listener
has adopted CD largely because of the
removal of background noises and distortion
caused by cartridge mistracking. As a side
effect he may have noticed an improvement
in clarity and stereo image stability, but will
only reap the full benefits of such performance capabilities if his associated system does
not muddle the extra detail. The large movement by many reviewers towards single core
speaker and interconnect cables is also an
attempt to sort out the extra detail, and
stabilise the stereo image, from both CD and
improved turntable sources. For it must not
be forgotten that turntable, arm and cartridge
manufacturers are continuing to develop their
products towards new heights of musical
retrieval from LP.
So how can we maximise the benefits of
both analogue and digital recordings? The
first move is to make sure that the overall
characteristics of the system itself are in
balance. This may mean changing many of
the system's components depending on the
age of the system and/or whether the components are bought as the result of listening
comparisons.
It is important Ithat the speakers have no
strong characteristics of their own, as there
will be no capability with a Compact Disc
source of counteracting these, as one can for
LP with a sympathetic choice of cartridge.
Recent speaker designs are concentrating
more on being a 'window' into the recorded
performance, and are reaching lower levels of
coloration and distortion. This is happening
at all price levels, and there are anumber of
new designs which have received outstanding
reviews in this publication recently.
Care should be taken in following the
manufacturer's instructions over the placement and use of new speakers, and spiked,
high rigidity speaker stands — especially those
from the speaker manufacturers — are an
absolute necessity to ensure that the speakers
perform as the designer intended. If ' biamping' is an option provided by the speaker
manufacturer then use it, but don't attempt it
where it does not meet the designer's
approval.
The phrase ' high-fidelity' was thought up to
be applied to those components which offered the most convincing approach to reality. In
fact most people would not want an orchestra
or rock band in their living room, and modern
pop instruments are largely synthesised in the
studio. The aim of a hi-fi system should
therefore be to cut through the technology
and present an audio and musical experience
which is as close as possible to that which the
composer and performer(s) intended.
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N THE EARLIEST DAYS of commercial digital recording editing was very
crude, if not practically impossible. Performing artists, engineers and producers
were confronted with the same old problem
as direct-cut analogue disc recording, that of
catching acomplete musical performance in
one go, and then facing two choices: either to
release a believable and saleable performance with a few acceptable warts, or else to
relegate a less inspiring take to the scrapheap. Some companies resorted to going
back to analogue razor-blade editing on
analogue tapes, and then copied the finished
master through adigital converter and imaginatively called it ' digital' ( including one
big-selling full- price symphonic recording still
labelled falsely so to this day).
Few record-buyers are aware of the hours
of editing and retouching which go on in
back-rooms before some albums appear in
the shops, and it has probably been just as
well to avoid confusing music- lovers who
believe that the word 'performance' means
more or less the same when applied to a
gramophone record as it does, say, to alive
concert.
The whole question of what constitutes
honesty in arecording is very tricky, because
a different kind of recording is likely to be
made according to the opinions and points of
view of everybody in the team - should the
music sound as the producer or composer
imagined an ideal performer would have
played faultlessly in an ideal hall? Or should
it sound as the real player sounded in the real
hall, complete with imperfections? Then,
beyond the control-room, there are the variables of what the various artists think.
Finally, the result must also sound acceptably
'commercial' to record-buyers, because a
record of no appeal to the public is of as much
worth as a concert with no audience.
In Europe a 60- minute classical CD
requires, typically, two days in the studio to
record ( 12 hours or so of session time), and
on average about the same time in the
edit- room while the editor and producer
stitch together a 'performance' from the
component parts of various complete takes
and short individual sections of only a few
bars. Modern digital editing is mostly done
electronically by means of a sophisticated
microprocessor system-controlled copying
process, or else using the audio equivalent of
a disk-driven word-processor. Both are capable of manipulating splices to a very fine
accuracy of microseconds, with variable
cross-fades to mask the changeover.
The extent to which editing is applied to
different albums is fixed by a number of
factors, primarily the degree of preparation
and expertise of the performers, but it is often
also influenced by the approach of the particular record producer. At one extreme
there are afew producers who as amatter of
course ask performers to play music in
sections of afew bars at atime until nitpickingly note-perfect on tape; then they move on
to the next section. Some weeks or months
later the various bits are painstakingly
'pasted' together in the edit-suite to create a
performance which never existed, even in
approximate form, in the studio. This technique has been christened 'Musicus Interruptus' by one well-known performer frustrated
by being stopped all the time before he had
any chance to absorb himself in the music.
Taking editing beyond compiling and
'retouching' slightly blemished takes, it is
possible, with patient surgery, to construct
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Tony Faulkner's view of the
difference between real
performance and mere recording
performances which could never physically
have been completed by the individual musician or musicians concerned. In the case of
some ' vanity' records, usually on more
obscure independent or budget labels, the
talents of the artistes may be less in the realm
of music, more amatter of dimensions of ego
and bank-account. Such a manufacturing
process would never bestow the electricity or
musicality of Maria Callas upon a Florence
Foster Jenkins, but it is nonetheless alarming
how dependent some artists have become
upon the dirty- tricks departments of editing,
or upon flattering microphone techniques.
One well-respected solo cellist has in his
recording contract that a particular type of
close microphone must be used for all his
recordings.
Interestingly it has become more common
recently for live concerts to be recorded for
commercial release, to capture some atmosphere. Serious blemishes may be covered by
recording two or three separate performances
and selecting alternative sections from different performances, or else having 'make-up'
sessions to cover specific bloopers afterwards,
with or without audience. It is easy to
sermonise about making albums with no edits
at all but, in the real world of human
performers taking risks, someone is likely to
make amusical mistake sooner or later, and
the mistake may be disturbing enough on
repeated listening to get in the way of
enjoying the music. Ihave an old Turnabout
recording of Carl Nielsen's Sixth Symphony
with asplit bassoon note at one point, and I
was shocked and disappointed at a concert
when Iheard the piece without asplit in the
usual place.
Above all there is a unique and exciting
atmosphere about agood live concert which
is a world apart from the sterility of the
studio, and it takes an unusual combination

In aforest of mics -Menuhin recording, London, 1976

of performers and producer / engineer team
to create the same life and enthusiasm when
taking small repeated sections in a cold,
characterless empty studio. Fears amongst
performing musicians and music-lovers alike
that future generations will study and judge
our present-day music-making by commercial
gramophone record album performances,
rather than real live performances, have
recently brought about an enterprising new
organisation called the MPRC ( Music Performance Research Centre).
Founded originally by a small group of
performing musicians, Bernard Keefe, Gordon Lewin, Jon Tolansky and Basil
Tschaikov, the MPRC has set out to create an
accessible archive of recorded live performances including a wealth of old material
(some originally unauthorised and of great
historical musical value) previously stored
away in private collections. Where the new
organisation is different from existing collections is that new concert recordings are being
made, initially just in London at the Royal
Opera House and the Royal Festival Hall.
The new tapes are being made under legal
agreements, protecting the rights of performers, composers and all those with proper
interests in musical performance, safe from
illicit copying, piracy and so on.
Sponsorship has already been forthcoming
from Ampex and Sony, and the Centre will
eventually have premises open to the public
with a listening room at the South Bank
Centre as part of the redevelopment of the
complex. At present the MPRC's Audio
Advisory Panel includes sound-balancers
Antony Askew, Robert Gooch, Margaret
Stephen and myself, and the first recordings
have already been made using Sony R-Dat
digital recorders. As well as archiving performances the Centre plans to record aseries
of interviews with performing artists, and as
an overall goal the MPRC wants to ' conserve'
live music performance for future generations, as other conservation movements are
working for their own environmental
interests.
By its nature, arecording of alive concert
has to be more honest in performance terms
than most gramophone records, because
there is much less scope for re-creative
sound-engineering using multitudes of microphones, or for Frankenstein-style editing.
For years BBC Radio has served us excellently with fine quality broadcasts of great
concerts (not least the annual Royal Albert
Hall Proms), and their microphone techniques, although varying from engineer to
engineer, usually typify a minimalist
approach with a central stereo mic, nearcoincident pair, or quasi-binaural pair providing most if not all of the sound balance.
For those dedicated to the home enjoyment of classical music, BBC Radio (and of
course some of the more enterprising independent radio stations) must be acknowledged as one of the best and most consistent
sources of honest and believable performance, in contrast with some of the dehumanised and unatmospheric phonographic nonperformances found on a lot of commercial
albums. As far as Iam concerned it is ashame
that the gramophone record has diverged so
far from what happens for real in front of a
live audience, but if we concentrate too much
on petty minutiae of detail (an occupational
hazard of the underpaid and overworked
record-critic too) rather than the overall spirit
and personality of a performance, then I
suppose we get what we deserve.
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• Save Money

Read this advertisement
Reading any hi-fi magazine is abad way to buy hi-fi. This advertisement
begins by telling you why, discusses the alternatives, talks about
dealers, explains the Absolute advantage, and ends by enabling you to
improve your wealth. Start reading the advertisement. And finish up by
making money.

1.
ge aein
Reviewers
perform‘‘e‘iievjs
an invaluable

service.
They help to fill the gaps between the
advertisements in this and other hi-fi
magazines.'Their continents are sometimes illuminating and often entertaining.
But before you corarnit your hard earnt
cash on their say. so, there rearfew facts
you should take into consideration..

2. The Other Options

Manufacturers are human

Of course, there are alternatives to reading reviews.
Some of the more common include:

They like their products to review well.
So, the odds are, some of thern will carefully check any sample before it goes for
review • If only ever)/ sample was subject to
the same care and attention before it left
the factory. If only you could buy the

Talking to friends
Often, this is even less reliable than reading reviews. Friends will often be prejudiced in favour of
their own systems, arguably influenced by magazines, and limited in terms of their overall knowledge. Essentially, having found the hi-fi that is
right for them, they will be convinced it should be
right for you.

review sample.

"(wins aren't always identical
Sample variance can occur. And review
samples can sound better than average or,
for that matter, worse. But the reviewer
can only base his conclusions on a sample
of one. Consequently, product consistency

Studying the specifications
Even though products may be built to identical
specifications, any comparison, no matter how detailed, will be uninformative. Only your ears, and
not your eyes, can tell you anything about sound
quality. Stop studying, and start listening.

is never a consideration.

Marriages are not made in

Reading the small print

heaven
Products are usually

reviewed in isolation.
Yet compatibility is crucial. Por example,
an
amplifier
can
sound
exceptional
through one pair of speakers and distinctly average through another. The ultira ate
combination will only be found through
trial and error. But the reviewer has
seldom the time, or the speakers, to find

Price doesn't come into it

out.

The majority of reviewers write fondly of
their "state of the art" systern. And will
often review products as part of that system. For many reasons, and price may
well be one, your proposed combination
may deer froro theirs. Should this be the
case, what you hear will almost certainly

Guarantee s seldom provide any guide to product
reliability. Significantly, some manufacturers apply
higher standards of quality control than others. A
fact that is seldom spelt out in the small print.

Anticipating the worst
Even the most reliable product can occasionally go
wrong. Again, different manufacturers have different track records when it comes to repairs or
supplying spare parts. It helps to know, even if you
never have to find out.

differ as well.

Mistakes cost money

Reviewers don't have to pay for their
review samples. And, if they get it wrong,
the don't have to pay for their mistakes.

The

Listening in domestic bliss
Your home is not an anachoic chamber. It's
where you live. And it's worth remembering
that hi-fi equipment can sound quite different
in different rooms, and even when placed in
different positions in the same room. The final
decision must be taken in the comfort of your
own home. So, if you want to listen happily
ever after, read on...

rest of us are less fortunate.

Reviewers are human too

They know what they like. And sometimes
they only seem to like what they know•
But the real prob%em. is, sound is subjective, and their tastes may be different to
yours.

4. The Absolute Advantage
3. Going To AGood Dealer

here are almost too ma ny to mention. But you may
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than
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than .
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years, and have served and
no fewer than 150,000 customers
. Many of them
satisfied

We can say without fear of contradiction, because we are paying to do so,
that this is clearly the best option.
The problem is finding one. Those
you should avoid include:

Creating

Too many dealers think their business is to tell you what theyithink
you want to hear. Not only
s that
presumptious, but also dangerous.
Because, when it comes to buying
hi-fi, the customer is always right.
And only your ears can choose the
hi-fi that's right for you.

The art
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Letting your ears decide

The Discounters

4 Feathers

listenin g

we begin by listening to you. Because, unles s we
the hi-fi that's righ
you.
listen to equipment,
Un
yo ur needs,
tfor we cannot hope to help you find

If the only question any dealer asks
you is "How much do you have to
spend'?", make sure it's the last. The
question has nothing to do with helping you to find the right hi-fi. Instead, the answer you give will be
the lowest price you will be allowed
to pay before you walk out the door.

Branches:
BASI NGSTOKE

of

Lone' before we encourage you to

The Budget Busters

SOUrt

more

We only stocic products from companies that are both
two
years. and reliable. Which is why we can autornatireputable
ca
guarantee all the hi-fi equiprnent we sell for a f

The Sycophants

If all a dealer can do is advertise
prices, the odds are that is all he has
to sell. Dealers only mention demonstrations, advice and service if they
think they are important.
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Please!- Send me your two brochures and my

Voucher for £10.
NAME
Address

Wiltshire, SNI

Town
L.

Postcode

The Answer
in Black and While
A

Which speakers are
built in concrete to
eliminate the inherent
resonance
of wood

ilk Which speakers are
designed with
angled sides to eliminate
the internal
reflections found in
square speakers

Which speakers are
finished in black or
white to match the
majority of
current Hi Fi systems

Which speakers give
superb sound quality
associated with larger
speakers yet are
only 12" high

,

AVANCE concrete pyramide120
To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717 Please send me literature on the full range of Avance concrete speakers
Name

Address

FORCE TEN

Promising recruits are tested by Chris Bryant: ten CD players from
Aiwa, Akai, Denon, Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Philips, Sony, Technics and Yamaha!

p

ROG RESS IN COMPACT DISC players has been
unrelenting in recent years, and each season has seen an
improvement in facilities and sound quality and, not least, a
continued reduction in price; you get far more sound for your
pound now than you did five years ago. The best-sounding CD players
now require the best sounding amplifiers in their respective price
categories to exploit their potential to the full. A fact that favours CD
against vinyl disc is that almost all amplifier systems ( affordable ones
anyway) provide abetter sound on the CD input than on the disc. This
is because there is no need for the extra low-level analogue amplifier
circuits required in phono ( disc) input stages; inside the amplifier, the
CD signal path can be kept short.
To celebrate CD's fifth anniversary, we are putting ten of the latest
CD players, all with remote control, through their paces. They range
in price from £ 190 to £450 and as such make up afair cross-section of
what is available in the 'affordable' price category. The batch is made
up of two European-sourced players and eight of Far Eastern origin.
(There are no new British players in this market sector and, as far as I
know, no promise of any.) Facilities vary greatly, and while all the
machines do much the same basic job the extras that some provide
may be just what you are looking for. So the ones which we have
judged to have the best sound quality may not necessarily suit you
best. As always, individual purchasers will have different priorities.
Listening tests were carried out on two totally separate systems in
different locations. One system was state of the art, the other amore
modest system in keeping with the price of these units. Equipment
used in the first system included Cello Premium pre-amp, Goldmund
Mimesis 3power amp and Celestion SL700 speakers; all interconnects
and speaker cable were top-of-the range van den Hul. In the second
system, the amplification was provided by aMission Cyrus 2or
Musical Fidelity B200, with Rogers Studio One and Celestion SL6S
speakers; it is worth pointing out that differences in sound quality
between the players were as clearly shown on the cheaper systems as
on the more expensive, though to aslightly lesser degree. Reference
CD players used included the Cambridge Audio CD I , Meridian 207,
Sony CDP333esD and Philips CD373.

AIWA XC-001
With plenty of facilities and ahigh-quality finish, the Aiwa XC-001 is a
full-width low profile unit with remote control. The case is formed
from acopper- plated chassis, with an alloy front panel and adamped
steel U-shaped lid, while the transport has alinear tracking
mechanism based on adecoupled steel subchassis. The loading drawer
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is plastic, and some damping material has been applied to the plastic
disc-clamp arm. Inside, there are two good-quality circuit boards with
the top one performing digital functions while asection of the lower
one performs the digital to analogue conversion and audio output.
Good-quality components are used throughout, but the interior looks
alittle untidy because of the complex board interconnection wiring,
which has been executed without the aid of ribbon cable.
On the back panel are fixed and variable-level outputs, both via
gold-plated phono sockets along with 'auto pause sync' and subcode
out sockets. Auto pause sync is designed to help those who tape CDs;
if one side of atape ends half way through atrack, the CD player
automatically returns to the start of that track and pauses, allowing
the user to flip the tape over and continue. On the well-styled and
attractive front panel, the buttons are pleasant to use, being sized in
order of importance. All the usual facilities are available with the
exception of index, but included are keypad track select and full
programming facilities for up to 20 tracks. A timer switch allows the
use of an external timer and there is avariable-level headphone
output.

Lab report
The Aiwa is aphase-inverting player, as an impulse response test
revealed. Channel balance was generally good, straying alittle at
20k Hz, but this is relatively unimportant as acreditable 82dB was
maintained. Channel separation, while not outstanding, was
reasonable at all audio frequencies while the phase difference between
channels was restricted to 20° at 20kHz. Output level was slightly
above standard, at 2.25V, from ahigher than average impedance of
1k-ohm. Frequency response was flat up to 5kHz, whence it showed
both amild high frequency ripple and a0.2dB cut, with the right
channel rising slightly again before falling away at over 20kHz.
Full- level harmonic distortion figures gave no cause for concern and
good results were maintained at lower levels too; at — 80dB, the
distortion performance was still reasonable, but this is now bettered
by many competitors. The intermodulation results of the 19/20kHz
tones were also competent, with — 94dB returned for the — 10dB input
signals. The downband components of the 20k Hz OdB test
fundamental were about average. Resistance to shock and vibration
were good and mechanical noise was low, but the track access time of
5seconds is alittle slower than we have come to expect. The
monotonicity test shows the second and third levels to be merging and
the last bit is reproduced alittle strongly, with the left channel
stronger than the right and almost 5dB out. The — 90dB sine wave was
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quite well reproduced ( without the use of a30kHz filter, which was
needed on several players on this test to remove the confusing lines of
ultrasonic noise from the graph) but linearity was only around 15 bits.
Ultrasonic spuriae were some I()OdB down and the de-emphasis
circuits worked accurately. The error correction was fine, no clipping
was observed on the white noise test and the signal/noise performance
totally adequate. The variable headphone socket provided decent
levels from a56ohm source impedance.

Sound quality
The midrange contained good detail, with fine neutrality. Male and
female voices were reproduced with agood sense of naturalness, not
coloured by any extra stress on any one frequency band. Violins and
string tones in general were quite well tamed, while at the same time
dynamics were fairly well preserved. The treble was judged atouch
bright, but with much detail, fine ' air' and sparkle, but ahint of ' grain'
was also apparent. The bass was sharp and clean, if abit lean, and
dynamics had commendable speed and attack. The sound stage was a
little ' laid back' with good width, but generally lacking back to front
depth. Within the sound stage the image seemed not to be particularly
well constructed, lacking the layering effects known to be present in
some recordings, and the focus was considered very slight phasey.
When tried on the variable output, the player was found to preserve
most of the performance offered via the fixed sockets. Although the
control is rather coarse and limited in range it is still auseful facility.
The display indicates track number and time ( remaining or
elapsed), together with a20-track calendar. There are also flags for
play, pause, repeat, blank and remain. The remote control mimics the
front panel and also provides avolume control.

Conclusion
The overall performance of players has improved over those of ayear
ago and while this Aiwa would have shown merit against the standards
then set, its sound quality is now judged only average. However, build
quality is up to scratch, facilities are plentiful, the looks are appealing,
the technical performance is more than adequate, so areserved
recommendation is appropriate here.

P,411 £:
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AKAI CD73
Akai use the term ' Reference Master' to describe this player, which
certainly looks the part with real wood end caps, an excellent standard
of finish to the metal work and aplethora of buttons sitting beneath a
huge display window. ( Another model, the CD93 Reference Master,
has an almost identical external appearance but it is built more like a
battleship than aCompact Disc player and weighs twice as much as
the ' 73!) The Akai uses two Burr Brown PCM56P DAC% to achieve
I6- bit 4-times oversampling.
The case is of steel construction, with some damping applied to
internal surfaces, and the front panel is of cast alloy. Four large
hexagon socket bolts hold both the end panels on and the case
together and four large feet help damp out vibrations. Taking the lid
off, my attention was immediately grabbed by the sophisticated CD
transport mechanism, which looks far more complicated than most
and has avery slick action. It even has adrilled metal and plastic
composite CD-sized disc clamp which must also provide some
damping. There are separate printed circuit boards for analogue and
digital; the former is shielded from the digital board below. Each of
the boards has its own regulated supply, although these are fed from a
shared but sizeable transformer. Good-quality components are much
in evidence and some selected European polypropylene capacitors are
used in the analogue section. Build quality was thought generally
good. even if some of the internal wiring could perhaps have been
executed more neatly.
Although lacking avolume control, remote or otherwise, all the
usual facilities of atop-of-the range player are included. As well as the
essentials there are also index, repeat. A- B repeat, auto space,
keypad track selection, full programming facilities and achoice of
display. Timer facilities and avariable headphone outlet are also
present. The remote also provides access to nearly all the facilities
available on the front panel including open/close but excluding
headphone volume.
The display can be switched off if desired, but when on contains all
the information you could possibly need. On the right half of the
window are track and index number, time elapsed and time remaining
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(for both the whole disc and the track currently playing) plus flags for
all the functions. On the left is asequential programme display which
aids programming for up to 20 tracks.

Lab report
Channel balance was excellent and channel separation, whilst
generally good, declined with frequency to register an unexciting
71dB at 20kHz. No phase difference existed between the channels,
which is the expected result of using separate DACs for each. Total
harmonic distortion at full level was up with the best of the group at
—90dB, while at lower signal levels comparable results were obtained.
The intermodulation products of the 19/20kHz tones were
exceptionally well suppressed with the full-level result measured at
—105dB down. Audio band products of a20kHz OdB signal were
86dB lower than the fundamental.
The frequency response was identical for each channel, having a
slight treble lift above 5kHz and peaking 0.37dB up at 20kHz.
De-emphasis worked accurately and like the other players in the
group all the error correction tests were passed without trouble. Track
access time was aspeedy 3seconds, mechanical noise was well down
and the susceptibility to shock and vibration were low. Full output
level was just over 2V and the source impedance was the highest of the
players tested at 2.6kohms. The signal/noise ratio was adequate, while
the ultrasonic spuriae results were excellent.
No clipping was detected on the full-level white noise test and the
variable headphone output was fine. The low-level test produced a
very accurate — 89.9dB on the right channel with amodest deviation
of 2.18dB on the left. The results obtained suggested aresolution
fairly close to the theoretical 16- bit specification. The player made a
good effort at reproducing the — 90dB waveform and the monotonicity
test demonstrated the near perfect linearity of the reproduction
system with all the bits clearly shown.
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Sound quality
The CD73 showed agood measure of ambience, with fine stereo
focus, which provided agood sense of space. Although the stage width
was slightly narrowed, the depth was rated as good and detail within
that soundstage was created with fine perspectives. The treble
demonstrated some splashiness, being slightly too brilliant, which
provided some ' sheen' on the upper ranges, but not enough to detract
from the overall performance too much. A slight muffling of detail was
apparent in the midrange which was otherwise tidy, neutral, open and
lively. The bass was well above average with fair extension and weight
but lacked some slam and ultimate dynamic urge.

Conclusion
Scoring well above average in the listening tests, the strong
performance in the laboratory coupled with fine build quality, the
latest technology and acomprehensive set of controls and facilities
result in an attractive package. Although the price is fairly high, this
player showed considerable merit in our tests, and will suit the needs
of many.

DENON DCD-600
The DCD-600 is aplayer which fits in near the bottom end of our price
range, at £250. It is afull sized unit which is similar in appearance to
the DCD-800 reviewed in Dec '87, but lacks some of the features of
the more expensive model.
As with many at this price level, the Denon's case is formed from a
plastic moulding with ribbed sides. Steel top and bottom plates are
bolted to this and form afairly rigid structure. The bottom plate is
designed for high rigidity, and in conjunction with four large feet,
which provide damping, is claimed to cut out external vibration.
Internal construction is neat and tidy with all the main circuitry
mounted on asingle large printed circuit board populated with
components of good commercial grade quality. The transport consists
of aplastic tray mounted on ametal subchassis which is decoupled
from the main case; the laser pickup is of the linear tracking variety.
Denon make use of their time-shared ' Super Linear' converter, which
aclose inspection revealed to be based on aBurr Brown PCM56P
DAC run at 2-times oversampling rate; the high- frequency phase shift
between channels is cancelled by the use of an extra sample-and-hold
delay circuit. Output circuitry is DC coupled, while the output muting
and de-emphasis are switched by active devices.
The infra- red remote control utilises adirect entry 10-key pad and
gives programming of up to 15 tracks, play, stop, pause, track skip and
search. Also available here are display mode (track/time), repeat and
drawer open/close. The front panel duplicates all the controls with the
exception of the numeric keypad. The display is comprehensive and
clear with a20-track calendar display, track number, and the various
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Denon DCD-600: Waveform from — 90dB sinewave, IkHz (30kHz filter)

time selections. Flags appear for all facilities including remote
reception, emphasis and calendar overrun. The headphone output is
not variable, but produces sensible monitoring volume on the
majority of headphones. No digital output is provided, and the back
panel carries just apair of phono sockets for audio output.

Lab report
Frequency response was reasonably flat, showing avery mild
low-frequency shelf boost and some high-frequency ripple. The
channels were well matched with excellent balance over the entire
frequency range. Channel separation was good, decreasing slightly as
frequency increased and, as claimed, the channel phase matching was
maintained up to 20kHz, where there was only aslight rphase error.
The full- level white noise signal showed up some clipping of the
peaks of negative-going signals, but this was not serious. The total
harmonic distortion figures at the OdB level were good and the
downband products of a20k Hz full level signal well suppressed. At
lower signal levels, the distortion performance was fairly well
maintained, but these results are unexceptional. lntermodulation
distortion was well suppressed with — 10dB signal, but increased by
12dB at full level. The impulse test revealed some ringing in the filter,
which is normal with 2- times oversampled players, and showed that
the ' 600 was non- inverting. Output level was close to the 2V CD
specification and output impedance was areasonable 1k-ohm. The
de-emphasis circuits worked correctly and the error correction
capability exceeded the standard tests.
Track access time was 4seconds, mechanical noise was quite low
and resistance to shock and vibration considered average. Ultrasonic
spuriae were well suppressed, although the signal/noise ratio,
measured at around 90dB or greater depending on settings, was alittle
worse than that of many current players.
The low-level linearity of this player was not particularly good, the
—90dB test signal resulting in an output approximately 6dB too large
on both channels: the 1k Hz waveform was well reproduced but with
some noise evident. The monotonicity test showed up some error in
the magnitude of the fast three steps, which were all too large.
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APPOLO STANDS
AT5

AT4

AT3

AT1
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APPOLO TABLES
The complete answer for housing your Hi Fi The top shelves are isolated on spikes to maximise your
turntable's performance. All tables come complete with fully adjustable spiked feet for perfect rigidity.
CHALLENGER 1/
2

C&D STANDS
Fully welded and
nylon coated for
the ultimate finish.
The challengers
are sand filled and
come complete
with bottom
spikes.

18'
14'

24"
28"
16"
12"

28"

Made from the best quality material, these stands
are flat packed at affordable prices. Again these
stands come complete with spiked feet.

APPOLO 8
Tubular constructed fully welded stands with
everything for the Hi Fi enthusiast. Drilled and
tapped for top spikes, if required bottom spikes
supplied as standard.

FOR FULL DETAILS SEND REPLY COUPON TO:
6:£6`

ZENITH CROWN LTD.
Unit 2, Princes End Industrial Estate,
Nicholls Road, Tipton,
West Midlands, England.
Tel: 021-520 5070/1432

North American Distributor
Pro- Acoustics Inc.,
227-G, Brunswick Boulevard,
Pointe Clare, Quebec
Tel: ( 514) 694-4790
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Sound quality
The Denon didn't reproduce bass ' tunes' particularly well, making it
less easy for the listener to differentiate readily between different
musical instruments, and it was found amite lacking in both extension
and the ability to reproduce dynamics faithfully. The dynamics
problem appeared to extend into the midrange where, rather like the
more expensive DCD-800, the lower reaches could sound muted,
whereas the upper mid was slightly thin and hard— sharp on violins
and pinched on vocals. The treble appeared amite accentuated, with a
hint of ' fizz' and ' grain' and aslightly smeared stereo focus. Midrange
focus could be phasey on some records, with instruments and vocalist
alike appearing larger than life. The overall presentation was thought
slightly forward with average stereo stage width and, although it gave
some perspective layering, it was lacking in the stage depth that some
recent players in this price bracket have shown.

Conclusion

[11111
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Lab report
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KENWOOD DP-990SG

The frequency response exhibited some slight treble droop above
5kHz, combined with some high- frequency ripple, and was ultimately
0.6dB down by 20kHz. Channel separation was excellent and well
maintained at all frequencies, while the channel balance measurement
exhibited ajust perceptible 0.1dB divergence at frequencies below
IkHz, which must still be considered excellent. The player is linear
phase with no interchannel phase shift at any frequency and filter
ringing was well controlled. De-emphasis was accurate and the error
correction circuits were not troubled by any of the tests.
The full- level white noise test was easily handled and the output
level was close to 2V which is provided from alow source impedance
of 112ohms. At full level, harmonic distortion was low and agood
result was also recorded for the in band products of asingle OdB
20kHz fundamental. These good results continued for lower level
signals with only — 24dB of distortion recorded for a — 80dB signal.
The high- frequency intermodulation test, of 19/20kHz tones were also
excellent with. — 102dB produced at full level and — 98dB for the

....
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This player is undoubtedly competently designed and made, with
much attention paid to ergonomics and styling, which are first-rate at
this price. The technical performance was found generally good but
with one or two problems which did in our view detract somewhat
from its overall merit. Sound quality was thought to be below par
when judged by the standard set by the rest of the group.
Most enthusiasts will now know that products from the Japanese
Kenwood concern were until fairly recently marketed under the Trio
brand name. But now the Kenwood name is used in the UK, as in the
rest of the world. Although bearing the same number as the DP990D
of last year, the ' SG model appears to be totally new — it looks
different, sounds different and measures differently. The full width
player has the finish, build quality and looks of an expensive unit and
in these respects justifies the price of £399.
This was the heaviest player on test, the case being made from
damped steel panels with acast front. It rests on four sprung feet
which help isolate it from external vibration. Full remote control is
supplied and virtually every function you could wish for is present
including avolume facility, but fixed outputs are also provided. Both
optical and coaxial digital outputs are available and these are switched
from the front panel. Internally, the two main circuit boards are
placed one above the other; the lower one is the digital board, while
the upper carries the DACs and the rest of the analogue section,
complete with its own power supplies. Components are good quality
and are generally neat and well laid out. Two Burr Brown PCM56s are
followed by sophisticated filtering, while the output muting and
de-emphasis functions are switched by relay. The transport is well
made, with some damping judiciously applied; the drawer mechanism
is very smooth and slick in operation.
This model offers all the normal functions expected from a
top-of-the- range player; these include index, A- B repeat, keypad
track entry and four different play modes (track, programme, time
and single), which are selected by arow of opaque buttons which glow
turquoise when selected. There are full programming facilities with
such refinements as space, edit and repeat. The output level may be
adjusted from the front panel as well as by remote control and is
variable from Oto 2V with fine resolution.
Comprehensive and easy to read, the display gives track and index
numbers, various time options, volume level indication and a20-track
calendar. There are also flags for emphasis, play, pause, repeat etc,
and programming guidance. The remote control has all the front panel
facilities including open/close.
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—10dB signals. Spurious responses were also well suppressed and near
state of the art figures were obtained.
Signal/noise ratios were more than satisfactory with the CCIR/
ARM weighted figure measuring 98dB with de-emphasis on, which is
the worst case condition. Low level resolution was quite good, with
the player making adecent effort to produce a — 90dB sine wave;
linearity was judged to be 15.8 bits. The monotonicity test also
revealed good linearity, with all ten levels clearly defined and in good
proportion.
Track access was fast, mechanical noise was low and resistance to
shock and vibration considered very good. Like the line output, the
headphone socket also displayed alow source impedance which was
measured at 35ohms.

Sound quality
During most of the listening sessions to which the '990SG was
subjected the fixed output was used and the following description
pertains. The bass was full and powerful, well able to reproduce a
tuneful response from the lower octaves. The player was fairly
articulate in this region but some listeners felt that it was ' abit slow'
when compared directly to the references. The midrange was also
rated quite highly, particularly liked for its strong dynamic quality.
Although the sound of this player was thought alittle ' electronic' and
'light', it could never really be accused of accentuating any particular
frequency band. The treble was thought decidedly above average,
delivering awell balanced, sweet, and fairly open sound. Stage width
was very good and instruments and vocalists alike were displayed with
afine focus. However, stage depth was considered only just above
average and there was some loss of detail in the midrange and treble
which marred an otherwise fine subjective performance. It was
undoubtedly pleasant and unfatiguing, and many will feel comfortable
with the performance of this player.
When the variable-level output was tried, the results were slightly
disappointing. The bass was thought thicker and boomier and
nowhere near as articulate. The midrange lost much of its dynamic
appeal together with some detail and life. When listening via this
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest-sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71/2 x 61/
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer - acube on aplinth, 14 3
/ in.sq. x 21in. - need
4
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, ' out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- in amplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £5.40 and £7.25 per disc.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

NOW YOU'VE
READ THE
REVIEWS
COME TO US
FOR THE BEST
DEAL

PAUL ROBERTS

ci- Fi I-Ii -Fi -at down to earth prices
01M.NING HOURS MON - FRI 9.30am - 7.30pm. Sat 9.30am - 6.00pon

31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL (0272) 429370
32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON (0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET", BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234

British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days. unless a
longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned
undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money must be
refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.
Mail Order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery. Ili-Fi News &
Record Review will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money
returned: and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Hi Fi News & Record Review
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence
of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser
has been declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £ 7,950
per annum for any one advertiser so affected and up to € 10.000
per annum in resp ect of all insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be
paid for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not
been complied with, at the discretion of Ili-Fi News & Record
Review: but we do not guarantee to do this in view of the need to
set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of
readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertismeni in this magazine ( not, for example.
payment made in response to catalogues etc. received as aresult
of answering such advertisements). Classified advertisements are
excluded. HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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output, the treble was grainier and somewhat diffuse, and the sound
stage shrank in all directions.

Conclusion
This unit has agood build quality with lots of features and was smooth
in operation. It produced afine set of lab measurements and the
subjective sound results via the fixed outputs were encouraging.
Though it trailed the best in the group by asmall margin on sound
quality grounds, it can be confidently recommended as aplayer well
worth auditioning.

MARANTZ CD-65DX
Up to now. Marantz have concentrated on sound quality at the
expense of extra facilities, but with the new CD-65DX they have
finally seen fit to offer aremote-control CD player in the £250 price
range. The full-width case is obviously aPhilips derivative, and is
formed from an open-topped plastic box with adamped U-shaped
panel which fits over the top, adding rigidity and strength. The CD
transport is the latest radial-tracking laser type from Philips and the
main printed circuit board is the same as that used in the Philips
CD473. However, this board has some selected components at critical
points, and could therefore be expected to provide better sound
quality. The front panel is cleanly styled with all the controls sited to
the right of the CD loading drawer. All the essential functions are
present — play, pause, stop, audible search, track skip and repeat —
with the buttons sized in order of importance. Full programming
facilities are available for up to 20 tracks, but the memory is limited
and if you use the time programme facility the number of selections
which may be programmed is reduced.
The remote handset is small and allows control of play/replay, track
skip, pause, repéat and stop. You need to aim it fairly square on to the
player for remote operation, because the angle of acceptance of the
infra-red beam is fairly narrow. The display is adequate and clear,
normally revealing track number, index number and elapse time.
Pressing the lap/remain button displays the remaining time of the
whole disc ( or programme). There are also indicators for disc, PGR
(programme), programme error, play, pause, recall and repeat.
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Lab report
An impulse test revealed the player to be linear phase with little
ringing evident on the impulse spectrogram, and the full- level white
noise test was passed without problem. Total harmonic distortion
figures were very good in the main, and only at — 80dB was there room
for some improvement. Intermodulation distortion was very well
suppressed for both full- level and — 10dB signals. The player's
frequency response revealed its pedigree, being very flat to the band
limits but showing the slight high frequency ripple which is
characteristic of Philips' digital filters.
Channel separation was exceptionally good, especially in the
midband where it was better than l(X)dB; this fell only slightly at high
frequencies and — 95dB results were returned at 20kHz. The channel
phase difference, as expected from this latest-generation Philips-based
player, was 0° at all frequencies. The noise performance gave no cause
for concern either, with the noise floor at least 100dB down. Output
level was just over 2V from asource impedance of 200ohms; no
matching problems will be encountered and long cable runs are
possible. Track access time was fairly fast, immunity to shock and
vibration well above average, but mechanical noise could be heard at
the listening position on quiet music passages.
De-emphasis correction was correct and the error correction circuits
functioned normally — astiffer test is now called for to sort good
players from the merely competent. Ultrasonic spuriae were fairly
well suppressed but some unwanted artefacts were present ( see
spectrogram). Output impedance of the headphone amplifier, as with
the Philips 473, was slightly higher than the normal at 150ohms.
As on other players using the TDI541 converter chip, low-level
resolution gave the poorest of the measured results. The right channel
output measured at 32dB below the — 90dB test level, and the left
channel 7.7dB below. So, even on the good channel, the attempted
reproduction of a — 90dB sine wave was to say the least weak ( see
graph). The monotonicity test emphasised this last- bit problem, but
all the other steps were reproduced with afair degree of precision.

Sound quality
This proved to be yet another fine-sounding Philips-based player,
which was thought to be aslight improvement over the standard item.
This was probably due in some part to the absence of aremote volume
facility, which allows the audio signal path to be shorter. A shorting
plug was placed in the unused digital output socket for most of the
listening test period; when tried without, the soundstage shrank, the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dynamic quality was not as impressive and the sound wasn't quite as
exciting or involving.
Bass was lively, showing good control, fine dynamics, good
extension and weight. It was also revealing of instrument type and
quality, being both tuneful and articulate. The midrange was natural,
neutral and well-balanced, revealing awealth of detail with no
exaggeration of any particular band. The treble was precise, with
plenty of air and sparkle, but with aslight hint of ' grain', and the
player was able to cope with some difficult recordings without the
treble sounding forced or accentuated. The sound stage was portrayed
with good width and depth, resolving front to back detail well. Focus
was generally good but perhaps not as ' pinpoint' as the best — it was
thought very slightly smeared, but this was only really noticeable
when compared with much more expensive highly- rated players.

Conclusion
Though the styling is different, the Marantz CD-65DX is generally
very similar to the new range of Philips players at this price. It is short
of some facilities, but the very absence of aremote volume control,
along with the use of some selected components in key points, does
improve the already good generic sound of the Philips system still
further. If it is the best sound quality you want, then this is the player
others should be currently compared with at the £250 price level.

PHILIPS CD473
This full-sized remote control player is very similar to the CD373 midi
size player ( reviewed November '87), but it is slightly more expensive
at £250 and has afew extra features.
The case is aplastic moulding with aU-shaped steel cover which
strengthens the whole structure. The plastic loading drawer and
playing mechanism is improved over the earier CD160, '360 and '460
and should prove more reliable in service. Finish is quite good, though
not up to the best Japanese standards, and styling is unusual with the
bottom of the front panel angled outwards. This bottom ledge carries
all the minor controls, such as index and programming facilities;
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play/replay, stop and search facilities are located on the fascia proper,
at the right hand end above the ' track skip' controls. The large central
display is very informative and provides a20-track calendar as well as
time, track, and index numbers. FTS (Favourite Track Selection)
allows memory storage of any chosen track playing order for up to
about 1(10 discs. A headphone output is provided, with an adjacent
slider-type volume control.
The remote control has keypad track selection, covering all
functions with the exception of open/close and programming the FTS
memory. Also available on the remote is asimple volume control,
which is always in circuit and provides amaximum of 18dB of
attenuation in six 3dB steps.
The interior is uncluttered, with the main circuit elements arranged
on asingle board populated mainly with Philips own digital chips and
their own very successful TDA1541 DAC. Analogue output is
diverted to aseparate board to facilitate the digital volume control
and thereafter is finally buffered via good-quality operational
amplifiers. De-emphasis and output mute switching is performed by
active elements.

Lab report
Dual DACs and 4- times oversampling provide an almost textbook set
of results with the major exception of the — 90dB linearity test; poor
measured performance here is associated with almost all players using
the TDA1541. Frequency response was very flat, displaying the
familiar, if slight, high-frequency ripple caused by the Philips digital
filter. The channel balance was very good and channel separation was
well maintained at all frequencies. Little ringing was apparent on the
impulse test, which also showed that the player retains correct
absolute phase je, it is non- inverting. Total harmonic distortion was
generally low, but the — 60dB figure could be better.
Output levels were set to the standard 2V, and with a200ohm
output impedance long runs of cables may be driven. Resistance to
shock and vibration were very good but mechanical noise was alittle
high with this sample. Error correction worked well on all the tests
and the track access time was areasonably fast 3.5 seconds. The
signal/noise ratios were very good on all settings and filter weightings
and ultrasonic spuriae reasonably well suppressed, though this aspect
could be better. The headphone output impedance was alittle higher
than most, but it should drive high- impedance types without problem.
The — 90dB tone was completely missing on the right side, while the
left channel measured well below the required result at — 98.5dB. The
—90dB waveform produced by the left channel was to say the least
uninspiring. The monotonicity test provided even steps with the
exception of the final bit.

Sound quality
This is another player which in my experience benefits from the use of
ashorting plug in the digital-out socket. Most of the listening was
carried out with ashorting plug inserted and when it was tried
without, it dropped 5% on our listening test score sheets, due to losses
in stage depth, dynamics, general excitement and ' involvement'.
Typical of the latest generation of Philips players, the general sound
can be described as very detailed and dynamic, showing considerable
stereo depth, ambience, and layering. The bass was thought very good
with excellent speed, slam and extension, but perhaps not as ' tuneful'
as the Marantz version, reviewed above. The treble was slightly
'careless' and brash and showed alittle 'grain'; but considerable detail
is available in the upper frequency ranges and so this did not detract
too much. The midrange produced fine detail, neutrality, and
dynamics; the one complaint here being atendency to the sibilant in
the upper reaches. The player was fairly effective in the way it formed
images and focused them, being only marginally behind the best
examples in this respect. Only when tested on difficult material did it
exhibit some phasey effects.

Conclusion
The CD473 offers aconsiderable level of sound quality, so when
combined with abasically exceptional set of lab results, we have a
player which is difficult to criticise at this price level, even if
construction is alittle flimsy. There is no doubt that if the few
grumbles about low-level linearity and ultrasonic spuriae suppression
could be resolved, it could be even better. But considering the
facilities and convenience of remote volume, it offers very good value
for money.

NAD 5240
An unusual remote control CD player with some interesting features,
the NAD 5240 is sourced in Japan but made to NAD specifications. It
is priced at £280. While all the other models reviewed here are
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Philips CD473: Waveform from — 90d8 sinewave, ¡ kHz (30kHz filler)

finished in black, the NAD has asatin grey front finished with white
lettering so it immediately stands out from the crowd. The control
buttons stand proud of the panel and follow NAD's house styling;
some are black rectangles with rounded corners, and these cover
reset, display, memory, and repeat, while asimilarly-shaped green
button is used for on/off. The play/pause button is elongated with a
raised centre section and the track skip and scan buttons are similar
but with an indented centre. The case is formed from steel U-section
halves with the top one finished in satin black; neither have any
damping applied. Fixed and variable-level outputs are available.
Internal inspection revealed afairly standard construction with
most of the digital and audio circuits on asingle printed circuit board.
Many Toshiba chips are in evidence and the player uses asingle
time-shared DAC. An extra small PCB has been added to perform the
CDR (Controlled Dynamic Range) function. Ribbon cables keep all
internal connections neat and the transformer is of reasonable size.
Though small by recent standards, the display offers flags for
repeat, pause, memory, and play, with adjacent LED status indicators
which signal power. CDR and remote. Track number and time
remaining are also normally shown but the display facility allows
elapsed time and memory programme as well. The remote provides
extra facilities — volume and keypad track select, as well as duplicating
play/pause, scan, skip, display, repeat, memory and reset.
The CDR function is designed to reduce the dynamic range when
desired. NAD argue that when listening to CD at low volume, some of
the low level information is lost; with the help of CDR, you can enjoy
all the information present without the need for high, neighbourannoying, sound levels. They also mention that it is useful when
making recordings for in-car or portable tape players.

Lab report
Frequency response was flat up to 2kHz, whence avery glight suck out
was apparent before afinal small peak of 0.4dB at 14kHz, falling away
around 20kHz. Channel balance was good with the output filtering
showing some slight misalignment at 20kHz which is also shown by the
channel phase difference, but this is relatively unimportant. Channel
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intended. Sounding alittle compressed at normal listening levels, it
was indeed quite effective at low levels, producing an increase in
perceived detail and clarity.

Conclusion
The 5240's styling will fit in very well with other NAD components
although it may look slightly out of place with items from other
manufacturers. Build quality and ergonomics are most definitely up to
scratch, and although the sound quality is not in my view up to the
standard set by this group, the NAD does have the CDR feature
which some will find very useful.

SONY CDP-M55
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This CD player is one of Sony's new range and, retailing at £ 189.99,
shouldn't put too much strain on the bank balance. It is amidi-sized
version of the full-width CDP-550; this appears to have an identical
technical specification, though with afew front panel changes.
Based on aplastic injection-moulding with integral bracing struts
and side ribbing, the case is very similar to that of last year's
CDP-M50; when the top and bottom metal panels are in place it
provides afairly stiff, sturdy structure. An internal inspection
revealed acompletely revised circuit board, with aSanyo surfacemounted DAC now replacing those from Burr Brown. The DAC is
fed from Sony's own 4-times oversampling digital filter. The player is
well made for the price and some good quality selected capacitors are
used in important positions. The audio output does not use the normal
industry standard D1
Loperational amplifiers, but some in- line
integrated circuit amplifiers instead. Output muting and de- emphasis
are switched with active devices.
A strut in the plastic moulding forms part of the CD mechanism,
which sports an integral disc clamping ring; the loading mechanism
moves the transport up to meet this. Styling is up to date, finish is
good, and the controls and drawer mechanism have aquality feel to
them, instilling confidence in the user. The back panel provides line
out connections via phono plugs; the mains is connected by a
reversible 2-pin plug which allows change of polarity, but digital
output facilities are absent.
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NA D 5240: Waveform from — 90dB sinewave, ¡ kHz (30kHz filter)

separation was fairly well maintained, at around 80dB over the audio
bandwidth. There was some clipping of afull- level white noise signal
and the total harmonic distortion figures at OdB were slightly down on
those now expected, while the in- band products of a20kHz OdB test
tone were higher than most. At — 10dB, though, the THD figure of
—83dB was very respectable, and at still lower levels the results were
much as expected from this type of design. Both full-level and — 10dB
intermodulation distortion results were judged to be good.
Output level was on the low side, though not low enough to cause
any problems (but watch out when auditioning it against other
players), and the 950ohm source impedance is reasonable. Deemphasis was correct and error correction was fine. The signal/noise
figures were relatively poor for aCD player, although in reality they
are probably good enough. Spuriae were well suppressed, and the
NAD was not found to be particularly susceptible to shock and
vibration. On the low-level test, the — 90dB signal was reproduced far
too strongly on both channels and at first Ithought that Imight have
inadvertently switched on the CDR function; but this was not the
case, and so Ican only assume that the low-level linearity of the player
is poor. The monotonicity test showed some merging of the low level
steps which confirmed this.
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Sound quality
When auditioned using the fixed output the sound was thought alittle
'old fashioned' and bland. The bass showed an ability to reproduce
tunes fairly successfully with above-average dynamics and detail. The
mid, however, did show some coloration with aslightly nasal
character. Some string tones were exaggerated and detail was
considered only average. The treble was thought rather ' obvious' and
exhibited some 'grain' with aloss of detail and ambience. Stereo focus
was found rather ' phasey' at high frequencies, with widened and
'smeared' images, while the depth of the stereo sound stage was
thought unexceptional. The remote volume control was smooth in
action and provided quite fine control, but some loss of detail, attack
and focus was apparent compared with that from the fixed output.
The CDR facility was tried, and found to perform as the designer
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PAINSTAKINGLY CRAFTED.
MINUTELY DETAILED.
AWESOMELY SOPHISTICATED.
MN THAT'S JUST THE BROCHURE.)
What we have here is probably the most
spectacular product brochure you have ever
seen. The 1987 Canton Loudspeaker Journal.
Its fifty pages are filled with valuable
information on the principles of audio technology; guidance on how to choose speakers;
and advice on positioning and setting them
up to get the best from them.
It also carries comprehensive details of
the world's finest loudspeaker range.
From compact shelf models to mighty
floor- standing active speakers.
Once you've looked through it, you'll
begin to appreciate the innovative designs and
meticulous construction standards that have
made Cantons so highly regarded among
audiophiles.
And you'll get an inkling why there is a
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price to pay for their superior sound quality.
The good news, however, is that you can
receive acopy of the Loudspeaker Journal, by

Please send me afree copy of the 1987
Canton Loudspeaker Journal.

simply sending the coupon on the right to:

Name

Canton Brochure, Ortofon ( UK) Limited,

Address

Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate,
Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ.
At least one of the best things in life is free.
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Front panel controls are grouped logically, with the main play.
pause and stop functions at the right hand end. Immediately udder the
display are manual search and track skip buttons, along with one
marked ' display', which gives the choice of total time remaining,
track, index number, and track time elapsed or track time remaining
indications. Along the bottom of the panel are open/close,
programming, shuffle-select ( random track order) and continue
followed by programme check. programme clear, repeat and auto
space, which creates ablank space of approx 3seconds between
selections. Up to 20 selections can be programmed in any order.
Lastly, there is anon- variable headphone socket. The comprehensive
infra- red remote control carries all the front panel facilities plus index
select, and a16- key numeric selection; you can also repeat any desired
portion of adisc with the A- B repeat button. The display is clear and
useful with anumeric calendar track indicator ( up to 16) along the
bottom; this also helps when programming.

Lab results
This is anon- inverting player and the impulse test showed little
ringing in the filters. Channel balance was exceptionally good and the
channel separation was perfectly adequate at all frequencies. the
worst measurement being arespectable 79dB at 20kHz. The channel
phase difference was 0° at all frequencies — as expected with separate
DACs for each channel. Frequency response was almost perfectly flat
and both channels measured identically. Distortion figures, both
harmonic and intermodulation. were alittle disappointing and
indicative of some problems at the near full- level output, as harmonic
distortion was about 20dB worse than expected at OdB and — 10dB.
Even at — 20dB excessive distortion was still noted. The
intermodulation results were even worse and were considered fairly
poor at — 55d13, but at lower levels all distortion figures measured
much as expected. The downband products of afull- level 20kHz signal
were also slightly higher than normal but not seriously so.
Output level was close to the 2V industry standard, from afairly
high output impedance of 2k-ohms, but this is of little consequence in
normal domestic installations. De-emphasis worked correctly, track
access time was fairly fast, resistance to shock and vibration was good
and mechanical noise was very low for aplayer of this price. The error
correction systems worked faultlessly on all tests and signal/noise
ratios were considered just about adequate. Ultrasonic spuriae were
well suppressed and low-level linearity was fair.

I
I>

channel, which eliminates the need to switch all the resistors at the
zero cross point, thus eliminating digital crossover distortion. To
achieve the required resolution anew digital filter is used. This
employs carefully calculated coefficients which allow the rounding
errors created in atypical 16- bit 4- times oversampling tiller to be
reduced by afactor of 16. This reduces ripple to ± 0.0001dB and
produces aclaimed improvement in low level resolution.
The ' 770 has all the main circuitry on asingle hoard, with many
surface- mount active devices used. Construction is neat and tidy with
good quality components. and some of the capacitors in the audio
section have been selected for their sound quality. The headphone
output is buffered with its own amplifier. Technics use their own
plastic-chassis transport mechanism. which 1would describe as of
reasonable quality. The back panel has facilities for fibre optic and
coaxial digital connections which can be switched from the front.
The full remote control mimics most of the facilities on the front
panel. All the normal controls are present. but Technics have also
provided some extra ones, which have in the past graced only their
more expensive players. The display shows track and index numbers.
with a20-track calendar configured horizontally across the bottom.
and time elapsed or time remaining, and there are flags for
programme, emphasis. peak. side A/B. fast-slow search, random, and
auto cue. The front panel provides a20- key pad track select, index.
track skip, stop, pause. play. A- B repeat. repeat. random selection,
music scan and auto cue. Technics' established search dial facility is
included together with full programming facilities. A meter display
reads level from — 50dB to OdB and this can be used to find the highest
level on adisc for recording purposes; the ' Edit Guide' facility helps
the user arrange the tracks of aCD so that they will fit on to acassette.

Lab report
The ' 770 produced avery line set of lab results which, taken overall.
were the best of the phis ci . under test. When the various graphs and
traces were closely examined. it was soon apparent that their
appearance was different from most others in the group because of the
almost total freedom from spurious signals and tones.
The channel balance was excellent and channel separation was
maintained at 100dB or over throughout the audio spectrum. As

Sound quality
In spite of surprisingly high measured distortion figure, the ' 55 gave an
above- average performance on listening tests. The bass sounded a
little slow, lacking some drive, slam and the much- prized dynamic
quality which many consider so important if some of the excitement
generated by live music is to be reproduced. This was, however, made
up for to some extent by aneutral midrange, which exhibited fine
detail and precision. Both male and female voice sounded both
natural and articulate, displaying no harsh tendency or annoying
colorations. Violins and trumpet were also clear and lush, an effect
which extended into the lower reaches of the treble. The main body of
the treble was well extended and balanced, revealing little grain.
whilst reproducing plenty of detail. The sound stage was also well
presented with agood measure of width, depth and ambience
portraying tine focus, especially in the midrange.

Conclusion
The CDP-M55 gave arather patchy performance. The listening tests
revealed the design to be basically sound, but the lab performance was
generally uninspiring, so it is possible that this one was, aslightly
rogue. early production sample. However, as it stands, the midrange
and treble sound quality were very good — up with the best in the
group in fact — although the bass could do with some improvement.
Build quality and ergonomics are to ahigh standard and the remote
control is adelight. Sony have yet another promising design here, at a
particularly attractive price.

TECHNICS SL-P770
The SL- P770 is the very latest in the Technics range with up to the
minute technology. Considering the imposing looks and multitude of
facilities. its price tag of t.350 does not seem expensive. The ' 770 looks
as if it will be heavy, with good build quality and fine finish, but at this
price Technics have had to save money somewhere and when picked
up it is surprisingly light. But the case has alaminated top and bottom
panel and the bottom is cross- braced with four large vibration
damping feet. helping to isolate the player from external interference.
This player uses four Burr Brown PCM56P DACs to achieve 18- bit
resolution and 4- times oversampling. There are two DACs for each
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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expected with all those DACs, no channel phase differences exist at
any frequency. Harmonic distortion figures were very good, especially
at low levels, with the - 60dB figure being the best Ihave measured to
date. Intermodulation products were also well suppressed, as were the
downband products of afull- level 20kHz tone. The frequency
response was very flat, deviating from the line only perceptibly above
15kHz, but there was no sign of ripple.
Output level was on the high side ( though close to Technics' own
specifications) at 2.6V, which will make the player louder than many
in A- B comparisons; and an output impedance of 560ohms means that
there will be no matching problems with modern equipment. Track
access time was very fast, resistance to shock and vibration was very
good and mechanical noise was commendably low. Signal/noise ratios
were all very good and the ultrasonic spuriae were kept well down.
Low-level resolution was near perfect, as the graph of a - 90dB
dithered IkHz tone shows; the measured figure was very close to the
theoretical limit with an indicated resolution approaching 16 bits. All
the low-level steps of the monotonicity waveform were almost
perfectly reproduced, each step as accurate as the last. The variable
headphone output had alow 25ohm source impedance.

Sound quality
Initially very good impressions were created, the sound appearing to
have excellent focus and ' grip'. It soon became apparent that the 770
reproduced music in away which made it sound different from all the
other players in the group. After an extended listening session which
covered alarge variety of music types, Ifound the sound ultimately
not entirely convincing although at times exceptional quality was
hinted at.
The bass was generally competent with good extension and 'slam',
but dynamics were not astrong point. The midrange seemed to
alternate between periods of very good focus and solidity, and others,
when the sound seemed altered, even coloured with astrange, rather
unfamiliar dynamic quality. The treble was generally satisfactory and
well liked, if with just ahint of brashness and ` grain'. There were
variations in apparent stereo focus, depending on the complexity and
volume of the music playing; uncluttered simple sounds such as solo
voice or guitar were faithfully reproduced while loud orchestral pieces
seemed muddled. The overall effect created was ultimately
'uninvolving .,the listeners always expecting more than was actually
given. In the final analysis, the actual merit of the sound quality was
rated as near the average of this group.

Conclusion
This was an early production sample, but even so build quality is
excellent, the technical merit unquestioned. Innovative designs often
take time to come to fruition and perhaps this may be the case here;
sometimes the sonic performance could be near to state of the art, but
there were inconsistencies. As it stands, Iwould suggest that you
really must listen for yourself to see if you can cope with the
idiosyncrasies. The concept of this player is exciting and we look
forward to further developments.

YAMAHA CDX-510
This is Yamaha's latest remote control full-function CD player, very
well finished in satin black, and pitched into the fray at areasonable
price of around £250. With so many strong contenders in the field, the
package needs to be competitive, and in the case of the CDX-510
TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Distortion 'MD). OdB
Distortion THD). - 10dB
Distortion THD). -)dB
Distortion THD), - 80dB
1M 19/20kHz.OdB
IM 19/20kHz. - 10dB
Frequency response, L
Frequency response, R
Signal/noise. unwid
Signal/noise, CCIR/ARM
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
Track access time
Error correction
Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB UR
headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Typical price inc VAT
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AIWA XC-00I
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.09dB
0.09dB
0.23dB
96dB
92dB
82dB
0°
0°
20°
-89dB - 90dB
-84dB
79dB
43dB
I8dB
-88dB
-94dB
+0dB, - 0.28dB
+0dB, - 0.16dB
-108dB
-102dB
2.25V
1k-ohm
5 secs
gap >900m; dot >800p.m
low
-100dB
+4.89dB/+2.94dB
variable, 56ohms
43x31 x8.9cm
£349.90

player, Yamaha can't be accused of not providing plenty of facilities
and up-to-date technology.
The CDX-510 is well made and, sitting on its four large vibrationdamping feet, looks rather more expensive than its price suggests. By
recent standards, the display is rather small, but it is clear and
functional nonetheless. Internally, the main functions are performed
on one board; Yamaha use a 'hi- bit' 4-times oversampling digital filter
to drive dual DACs. With this type of digital filter, the aliasing
components are well out of the audio bandwidth and hence fairly
simple third-order active output filtering may be used. The CD
transport is reasonably quiet in operation but perhaps not as slick as
some. No digital output is provided.
The principal controls (drawer open/close, play and pause/stop) are
conveniently placed together at the bottom right of the disc loading
drawer. Next to these are the programme/tape programme set, repeat
and display keys. Above these are the key track select buttons
allowing direct track access. At the right hand end are the normal
track skip and search controls, with the variable headphone output
socket and its associated volume control located below these. The
tape programming edit button allows tape length to be memorised.
Compact and informative, the centrally located display provides
track number display, time remaining or elapsed time of the selection
being played, the programme number or the tape length depending on
selection, and there is also an index number display. Flags appear for
programme memory, play, remote transmission receive, timer play
set, repeat ( full or single) and tape indicator. The latter informs that
tape programme edit is operational and ' A' or ' B' indicates the side of
atape to be recorded during tape programme recording.

Lab report
The impulse test showed the player to be non- inverting and ringing to
be well controlled, which is to be expected with 4-times oversampling
techniques. Channel balance was very good, with the frequency
response very flat up to 5kliz before showing some slight highfrequency boost with the right channel up 0.4dB at 15kHz. Separation
was unexceptional by CD standards, however at low to mid
frequencies it was maintained at areasonable 85dB before reducing to
61dB at 20kHz. At full-level the downband products of a20kHz signal
were well suppressed, but the total harmonic distortion figures at
20Hz and I
kHz show some signs of slight compression. Although the
full-level white noise test showed no sign of clipping, the
intermodulation results indicated the same full-level problem, with
the OdB result measuring 9dB worse than the IM product produced by
the - 10dB 19kHz and 20kHz signals, on which the player had
provided avery clean trace. Distortion at - 10dB and below measured
as expected, with no sign of any problem, and the excellent - 90dB
low-level linearity results indicate that the '510 achieves very close to
the theoretical I6-bit resolution. A - 90dB sine wave was reproduced
with quite good precision, though displaying some noise. The
monotonicity test provided agood result with fine linearity indicative
of good low-level DAC performance.
Output level was close to the 2V CD standard, but the 2.2kohm
output impedance is alittle higher than we have come to expect; in
general use this should be of no consequence. The de-emphasis
circuits worked correctly and the error correction functions passed all
the tests. Track access time was reasonably fast and resistance to
shock and vibration was considered very good. The noise levels, under
all regimes, were adequate while not setting any standard by which the
rest of the group should be judged; however, spuriae were very well

AKAI CD-73

DENON DCD-600

IkHz
20kHz
0.0IdB
0.03dB
97dB
7IdB
OP
(r
-92dB
-90dB
-86dB
84dB
46dB
24dB
-105dB
-100dB
+11dB, - 11.37dB
+0dB, - 0.37dB
.. 105dB
-100dB
2.09V
2.6k-ohms
3 secs
gap >900pm; dot >8(0m
low
-106dB
-2.18dB/+0.1dB
variable, 75ohms
46x35.5x 11.3cm
£449.90

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
0.05dB
0.05dB
0.04cIB
90dB
89dB
79dB
0°
0°
2°
-88dB - 90dB
-84dB
80dB
36dB
15dB
-80dB
-92dB
+0dB, - 0.22dB
+0dB, - 0.22dB
-97dB
-91dB
1.94V
1k-ohm
4 secs
gap >900µm; dot >800µm
low
-102dB
+5.8dB/+5.62dB
fixed, 100ohms
43.4 x32 x9.7cm
£249.90

20Hz
0.02dB
130dB

KENWOOD DP99059
20Hz
0.1dB
12IdB

(r

IkHz
0.03dB
117dB

(r

20kHz
0.04dB
106dB

-94dB - 90(.1B - 86dB
84dB
46dB
24dB
-102dB
-98dB
+0dB, - 0.6dB
+0dB. - 0.64dB
-104dB
-101dB
2.01V
112 ohms
3 secs
gap > 900pm; dot > 80oµm
low
-104dB
+I . 03dB/- I.84dB
fixed, 35ohms
44x36x12.3cm
£399.90
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FORCE TEN
the upper reaches of male voice, and violins could sound alittle
screechy at times, which all adds up to some upper- mid hardness. The
treble was quite good showing fine control, portraying fairly intricate
pieces with little fatiguing 'grain'. Stereo stage width was good but
depth was only considered slightly above average and focus could be
rather vague at times.

Conclusion
Genuinely well made, the Yamaha provides acompetent package
with agood specification, and comprehensive remote control, fine
build quality and 4-times oversampling. It seems that the latest
technology does not always provide all the answers and on our
listening tests the sound quality was felt to be not quite up to standard;
but as it stands, the (' DX-510 still represents fair value for money.

GROUP CONCLUSION
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Yam
- aha COX-510: Waveform from -- 90dB sinewave. ¡ kHz (unfiltered)

suppressed and these results could not be criticised at any price level.
The variable headphone output provided reasonable volume levels
into 600ohm impedance headphones from afairly standard 100ohm
impedance.

Sound quality
Considering the 4-times oversampling technology employed, the
Yamaha's performance in our subjective tests was rather a
disappointment; it fell rather below the average for the group. Bass
quality was generally fairly tuneful and agile, but was considered
somewhat light weight, lacking in power and depth. Dynamics lacked
some of the speed and excitement of the best in the group, showing a
loss of transient differentiation and excitement. The lower midrange
was fairly neutral but vocals lacked full presence and there was also
some loss of detail. Higher up the frequency scale it was abit sharp on
MARANTZ CD65DX

NAD 5240

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.06dB 0.06dB 0.06dB
I28dB
107dB
95dB
0°
-9IdB - 90dB - 86dB
-81dB - 45dB - I5dB -100dB
-100dB
+0dB, - 0.09dB
+0dB, - 0.09dB
-107dB
-104c1B
2.06V
200 ohms
3.5 secs
gap>900µm; dot>800µm
average/poor
-87dB
-7.7IdB/-32.24dB
fixed, 150ohms
42x29x8.4cm
£249.90

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.16dB 0.16dB 0.42dB
8IdB
86dB
76dB
0°
4°
55°
-86dB - 84dB - 69dB
-83dB - 40dB
-18dB -90dB
-89dB
+0dB. - 0.47dB
+0dB, - 0.25dB
-9IdB
-85dB
1.62V
950 ohms
5 secs
gap>900µm: dot>8011µm
average
-98dB
+ 10.85dB/+ 10.2dB
none
42x33x8.3cm
£279.90
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PHILIPS CD473
20Hz
0.07dB
94dB
0°
-92dB
-

' kHz
20kHz
0.06dB 0.08dB
96dB
90dB
0°
0°
- 90dB - 86dB
-86dB
-43dB
-I5dB
-99dB
-97dB
+0dB, - 0.02dB
+0dB, - 0.02dB
-107dB
-104dB
1.96V
200 ohms
3.5 secs
gap>900µm; dot>800µm
low
-88dB
-8.52dB/see text
variable, 150ohms
42 x30.5 x8.0cm
£249.90

During the last 12 months, Ihave listened to well over IflO CD players
ranging in price from £ 100 to £6000. In that context, this group of 10
new players did provide an overall performance decidedly above
average. When judged on sound quality grounds alone, all put in a
very respectable performance irrespective of price; rated on our usual
subjective test scoring scale, the best achieved about 65% of the
performance set by the current ultimate reference player, the weakest
close to 50%. Using this scoring system, the group average of 55.5 °/represents an increase of around 5% over the scores of players
available ayear ago at this price level. To put these into perspective,
taking the £6000 Accuphase DP-80/DC-81 combination as currently
representing 100% performance, last year's Cambridge CD1 and Sony
CDP333esD both score about 70% and the Philips CD373 64%.
The Akai CD- 73 and Kenwood DP990SG were the two heaviest
and most expensive players. Both are of excellent build quality.
function exceptionally smoothly, offer plenty of facilities and sound
quality which is commendable. The Akai sounds just slightly better,
but it is £50 more expensive.
The Aiwa XC-001 and the Technics SL- P770 are each priced at
£350, and while both are well made, the Technics has slightly more
facilities but the Aiwa had the edge on audition and on its fine external
finish. The Technics offered 18-bit resolution and abetter technical
performance, and, although Ifound the sound quality rather different
from the others, it did promise much and some may feel that the
unusual presentation suits their ears more than mine, so this player is
well worth alisten.
The other players in the group are priced between £ 190 and £280.
All are well built and offer adequate facilities and ease of operation.
The NAD may be the weakest of the group if judged on sound alone
but the CDR facility may suit many. The Yamaha CDX-510 was
thought alittle disappointing though it is adequate in all respects. The
Denon DCD-600 is solid and dependable, but the sound of our sample
was considered below average. The Sony CDP-M55, at the lowest
price of all, offered agood subjective performance, not far behind the
Philips, extracted from arelatively cheap ' plastic' design; but it was
ultimately let down by its uninspiring technical performance.
Among the present test group, the Marantz CD-65DX and Philips
CD473 were found to be the best sound by asmall but worthwhile
margin, although among the cheapest models. Build quality and finish
can be described as merely adequate when compared with others in
the group. Both offer many facilities and afine technical performance,
with the Philips winning the gadget battle and the Marantz the
sound-quality one.
SONY CDP-M55
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
0.07dB 0.0IdB 0.05dB
96dB
95dB
79dB
0°
tr
0°
-71dB - 69dB - 79dB
-65dB - 40dB - 2IdB -54dB
-55dB
+0dB, - 0.14dB
+0dB, - 0.15dB
-105dB
-97dB
2.I7V
1.95k-ohms
3.5 secs
gap>900pm: dot>800µm
very low
-93dB
-3.9dB/-3dB
fixed, 105ohms
35.4 x27.5 x7.9cm
£189.90

TECHNICS SL- P770
20Hz
0.07dB
118dB

IkHz
0.02dB
114dB

20kHz
0.02dB
99dB
0°
-92dB - 92dB - 85dB
-83dB - - 51.IdB
-24.5dB -92dB
-105dB
+0dB, - 0.06dB
+0dB, - 0.06dB
-11IdB
-107dB
2.61V
565 ohms
2 secs
gap>900i.tm; dot>800p.m
low
-103dB
+0.12dB/-0.15dB
variable, 28ohms
43x32.5x11.5cm
£349.90

YAMAHA CDX-510
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.03dB 0.04dB 0.12dB
85dB
84dB
61dB
0°
0°
22°
-88dB - 87dB - 86(113
-85dB
-40dB
-24dB
-84dB
-93dB
+0dB, - 0.63dB
+0dB, - 0.49dB
-102dB
-96dB
2.IV
2.2k-ohms
3.5 secs
gap>9014m; dot>800µin
low
-102dB
+0.79dB/+0.81dB
variable, 100ohms
43.5 x35 x10.7cm
£249.90
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good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Hampshire Audio Lta
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants 505 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232
We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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BEST OF BRITISH
Taking on the world's finest, Musical Fidelity offer atrue high-end
preamplifier. Martin Colloms offers afirst technical review

M

USICAL FIDELITY SEEM INTENT on making some
kind of takeoverof the UK quality amplifier market.
Their output is growing fast, though not at such alevel
that they will gain sales superiority over the longestablished competition in the near future. A rash of good reviews
covering their evolving products led to an update on the MVT II preand A370Il power amplifiers (Jan '88), but the high attainment of the
370 II indicated that it would benefit from apreamplifier offering a
still higher level of quality. MF believe that they have the answer in
the shape of this new MVX, which is also intended as apartner for the
promised monster power amplifier, the A470, which will offer 300W
per channel.
This is astraightforward design with no tone controls or filters, and
the front- panel lineup begins with asimple ' on/off. The unit remains
permanently in standby mode, with the main power switch located on
aremote power-supply box. Five machined alloy control- knobs cover
phase ( normal or inverted), volume, balance ( with centre detent),
source/tape-monitor, and input selection from phono, CD, tuner, aux
and tape. Movingcoil or moving-magnet are selected by arear-panel
button, and two turntables thus equipped may be co-connected.
Largely originated by consultant designer Tim de Paravicini, the
MVX is aclear example of his unconventional genius. Who in 1988
would expect to find amodern solid-state amplifier which uses
capacitor coupling throughout, employs amixture of transistor and
FET IC chips plus discrete stages, and tops the bill with no less than
four audio transformers, two for the m-cinput and two for the main
output? One look inside reveals an array of top-class components and
alevel of build quality which matches the best of imported
competition selling at practically twice the price. This design clearly
means business! Physically, it is rigid and non- resonant as regards
both the chassis, allaluminium cabinet and the circuit board, the
latter being aheavy double-sided affair with afull ground plane.
The separate power-supply box provides araw 30V DC for the
MVX. Perhaps 'raw' is an unfair description, as this unit actually
contains an oversize 300VA Ferromag low-hum toroid, with matching
bridge rectifier feeding a14,000p.F reservoir capacitor via achoke.
The reservoir is bypassed by three graded-size film-capacitors to
minimise the I-IF impedance, and asecond supply choke follows and
leads to a7000µF reservoir which again is extensively bypassed.
Polypropylene capacitors are used here, the overall object being to
provide aclean but as yet unregulated supply that is free from ripple
or mainsborne noise.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Here the fun starts, with an additional 7001.4.F of termination
followed by another triplefilm bypass, leading to aset of highly
complex series-shunt regulators separately provided for every stage of
each channel! The regulator sections each use an IC op-amp, two
heatsinked power transistors, and avariety of discrete components
including selected film-capacitors in both polypropylene and
polystyrene. By employing multiple power-supplies, one local to each
stage, aminimum of interaction is assured between both stages and
channels, and in asense this design is thus dominated by its DC
supplies.
A de Paravicini-designed PU input transformer delivers adecent
voltage level to the ultra-low- noise moving- magnet circuit, this
comprising asingle-ended partial cascode design using awhole LM394
low-noise transistor array per channel. The main LP amplifier is an
ingenious design based on an array of matched MOSFETs with
shunt-feedback RIAA equalisation.
The LP section output joins the other sources at the input selector,
mounted at the ideal position on the board, the signal then going to
the balance control via the source/tape-monitor switch. Mysteriously,
the balance control is a10k component normally set to the mid
position. This gives an excessively low lineinput impedance (see
later) and is probably adesign oversight. It is also bound to load the
phonostage amplifier quite heavily. The 47k chosen for the volume
control is perfectly normal, but both balance and volume controls cost
asmall fortune — they are Penny & Giles professional quality
plastic- film units.
A differential line amplifier allows for phase-invert merely by
switching the signal input and ground connections between the plus
and the minus inputs. A total of eight DC-coupled amplifying
transistors are used, without loop feedback, the final differential stage
employing higher power heatsinked TIP 29s driving the centre-tapped
primary of agenerously- sized line output transformer, the latter
equipped with acore sufficient for an 8W amplifier!
The use of an output transformer allows for afloating secondary — a
'balanced- line' isolated from the chassis signal ground. Excepting a
small stabilising network, the transformer thus breaks the usual
groundloop between power and preamplifier and may well account
for an improvement in sound quality by freeing the preamp from the
effects of harmful power-amp chassis return currents. The line
amplifier is powerful and will drive virtually any length of line to any
power amplifier, even headphones if required — although adaptors will
be needed for these.
59

The DCD 1500 Mk n
when it came to the listening tests, my
mark sheet soon filled up with superlatives.
Every kind of music was reproduced with a
rewarding richness of tone and natural
balance... very extended but sparkling
treble, natural sounding transients and a

64

feeling of real spaciousness."
Granzophone. March 1988

The DCD 1500 Mk II
...much more than just another COO
player. It S in fact apotent and thoroughly
musical device with very good equipment
levels. Players like this don't grow on trees."

44

CD Review, Decenzber 1987/Januaty 1988

At £499.95 The DCD1500-11 represents the finest
value in the CD market today, having been acclaimed
worldwide for its brilliant sound quality and superb
construction standards. Technical highpoints include
Twin hand tuned DA Converters with FOUT Times
Oversampling, Absolute Linear Phase LC-OFC Filters
and an Optical Digital Output. The many useful
features are topped by aRemote Volume Control that
really works. When we say DENON " Pure
Performance" we mean itl
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BEST OF BRITISI I

Sound quality

This is not the world's best preamp, but it runs very close. In fact such
were the results of the initial listening that we thought at first it was the
best we had heard to date! The most obvious achievement was at the
frequency extremes. It had avery good mid- range, which we have
come to expect from high-grade products, but performance in the bass
and treble registers was essentially state-of-the-art — while it was little
short of astonishing as regards the sharpness of stereo focus. It
sounded highly neutral, with an excellent level of detail resolution, a
feature which held consistently over the whole audio band. Bass
definition was surprising in respect of depth, speed and slam, while
both articulation and ' tune playing' were in the highest class. The
treble was also very well rendered, low in grain, edge or sibilance, and
clear, finely etched and revealing of tonal nuances — open, sparkling
and uncoloured.
The precision and control exhibited over the placement of treble
sounds within the stereo image was even more striking. Some of the
references sounded lazy, even careless, by comparison. Indeed, the
overall quality of focus was so strong that on two recordings positional
information was heard on complex bass passages as if for the first
time. The superb focus made up for its less- than-perfect rendition of
depth. Ambience was atrifle muted; the image depth, however, was
considerable — around 80% of that of the top references. Stage width
was excellent, and well maintained to the limits of perceived depth,
where the high level of detail gave agood impression of transparency.
But beyond that the ultimate feeling of transparency was blanketed.
Conversely, the MVX delivered astrong, driving performance, with
very good musical dynamics, its output sounding rhythmic and
involving, with asolid, taut bass- line providing afirm foundation.
Neutrality has been mentioned, and the MVX certainly sounded
more neutral than most. There remained aslight sensation of aural
compression ( too subtle to be called ' glare') in the upper mid- range,
while the violins had ashade more steel than gut to their tonal quality.
There was very little reticence about the preamp's presentation —
images were robust and stood well clear of the loudspeakers,
exhibiting astrong sense of presence. Subjectively perceived
distortion was very low, while the bass was sharp and clear. The mid
sounded quite liquid and even, while the treble was accurately sweet
and yet at the same time was not rolled-off or ' airless'.
This description covers the overall performance, especially the line
amplifier. Concerning specifics, it was noted that there was greater
apparent variation in sound quality between different line sources,
and first speculation suggested that the MVX was more revealing of
such differences. However, amore likely explanation concerns the
effect of the input loadings. Via moving- magnet, quality was little
altered — perhaps ashade less depth but with all the essential aspects
uncompromised. This same result was achieved via the moving-coil
input, which was impressively quiet, again only amarginal step down
in quality, and afine testament to the excellent performance achieved
by the Paravicini input transformers.

Test results

During initial testing aresidual ultrasonic tone was detected in the
noise background, at around 22k Hz on 19kHz/20kHz intermodulation
TEST RESULTS

MUSICAL FIDELITY MVX

Distortion
Total harmonic distortion
Aux input
lntermodulation, 19/20kliz, aux input
I
ntermodulation • 19/20k1 lz. disc (m- m)
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc ( m-c)
Noise ( dB)
Disc (m- m) input ( 11IF. CCIR weighted)
Disc ( m-c) input ( IHF. CCIR weighted)
Aux/CD input ( IHF. CCIR weighted)
Residual, unweighted ( vol. control at min)
Input overload
Disc ( m- m) input ( I
I
IF)
Disc ( m-c) input ( 111F)
Aux/CD input ( 111F)
Stereo separation
Disc input
Aux input
Output impedance ( main line 0/P)
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz
Volume/balance tracking
Aux input
Input data
Disc ( m- m) input ( phono socket)
Disc ( m-c) input ( phono socket)
Aux input ( phono socket)
Outputs tape
Disc equalisation error, .()Hz-15kIlz
Size ( width, height, depth
Typical price inc VAT
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

20Hz
—64.dB

IkHz
—76dB
—92dB
—50dB
—50dB

—78dB
—70dB
—88dB
—92dB
20Hz ' kHz
24.8dB
23.8dB
25.4dB
24.2dB
>23dB >23dB
89dB
100dB

20kHz
—81dB

20kHz
21.2aB
21.0dB
>23dB

88dB
63dB
88dB
63dB
38ohm ( max 5.2V)
0.14dB
OdB — 20dB — 60dB
0.02dB
0.52dB
1.44dB
sensitivity
loading
I.84mV
50k-ohms,
0.625mV
66ohms, —
151mV
4.0kohms, <50pF
5.2V max,
100ohms
+0.IdB, — 0.2dB
48x8.0x39.00om
£2000
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Graph I. MVX preamp: Frequency responses

Graph 2. MVX preamp: Spuriae up to 100k Hz associated with I
kHz at 0.5V (Aux)

test ( also at the second harmonic near 44k Hz). Musical Fidelity
identified it as apower-supply artefact and provided amodification
which left the HF intermodulation result via moving-coil at a
satisfactory — 50dB or 0.3%. This is asevere test for an m-cinput, and
the result was considered very fine. Via moving- magnet the same
figure was obtained, while — 92dB was measured via auxiliary.
Total harmonic distortions were low at typically better than 0.03%,
and interestingly were seen to improve at higher frequencies. The
frequency response ( Graph 1) was most uniform on aux, 20Hz to
20kHz + 0/-0.2dB, while the disc inputs show aslight down- tilt
favouring the bottom end, but nevertheless held within atight
+0/-0.2dB tolerance over the critical 30Hz to 15kHz band. It was
particularly interesting to note that the m-cand m-m plots are virtually
identical — aresult which shows how amazingly flat is the m-c
transformer response. Close-tolerance components are apparent by
the fine channel- balance shown on the equalisation deviation.
No problems were encountered with input sensitivities or loadings,
except with the line- input which has already been mentioned. Here,
the input impedance was rather low at 4k-ohm at a ' mid' balance
setting, while abalance control offset reduces it still further on the
attenuated channel as the ' louder' channel impedance rises. No doubt
this will be dealt with by the manufacturer.
One design emphasis in the MVX concerns the pursuit of natural
sound aided by low distortion made up of predominantly low-order
effects. This is illustrated by Graph 2, which is aspectrum analysis of
the aux input at IHF level (0.5V) for aIkHz tone over abandwidth
extending to 100kHz. Here, the only visible harmonic is the second,
with all others lost in the analyser noise- floor.

Conclusion

In the MVX, unusual internal concepts have resulted in aworld-class
preamplifier whose performance sets new standards for its price. At
£2000, preamplifiers have to be very good, and the MVX confidently
meets that challenge. Taken overall, its sound quality was closer to
established designs in the £ 000 group, while in certain areas ( notably
stereo focus and stage-width) it actually surpasses those references.
Indeed, both the bass and treble ranges are state-of-the-art. In this
sector of the market, build quality also needs to be first-rate, and a
look inside the MVX confirms that this is the case. A quality finish is
also required, and again the MVX sets avery high standard for both
style and finish. With aproduct of this quality arecommendation is
mandatory. •
[Note: It should be pointed out that while the author provided Musical Fidelity with the
basic designs for their MC2 and MC4 loudspeakers, he has had no design or
consultancy involvement with any other current Musical Fidelity products — EdJ
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The Dual CS 503- 1is
the most important
turntable introduced in
the last year "
New Hi Fi Sound, March 1988

CS 503-1

44

In absolute terms it
is agood turntable for
the money, with few
rivals at the all- inprice. "

val

Hi Fi News, December 1987
CS 503 -1
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The improved 505-3
sounded impressive too
with a deeper fuller
bottom end and agreater
feeling of authority."
What Hi Fi, December 1987
CS 505-3

val
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. . . 505-3 sounded better
separated and slightly more
vivid."
'hat Hi Fi, December 1987

CS 505 -3
44

... this is a unique
package... no set up
hassles... good sound
and an extra facility in
the 78rpm speed."

Oval

What Hi Fi, August 1987
CS 5000

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited,
FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL99BS.

Despite the horn-loaded drivers, JBL chose Everest as aname
for their mountainous monitors. Ken Kessler scales the peaks

D

ON'CHA JUST LOVE IT? A MERE THREE MONTHS
ago Ireviewed the diminutive Wilson WATT and here Iam
faced with its absolute opposite. Both have studio origins.
California license plates and near- identical pricing, and
together they show how two manufacturers attack the problem of
producing a £6000 system. Yet the speakers couldn't be further apart
physically or conceptually. and the resultant listening sessions were
real ear-openers. The results will please myriad hi-fi users who loathe
the attitude that ' there's only one choice' at any price point, because
these products are mutually exclusive.
A potential WATT owner is unlikely even to audition the Everest
and vice versa. The WATT is quite deliberately ahot-seat experience;
the Everest was designed to give acoherent stereo image across a
large listening area. The WATT is placement- fussy to atotalitarian
degree; the JBL is so un fussy that it manipulates the room by its sheer
presence. The WATT is atough little number regarding amplifier
choice; the Everest is adoddle to drive.
If you've never seen JBL's professional catalogue, get one; it's a
real education. Unlike domestic products. pro offerings are purchased
on akit-type basis, the customer selecting drivers, crossovers and
cabinets according to need. So although JBL have arange of
ready- to- roll studio monitors, there's also scope for custom
purchasing, with hundreds of possible combinations. The Everest uses
three of JBL's pro drivers in amassive, though aesthetically pleasing
domestic enclosure ( to my knowledge there isn't astudio equivalent of
the beautiful rosewood-veneered Everest).
The design brief, however, called for more than slipping known
drivers into anew enclosure. Designer John Eargle states quite
emphatically that the chief design aim was ' to widen the area over
which the listener can perceive accurate stereo imaging'. To this end.
he fitted the mirror- imaged systems with the 150-4H 15in bass driver
(a lineal descendant of the driver in the Paragon) in avented
enclosure tuned to provide response flat to 40Hz. JBL suggests fitting
the Everest DD50000 subwoofer if more bass is required, but Ifind
that frightening even by implication.
The midrange ( 850Hz-7.5kHz) is covered by the Model 2425
titanium diaphragm compression driver mounted in the speaker's
most distinctive feature, the 2346-1 * defined coverage horn'. This
moulded apparatus is known in pro circles as the ' elephant's bum' for
its distinct resemblance to apachyderm's posterior, and its dispersion
is such that awide soundstage without hot-seat is almost agiven
characteristic. To reinforce this spread, the frequencies above 7.5kHz
are handled by the 2405H ring radiator, with slot loading to provide a
140° horizontal dispersion pattern. This perfectly matches the
dispersion of the 2425-plus- horn. The crossover is fitted with
three- position switches ( mounted on the baffle below the tweeter) to
enable the user to ' trim' the sound, with both the tweeter and mid
drivers having 'OdB', '- 2dB' and '+ 2dB' settings.
The enclosure, which measures anot inconsiderable 141x92x51cm
(not mm!), is made from high-density compressed wood and is
extensively braced. At 320Ib, the Everest is, shall we say, substantial,
and Ihad no desire whatsoever to seek out spikes deemed suitable for
the task. If these things need any such coupling, then the owner must
have mighty thick carpeting to cause any lack of rigidity. As far as
aesthetics are concerned, these things are so massive that they'll
"Like bleeding adead person.'
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dominate most rooms anyway, so the addition of grilles for domestic
purposes strikes me as ' vy atoyten bankes**. as my grandmother
would have said. The styling with grilles is simply that of abig box,
filling in the angles.
The concepts which combine to make up the Everest were familiar
to me in parts but not as awhole. I've used sloped- baffle systems ( a
current trend judging by ‘% hat was on display at CES), massive horn
systems and other studio monitors in domestic clothing. but never all
three in one package. Listen, gang - this is awhole other world. While
we fuss and fidget over the Nth degree of imaging precision, low
coloration, subtlety and detail, there's aschool of sound which goes
for brute force, slam, attack and all sorts of other ( predominantly
rock) virtues. In other words, the big JBLs do what very few
'audiophile' speakers do: they give really good headbang.
Keeping in mind that the Everests are mainly selling in Japan
(they're so obviously aimed at the Japanese high-end consumer that
they're straight out of the pages of Stereo Sound) and that the
Americans can't even buy them, they are probably the least
'European' speaker I've ever used. Running through aseries of very
natural, highly regarded classical offerings from Chesky Records. I
could only think that the cut-glass, steely treble would send most
classical fans screaming for their Quads and Spendors.
Turn to rock, though, and you understand what Huey Lewis means
when he describes the ' heart of rock'n'roll'. These speakers give what
can only be described as ' big' sound, both in terms of soundstage and
feel - regardless of actual SPLs. The Everests have staggering image
height. depth and width, and the lack of ahot seat makes the Everest
aparty-goer's delight. Even standing to the outside edge of aspeaker.
the listener hears the far speaker with an image akin to standing in the
wings of astage. The price you pay for this effect - that of the
instruments staying where they should be when the listener is off- axis
-is an odd, phasey character which Itested with my own live
recordings. Using material from asession at which 1was present. Ifelt
that the images were abit bloated or indistinct, but that has to be
weighed against the palpable. almost tactile presence of the sound.
The only competitors 1know for the JBL which can match it for
sheer Conan- like force will not duplicate its off- axis, audiencesatisfying sound spread. Neither are they as easy to drive as the
Everests, they cost two to six times as much and they're even bigger
than the Everests, should that matter. With no disrespect to JBL,
these speakers gave the best portrayal I've ever heard of Gary
Glitter's ' Rock'n'Roll Part II', Motorhead's ' Die You Bastard' and
Led Zeppelin's first LP. And you know what that means? It signifies,
finally, that well-heeled rock fans can have ahigh-end goal, too.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Maximum power rating
Nominal impedance
Sensitivity
Dimensions
Weight
Price

JBL EVEREST
250W/channel
8 ohm
100dB/IW ( 2.83V)/Im
141 x92x51cm
145kg/320Ib
circa £6000-£6500

Distributor: Harman UK, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD.
Tel (0753)76911
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As confessed Francophile Paul Crook discovers, the
YBA 2pre- and power amplifiers really are ahappy pair

S

OME MONTHS ago the YBA 1
pre- power combination made its
first appearance on the UK hi-fi
scene, although it has been available
on the French market for some time. At
nearly £6000 for the YBA 1combination, one
is clearly well into the high end price category
and consequently into avery limited market.
It was therefore probable that, having
learned how to build ahigh performance
amplifier at ahigh price. Phlox were keen to
see their design philosophy deployed more
widely by building more affordable models.
At £ 1395, the YBA 2preamp looks pretty costly for amoderatelysized unit with limited facilities, except for amo‘ing-coil input. This is
provided by means of aplug-in transformer which sits at the rear of
the unit and has two phono sockets at either side. This unusual
arrangement cleverly avoids the need for additional cables between
the transformer and the input and the consequent degradation in
sound quality. The transformer, avery well constructed item which is
available at an additional £299, will only be needed for very low
output m-cs.
The YBA 2boasts anumber of unique features, the most
interesting of which is the complete elimination of resistors in the
signal path and the extensive use of non-magnetic materials. The use
of these materials reminds me of the AudioNote head amplifiers and
preamplifiers of some years ago which were non-magnetic even down
to the screws. It is interesting to speculate how the use of steel cases
might have influenced amplifier sound quality, and to consider what
the use of plastics and alloys may have contributed to such
good-sounding products as the Mission Cyrus amplifiers and Philips
CD players. Designer Yves- Bernard André has also Jsed anumber of
custom-made components as well as multiple switches and
potentiometers.
The build quality of the preamplifier is exemplary, as it should be at
the price. It is amost attractive unit in blue- grey anodised aluminium
with white lettering and acentrally located gold ' YBA' badge. There
are two level controls on the right of the 6mm thick front panel, one
for each channel, and abypass switch which switches out all the inputs
apart from phono, to which it gives the cleanest path. To the left are
the selector switches for each of the inputs including tape monitor.
The rear panel sports some very substantial gold-plated, non-magnetic
WBT-type phono sockets. The CD and tuner inputs are grouped to
the left, the two phono inputs and ground post in the centre, to allow
space for the plug-in transformer. The other inputs are next, and
finally come two pairs of outputs next to the LEC mains socket. Two
pairs of outputs makes bi-amping very easy as well as providing aline
level signal to drive aheadphone amplifier. There is no mains switch.
the intention being to induce the user to keep the preamp
permanently switched on, thus avoiding the need to allow awarm-up
period before listening.

Technical description
Removing the top cover reveals the superb internal construction.
consisting of one large audio pcb and asmall power supply pcb next to
the mains transformer. ‘‘ hich is mounted on sorbothane washers to
reduce mechanical hum. Both boards are neatly set out, with very
high quality components, the most visible being the 16 ROE 4700mF
capacitors and agenerous sprinkling of blue 0.33mF ERO capacitors.
The line amplifier is concealed under asealed block and therefore not
available for inspection. The phono stage consists of anumber of
discrete devices run in parallel for abetter noise performance, with
mechanical damping on some to reduce microphonic effects. Both the
switches and potentiometers are of the highest quality and all the
wiring is single strand PTFE-coated LC-OFC cable. Care has
obviously been taken with the grounding paths and the pcb is of the
new sealed type. All in all avery impressive product containing very
expensive parts that go some way towards justifying the high price tag.
The only curiosity is the use of three metal feet. Ican only assume that
the use of metal feet is to provide better mechanical grounding,
although care will be required when installing the unit on expensive
furniture. YBA supply rubber feet for the squeamish!
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Physically, the power amp is alittle larger
than the preamp but is very close in styling,
so as to make an attractive combination. At a
rated power of 70W/channel into 8ohms Class
A. the YBA 2is not alarge powerhouse but
should be adequate for most normal domestic
applications. It does not provide many watts
to the pound but aims to provide the best
quality at modest levels without becoming
excessively hot or requiring huge heat sinks
— thus becoming less aesthetically acceptable
in the average home. Despite its obviously
domesticity it comes fitted with grab handles
on the front panel. These actually prove to be very useful when it
comes to moving the YBA 2, as it is apretty dense package weighing
some 12kg.
The YBA 2consists of four discrete stages in adual mono
configuration but sharing asingle large power transformer. The input
stage is acomplementary differential pair followed by apre-driver
stage that conditions the impedance for the third, driver stage. This
drives the four output devices of each channel. Each stage decreases
in bandwidth from input to output for improved stability and has very
low feedback.
Attractive in its blue-grey livery with black heat sinks, the power
amp is elegant in its simplicity. Apart from the aforementioned grab
handles, the thick front panel has only adiscrete power switch and the
gold YBA badge. The rear panel is just as uncomplicated, with a
centrally located IEC mains socket, and to each side the two
gold-plated phono input sockets of the same time as those on the
preamp. Next to them are two 4mm banana-type loudspeaker sockets
which are also gold-plated. Three hard feet are used again with the
option of the rubber ' shoes' for furniture protection. The quality of
finish and construction is again first class although the edges of the
heat sinks are rather sharp.
Looking under the removable alloy top plate, one sees astrong
similarity to the preamp with many of the same components being
used, such as the ROE electrolytics (eight this time, shared between
the two power supplies) and ER0s. The whole amplifier is built onto a
single pcb about half the area of the top plate, thus affording very
short signal paths. All the output devices are coupled to this pch and
then, via aright-angled strip of alloy, to the heat sinks. The speaker
sockets are hard-wired and the short length of cable from the inputs is
the excellent single strand found in the preamp. Even the suspension
of the mains transformer is carried over into the power amp, which did
prove gratifyingly quiet in operation. Indeed the power amp was one
of the least intrusive Ihave used of late, being both mechanically
quiet, discreetly lit and relatively cool even under heavy use.

Lab report
The frequency response plots are very respectable, with both CD and
phono inputs showing some gentle roll-off at high frequencies. As the
moving-coil transformer is likely to be very flat, only the movingmagnet RIAA was measured and this proved to have amild shelf
between l-10kHz, likely to produce aslightly forward sound on black
disc. The distortion results are pretty good, with the intermodulation
result on phono holding to acceptable limits; the noise results are
equally solid. On the input overload test the 20kHz result for the
phono stage does not quite meet the IEC ideal of 20dB but will not
cause any difficulty in practice. The separation results are alittle
disappointing at high frequencies, given the almost dual- mono
configuration of the main pcb.
As is usually the case these days, the YBA 2power amp exceeded
its specified power in the lab, achieving over 100 watts across the
spectrum 20-20,000Hz. This was well maintained into 4ohms except at
20kHz when some slew distortion was evident above 13.2dB.
Apparently YBA were aware of this problem and have cured it on full
production' samples. which will have arrived by the time you read this.
On power bursts, too, the output was solid, reflected by the healthy
current output of ± 25amps, which should drive almost any load apart
from the larger Apogees. These latter results, combined with the very
low output impedance, inspire confidence in the YBA 2's ability to
perform consistently on the widest range of loudspeakers, including
65
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TWO'S COMPANY
YBA 2PREAMPLIFIER

Distortion ( dB)
Till), CD input, at rated level
Intermodulation 19/20kIlz I:I. rated level ( dB)
CD input
Disc input ( m- m)
Disc input ( m-c)
Signal/noise IHF, CCIR wtd
Disc input (m- m)
Disc input ( mc)
CD input
Residual, unweighted ( vol control at min)
DC offset
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m- m) (111F)
Disc ( mc) ( 111F)
CD input ( 111F)
Stereo separation
Disc input
CD input
Channel balance, m-c, ' kHz ( dB)
Volume/balance tracking
Input sensitivity/loading
Disc ( m- m) input
CD input
Pre-amp/Tape output
Disc equalisation error. 301Iz-15k Hz
Typical price inc VAT

20Hz
-70

20Hz
24
>24
>20
71
75
OdB

'kHz
-68
-70
-57
-61
-78
-74
-83
-85
OmV
IkHz
23
>26
>20
68
74
0.3
- 20dB

20kHz
-67

20kHz
16
>20
>20
43
48
-60dB

I.6mV/56k-ohms, 80pF
83mV/53k-ohms. 2.00pF
+(1.1dB, - 11.2dB
£1395 ( m-c section £299 extra)

the most peculiar loads, as long as they are sensitive enough to give
good levels from 70-1(8) watts.
The distortion results were fine if alittle compromised at high
frequencies at full rated power. although the intermodulation results
are very good. Stereo separation confirmed the effectiveness of the
dual mono configuration and the gain matching of the two channels
was at the limit of the laboratory equipment's resolution.. Both the
noise performance and the frequency response were to the highest
standards as was the spectrogram of power supply modulation.
showing very little 50Hz breakthrough at two-thirds power into
4ohms. Apart from atouch too much DC offset on the right channel,
and the above noted minor blemishes a‘high frequencies. the YBA 2
power amp gave avery good account of itself in the rigorous Colloms
lab test.

which lost its sparkle and became alittle less pure. There was also a
slight softening of the bass. Degradation was about 5-10'; in terms of
quality hut alittle higher for musical impact as, once heard, the lack of
the bypass switch would always be alittle annoying.
Ialso investigated the effect of introducing the plug-in transformer
by using the same moving-coil cartridge but carefully matching levels
with the transformer in place. Ifound it an excellent device.
comparing with some of the best small head amps. The effect on the
YBAs was amild loss of absolute focus in the stereo soundstage
although the depth was hardly compromised at all. Tonally it was
absolutely neutral with no emphasis or rounding of the bandwidth
extremes apart from aslight toning down of the treble sparkle. The
bass was still extended if atouch rounder and less dry hut with no loss
of speed. Most of the excellent dynamic speed and precision was
preserved too, making this simple, if rather costly, device aline match
for the YBA 2preamp, doing less damage in fact than forgetting to
use the bypass switch.
It was difficult to separate the performance of the preamp from that
of the power amp but eventually Ifound the power amp was alittle
stronger in the bass and on dynamic performance than the pre. The
pre also possessed the merest hint of tizziness by comparison with the
super amps, but this seemed to he brought under control by the gentle
quality of the power amp's upper range- underlining my strong feeling
that this combination is hard to separate without losing synergy.

Conclusion

Without wishing to sound over-enthusiastic. Imust say that Ihave not
reviewed such agood amplifier combination before and it did work
superbly with my favourite Spendors on my favourite recordings.
Although they are not as good as, say, the SPI IMk11/M3(M)
combination or the Musical Fidelity MVX/A370 solid state pair, they
do give ataste of what is special about these and other great amplifiers
from Krell, Jadis, Cello etc. They are expensive by UK standards for
what they provide in terms of facilities and power, hut they do deliver
the goods in musical terms. For someone who is looking for an
attractive, well- made amplifier combination offering superb sound
quality on CD and phono inputs only, the YBA 2s can he very highly
recommended.

JI

TEST RESULTS

Sound quality
The YBA 2s complemented each other as acombination, as well as
performing consistently with avariety of other pre- and power
amplifiers of good repute. After subjecting them to the usual variety
of programme from CD and moving-coil sources Iwas confident that I
was listening to.a true high- end pair. The more Ilistened the more my
conviction and pleasure grew.
Starting at the ' bottom end', the bass was very firm and well
controlled with good weight and scale. It did not have quite the
concrete- wall quality of some very much more expensive devices but
never failed to convey the majesty of afull orchestra or the pounding
rhythm of agood reggae band. Tonally, they were very transparent
which, combined with their dry, light-footed quality. gaie the double
bass on aJacques Loussier recording abeautiful immediate and
precise feel.
The midrange also shared the excellent tonal subtlety of the bass.
which produced afabulous intimacy on singing voice on hi- wired
SPI s. Probably the most noticeable feature of the YBAs mid was the
tremendous depth and excellent focus. This built on the good sense of
bass foundation and precise positioning of bass sounds to give adeep,
wide sound stage into which each instrument was clearly located.
This open quality continued into the treble, which was also clear
and well focused. One almost felt the YBAs were alittle too open ( in
the French tradition!) but it soon became clear that this was afunclion
of their transparency and ability to provide lots of treble information
without any undue exaggeration or aggression. In absolute terms they
are ashade forward but such is the delicacy and sweetness of even the
most vigorous percussion that this never becomes overbearing.
Very neutral, detailed and transparent, the YBA combination is
lively and dynamic without ever becoming aggressive, and above all
they were very easy to listen to. Indeed, one must listen to them for
some time to appreciate their characteristics. They seemed able to
make explicit the full range of dynamics contained within the
recording as the whole performance unfolded, allowing one to
appreciate the subtle shift of levels across awork and not simply the
contrast in level between individual short sections. Ihave only
previously experienced this so clearly with some of the super amps
available at much higher cost.
The above very positive results were obtained with equal
consistency on both the CD input and the phono input with the byrass
switch engaged. Removing this switch from operation resulted in an
immediate loss of clarity both in stereo focus and treble quality FII-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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YHA 2Preamplifier: Frequency responses

TEST RESULTS
Rated power
dB.W*)
Measured power at 240V (
Continuous 8oluns. Ich
Continuous 4oh
,both
Burst 10mS 8ohnis
4ohnis
2ohms
Output impedance
Harmonic Distortion ( dB)
at rated power Sohms
at OdB.W/8ohnis
Channel separation
Intermodulation 19k 1IL/20k1IL:1:1 ( at
rated power ,))dB.WI
Peak current via lohm.22µF 2m sec pulse
Signal/Noise 2211z 22k Hz ( dB)
Channel balance
Input impedance
Input sensitivity, 111F ( 1.dB.W
DC offset, 1./12
Frequency response. - CdB points
Protection
Supply modulation
Typical price inc VAT

YBA 2 POWER AMPLIFIER
70W ( 18.5dB.W)*
IkHz
20kHz
20.6
20.2
19.0
13.2'
21.4
20
18.4
0.08
0.091
0.013

20Hz
20.4
19.0

-76
-72
>80

-72
-70
>80

-54
-62
77

-78dB/>-80d11
+26A. - 25A
OdB.W
full level
-80
- 100
0.01dB
27k-ohms
120mV
10mV/70mV
4.3Hz - 75kliz
none
pure harmonic.no 5011z component
£1695

*- where OdB.W= 2.83V OW into &thins) + few distortion at high .
frequencies
MallIlliwnired by Phlox Electronique of Bures-sur-Yrette. France. YBA
prothica are distributed in the UK by Presence Audio. The Old Posthouse,
Hummers Plain. Horsham. West Sussex RHI3 6NU. (0403) 76777
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Save Cl

E240 EHG

one minute

2 75

six minutes

3 25
ALLSOP 3
Cassette deck cleaning system

*Subject to Manufacturers Various Promonorp,
- See your Local Top Tape Dealer for details

E180 PRO

5.95
6.75

VHS
EC30 SHG

- Compact

EC30 PRO

ivC

2.50
10.95

6.95
7.95

V2000
VCC480

13ASI

7.95

4.65

(CA 60

MAXI TA

5.95

12.95

KCS 20

MAMLL

9.99

VHS

TOP TAPE
Cassette cleaning kit

1.75

Video wipe oniwipe oft labels

1.25

VCR dust cover

4.75

6.95

Carbon fibre cleaning brush

3.95

Postage: £ 2.50 Orders Over ( 50 POST FREE ( U.K. Only)

9.95

Record care kit

1.75

TOP TAPE DO NOT HAVE CREDIT CARD FACILITIES

Splicing tape

095

Compact disc cleaner

5.95

Compact disc storage case

0.69

Full range of leads

Harrow. Middlesex HAI 2FIJ Tel: 01-861 0601

4.95

so nuns Si 9‘,1
90 mtns

U-Matic

Cassette head demagnetiser
Compact disc browser

TOP TAPE. 1Crystal Way. Elmgrove Road.

MAIL ORDER

8inni 30 nuns ' N

4.95

,K)

5.50
5.95

VIDEO HEAD CLEANERS
3.95

Replacement cartridges
Compact disc cleaner 4- . ••
BIB
Video tape mending lut

2.99

3.95

o

5,0N)

Video 8

3.65

£180 EHG

4.75
4.50

1750 PRO

8.50

129

£120 El-AG

2 pack £ 6.38

L500 PRO

4.25
(2 pack)

iliriO

L250 PRO

3.50

High Grade & PRO
E30 SFIG

It.. DIP. " rr tape with excellent
dynamic performance. We could shout
II S praises, but performance speaks
even louder than words

050

3.25

High Grade& PRO
1500 UNO
SONY
4.25

E60 SFIG

4.95

2.79

1750 UHG

19.95

FOR THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST
MR- X PRO 90

2.79

1Hour FREE!
Sri)

4_95

2.90

106
SKC

7 Hours £8.50

7.25
NAB

SONY

!Oh

TDItE180 and E240

5.45

TO' 2

7.95

2.79
369

4.50

10' 2

I/P

2.55

MR.X PRO

8.50

SONY

LIP
D/P

1988 Tape of the year award winner

1.79

EM.X

911

SONY ( 2 pack)
Law

3600
3600'

1.99
4.50

1750

2400'

145

SA- X

2.79

UD 35.180

1 29

SA

1.45
90

90
MX

4.25

1500

MO 25 ,120

011 35 -180111 3603

1.99

105

VS

7"

EE Position

299

AD- S

L. P

Metal Spools

TX
FX

1.45

so
110

AD

That s

90
60

120

069

HE

1.39

800

L250

2.49

UD 18.180
Oka Coated

lennin 0

46
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UDI

UD 35-90
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2.35

8.95
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Allsup 3
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Video 8

5 95

4• 5
0,••
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5 95

•
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TOW
Cassette index cards

I 25
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Cassette labels
EASY SPLICE
Automatic audio splicer
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The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 166.00
ST2
Holds 480 records

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.

price £ 140.00

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £44.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in betier hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 orsend coupon belowto:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £84.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.
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Will Dual's third incarnation of the 505 turntable continue their dominance
of the low-cost turntable market? Paul Crook tests the Dual CD505-3

B

ACK IN DECEMBER 1987, we reviewed the Dual CS503-1
turntable, anew model designed to replace the long- running
CS 505-2 'basic' model, keeping the cost down to atrue
budget level. Meanwhile, the CS505 Deluxe continued,
offering better appearance and one or two constructional relinements
at aslightly higher price; but Dual have now gone one stage further in
the development of the 505 with the CS505-3, selling at £ 165 including
the well-tried Ortofon 0M-10 cartridge.
Marketed as part of Dual's ' Audiophile Concept', the 505-3 has
clearly been designed to sound as good as possible rather than simply
meeting the minimum requirements of ahi-fi source; most massmarket budget turntables don't even manage that. The package is
visually attractive, easy to set up and use, and certainly looks as if it
will help maintain the West German manufacturer's dominant
position in the budget turntable field. Here the 505-3 is given afull
review, including lab test measurements by Chris Bryant, who also
contributed the ' Lab report' section of the text.
Clearly derived from the 503 and 5000 models, the 505-3 comes in
black or walnut finish, with a 'smoked' acrylic lid. It is supplied with
the cartridge already mounted, and in the case of the review sample,
this proved to be commendably well-aligned, although the mounting
bolts were alittle undertightened by hi-fi enthusiasts' standards. The
absence of amains earth avoids the possiblity of the unwary user
creating ahum-producing earth loop.
Since the 505-3 retains the subchassis design of the 505-2 ( unlike the
503 and 5000) it will be suitable for use on surfaces other than the solid
wall-mounted shelf which is desirable for solid-plinth turntables such
as the Rega Planar. Also, Dual have chosen to retain the variable
speed control, familiar from earlier versions, which will please those
who are pitch sensitive. Dual's semi-automatic mechanism raises the
arm at the end of the record side.
Most notably upgraded over the 505-2 is the plinth, which is now of
MDF covered with areal wood veneer, and is very well finished as
well as being appropriately solid. This is stapled to the plastic moulded
base, which in turn stands on four non-adjustable feet, these having
small rubber inserts to give some isolation. The subchassis forms the
top plate, covering the plinth cavity completely, and is asingle alloy
pressing, which carries the platter, tonearm and motor as well as all
the controls. It is supported on four non-adjustable springs, located at
the corners, sitting on soft rubber bushes. The 16-pole synchronous
motor is also mounted on three rubber bushes to reduce vibration
breakthrough, and proved to be quiet during normal operation while
providing agood level of torque. The motor is situated at the front left
corner of the deck, not as distant from the cartridge as on most
designs, suggesting some caution might be needed in using cartridges
that are susceptible to hum. However, no problems were experienced,
and in any case the Ortofon 0M-10 is very good in this respect.
The motor drives the small plastic inner platter via afairly soft
rubber belt. As with older Dual models, the main bearing is a
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maintenance- free sealed unit of good quality, though it did exhibit a
little play, and solidly mounted with strong reinforcing shoulders. The
pressed alloy platter is weighted at its circumference by aplasticcoated lead strip, while the solid, flat rubber mat is of high density and
should both damp platter ringing and give good support to the record.
To the right of the subchassis plate sits the familiar low- mass arm, as
used on the 503. Well- made and with well-adjusted bearings ( actually
tighter than on the 503 Iexamined), adecoupled counterweight,
carbon- fibre reinforced headshell and apretty stiff yet commendably
'dead' arm tube. Stylus force is applied by spring and adjusted by a
dial, as is the bias compensation. The arm is adjustable for overhang,
azimuth and lateral alignment, but not for height, so spacers of
different thicknesses may be needed if you depart from the Ortofon
cartridge supplied, with some loss of rigidity.
The lid is mounted on the usual spring hinges, but the springs in this
case are alittle too weak to support the lid except during the last
quarter of its upward movement, and so if dropped it falls with
something of aclang, being made of astiff grade of acrylic material,
although soft rubber rest points are provided near the front corners.
Tapping the lid with the stylus resting on the platter and amplifier
volume raised produced apronounced boom in comparison to other
subchassis designs, even with the lid raised. However, the plinth was
very dead and there was no platter ringing, confirming the
effectiveness of the lead strip and heavy mat. Sadly, the suspension
springs were clearly audible when the plinth was struck, suggesting
that they are likely to compromise the vibration performance of the
deck somewhat.

Sound quality
Having listened to many Dual turntables over the years, Iwas
expecting agood solid performance from the 505-3. 1was not
disappointed. It immediately presented agood soundstage with
instruments well separated, and showed no obvious vices in terms of
frequency balance or coloration. Bass was fairly full and powerful,
with good open separation of sounds as well as good dynamics and
'speed'. There were no boomy effects or exaggeration on close-miked
male voice, indicating good control of low-frequency energy and good
isolation. It did lack the tight 'grip' and foundation of the best of the
competition at this price level, and could sound rather grumbly on
double- bass; however, male voice continued to sound clear and
uncolored up through into the midrange, which was well-balanced and
detailed. Apart from atouch of hollowness, the mid was clear, even
and neutral, revealing any peculiarities or aberrations in the records
themselves.
It was only at high frequencies that the 505-3 proved alittle less
impressive, if nonetheless pretty good compared to the average at
budget level. There was aloss of sparkle and air on percussive sounds,
which gave asomewhat dull and deadened effect, tending to
exaggerate alispy, slightly sibilant effect on female voice. At least this
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Dual CS505-3: Impulse response

Dual CS505-3: Rumble spectrum— upper trace total, lower trace electrical only

Dual CS505-3: Acoustic breakthrough (upper trace) and vibration (lower trace)

Dual CS505-3: Arm resonances

was not asharp or hard coloration, and thus did not distract one
unduly. Given past experience of the Dual arm, Isuspect that the
substitution of another cartridge could overcome this, especially as
Dual seem to have paid some attention to getting the arm bearings
that much better adjusted; commendable tightness here was achieved
with low levels of friction.
Stereo perfomance of the 505-3 was good overall. There was some
loss of focus and depth was alittle uneven across the soundstage in
absolute terms, but again this effect was not intrusive. It tended
instead to render things alittle bland and vague; other competitors at
this price level might offer abit more depth and tighter focus, but have
more obvious defects of tonality or distortion.
Dynamically, the 505-3 did well, sounding lively and quick- footed
on rock material. The subtle shades of inner dynamics were subdued,
hut it would difficult to improve on this without spending very much
more.
Undoubtedly afine- sounding turntable, the 505-3 is easy and
pleasant to listen to. In contrast to some budget combinations Ihave
heard, it is alittle dull in balance, and so would suit the brighter, more
forward- sounding amplifier/loudspeaker combinations. Its neutrality
and freedom from obvious distortions are commendable.

Conclusion

Lab report
Starting with the motor section, both 33.3 and 45rpm speeds may be
adjusted by 4% in either direction. Once set, speed is very stable; drift
over Ihour was measured at an excellent 0.005%. Good motor torque
was shown by the standard loading test, which slowed the platter
speed by only 0.04%; but start-up time to audible stabilisation was a
leisurely 6seconds.
The 505-3 improves over its predecessor ( 505-2) on both rumble and
wow and flutter. Rumble has been improved to 75dB. asmall but
worthwhile upgrade, while wow and flutter are both very good. The
disc impulse test shows good initial damping, followed by ahint of
platter rocking. The effective mass of the arm is around 8g, which will
suit both the cartridge supplied and awide variety of other
movingmagnet devices. The headshell is rigidly clamped to the arm
tube, and arm alignment was found to be very good. while pivot
friction was commendably low in both vertical and lateral planes. Bias
calibration was accurate while the stylus downforce setting showed
zero error, which is quite exceptional, especially at this price. The arm
resonance spectrum was pretty clean throughout. The arm lift/lower
mechanism operated at well-chosen speeds and there was negligible
lateral drift while cueing. Overall, the technical performance was felt
to be afirst-rate one for aturntable of this type and price category.
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In the end, the good sound quality of the 505-3 is sufficiently
consistent and dependable to merit its being recommended, as were
its predecessors. But it is quite alot more expensive than previous
models, and this takes it nearer in price to the products of some
well-known UK specialist makers with solid reputations for sound
quality, these offering equally good results with different strengths
and weaknesses. Though Ihave to conclude that it should be listened
to in comparison with other models at this price level, the 505-3 is very
good value for money and its good styling, build quality and ease of
use will win the day for many. II
TEST RESULTS
Motor section
Type
Platter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains lead/connecting leads
Speed options
Wow and flutter ( DIN peak wtd sigma/2)
Wow and flutter ( lin peak wtd 0.2-6/6-30)Hz)
Absolute speed error
Speed drift. Ihour/load variation
Start up time to audible stabilisation
Rumble: DIN B wtd UR ( see spectrum)
Arm section
Approx effective mass. excl cartridge
Type of headshell/mass
Geometrical
Adjustment provided
Finish/engineering
Ease of assembly/setting up
Ease of use
Friction: typical lateral/vertical
Bias compensation
Bias force: rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Downforce calibration error I
g/2g
Cue drift
Cue rate: ascent ( 8mm)/descent
Arm resonances
Damping method
System as awhole
Size ( whd)/clearance for lid rear
Ease of use
Typical acoustic breakthrough & resonances
Hum level/acoustic feedback
Typical purchase price inc VAT

DUAL CS505-3
Semi-auto belt-drive
0.85kg/good
very good/good
2-core phonos, earth
variable 33.3/45 rpm
0.015%
0.14%4106';
N/A = variable
4';
+0.005%10.04%
6 secs
—73dB/-76dB, — 76dB
7g
carbon fibre, clamped/4g
good
overhang/offset
very good/good
very good/very good
good
15mg/15mg
dial/spring
290mg/250mg
Omg/Omg
neglible
3 secs/1.5 secs
good

44x 13.8 x36.8/4cm
good
good
good/good
£165
71
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MUSIC ROOM VIP CREDIT CARD
We are delighted to offer for £6.95
membership of aClub which will be
of interest to all Music- lovers and
Audiophiles. Membership places
you on our mailing list for Quarterly
News, Tuning and System Tips,
Accessory Catalogue, Exhibition and
Advance Information. It also entitles
you to a priority service for repairs
both within and beyond our normal
two-year warranty. The third benefit
is the Credit Facilities ( APR only
23.1% which is 13/
4% per month on a
flexible basis: in other words, you
can pay off part or all outstanding
credit with no penalty, and/or make
additional future purchases). It is like
acurrent account, and you receive a
monthly Statement showing exactly
where you stand. If you wish to
make any deposits in advance or
after paying everything off, then you
receive interest currently at 9.5%.
Full Details in Information Sheet No.
11.
MUSIC ROOM CUSTOMER
SERVICES DEPT
By the time you read this, we will
have a new standard of after-sales
service for our valued customers
who stretch back over our nine
years. In charge will be a new
recruit, Mrs. Rosanna Lawson and a
computer made by Mission. Like
their amps and speakers this offers
impressive performance at reasonable cost. Rosanna's duties will
include keeping your addresses on
file and writing to you from time to
time, for example with our Information Sheets and to those who join,
the VIP Club Circulars. She will
ensure that any comments or complaints are acted upon quickly, and
she will use the computer to monitor
the progress of all repairs we are
doing, chasing up spare parts etc.
OPEN DAYS AND MUSIC
EVENINGS
For 1988 we have arranged four
events: during the afternoon ( 2 6pm) meet the designers and manufacturers and listen to their products
in the privacy and comfort of our
shop demonstration lounges.
Return or come at 7.30 pm to attend
the Musical Evening, and enjoyable
event, social and musical, and hopefully an indication of what really can
be expected of today's Hi Fi. Members of the VIP Club will receive
priority Invitations and use of free
Clinic/checkup of equipment. The
Events are as follows, and we suggest early application for tickets:
Meitner Audio make amplifiers and
soon a CD player at the state of the
art, but in classic crafted mahogany
cases. Their turntable/tonearm,

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 /366
(Now Open Six Days)
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PRESENCE AUDIO
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
ROKSAN ENGINEERING
MEITNER AUDIO
however, is decidedly different and
its results speak for themselves.
Meitner now announce a new series
of Pre-Amp ( the PA-6i) and monoblock power- amps ( MTR 101) featuring the last two years of Mr Meitner's research. The result is dramatic, and can be heard at our two
shops and at the Open Day/Evening
at the end of July.
Absolute Sounds plan to use an
Oracle Delphi Turntable Mk 3, with
Koetsu Red on the Air Tangent
tonearm. Speakers wil be the new
Magneplanars, the Model 2.5 featuring the patented ribbon tweeter. It is
not difficult upon hearing a system
from Absolute Sounds to appreciate
the nature and justification of " Highend". Their choice of CD Players is
an example of their ability to select
the best equipment in the world.
First come PRESENCE at the end
of April, and they always promise
the prospect of High-end performance at more down-to-earth prices.
The new Spica TC-50 speakers, and
the Albarry smplifiers will certainly
help hear the Opus Three Continuo
turntable (€395) and London Super
Gold (£248) all using Vecteur cable.
A Jecklin headphone bar will be on
demonstration.
CD PLAYERS
The Kinergetics KCD-30 is something of a cult in its home land, and
in short supply over here. Why
should this be? It is no better
finished than the Japanese
machines of around the price
(£1,690), nor does it boast more
facilities — in fact it is a simple
machine, based on mechanics from
a certain company in Eindhoven!
The KCD-30 joins our range of
recommended CD Players ( from
Cambridge Audio, Mission, Denon,
Marantz, Philips and Yamaha) and
must be auditioned to be fully
appreciated.
The improvement in quality and
the reduction of prices make CD
Players worth buying or upgrading.
The new Marantz CD-65DX (€249.90)
and the new Yamaha CDX-510
(£229) offer amazing quality. At
"mid" price, the Cambridge CD- 2
represents a British triumph in both
technical and musical break-

The Music Room
221 Si, Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5(2Y
041-248 7221
(Open Six (jays)

April

1988

MANCHESTER
April 28
May 26
June 30
July 28

GLASGOW
April 27
May 27
July 1
July 29

throughs, yet costs only £599! Now
Mission offer a strong competitor in
their new PCM-2 at the same price,
but capable of further upgrading to a
two box machine with the addition
of the PSX outboard power supply
for £ 199.
RECORD PLAYERS
Regular readers know that we start
from the Ariston Q- Deck (£ 140) and
progress all the way up to the Oracle/Air Tangent/Koetsu combination.
Distinguished milestones on the
way include Michell and Systemdek
turntables. The revised Systedek 4
with outboard Power Supply is most
distinguished, and excellent value at
£450 complete.
We have a special respect for the
Roksan Xerxes, however, which can
be matched with most tonearms to
give outstanding results. From the
budget Rega RB-300 or Moth 250
through the Kuzma. Zeta and SME
Series IV or V and for the ultimate,
the AirTangent or the forthcoming
Cambysses from Roksan — both
arms costing much more than the
motor at almost f2,000.
ACCESSORY AND PRICE
CATALOGUE
Full details of all recommended
accessories are published in our
1988 Catalogue announced last
month, prematurely, and we apologise for the delay which resulted. We
have given much space to the wide
selection of cables — loudspeaker
and interconnect — which are available. Careful advice is necessary
here, because to economise on
cables is to waste the potential of
your system.
We recommend the Audio-Technica PC-OCC Cables, both loudspeaker (£9.95 per metre) and interconnect (£49.95 per metre set phono

FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA

ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE

to phono). This is an audio cheapskate compared to our reference, the
MANDRAKE from Absolute Sounds
at £568 reflecting the cost of pure
silver, not to memtion the magnificent WBT plugs and the Wondersolder used. Can a cable be worth
this cost? Mandrake was a cartoon
character, a magician who would
enter a situation and dissolve all
problems. Our own proprietary
interconnect ( Music Link Mk 2) was
developed by David Speirs; costing
£85.00 for a one metre set we confidently claim that they are very
close to the ultimate for a very
reasonable price.
STOP PRESS
A new product from TEAC may be of
interest to audiophiles who do not
wish to clutter their system with a
CD Player and a Cassette Deck. The
AD-4 is a neat single unit which
looks like adouble cassette deck, but
look again: the second deck is a CD
Player ... and that's not all. You can
record the CD onto a cassette automatically: the AD-4 will take the
track timings from the CD and
arrange it on the cassette sides
(using its auto- reverse). The build
and sound quality are excellent for
f449 and Ido not count this device
as a gimmick.
THE LAST WORD ON RECORD CARE
These kits clean and extend the life
of your records by removing all
deposits, and by smoothing and
strengthening contact surfaces.
Thousands of users and reports
confirm the sonic and economic
effectiveness of this unique chemistry. Now available again in Britain,
including inexpensive trial/starter
packs. Send for yours, now or telephone. UK Trade enquiries to Portfolio Marketing.

Trial Starter Packs
Formula ONE, TWO and
THREE
£ 12.95
Formula ONE and THREE
8.95
Formula TWO and THREE
9.95
We strongly recomend
STYLAST
19.95
(Once you hear it, you won't want to
live without Stylast — IAR)

Power Cleaner for LP's
LP Preservative
LP Regular Cleaner
Stylus Cleaner
STYLAST
CD Micro- Scratch protector
Cassette heads & path cleaner
VHS/Beta head cleaner
Interlast tape head interface fluid kit

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

IN CAR HI- Fl &
AUTO- ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)

£12.50
16.95
7.95
6.25
19.95
13.95
12.95
18.95
19.95

HI:
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Continued refinements have led to an official Mk II version of the
near-legendary SP 11preamplifier. Martin Colloms reports

A

FULL REVIEW of the SP- 11 appeared in HFNIRR June
'86, and most of the information presented there applies
today. However, although it was immediately accepted as a
reference standard, several small manufacturing
improvements have been made since its launch. Last year, David
Prakel's review of the ARC M300 monoblocks (July '87) included an
appraisal of amore recent SP- 11, but now here is the official SP- 11 II,
which can be ranked as anew version. Interested parties can have
their old models brought up to the new specification for £850, which
may well be worthwhile as the unit is returned to the USA for an
overhaul and rebuild. This is typical of Audio Research's long-term
commitment to customers.
Briefly summarising, the SP- 11 11 is ARC's top- line preamplifier,
selling for £5300 and built using hybrid circuitry employing both FETs
and valves (tubes). The power supply is relegated to aseparate box to
minimise hum, and the design boasts auniversal LP disc input,
suitable for awide variety of moving-coil and moving-magnet
cartridges. Switched options are also provided for arange of input
loadings, from 47k-ohm down to 3ohms. Devoid of tone controls, this
straight-line preamp does have asubsonic filter for the disc input, and
facilities such as aphase- invert and stereo/mono mode selector.

It should be noted that, good as it is, the SP- 11 11 did not quite hit
the top line for precision and consistency of stereo focus across the
sound-stage. But few purchasers will ever be in aposition to make a
specific comparison which could prove this to be the case. More
important is the feeling of communication conveyed by this product. It
talks to you, it sings to you, and begs you to stop quibbling, stop
analysing, and just sit back to enjoy the music. It is this aspect above
all others that again establishes the SP- 11 as afront-line performer.
Similar improvements were heard via the line-input, but not to the
same degree. In fact Isuspect that the RIAA stage is now making
increased demands on the complex line stage system. To my
knowledge only one CD player can seriously test the line stage of the
SP- 11 II, and then the sound is still characterised by the same
excellent tonal quality that were noted on the LP sessions. However,
critical listening did expose aslightly 'altered' bass, but insufficient to

Sound quality

At its introduction the SP- 11 set new reference standards for sound
quality, as regards both its line and analogue disc stages, and in the
absence of effective competition most reviews lavished praise on the
design. It has taken time and further experience to discover that the
SP- 11 was not in fact quite perfect, that some deficiencies in its
performance could be heard. At risk of criticising the SP- 11 ' I' too
heavily, the line stage did suffer from some loss of bass definition,
while the mid could have been better focused. The treble could also
have been purer and might have portrayed better perspectives. A mild
brightness was evident, slightly more noticeable on the LP disc input,
with amild 'edge' added to strings and alack of full drive and slam in
the bass. The disc input could also sound atrifle careless. Towards the
rear of the sound-stage the impression of depth remained very good,
but the far stage itself was significantly narrowed.
Strong points on the Mk Iincluded very good detail and definition,
plus adramatic feeling of life and drive, these characteristics being
retained on the Mk II, which also now agrees more closely with other
references and thus points to the Mk 1as something of an outsider. In
some respects the Mk Il establishes new standards which will help to
advance the state of the art. Auditioning via the LP input, the most
striking thing was the velvet smoothness of the mid- range. The SP- 11
II excelled over the broad range, extending subjectively from upper
bass to low treble, with alevel of resolution, definition and subtlety
that would not have seemed possible in 1985. Compared with the Mk
I. transparency and clarity were significantly improved, with the mid
considered both more natural and more neutral. Stereo focus has also
been advanced, and the previously-noted narrowing at distant reaches
of the sound-stage has been corrected. The SP- 11 H sounds big and
spacious, while the stereo image is illuminated with fine musical and
spatial information.
The treble has also been improved and now sounds less 'obvious',
with asweeter character and presenting better perspectives. Grain
and edge have been reduced to still lower levels and, as if all this were
not enough, advances have also been made in the bass which bring it
back into the reference class. On audition, the bass was clearly faster,
firmer and more extended than before. However, it is hard to
reconcile all these subjective improvements with lab test results which
have barely changed from those reported in the review of the Mk I.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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be classed as acoloration and almost too subtle to convey in words. A
very slight 'woodenness' is the nearest Ican get.
Balancing its exhilaratingly dynamic expressiveness, this input also
showed atrace of the earlier treble exuberance — almost an
exaggerated zinginess, ahint of excitability in this region. Stereo
images were presented with agreat sense of presence and immediacy,
with focus very slightly diluted but depth and width both excellent and
accompanied by very good perspectives.

Conclusion
Once again, the ARC high-definition trademark holds true, with this
new SP- 11 providing more detail and definition than ever before.
Never dull or bland, the classic ARC dynamic qualities are strongly
evident via both line and LP inputs, the latter setting new standards in
this department. The mid- range is luscious, the bass and treble are
much improved, and stage size is preserved to the back wall.
Transparent and inviting, the sound-stages are imbued with life and
interest, and are now sounding even more natural.
The Mk H improvements to the SP- 11 must be counted as amajor
success for ARC, and will help keep the SP- 11 legend alive. For those
upgrading existing models, there cannot be abetter way to spend your
spare audio cash. The SP- 11 II further strengthens Audio Research's
command of the audiophile high-end of the market, and those able to
spend between £4500 and £8000 on apreamp will have to take this one
very seriously. In acompetitive market place, products in leading
positions can be dethroned surprisingly quickly, but for the present
the SP- 11 Mk II wears the crown. *
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STATE OF THE ART
TURNTABLE/ARM DESIGN
ALPHASON SONATAIHR-100S-MCS COMBINA71ON:
What do the experts think?
PAUL MILLER HI-FI NEWS-NOV. 87 just aje.w seconds after the
.stylus has entered the ,L,rmove of the first record, it was becoming
clear that, subjectively, the Sonata was acut above the rest . . . it
is a remarkable Wee of equipment, both technically and
subjectiT ,ely.
JIMMY HUGHES NEW HI FI SOUND — OCT. 87 You should
certainly audition the Sonata if youre in the market for ail
outstanding turntable.
RADFORD HI FI , 52-54 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL.
TEL: 0272 428248 1oiii ranked amongst the very best.
FIVE WAYS HI FI LTD., 12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM. TEL: 021 455 0667 Congratulations ;Upham's,.
The Sonata is asuperb product which we are pleased to stock and
recomsnend.
PHONOGRAPH LTD.,60A ERPINGHAM ROAD, PUTNEY,
LONDON. TEL: 01 789 2349 An engineering compliment to one
of ihe finest lone arms available, the Sonata reproduces the lull
potential of the vinyl disc.
STANDENS LTD., 92A HIGH STREET, TONBRIDGE,
TEL: 0732 353540 Hearing is believing.

KENT.

LISTEN HEAR! LTD., IA REGENT STREET, ILKESTON,
DERBYSHIRE. TEL: 0602 304602 The Sonata must rank amongst
1/te finest .sounding record phiyery in the zvorld.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 12 PARK AVE, PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON. TEL: 01 886 2650 It is impossible lo praise this
pi•rulncl too highly. From out of nowhere this highly prokssional
British Company have prwlured with their first turntable a
producl which can easily justify its modest asking price when
compared to the best st.l.lize Worlds turntables. Congratulations!
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI FI CENTRE, 2 INGRAVE ROAD,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. TEL: 0277 221210 Speed, liming, weight,
authority, neutrality, detail, separation, imagery — all one looks
for is there. Simply, the best for your money.
K J LEISURESOUND, 26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON,
TEL: 01 486 8262/3, :
11 lasi — aBritish turntable n'ith good bass
extension to rival the better American models.
M O'BRIEN HI FI LTD., 95 HIGH STREET, WIMBLEDON
VILLAGE, LONDON, TEL: 01 946 0331 A turntable to be
s ( Armed with - these is now an alternatiz ,e.
SOUND SENSE, 350 EDGEWARE ROAD, LONDON W2,
TEL: 01 402 2100 /
r.% .
so good we look one home.
STEREO SHOWCASE, 98 BATH STREET, GLASGOW, TEL: 041
332 5012 A truly remarkable, well engineered product. Married
up to its own torn,arm the If R- 00S-5VICS we are provided with
asuperb combination, that more than justifies the very reasonable
asking price. lias to be heard.
ZEUS AUDIO, UNIT 6, DONALDSON 8( LITTLE'S SHOPPING
PRECINCT, HOPE ST., BELFAST, TEL: 0232-332522. Yel anodic,
It oh
bpi 01/11(1 limn . 11phnviii. Ihr .())) ont is comparable i()
the -best turntable% available.

ZEUS AUDIO, 18, CASTLECAULFIELD RD., DONAGHMORE,
N. IRELAND. TEL: 086 87 67935.
AUDIO T, 190 WEST END LANE, LONDON. TEL: 01 794 7848
Fin gel that new ( 1) player mid frilly discover your ? ecassl
collection. The Sonata .joins the posit sunk of «attends)), foe the
title " finest turntable in the World -.
A T LABS, 442-444 CRANBROOK ROAD, GANTS HILL,
ILFORD, ESSEX. TEL: 01 518 0915
A T LABS., 159A CHASESIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01
367 3132
SOUND INFORMATION, 13 ST JOHNS HILL, LONDON. TEL:
01-228 7126 Ilplasson Sonata turntable the perkel sompliment
to the lin_loos_.\ICS.

1

PAUL GREEN HI FI, C/O HARPER FURNISHINGS, KENSINGTON SHOW ROOMS, LONDON RD., BATH, TEL: 0225 316197.
The Ime\I Btu's!, turntable with after sale.‘ .Nennre I() math.
HI FI EXPERIENCE, LYON HOUSE, 227 TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD, LONDON, TEL: 01 580 3535...lit Audiophile product in
the true .sense of the s.ord. Simply .
1//perb.
HI FI CORNER 1 HADDINGTON PLACE, EDINBURGH, EH7
4AE. TEL: 031 556 7901 tnew rejerence turntable which proves
that designing and manujacturing lop class record decks is not
purely the domain of the Scots.
ASTON AUDIO, 4 WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE
SK9 7EG. TEL: 0625 582704 .
1(ifm
1
,
ere so .stutined by the
perlm -münre they nwre .verchles.s.
IN HI FI, 63 GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH EH2 2JG. TEL: 031
225 8854 '
The . 1
I
ph(iNoit . osississ is ( misfit tiding,
SELECTIVE AUDIO, THE FORGE COTTAGE, 19 CROSSGATE,
OTLEY, W. YORKS, TEL: 0943 467689. Another truly anueling
Braid, lo ( el )
1( t.
SOUND APPROACH, 161 UNTHANK RD., NORWICH,
TEL: 0603 622833. Turntable and arm with .sossial quality
even

mpernn

In

their

Ittlnincniate

appearanCe.

DOUG BRADY HI FI, 18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT
GARDEN, LONDON WC2H 9HB, Simhists al the Alpinism,
Solustall1B-100S-SICS
DOUG BRADY HI FI, KINGSWAY STUDIOS, KINGSWAY
NORTH, WARRINGTON, TEL: 0925 828009 ./()(.I..ists
du ,
Alphn,on SonatallIR-IODS-.1!CS
VEK AUDIO, 41 ALBION STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS, WS15 2BY,
TEL: 08894-70461 The Alphason .I
ursrar,r
I .07m, a ti m .
rendition of the music being played. Detailed, clear and
relaxing to listen to. Qualities of which an hard to find in
any turntable design, or any (:1) either.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 1 CATHEDRAL STREET,
LONDON SEI 9DE. TEL: 01 403 3088 .. 1m,lher pile minim" by
Alphaymi. .Slocked at The Sound Organisation.
HATV, 131
BARRACK ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH,
NR BOURNEMOUTH, DORSET. TEL: 0202 473901 British al its
best, unrivalled mnind.

ALPHASON DESIGNS LTD, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR.
CHORLEY, LANCS PR7 6JW, Tel. No. 02572 76626.
USA and CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR:
MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD, 646 GUIMOND BLVD.,
LONGUEUIL QUE, CANADA, J4G 1P8. Tel. 514-6515 707.

PROGRESS MnNITOR
Paul Crook assesses the strides Monitor Audio have taken with their
second-generation mid-price metal-dome design, the brand new R452/MD

A

T £ 345 the R452/MDs are the latest addition to the Monitor
Audio range. the model designation indicating the
importance Monitor Audio attach to the inclusion of a
metal-dome tweeter in these models. The '452 is afairly
substantial box, similar in size to the BBC monitors ( Spendor BC- 1
size), but alittle slimmer, and rather smart in ablack veneer - as
usual, Monitor Audio can supply alarge range of real-wood veneer
finishes. A two-way bass reflex design. they are designed for
open- frame stand placement out into the room; the supplied
instruction leaflet gives good. comprehensive advice on positioning, as
well as some guidance on the characteristics of agood listening room.
You do not need ; imassive amplifier to drive the ' 452s, given their
circa 90dB/W sensitivity and easy 8ohm nominal load characteristic.
and they proved capable of handling high power levels.
The cabinet is in 18mm high- density chipboard panes with areal
wood veneer, stained black; side panels are reinforced by atop to
bottom vertical brace centrally positioned on each side. All internal
surfaces are lined with high-density acoustic foam ( apart from the
front panel). The simple four- element crossover has the components
glued to the rear of the chipboard terminal panel and hard-wired
together. Connection to the woofer is by means of Monitor Audio's
own stranded cable, and to the tweeter by standard pvc cable; the
quality of crossover components is equally mixed, with afairly high
quality capacitor and wire- wound resistor, but two pretty standard
inductors, one air-core and one ferrite core of relatively small size.
Metal dome tweeters are now almost becoming standard in new
designs these days. and there are anumber of drive unit
manufacturers making OEM models. The ' 452 uses a25mm
aluminium dome unit with shallow horn loading, covered by ablack
steel mesh grille, driven by afairly substantial magnet and flush
mounted. It is of SEAS origin and said by Monitor Audio to be made
specially for them. In contrast, the woofer is of standard technology,
being a160mm cone/210mm frame unit with apressed alloy chassis of
moderate strength and not reinforced, and an average magnet. The
cone is flared, terminating in an inverted pvc roll surround, and driven
by a25mm voice coil, and is of asealed woven fibre of good evenness
and finish.
Overall, the speaker is well made with good cabinet workmanship.
The result is an attractive box, if rather bland and conventional
looking. There are none of the more impressive features of some of
the designs Ihave been reviewing over the past few months, such as
high strength cabinet structure or high quality crossover components
for use in biwired configuration, or large gold-plated terminals. You
do. however. get asubstantial pair of speakers for the price.
After experimenting with stands and room positioning. Isettled on
the same alignment Iuse for my SP- 1s, ie. about one metre from all
wall surfaces. and 2.5-3m apart facing slightly inwards ( about 15). I
used apair of strong stands, sand filled and spiked. providing asolid
but inert support for this kind of speaker. My choice of material
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ranged from 1960s Deccas of Schubert lieder to modern rock
recordings on CD.
My first impression was of neutral, well balanced speakers, with
good treble and apleasant, easy character. They were fairly dynamic.
transparent, and clearly an improvement on the earlier non- metaldome ' 352s, which Ifound basically good yet too bright and
aggressive. The '452s did not intrude on the music in the same way,
and proved comfortable to live with.
Metal domes do vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, even
from model to model, but Monitor Audo have chosen wisely for the
'452. The treble was clear and well focused, with no traces of
aggression or hardness- allowing percussion to ring clearly with good
discrimination between different tonal characters. Removing the
grilles improved the stereo focus at high frequencies. and brought
back the slight loss of sparkle that Ihad missed with the grilles in
place. There was ahint of featheriness on complex material, and some
mild sibilence on female voice, but of asoft, inoffensive nature
bordering on lispiness, and thus not likely to be distracting.
The midrange was pretty clear and even. Voices sang clearly and in
an articulate way - if male voice was atouch thinned, lacking that bit
of ' chest' that builds areally solid voice character. Again the stereo
was clear and well focused, with decent depth and separation.
although there was some loss of far space ambience on the old Deccas.
The lower mid to upper bass transition band was a 'little recessed and
could take away some power and body from piano recordings, as well
as tending to make the mid sound alittle thin - which it was not in
terms of character and tonality.
This slight lack of upper bass grip, and solidity, was not at all
serious, and would not have been identifiable without very extensive
critical listening had the mid and low bass been firmer and clearer.
The bass seemed to lack real solidity and power on full orchestra, and
could become abit grumbly on bass guitar or plucked bouble bass. It
was, however, not boomy or leaden, and avoided the overhang
common with bass reflex designs.
All in all, the '452s did pretty well on my listening tests, with good
results for clarity, tonal balance, and ease of listening, and proving to
be consistent on all types of music - dynamic and involving in a
pleasant, non- aggressive way. The treble was very good overall,
justifying the decision to go metal-dome. Coloration was low, and the
amount of detail pretty high.

Conclusion
Monitor Audio have in the 452 one of the most pleasant speakers they
have produced at this price level, and worth adding to ashortlist of
models up to £400. It is easy to use, well built, and unlikely to prove
difficult to fit into awell balanced neutral system. Any weaknesses it
does have are minor, and do not unduly detract from the considerable
musical enjoyment on offer. To sum up: good value, pleasing sound,
and well made - if rather conventional.
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41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE : (0223) 68305

The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even today,
many vintage examples are in usea 'glowing' tribute to the Radford
name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.

Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's thinking
Manufactured and distributed under
licence by:

Woodside
Electronics

Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon.
BS21 6Q.J. Telephone: 0272 877611.

leaflet, post the coupon or contact
your Radford dealer today.
"The STA 25 generates a generous and
precise soundstage with genuine
audiophile standards of imagery and
dynamics."
Hi Fi Choice, The Collection II.

on circuit layout and use the latest
high specification components to
bring performance right up to date.
The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
50 watt stereo and M 75 75 watt mono
amplifiers.
For full specifications and colour
USA. & Canadian distributionr

Oerrel Aubto iflarkting
RO. Box 147, 7723 Yonge Street,
Olde Thornhill Village, Ontario,
Canada L3T 3NI.
Telephone: (416) 731-9708.

"Internal construction is some of the finest
I've seen in any valve amp, regardless of
vintage or country of origin."
Hi Fi News, U.K. May 87.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the
Radford Renaissance is it's bass surprisingly good for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.

IR,A,DFORD

rease send full details of the Radford

IRenaissance valve amplifiers with dealer
list to:—
IName:

I
Address:
Tel:

Rl ( ORD RI \ Il\\
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Cambridge Audio CD2 postscript; Cantonan record maintenance kit;
DBX SNR-1 single-ended noise reduction unit; Meridian CD207 Pro update
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2: POSTSCRIPT

CANTORION RECORD MAINTENANCE KIT

A pre-production CD2 was assessed in HFNIRR August '87, and
delivered amixed set of results. Obviously flaws resulted in arequest
for asecond sample, which showed significant improvements; but we
have reserved final review judgement until now, when amodel from
serial production is at last available, following delays due to the
manufacturer's severe back-order problem.
Readers may recall that this remotely controlled machine has the
distinction of using Cambridge Audio's own scheme for digital
decoding, involving four dual-DACs together, operating in what is
described as a16- times over-sampling mode. Put another way, each
DAC is run at 4-times sampling rate for aquarter of the time, the
outputs then being summed to generate the complete waveform.
High resolution and linearity were claimed, but this was not borne
out on test, and Iam sorry to have to report that the latest production
sample shows no improvement. For example, recovery of the — 90dB
tone was 6dB low on the left channel and I7dB low on the right, a
typical Philips decoder performance. Likewise, distortion at the
—80dB level averaged — I8dB ( 12.5%), where — 26dB (5%) is entirely
possible. The HF intermodulation results were also comparatively

'You're avinyl junkie — try this!' says Editor Harris, who wouldn't
touch aRobert Parker with adried up Parastat. Iopen the box and
out falls aplatter like something off aBSR 'changer, apiece of garden
fence, and abottle of gunk that's full of silicone. Well — that stuff
may've done something big for Ms Hemingway, but I'm not turning
my shaded dogs into whelping bitches just for HFNIRR readers. This
one's for the Music Editor.
Thanks Ken. As my work desk begins to deflect under the weight of
CDs I'm still searching for the nirvana that LP might bring; but
acquiring used discs, and trying out older LPs unplayed for years
(which seem far noisier than Iever remember them). Ifind the need
for areally impressive cleaning technique even more, er, pressing than
before. Even so, the idea of treating LPs with aformulation including
silicone lubricants checked my interest in Cantorion Discrex — until I
heard of good results, from afriend, and sought reassurances from Dr
Charles Arwyn, who developed the product.
As he says, for some time he has been ' listening to the clicks rather
than the music — very tedious!' His test report outlines an elaborate
scoring method, analysing before-and-after surface noise counts, and
using ahigh-quality replay system which, if anything, would be rather
more sensitive to clicks and rustles than the average. He is quite
certain that cleaning fluids which ruthlessly strip away vinyl additives
are likely to exacerbate noise problems. In his considered use of
materials, he has evolved perhaps the most effective tools yet for
lifting out contaminants in solution/suspension.
The Cantorion Discrex kit comprises two convex-faced handles ( in
future to be distinguishable by colour) faced with cellular foam and
removable plush strips, with Velcro edgings. There are four highly
absorbent sponge strips ( Sorbistrips), and two ' flags' in satin ribbon
stretched across awire frame: these are placed over the Sorbistrips to
prevent the transfer of shed fibres back to the wetted plush pads.
Other elements are a ' Brella' ( aplastic disc to protect the record
label), abottle of emulsion cleaner, aspray bottle of distilled water,
an enamelled steel dummy platter, with spindle and 12 raised rubber
pips. A 12" square of plastic Netlon serves as adrying grid, when
materials have been rinsed after use.
Basically the technique is to work alayer of Discleen fluid over the
LP, mop up the excess and press out on to the absorbent strips; then
go through asequence of distilled water rinses, finally drying the LP
by means of the second plush pad/Sorbistrip. ( In practice Ifind three
strips are in use at any one time: these should be laid on aplastic
sheet, or formica work surface.) It takes about 10 minutes to clean one
LP side, and my only suggestion at variance with Dr Charles's very
clear instruction is that greater economy with Discleen — separately
available at only 60p per 125m1— can be achieved by spreading it on
with aLast plush-edged spatula.
The Cantorion system is not for the impatient: indeed, the sonic
improvement optimises several hours after the actual cleaning
process, although arecord played immediately does not suffer the
treble loss apparent with certain volatile fluid cleaners, eg Permoclean
spray. Icame to enjoy the ritual, when Icould anticipate what benefits
it would bring, so consistently. Ihad especially good results on mono
records, dmm cut pressings, and older stereo LPs which Iknew to
have noisy surfaces. You need plenty of distilled/purified water,
readily available at Boots' branches.
Mindful of the potential objections to the silicone oil additive, Dr
Charles says that, although only small traces are left on the vinyl in
normal application, he test-applied five separate coatings of the
undiluted additive, which were then found to be inaudible. But what
are the advantages of lubricating the groove/stylus interface'?
Obviously the effect is hard to put into words (Cantorion enthusiasts
seem to fall back on ' more power in the music'). The anticipated
results of Discrex cleaning are amore focused sound-stage, with
greater detail resolution; even on old Decca LXTs and ' Ace of Clubs'
copies Icould hear both of these — often the increases in stage depth
were surprising from mono sources.
Treble percussion had asmooth, accurate character, eg triangles
ringing cleanly; and on classic productions like the Chesky/Reiner
reissues the sound-stage resolution was further enhanced. If tracing
was thus ameliorated, then, paradoxically, Iwas unable to achieve

weak at 0.03%. A better test performance should be expected from
the machine in this price class and displaying this level of technology.
New listening tests were performed, and if anything the quality of
this third sample had fallen behind that of the second. The fabulously
sweet and neutral, highly detailed mid-range was still afeature, and
the ability to differentiate tonal nuances still put it in the highest class;
but that was not the end of the story, as other aspects of its sound
merited criticism. The bass was soft, almost spongy, and did not sound
very extended, really requiring more slam and speed to support the
mid- range. We have no real quarrel with the treble on subjective
grounds, as this remained sweet and delicate, but the player certainly
failed to deliver afull measure of depth and focus. The sound stage
was wide enough, but images were not presented with sufficient
precision or authority. Furthermore, musical dynamics showed some
muting, giving abland impression. Set against our current CD
reference, the Accuphase DP8O/DC81, the CD2's mid- range alone
would score some 90%, but taking into account the overall results we
are left with a66% rating — asolid result but unexceptional for the
money.
Concerning the ergonomics, we were still not happy with the
front-panel control layout and labelling, while the control
microprocessor could be aggravating at times, since not all the
available remote control modes worked properly.
To conclude, Isuggest that the CD2 needs further development,
and agood dealer should be consulted before purchase to establish the
current position vis à- vis performance and reliability. A fair number
of machines from the early production run are said to have given
trouble, and at present the main reason for buying aCD2 would be for
its delightful midrange.
Martin Colloms
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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INTO THE NINETIES
*G200AMS MK II
*G100AMS MK II
*G60 AMS
*G100 AS
*G6OS MK ll
*GlOOP
*GlOOPV

200 t200 Watts r.m.s
90 • 90 Watts r.m.s
65 t65 Watts r.m.s.
90+90 Watts r.m.s.
45+45 Watts r.m.s.
Valve Pre-amplifier.
Valve Pre- amplifier.

£2800.00p ( pair)
£1200.00p ( Pair)
£ 825.00p ( Pair)
£1000.00p
£ 560.00p
£ 265.00p
£ 525.00p

WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI Fl!
Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.
•AUDIO INNOVATIONS all- valve integrated amp Series 300 frcm f299 Serie ,
500' - I
INT Ifrom £649. Series 800' - I
Pre/PI from £899. Series 1000' - I
M ,BLOCK1
'rom £ 1295. Series Triooes' ( Pre'',from £ 995
To say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement '
John Bamford - ' Hi Fi Arswers' March 87.
'SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most. il
not all, other speakers.
"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openess. lack of cabinate colouration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices . . . You know you're listening to
real musicians performing" il. Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound)

All prices nett of VAT.

(.4

'Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and hill
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way". - Alan Bateman
Answers"87.
•SP. OFFER MARANTZ CD75 £ 299 IRRP £ 4501
Hear the superb MARANTZ. AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the test el the range
•PINK TRIANGLE. THE ROCK AND THE VALDI TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM
•REVOX
"Excellently made gear offering very good sound quality and prob.bly the
ultimate in system programme ability " 11. Seabury - What Hi Fi I

G6OS MKII Integrated Valve Amplifier.

For details of these fine amplifiers telephone or write to:.
Grant Amplifiers,
Sales & Administration,
145, Gladys Avenue,
North End, Portsmouth P02 9BD
Tel: 0705 694347

Telex: 86626

Special prices on Torlyte Platforms.
Possible record cleaning service available
second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment
Other fine equipment from Audionote. Beyer, BLO, Decca. Denon. Edison technology
Goldring. Helius. IBI.. lecklin Float. IPW. Marantz, Nakamichi. Ortolan. Pink Trieigle,
Revox, Rotel, Senheisser, Sugden. Systemdek, The Rock. Torlyte Platiorms, Valdi. Voyd
etc etc

emclo goue

Fax: 291709

Trade & Overseas enquiries welcome

STANDENS FOR SOUND

A&R
HEYBROOK
AL BARRY
INFINITY
ALPHASON
KEF
AR
LINK
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
LOGIC
BLO
MYST
B&W
MARANTZ
CAMBRIDGE
MORDAUNT SHORT
DEAN
MUSICAL FIDELITY
DE NON
PINK TRIANGLE
DUAL
PROTON
HELIUS
VOYD
QUAD

REVOLVER
ROGERS
RUARK ACOUSTICS
SANSUI
SD ACOUSTICS
SME
SNELL
SONDEX
SPICA
SPENDOR
THE ROCK
TDL

5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555. MON SAT 10AM-6PM.
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COME AND LISTEN TO THIS TOP QUALITY
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POT POURRI •
better tracking (
je without breakup) in one or two notorious
trouble- spots.
But Imust report one possibly contentious finding. Is the analogy
with aroad newly fine tarmacadam finjshed vs one raked back for
resurfacing afair one? Not only would one give asmoother ride, but it
would facilitate afaster, more even traversal as well. So to claim that
musical phrasing was better resolved is perhaps not too far-fetched. If
the groove walls were abrasive, because of impurities in the raw
materials used, then the stylus would not read the intended
micro-dimensions cut in the matrix. Nor would the rates of traversal
be accurate.
Dr Charles's examinations suggested that mould release agents etc
were often covering hard particles embedded under the surface of the
vinyl: thorough cleaning would therefore expose those defects,
making subsequent replay noisy. Even so, Ican imagine some
listeners would be suspicious of the effect of Discrex on the sound,
and initially Iwas asking too whether the smoother, more relaxed
reproduction of familiar LPs was adulling of information. Careful
listening confirmed that this was not the case, and my awareness of
new incidents in the music, and agreater appreciation of rhythm.
phrase-shape, and articulation, led to the conclusion that Discrex was
presenting the stylus with amore near- ideal groove path.
Were the prospect not so tedious. I'd like to go through my entire
collection!

Conclusion
The Cantorion wet cleaning system involves the use of absorbent
pads, aformulated cleaning fluid, and arinse-and-mop drying
technique. Nothing about the method is very new, but the differences
are that the Cantorion fluid is safe, quietens record surfaces, and
significantly improves the ' musicality' of replay. whilst the pads have
been developed to a ( in my experience) new level of efficacy. Finally.
because the last stages of rinsing/drying involve only distilled water,
the problem — found with all volatile cleaning fluids — of high induced
static charges and an irremovable line of particles will not occur.
On new LPs you will change the sound, but you will not add ' noise'
to the microgrooves ( or build up black deposits on the stylus tip:
another end-result of using ' stripping' fluids); on medium- used
records you will lower the background level of clicks and pops —
showing that LPs don't deteriorate with use, so much as collect
adhering microparticles or greasy contaminants. On long-stored, old
LPs, which you have probably ' written off' subconsciously, the
refurbishment that Cantorion Discrex can effect really is acase of
'restoring' to an enjoyable condition.
Christopher Breunig
(Discrex fl 5incl. P&P, from Cantorion, PO Box 61, Cardiff CFI 1RR)

DBX SNR-1 SINGLE-ENDED NOISE
REDUCTION UNIT
Devices which attempt to cut hiss by filtering inevitably filter out some
of the music as well, because they cannot distinguish between wanted
and unwanted signals.
The single-ended DBX SNR-1 is afilter, not acompander, but it
makes afairly successful attempt to cut mainly the hiss by means of an
automatically varied voltage-controlled low-pass filter operating on
frequencies above 800Hz. As with Dolby B. its effectiveness depends
on the fact that strong signals will subjectively mask noise of similar
frequencies, and so high- frequency noise only really needs to be dealt
with when the high- frequency content of the wanted signal is small. In
the SNR-I's filter, the cutoff frequency is varied in response to the
content of the input signal. When only weak high-frequency signals
are detected, the cutoff frequency is lowered towards 800Hz; when
strong high frequencies are present, the cutoff frequency rises towards
20kHz. In order to avoid alarming image shifts, the control signal is
derived from the sum of the two input channels.
Because it doesn't cut high-level high- frequency components, the
SNR-1 need not make the music sound obviously dull. But it does
excise low-level high- frequency components of the signal and so can
rob the music of much valuable detail. The filter action is adjusted by
athreshold control, to be set according to the material being dealt
with, which could include AM and FM broadcasts, cassette, analogue
records or analogue- mastered CD: Dolby Labs may be amused to see
the instruction book's recommended low and high settings for
replaying tapes with and without Dolby!
The SNR-1 was designed to deal not with transient noises, but with
tape hiss; in fact, transient sounds, which are peaks of high amplitude,
will be untouched by the VCF action. Consequently the SNR-1 is not
effective against LP clicks and pops, since to have much muting effect
on these the threshold control must be turned up to apoint where the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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music starts to sound pretty muffled. Apart from the variable
threshold, the SNR-l's principle of operation would appear to be
similar to that of the single-ended DNL ( Dynamic Noise Limiting)
system, which Philips used on their cassette decks before finally giving
in and getting aDolby licence. However, the SNR-1 circuit is claimed
to be unique in that the filter action takes place in afeedback loop,
making its response very fast, linear and self-regulating.
Well- finished and slim ( 4.8 x 43.5 x 24.3cm), the £279 SNR-1 is a
domestic/semi-professional item originally aimed at the American
Forces' PX market. The professional equivalent, in DBX's 9(() series,
is the 929. The SNR-1 carries rows of LEDs, which give a
constantly-moving indication of the signal input level in relation to the
threshold setting, and of the filter cutoff frequency. Like most
processing ancillaries, the SNR-1 is designed to be inserted in a
amplifier's tape loop, but it also has its own tape record-replay sockets
to create another tape loop. When using these sockets, the SNR-1 can
be switched to process the signal on either record or playback, though
of course this emphatically does not mean that it is offering
complementay encode/decode processing like Dolby or DBX's own
companding system.
The SNR- Iis adevice which does what it says it will do and, on the
right material, can be demonstrated very effectively. ( The distributor
has successfully used the solo piano on the hissy CD transfer of Dark
Side of the Moon.) But it really belongs with the equalisers, dynamic
range expanders, subharmonic synthesisers and other effects units
which serve to make mediocre audio systems more complicated
without actually improving them. The inclusion of so much extra
circuitry will itself inevitably degrade any moderately good system. In
the end, it's just what hi-fi isn't all about.
Steve Harris
(Distributors of DBX products: Soundtec Marketing, Unit 9, Belfont
Trading Estate, Mucklow Hill, Halesowen, West Midlands B62 8DR.
Tel: 021-550 7387)

MERIDIAN CD207 PRO: UPDATE
It is now over ayear since the first '207 feature review appeared ( Dec
'86), and ever since the subsequent review published in January 1988
there have been some interesting developments. A new ' B' version of
the digital filter has become available and is now being fitted to the
CD section ( from Jan '88). This improves the resolution over awider
range of operating temperatures and may offer slightly increased
clarity into the bargain. The fixed-output ' CD' sound of the 207 now
scores 70%, agood result for its effective price, making it aclass
leader. There was also amild improvement in clarity and focus, a
touch more drive and drama, while the fine bass, precise stereo focus,
and very good depth all remained in force.
Ifear that in the main review, the sound quality of the preamplifier
section of the '207 was underrated. Further listening has shown that its
performance deserves ahigh position for its preamp class ( costing up
to £800), including amoving-coil connection in this case. When the
superb remote controlled facilities ( including volume) are taken into
account, our considered opinion of this design has now risen. At the
moment, it is one of the world's best full-facility, remotely controlled
preamps. The CD player also ranks in the top ten, irrespective of
price, and provided the present good progress to higher reliability is
maintained, the 207 package now carries an enthusiastic
recommendation.
Martin Colloms
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LAST DAYS OF SALE

•

• CD DISCS •
MANY TITLES
TOP 20 ONLY
£9.79

GOODMANS MAXIM +
ONLY £79.99
ALSO
JPW - INFINITY
CELESTION - BLQ
MORDAUNT SHORT

STUDIO POWER
ETC — ETC.

LARGE SELECTION OF
ENGLISH & JAPANESE
PRODUCTS, CAREFULLY
CHOSEN NOW IN STOCK
SONY MIDI'S
£199.00 — £999.99
ALSO
PIONEER — GOODMANS
HITACHI — TOSHIBA
ETC — ETC.

MARANTZ 0X65- REMOTE
NOW £249.99
ALSO
SANSUI-YAMAHA-QED
THORENS-TEAC-SONY
REVOLVER ETC- ETC.

WHAT DOES THE SM STAND F

FREE
TDK D-90
AUDIO TAPE
WITH THIS TOKEN
VALID UNTIL 31/3/88 1PER CUST

SOUND MECCA- COULD BE.
SOUNDS MONO - NO.
SATISFIED MAN - POSSIBLE.
SEXY MASSAGE - BE NICE. BUT NO
ANSWERS
ON AN ORDER FORM TO
CAR PARK AT REAR
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
AND INSTALLATION

OPPOSITE
MCDONALDS

S.M. ELECTRONICS
314 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Tel: 0689 25651/2

Open 9am-6pm 6 days a week

It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his super system reproduces instrumental
sounds realistically and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
STEREOPHILE IS AVAILABLE IN THE UK FROM:
MüiY1 GROUP
10 DANE LANE
W'ILSTEAD 8E> ORO
iDIST;IIBUTION
SUBSCRIPTIONSI

DOUGLAS BRADY HI FI
18 MONMOUTH ST
COVENT GARDEN
LONDON WC2 H9HB

MUSIC ROOM
221 ST VINCENT ST
GLASGOW G2

READING HI FI
HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR ST
READING BERKS

AUDIO T
190 WESTEND LANE
LONDON NW6

KI LEISURESOUND LTD
26 NEW CAVENDISH ST
LONDON V/ IM 7LH

MUSIC ROOM
50 BRIDGE ST
MANCHESTER M3

SOUND INFORMATION
13 ST IOHNS HILL
LONDON SW II

STEREOPHILE IS PUBLISHED MONTHLY £2.95 PER ISSUE £36.00 SUBSCRIPTION.
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AYLESBURY
HI FIDELITY

Z71111•11111•1
jmumilfflWiPaarjlMill.
HI-FI CONSULTANTSAL

158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER ( 0905) 58046
Demonstrations by appointment
OPEN MONDAY- FRIDAY 9.30 to 8.30
SATURDAY 9.30-5.30
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THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A1/A100
B/200 IN STOCK
Monitor Audio
R352MD/R852MD
in stock

Arcam Delta 70
in stock
1
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Cambridge
CD2 in stock
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CREDIT
7Day Exchange
Part Exchange
Home demonstrations
Service Facilities
Expert installations

*DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
*PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
*INTEREST FREE CREDIT — DETAILS ON
REQUEST

AGENCIES INCLUDE:-

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
EXPORT SERVICES
Turntable set up facility

SELECTED PRODUCTS TO DEMONSTRATE FROM

ASz RCAMBRIDGE CELESTION CREEK
DENON
EPOS
GOODMANS
HEYBROOK
JPW
KEF
KOETSU
LINN
MANTRA
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
ONIX
RATA
REGA
ROKSAN
ROTEL
SME
SUPEX
YAMAHA

Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technic. ( CD Players alsol. ADC. AR. A&R. Beard. Boston. REQ. Castle.
Celestlon. Dono,.. Diesis. Dual. Exposure. Gale. Goldbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Fleybrook. Harmon
Kerdon. KEF. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell. Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian.
Misnion. Mordaunt.Short. Maranta. Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortolon. Paragon. Philips
(CD only). P.S. Audio. Prot.. Quad. QED. Rata. Rotel. Revox. Revolver. Ruark. Sennheiser. Something
Solid. Sondes. Stand & Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Tear CD. Thorens. Trio CD. Walker,
Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks

(0296) 28790
OPEN 10am 6pro

Monday Fnaay 9 30ana5 30 S,Ourday

u

the

sound
The finest equipment
available to give
you the finest sound
achievable.

MAIM

A no-nonsense
moving magnet
cartridge...

Now exhibiting:• Audiolab • B&W
• Creek • Celestion
• Heybrook • Linn
• Meridian
• Mordaunt-Short
• Naim • Nakamichi
• Rega

•

• Credit Card Facilities
• Mail Order • Book a
Demonstration Now •

...the award winner
for less than £ 20

Mon- Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

the

sound gallery
65. Castle Street, High Wycombe,
Bucks. HP13 6RN. Tel. (0494) 31682
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THE ALTERNATIVE SALE IS

NOW ON
HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS FROM THE FINEST BRITISH, EUROPEAN
AND JAPANESE HI FI MANUFACTURERS STILL AVAILABLE.

COMPACT DISCS £3.95!
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST.
AN OPPORTUNITY NOT TO BE MISSED.

AGENCIES FROM:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, AIWA, ARCAM, ADC, AKG, AUDIO
TECHNICA, AKAI, ARISTON, AUDIOLAB, ALPHASON, BEYER,
CAMBRIDGE, CASTLE, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, ELITE,
EXPOSURE, FUJI, GALE, GRADO, GOODMANS, GOLDRING,
GOLDBUG, HARMAN KARDON, HELIUS, HEYBROOK, JBL,
KEF, LNB, LINX, MANTRA, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MARANTZ, MONITOR, AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
MERIDIAN, MAXELL, NAD, NAGAOKA, ORTOFON, PHILIPS,
PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, MONSTER, JECKLIN, QED, QUAD,
ROGERS, ROTEL, SUGDEN, REVOLVER, SOURCE,
TECHNICS, SENNHEISER, SHURE, TARGET, TDK, THATS,
THORENS, TANNOY, ONKYO, VAN DEN HUL, WHARFEDALE,
YAMAHA, etc.
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GIDON KREMER
The virtuoso violinist and founder of the Lockenhaus International
Chamber Music Festival talks to Sorrel Breunig

A

FTER WINNING THE Moscow
Tchaikovsky Competition in 1970
at the age of 23, Gidon Kremer
began to perform more in the West
and was able to combine this with extensive
work in the Soviet Union. In 1978 he
negotiated with the Soviet Ministry of
Culture for an arrangement to travel freely in
the West for the following two years. When,
in 1980, permission was not given for further
trips abroad he applied to take up residence
in the West — two years later this was granted
but with it the cancelling of all artistic
appearances by him in the Soviet Union.
Where did you choose to settle — where is
your base now?
'Recently Iwas asked this question in
Japan and found myself, teased myself,
answering in avery Japanese, in aZen way,
and probably Ishould give the same answer
to you. Because Idon't feel like Iam living
anywhere, so Iam based here and now!'
Do you feel that there is any musical centre
in the world?
'For me, the musical centre is where Iam,
and not only the musical centre but also the
human centre, because Ican maintain
friendships only if Iam around my friends.
Since they are based around the world, Ifeel
at this point the only way to maintain this big
family is just to travel! It doesn't actually suit
me any more, I'd prefer to find aplace which
Icould call home — and Iam looking for it. I
haven't decided, but Iam not sure that I
would go to live in acity, since Ispend so
much time in cities — Iam very attracted to
the idea of being more in touch with nature.'
Do you find that attitudes to artists,
administrative or otherwise, vary agreat deal
in different countries?
'Yes, that's true. Still, there are nice
people everywhere. Ithink once you face an
audience the atmosphere is much more
creative, you can speak to the people
everywhere in the world and they will
understand. The opposite of people who
administrate music: the listeners are much
more open-minded. Ifeel many people who
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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work in the music business are much more
conservative. This is more exposed in some
countries than in others and it has — should I
say — its backup in financial conditions in the
structure of those countries. For example, it's
very frustrating to come to London and not
be able to perform acontemporary concerto,
because every orchestra is mainly concerned
with selling tickets! So, for years Iwas trying,
among the Tchaikovskys, fieethovens.
Brahms and so on, to play acontemporary
concerto in the normal orchestral series of
different London orchestras. But, up till now,
actually it almost never happened!
'That doesn't mean that Idon't like to play
aBeethoven concerto — and I've played them
plenty of times, in London as well. But Iam
not interested to do only museum work, and
this eliminated some of my opportunities to
show up in London. 1also feel that it is more
or less an obligation, aduty for aperformer
to pay tribute to the time that he is living in.
'I don't mind going into museums or
galleries— the National or the Tate — where
all the works are well exposed, since Ifeel
this part of the Arts is very important at
present. But Idon't like music to become like
a " Madame Tussaud's" where interpretations
are not any more expected to be alive, but
just somewhat routine. Brahms has to he
played this way, Mozart this way . . . and we
all know about it, and since we know about it,
we are expected to play it this way. Then the
audience will buy more tickets and that will
make better business! This kind of thing I
don't want to participate in. To me music is a
language in which we all can communicate, if
we wake up every day and look at the world
differently, and not if we stick to certain
rules! It's achanging thing, as the weather
changes, as architecture, as even
relationships change, and Idon't want to be
boxed into an image — because Iam still alive.
Maybe when Iam dead it will be easier to put
me into amuseum!'
So you feel the composers themselves
would want this change?
'I'm sure that Beethoven, if he were alive,

would be very bored by many of the
performances that are given, because his
music was written to keep people awake, not
to make them just whistle amajor subject
coming out of the hall! The imagination is
what matters in Art. It will die — we will lose
artists with imagination; they are usually the
most controversial ones. Iremember seeing
Salomé by the Lindsay Kemp Company: not
so many words, but so powerful, so
imaginative, that it gave you much more a
sense of Salome than productions, operas or
whatever, that would use the music.'
You founded the annual Lockenhaus
Chamber Music Festival in 1981. When does
it take place?
'Always in July, the first half, for about two
and ahalf weeks.'
So for you, personally, is that alot of
planning? How did the Festival come about?
'Yes — because we don't have any
administration in the office, I'm doing it
mostly alone, with the help of some friends. I
had visited many festivals, saw some good
sides, some weak, and somehow Ifelt that it's
time to collect all my friends in one place at
least once ayear. In the meantime, of course,
the circle of friends grew enormously and
now Ihave pretty soon to establish asystem
of rotation! But Iwould say that it is still a
friends' festival: my personal, and friends of
theirs. Since nobody gets afee there's avery
democratic structure; everyone is paid only
travel expenses and accommodation. It's fun,
especially when it works out. It's very
frustrating if people have to cancel or change
their plans, or appear for just aday or two,
which doesn't suit the Festival, which was
based on the rule that everyone has to be
present for the whole.'
Why did you choose Lockenhaus?
'Because of Father Joseph [ Herowitsch],
the priest of this village, amusic lover — we
knew each other years before. Iknew in
suggesting this idea to him Iwould find ideal
support.
'It's on the Austrian- Hungarian border.
The audience comes mainly from Europe,
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but also from the States, Japan, England; it's
pretty international. Ithink we have avery
generous audience; we ourselves have
established very fruitful ground on which we
can explore many things: new and forgotten
music, new ways of exploring known music,
musical relationships. Therefore we need
audiences that would accept things from time
to time to be imperfect. Ithink, at first,
people coming to Lockenhaus didn't know
what to expect; now many can't live without
this adventure, they've got addicted to it! It's
still running well, Ifeel the spirit of the first
year remains somehow; and we are very
grateful for their help and support, with their
attention, so we can continue to do what we
started seven years ago.'
Do you think that your pioneering work at
the Festival and your willingness to perform
new works has given you your reputation of
being aparticularly adventurous and exciting
performer?
'It is very difficult for me to talk about my
reputation or my image. What matters to me
is only what Iam doing, what Iam concerned
about and involved in. Idefinitely can
respond to your question — Iam trying to be
equally interested in the musical past and
present, and Idon't feel Iam aperformer
that has more associations with contemporary
music than with classical. Icould only say that
many of my colleagues don't have any
[associations] with contemporary music, so
that makes me more exposed if Iplay a
contemporary piece!'
What about improvisation in music?
'I would love to improvise, but Ican't! I
can improvise only in interviews you see! But
Idon't think that Ican in music.'
Didn't you in your very first recording
[1968 in Riga, arecital with the pianist
Hermann Braun], or was it simply that you
had not decided beforehand what works you
would play?
'Partly. It was also because of acertain
innocent attitude towards record- making at
the time, and being in pretty amateurish
circumstances. No Western company would
accept going into astudio not knowing what's
going to happen — except maybe some small
label which would have aclose association
with someone like, Keith Jarrett or Chick
Corea.'
Do you mean it's more difficult for classical
performers to improvise? What about
cadenzas?
'I know musician friends of mine who are
able to improvise cadenzas; there are very
few of them. Robert Levin, musicologist and
pianist. succeeded at the last Lockenhuas
festival in improvising awhole piece based on
Mozart themes. He actually wrote for me the
cadenzas for the Mozart recordings with
Harnoncourt. because he has that ability; so
all these sound like improvisations. Ithink
that's what the attraction is for me. Idon't
play the cadenzas which are usual: which are,
most of the time, rubbish, since they were
made up by virtuoso violinists more
interested in exposing themselves than the
spirit of the music — mostly in astyle
completely different! But that's not the
biggest fault. Iplay acadenza to the
Beethoven concerto which is completely
different in style, like the Schnittke, but it has
arelation to Beethoven in spirit and in its
thematic material. Ifeel it has abridge to our
century. The usual Mozart cadenzas that are
played are really not caring too much of the
meaning, they are just nice desserts to a
concerto: some have more whipped cream,
Fil- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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some less! But of course, many composers
improvised — Beethoven, Busoni — and later
wrote down the cadenzas. These days,
probably only, or mainly, [ those in] jazz are
still able to improvise. I'm sorry that this
tradition is lost, because it is asubstantial part
of musical communication, and I'm very
happy to realise that someone like Nigel
[Kennedy] is still able to. Of course, it relates
to the fact that he can also play jazz. Ihave
attended his jazz performances when he
really did awonderful job!'
Have you noticed many changes in
England since you first began playing here?
'In London there is so much going on, so
many exhibitions, concerts, wonderful
theatre performances. I'm sure if Iwere to

make London my home Iwould find away to
reach the audience Iam interested in. Ithink
that this is so for many creative people — if I
go to atheatre or afilm festival, or even a
smaller concert hall. Isee these people — Isee
them more at rock and jazz concerts than I
would at anormal suscription season with a
London orchestra. That to me is a
contradiction. For me to be part of the
established scene of London's concert life:
Gidon Kremer belongs to the Festival Hall or
the Albert Hall. . . and not often finding the
right connection to the people Iwant to play
for. This is not only frustrating in London, it
is very often so in the American musical
scene as well, since playing within a
subscription series of many major orchestras
we play for the people who pay for those
orchestras. You don't play for the real,
creative, imaginative listeners — who maybe
can't afford aconcert ticket, or just resent the
establishment itself. You don't play for the
"downtown" New York people, you play for
the Lincoln Center people. And that's also a
controversy: in fact Ifeel much closer in my
spirit to the people who live and work in the
lofts of " downtown", because someone like
Laurie Anderson. for example, is much more
aperson of creative mind than many of the
artists that perform successfully to sold out
houses in " uptown" Manhattan!
'Always it will take more effort on my side
to meet the right circumstances. And maybe
it would be necessary for this effort to work
on both sides. So, as in arelationship, again.
Ican't make it alone — Ican do only what is in
the limits of my activity. And since my
schedule is very tight Iresent to create an
image which Iam not — someone that is not
me!'
You seem to have agreat interest in all
arts. Is this fairly unusual among musicians?
'You see, I'm not aviolinist in the sense
[that] the violin is afetish of mine: not a
violin "freak"! Music matters to me because
of its substance, and this is very much related
to other arts: to literature, theatre, movie-

making. So Ifeel laman amateur in all these,
but at least Iam able to enjoy things; and
when Iget achance to get alittle closer to
other areas of art, I'm always curious to be
involved.'
You do sound as though this helps your
own creativity. Is this perhaps aparticularly
Russian attitude?
'I would say, one distinction that Russia
has . . . Even though Iam not any longer of
the Soviet musical scene, since Ileft eight
years ago, and Iwas never invited to perform
there again. In spite of the fact that Istill
keep Russian citizenship . . . The Russian
system doesn't, or up till now didn't, see an
opportunity for artists living abroad to
perform again in Russia. Besides that, Ican't
say that Iam only Russian, because nobody
in my family was. Ijust grew up there — my
family comes from Central Europe, Sweden,
Germany, Latvia. [ He was born in Riga,
Latvia, an only child, whose parents were
both violinists. His grandfather too was an
established violinist, Karl Bruckner.] But
still, talking about the Russian tradition, I
would say that the difference is that the
serious art- making — ballet, movies, music — is
never considered to be in asection of
entertainment or leisure. It still belongs to an
area which has amore sacral meaning;
information of amore spiritual content is
expected.'
In the climate of glasnost and perestroika.
how do you think any possible changes will
affect artists, if at all?
'I don't live there any more, and I'm
observing from adistance, so Ican't really
talk too much. What Iknow are minor
changes, which are very substantial; Idon't
think there are major changes, but the minor
ones are still in some ways so positive, one
just wishes them to multiply. And Ihope,
someday, we'll really face amore free
society, but it can take very long. Some
people, that are more clever, realise that if
we can't change things, society will get much
more stagnant. But we shouldn't forget that
the people that think this way are still in the
minority. The majority are used to living
under acertain system and any little change
causes— let's say — abig controversy!'
Are you able, when you return to Russia,
to see other performances'?
'Yes Iam, but usually Iam going there for
only acouple of days at atime, and Idon't
see too much. This Ican say for sure, people
are much more interested in watching
television! But that fact does not inspire me
too much, because people in the States watch
7.4 hours aday, and that's very . . . well, I
would say asociety is sick by doing that! So, if
the average television- watcher in Russia grew
from 2to 4hours aday, it's asymptom that
shows some social activity: not necessarily a
growth in spirit.'
Do you not think that sometimes
commercialism has to be embraced in order
to reach awider audience?
'Yes, but it's avery tricky thing, it's playing
with evil, and if you play too much, you
become part of this evil. Iwould say that it is
most obvious to me in, say, amovie like
"Amadeus" for example — by avery talented
director, but it's acommercial movie,
unfortunately. The play, when Isaw it with
Paul Scofield, was not.'
Would not some people be drawn to
Mozart because of the film?
'Yes, one could look at this way; but Ihave
my reservations too. If someone goes to
Hollywood, to be on the Johnny Carson
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GIDON KREMER
Show and says " I'm doing it to attract more
people to classical music". Iquestion that
very much. Someone that thinks in art
quantity, loses the quality, perhaps?'
What about recording. how much control
do you feel you have?
'Unfortunately, not as much as Iwould
wish. Since we are working in the studio 6to
8hours aday, we are lucky if we have an hour
or two of the best we can do, if this covers
everything that we want to express. or just
covers the whole material of the score. But
then even once we have got it taped, this is a
life which is given to someone else - to the
producer. to the editor. Of course the
producer tries to do everything in favour of
the perfect record, in favour of matching the
idea of the artist. But Ithink not every artist
is able to work in the studio the way the
producer wants. Many impulsive, intuitive
artists perform something just once, at a
time. Putting several different takes together.
you actually destroy the picture! Of course
there are other artists and they perform every
time the same, and it's maybe easier for the
producer to interchange parts of the
performance with such an artist. Ideally. I
would say that Glenn Gould was one of the
few artists that did everything himself, and
therefore we can rely - that what he did, was
himself.'
You have worked with Nikolaus
Harnoncourt in recording the Mozart
Concertos. Is he someone you particularly
admire?
'He is one of the most genuine musicians
that Iknow. Besides the fact that he is very
much in, his reputation, his image - here, as
an outsider. Ican talk about it - is well
established. But what makes him so special is
that, in spite of the reputation - the incredible
amount of recordings, concerts and operas he still remains agenuine musician, which is
not the case with many artists that are

famous! So the fact that he is still exploring
the music, interested in the adventure that is
related to music making. makes acooperation with him very much alive, and
therefore very interesting. He is not the only
one of akind, but he is to me avery special
colleague with whom Iam always very happy
to work, because any meeting with
Harnoncourt means Iget some new ideas or I
learn something.'
Have you plans to do more recordings?
'We have just finished our Mozart cycle
which was started two years ago. Numbers 4
and 5are to be released in the spring1DG 423
107-21, and there is also some planned
collaboration in the future with the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe - an orchestra which is
very close to my heart, as well as to his. So
that's. Ithink, anice perspective: to work
with the people we like so much.'
Had you worked together in concert before
recording?
'No. actually we started our co-operation
on the basis of recordings. Each of us had
impressions of the other and we talked before
we went into the studios, since his approach
to Mozart was somewhat unexpected and
let's say very far away from routine, and so
we had to talk over many things before we
actually worked them out.'
How does amusician know, just by
listening to another, that agood working
relationship could be achieved'?
'The same way as when people meet, the
chemistry has adifferent effect. The
individual chemistry. You can be very
attracted and at the same time you can resent
many things; you can be pulled into a
relationship with someone that has features
that are new - or very familiar - so the
attraction happens because of the
recognition. Or the risk- taking to find out
something completely unexpected. We
collaborate with people that speak the same
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asplendid bonus fourteen plates finely
reproduced on gloss paper; eight adequately
clear line illustrations in the text: and plenty
of well-chosen and neatly- printed music
examples.
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT ( THE MASTER MUSICIANS)
tn. John Reed. xiv + 315pp. ! lard covers. Price til.t.Y5.
Piiblished hv JM Dent & Sons Its. 33 Welbeek Street.
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Idoubt if there is abetter study of Schubert
in any language than this new Master
Musician, though the smaller New Grove
offshoot by Maurice Brown and Eric Sams
runs it close. It is 42 years since the
appearance of Arthur Hutching's still
readable, but seriously outdated, volume in
the same series. The replacement is larger.
better illustrated, authoritative. It is well
written, persuasively argued, and Reed
manages to convey his enthusiasm in calm,
measured tones ( just occasionally afictitious
touch obtrudes, as when we read, p21. that
Schubert was ' no doubt' one of the ' 6000
people' who received Beethoven's concerts of
late 1814 in reverential silence'). There is an
impressive blend of the biographical and the
analytical. Occasionally one notes asign of
the author's need to condense material Schubert's brothers are hardly individualized,
and minor or apparent contradictions arise, in
such matters as his continued study at the
Seminary or. more important. the nature and

e

language. also we join people that are
interested in learning adifferent language!'
What about the lack of an audience in a
recording studio?
'I would say that for some artists the
audience is not important: Glenn Gould. and
Ithink Michelangeli is another, who has a
strong conceptual approach to music. which
gives him an opportunity to realise his
projects without an audience. There are
artists who need them for different reasons.
not to give amore inspired performance, but
to get more success, or to be more aware of
it! There is asense of intimacy in musicmaking which an audience can also interfere
in. Sometimes, imagining on stage that the
audience is not there can be just as powerful:
there is only one relationship. it's me and the
score. Idon't feel success is what matters; we
have to remain our strongest judges of
ourselves. If we get the support in the form of
applause that's wonderful, but if we don't, we
can still strive for things which are important.
and reach them occasionally - even if that
thing is shared with only two or three people
it still matters.'
The recording of Arvo Part's music must
have been very inspiring.
'Yes, he knows very well how to put his
wonderful spirit into ascore, and Ithink the
recordings capture this. It is aco-operation
which goes adecade back. since Arvo and I
first knew each other - we lived close, he
comes from Estonia. Ifrom Latvia. He wrote
for me and my ex-wife [ Elena]. Ithink these
records wouldn't exist but for the initiative of
the ECM label. Someone stood behind the
project and really wanted to capture it on
record. Iam sure many of the major
companies would not want do deal with Arvo
Part's music, but someone had faith in it and
that's wonderful.'
It has been well received by the media.
'Let's hope the media are always right!'

course of his fatal illness. Deutsch numbers
would have been useful in the index and
before each of the 44 music examples.
A number of misprints occur, which will, I
hope, he corrected before this volume follows
its companions into paperback. More serious
is the misleading implication that Rossini had
an opera company. and brought it to Vienna
in autumn 1816 ( p65); in fact he came to
Vienna in March 1822. Reed is excellent on
Schubert's music - the works for church and
stage, for instance, are shrewdly evaluated.
He is capable of errors in German. and in
points of historical background. But one's
overriding feelings are of gratitude and
admiration for adifficult job well done. The
calendar of events. list of works, personalia.
bibliography and index ( which could have
been even more detailed) increase the value
of avery attractive book. Peter Branscombe
THE WHITE BOOK edited

b> Dick 1ce. 71911p plus

Indcs. Price 1:1q.75. Published Ix% Iti nib Lost lid. I'll nos
55. Stinnes. Middlesex .rw I
841j( i
.

If reference books appeal to y•ou. theft this
weighty ( 200g) tome is one to have on your
shelves. Industries covered include that of
lilm. TV, radio and video; concert, show and
test i‘ al: conference and exhibition: publicits.
advertising, marketing. press. merchandising:
UK and international venues: transport and
professional services organisations.
Donald Aldous
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Al.WYN
String Quartet 3. etc ( Ot of London)
CPE BACH
Harpsichord Concertos ( Asperen)
harpsichord Concerto in A. etc
(Koopman)
JS BACH
Cantatas 51 & 140 ( Rifkin)
Cantatas 82 & 202 ( Parrott)
Adagio & Fugue BWV 1000, etc
(Junghand)
SAX
Symphonic Variations. etc ( Fingcrhut/
Thomson)
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 2/4/9 ( Bernstein)
Piano Concerto I, etc ( Michelangeli/
Giulini)
Piano Concerto 5 ( Michelangeli/Giulini)
Archduke Trio, etc ( Kalichstein et al)
Piano Sonatas 17, IS. 26 ( Pcrahia)
BERLIOZ
Romeo & Juliet ( Ozawa)
Te Drum ( Davis)
BRAHMS
Piano Concerto I ( Douglas/Sinaisky)
Piano Quartet Op.25 ( Pcrahia/Amadeus
Clarinet Sonatas ( Peyer/Pryor)
Violin Sonatas ( Sitkovetsky/Davidovich)
BRITTEN
Heart of the Matter. etc ( Mackie et al)
BRUCKNER
Requiem, etc ( Best)
CES'TI
Orontea ( Jacobs)
CHOPIN
Piano Concerto I. etc ( Perahia/Mehta)
CLEMENS NON PAPA
Motet & Mass, etc ( Phillips)
DONIZF:TTI
String Quartets 3 & 5 ( Solisti Italiani)
DVORAK
American Quartet ( Guarneri Qt)
Piano Quintet Op.81 ( Panenka/Smelana
Qt)
DELI( IS
Song, of Farewell, etc ( Fenby)
Songs of Sunset. etc ( Fenby)
FERLANDIS
Oboe Concerto 1 ( Holliger/Sillito)
HART
Concerto for Guitar & Jazz Orch. etc
(Williams/Hart)
HAYDN
Symphonies from 1766-68 ( Solomons)
Symphonies 43/44/49 ( Shepherd)
Symphonies 101 & 103 ( Fischer)
Organ Concertos ( Ilazelbéck)
Nelson Mass ( Pinnock)
HOIST
Savitri, etc ( Hickox)
JANACEK
Danube Symphony. etc ( Trhlik)
LISZT
Faust Symphony ( Beecham)
Années de Pèlerinage 3 ( Kocsis)
MAHLER
Symphony 3 ( Adler)
Symphony 8 ( Inbal)
MENDELSSOHN
Songs Without Words ( Schiff)
MOZART
Symphonies 38 & 39 ( Levine)
Violin Concertos K216/219 ( Lin/
Leppard)
Oboe Concertos K313, etc ( Holliger/
Sillito)
NOVAK
Nikotina (Jilek)
PATTERSON
Mass of the Sea. etc ( Simon)
PERGOLESI
Concerti Armonica ( IMusici)

ROSSINI
103 String Sonatas ( Solisti Italiani)
D SCARLATTI
103 Keyboard Sonatas ( Ruzickova)
103 Keyboard Sonatas ( Rowland)
SCHMIDT
103 Book with Seven Seals ( Zagrosek)
SCHUBERT
103 Trout Quintet, etc ( Nash Ens)
103 String Quartets DI 12/804 ( Lindsay 00
104 Grand Duo, etc ( Noke/Krizos)
SCHUMANN
98 Piano Quintet Op.44 ( Panenka/Smetana
Qt)
SHOSTAKOVICH
104 Symphony 5 (Jansons)
SMETANA
98 String Quartet I ( Guarneri
STANFORD
104 Symphony 3etc, ( Handley)
R STRAUSS
104 Zarathustra, etc (Járvi)
104 Rosenkavalier ( Karajan)
STRAVINSKY
105 Pulcinella Suites ( Marrincr)
TCHAIKOVSKY
95 Romeo & Juliet ( Ozawa)
105 Sonata Op.37, etc ( Katin)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
105 Symphony 5. etc ( Thomson)
VILLA-LOBOS
105 Bachianas Brasileiras l& 5. etc ( Plecth
Oct)
WAGNER
105 Parsifal ( Levine)
WALTON
105 Facade Suite. etc ( Frémaux)
WEISS
94 Suite in D-minor, etc (Junghand)
ZEMLINSKY
107 The Mermaid. etc (Chailly)

COLLECTIONS
1(17 THEA KING ( clarinet: 3composers)
107 GARY GRAY ( clarinet: 4composers)
107 SOUND OF THE ACADEMY
(7 composers)
107 ART OF IRMGARD SEEFRIED
(8 composers)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
ACE
115 The Best of
CANNONBALL ADDERLEWMILT
JACKSON
Ill Things Arc Getting Better
JOE ALBANY/WARNE MARSH
Ill The Right Combination
NAT ADDERI.EY
11 I Work Song
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
109 Mahogany ' tall Stomp
VANESSA BELL ARMSTRONG
115 Vanessa Bell Armstrong
THE ASSOCIATION
I15 Golden Ileebie Jeetties
TONY BANKS
115 The Fugitive
THE BEACH BOYS
115 20 Golden Greats
THE BEATLES
109 Conquer America
109 Past Masters Vol I
1119 Past Masters Vol II
BOB BERG
io9 Short Stories
CHUCK BERRY
110 Hail! Hail! Rock'n'Roll
MAX BOYCE
110 Troubadour
BRINSLEY SCHWARTZ
115 Please Don't Ever Change
THE BROADCASTERS
110 13 Ghosts
JAMES BROWN
110 James Brown and Friends
ISABEL BUCHANAN
110 The White Cliffs of Dover
Ji BURNEL
115 Euroman ( -meth
BENNY CARTER/ELISABETH
WELCH
110 When Lights Arc Low
LEONARD COHEN
110 I'm Your Man
NAT KING COLE
115 20 Golden Greats
115 Greatest Love Songs
EDDIE ' LOCKJAW' DAVIS
Ill Afro-Jaws
SIDIKI DIABATE
Ill Ba Togoma
DION
115 Runaround Sue - The Best of the Rest
KENNY DREW
Ill This Is New
BILL EVANS
1II Everybody Digs Bill Evans
FOREST
113 Forest
THE GOLDEN PALOMINOS
Ill Blast of Silence
JOHNNY GRIFFIN
Ill Johnny Griffin Sextet
COLEMAN HAWKINS
III The Hawk Flies High
HELLO
113 The Glam Years
MARSHA HUNT
115 Walk On Gilded Splinters
ILAIYARAAJA
Ill How To Name It
SHANON JACKSON
112 When Colors Play

BEST OF THE MONTH
Murray Perahia's Beethoven 'Tempest'

_

Perahia with the Amadeus in Brahms

95
95

John Williams plays Hart's Concerto

98

Gilbert Rowland's Scarlatti — Vol.23 1

103

Jârvi's Don Juan/Zarathustra coupling

104

Levine's Bayreuth Parsifal

105

Zemlinsky and the Mermaid

107

Rhino returns with the Monkees

109

Riverside jazz reissues
Essential Pogues
Zap! Biff! and Raspberries_

111
112
113

MAURICE JARRE
115 Fatal Attraction
JOHNNY HATES JAZZ
112 Turn Back The Clock
SAUF KEITA
112 Soro
ALBERT KING
115 Ell Play The Blues For You The Best of
BB KING
115 Across The Tracks
PETER KING
112 In Paris
TOSHINORI KONDO/TRISTAN
HONSINGER
112 This, That and the Other
YUSEF LATEEE
Ill The Centaur and the Phoenix
MUNDELL LOWE
111 Guitar Moods
MARII.LION
113 Wsides Themselves
KEITH MARSHALL
113 The Singles Plus
MARIAN McPARTI.AND
112 Plays Billy Strayhorn
THE MERCY SEAT
112 The Mercy Seat
BUJE MITCHELL
II IThe Cup Bearers
THELONIOUS MONIUGERRY
MULLIGAN
Ill Mulligan Meets Monk
THE MONKEES
109 Live 1967
109 Missing Links
109 Pool It!
WEST MONTGOMERY
Ill The West Montgomery Trio
RAFUL NEAL
115 Louisiana Legend
WAI.TER NORRIS/HAI. GAY LOR/
BILLY BEAN
III The Trio
ERIC PARKIN
112 Marigold
PERK UBU
115 The Modern Dance
THE IGUES
112 If IShould Fall From Grace With God
POWER STATION
115 The Power Station CD
SUZI QUATRO
113 Saturday Night Special
THE RASPBERRIES
113 Overnight Sensation
JONATHAN RICHMAN
113 Modern Lovers 88
SONNY ROLLINS
Ill The Sound of Sonny
FRANK SINATRA
115 The Frank Sinatra Collection
OTIS SPANN
115 The Blues Never Die!
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
115 The Silver Collection
THE STAPLES SINGERS
115 Respect Yourself - The Best of
LITTLE JOHNNY TAYLOR
IIS Part Time Love
UT
113 In Gut's House
VARIOUS
115 Blues Guitar Blasters
113 Carousel
109 Frat Rock
109 history of Rock Instrumentals
115 Life in the Fast Lane
109 More Nuggets
109 Nuggets
115 Raw Blues
Ill The River Jazz Sampler
109 Soul Shots
DON WILKERSON
Ill The Texas Twister
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Nigel invites his friends
round every week . . .
they listen to CDs . . .
different CDs . . . every
week. They wonder
how he manages to
afford new CDs week
after week!

1

that's Nigel's
secret...

THE GAIN STAGE
As a natural port of their business, dealers are able to
offer customers a range of part-exchanged and
demonsrrotion equipment for mutual benefit. The
advantage ro the customer lies nor just in the financial
savings incurred but in his enjoying the some level of
advice and service applicable ro new equipment.
Listed below are some current examples; no order of
preference should be inferred!

Pink Triangle PT. TOO

£368.00

Quad ll power amplifiers

£172.50

Quad ELS with Quadropod stands

£299.00

Linn LV.II Ittok ( current spec. )

£269.00

Odyssey RP1-XG tonearm

£299.00

Linx Stratos amplifier

£739.00

For the more ambitious, a bi-amped Musical Fidelity
system is available or £ 1799 and an active Meridian
cd system at £ 3750.

...and ours!
If you'd like to find out ' Nigel's Secret' and put one
over on your friends in the nicest possible way,
then ring us now or send us the coupon below.
We'll rush you the WSL Letter giving you full details
of the Compact Disc Library and the Discount
Buying Service and our unique publication 'The
100 Best CDs' — free of charge.

r id like to learn Nigel's Secret'. Please send me. free of charge.

To upgrade from equipment such os this requires
design of on exceptional calibre. Our
recommendations encompass the Voyd and Valdi
turntables, Alphoson source components, Audio Note
and Cleoroudio cartridges, SME tonearms and o
special plug for the Goldring Eroica L.

Volve amplification is enjoying a golden age in the
digital era and can now be offered in various systems
with Audio Innovations integrated Series 500, Esoteric
Audio Research 802 519 mono bloc and the Klimo
pre power combinations. Terminate with any ProAc or
Snell Acoustics loudspeaker and enjoy the sort of
realism you may never need ro parr-exchange. For
further details contact

the WSL Letter giving full details of all WSL services and the
special booklet The 100 Best CDs'.

The Wilson Stereo Library Limited
54 Sea Road Bexhill
East Sussex TN40 1JP
Tel. ( 0424) 221028
(24 hr. answering service)
Name
Address

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpingliam Road.
1,011(1011 S‘115 1B(;.
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.- Fri.

lOom-1 pm, 3.30-8pm.

Sor. lOom-3pm.
Demonsrrorions by oppoinrmenr.
Free delivery UK mom/and.
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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CLASSICAL
CLEMENS NON PAPA: Motet and Mass III
Tribulationes civitatum D Pater peccavi D
Ego flos campi
The Tu/lis Scholars/Phillips (dir)
Gimell CDGIM 013 (
50m 46s) ( LP: 1585-013,
MC: 1585T-013)
This is the first record to be devoted exclusively to the music of Clemens non Papa. He
was one of the more conservative Netherlanders of the first half of the 16th-century, a
composer who cultivated the contrapuntal
techniques of Josquin and others rather than
the more adventurous, madrigalian styles of
those compatriots of his who gained employment in progressive Italy.
The major work on the disc is the parody
mass Pastores quidnam vidistis, based on
Clemens's own Motet, which is also recorded
here.
The motet itself is aspacious work with an
obsessively disciplined quality about its counterpoint, reflected equally in the Mass. In
ALWYN: String Quartet 3 III String Trio f=1
Rhapsody for Piano Quartet
Qt of London/David Willison (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8440 (
49m IIs) digital C)
1985
In effect these three pieces chart the progress
of William Alwyn, who died in 1986. String
Quartet 3dates from as late as 1984, and the
earliest work, the Rhapsody, from 1938,
whilst in between comes the String Trio of
1962. This last work demonstrates Alwyn's
strictly tonal use of serial techniques, a
surprising feature, perhaps, to be found in his
music. But Alwyn was aman almost obsessed
with technical matters, which is one reason
why just occasionally his music sounds alittle
dour. Yet although he may have been a
conservative as far as his dialectic was con&
cerned. Alwyn possessed an original turn of
mind and often found sparks of real inspiration.
He certainly shows himself in these works
to be far more than a mere workmanlike
composer. The Rhapsody, asingle movement
lasting nearly ten minutes, is assured as well
as expressive, the Trio equally so. Even
though its four movements are relatively brief
and pithy, this last work maintains an almost
Brahmsian sweep, as does the Third Quartet,
a finely crafted and expressive piece conceived on the largest scale. The Quartet of
London and David Willison do the music
ample justice, though the recording seems
liable to slight background hums and fizzes.
[B:11
Stephen Pettitt

CPE BACH: 6 Harpsichord Concertos, Wq.
43
Bob van Asperen (hpd)1Melante 81
EMI CDS 749 2078 (
2CDs, 88m 12s) digital
Nothing could be further from the old ' Doctrine of the Affections', in whose shadow JS
Bach grew up, than these amazing exercises
in quick-change artistry, which find his son
adopting more characters per minute than
Alec Guinness or Peter Sellers ever did, yet
somehow making it all hang together. The
organizational skill is breathtaking in itself:
no wonder the man excited such admiration
in his lifetime. In boldness of conception and
ingenuity of execution, the Hamburg Bach
often looks forward to Beethoven. It's one of
the virtues of the present performances that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CLEMENS NON PAPA
Missa Pastores quidnam vidistis
THE TAWS SCHOLARS
Directed 4 Peter Phillip%

both cases the reselt of such discipline is
music of great beauty. which Phillips paces
they convey the intrinsic drama of these
cunning juxtapositions without hitting us over
the head with it. Bob van Asperen is alively
and accomplished soloist who has the confidence to trust his composer ( though in
matters of phrasing and articulation Iwonder
whether scholarship hasn't occasionally
triumphed over imagination), and Melante
'81 ( not, as it soun&s, a model of sportscar)
match him all the way in vitality and clarity of
purpose. My chief regret - and a highly
personal one it is - concerns the apparently
obligatory whine of the carefully undernourished string section. Card-carrying
authentophiles, on the other hand, will probably find this afurther virtue. On this matter,
alas, as with ill- pitched boy sopranos and
massed counter- tenors. Iremain an outsider.
And Ihave to admit that the music itself here
commands my admiration and respect without at any point touching my emotions.
More's the pity, too, since according to Dr
Burney it stimulated its composer to averitable frenzy of subjective involvement. IA:21
Jeremy Siepmann
CPE BACH: Harpsichord Concerto in A, Wq.
29 CI 3 Quartets, Wq. 93-95
Tom Koopman (hpd)1Wilbert Hazelzet (1101
Wiel Peeters ( v1a)1Richie van der Meer ( v/c)!
Amsterdam Bar OrchlKoopman
Philips 416 615-2 (
56m 26s) digital
A splendid recording. By turns robust, sentimental, aristocratic and down to earth, it
affords the listener avivid portrait of an often
elusive composer, whose stylistic odysseys
verge at times on the schizophrenic. Koopman is both an exuberant and apoetic player,
capable of surprising nuances of rhythmic
articulation which ideally suit the self-conscious ' sensibility' of the music. The degree to
which both Haydn and Mozart derived
sustenance from CPE Bach is clearly evident
in the Concerto, whose central Largo seems
to look forward to K.271, even if it does
sometimes come dangerously close to crocodile tears. The interesting quartets show us
the composer almost forty years on, no less
inventive but perceptibly less showy. All
three confront the players with a delicate
balancing act, here brought off with an
apparently effortless elegance. The harpsichord predominates ( though the accompanying sleeve- note continually refers to ' the

with eloquence, and which his singers ( as is
now famously their wont) give meticulously
yet with an unmistakable passion. Purists
could perhaps question Phillips's tendency to
speed up at some points, for example at ' Cum
Sancto Spirito', or again at ' Quoniam tu solus
Sanctus' in the Gloria, but such moments
show only that he is responding directly to the
music, which surely can't be had.
Clemens is known to have composed at
least 233 motets. Pastores quidnam vidistis
apart, the other three chosen here are Tribulationes civitaium for four low voices, a
dark- hued and penitential work, Pater peccavi, another penitential text, concerning the
Prodigal Son's return, which is richly conceived for eight- part choir, and the aromatically expressive Ego jibs campi, for seven
voices, more expressively homophonic than
anything else on the disc. This is exquisite
music, and the performances - and the
recording - match it well. [ A: I*1
Stephen Pettitt
piano', thereby whetting one's appetite for a
still subtler blend of tone colours, wholly
appropriate to the late 1780s) but the other
instruments are beautifully integrated into a
musical fabric whose sheer translucency is
among its greatest attractions. If you're a
confirmed CPE fan, which I, as yet, am not
(see above), this record can hardly fail to
please, especially since the production team
have acquitted themselves as successfully as
A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
the players. (
JS BACH: Cantatas SI & 140
Julianne Baird (sop)/Drew Minter ( clen)!
Jeffrey Thomas (len)/Jan Opalach (bass)/
Bach Ens/Rifkin
Decca 417 616-2 (
42m 37s) digital ( LP: 417
616-1, MC: 417 616-4)
Idon't know quite what to do with this one.
A first hearing, despite minor reservations,
had me in transports. On returning for a
second helping ( now, of course, hampered by
high expectations), I found myself much
disappointed with the thinness of texture, the
malnutrition of the four fiddlers ( the only
exception, incidentally, to Rifkin's apportionment of asingle player or singer to each
part), the lack of buoyancy in the rhythms,
the sometimes sluggish tempi and an
approach to articulation which smacked more
of doctrine than of insight. A third encounter
restored alarge measure of my initial enthusiasm while minimising ( in degree rather than
in kind) the reservations of that second
hearing. Baird is a light, sweet-toned singer
of admirable precision who gives rather
better than she sometimes gets, most conspicuously in the opening movement of Cantata
51 ( the impression of a sluggish tempo and
leaden rhythm persists, though this must
perhaps be laid more at Rifkin's door than
that of the very capable trumpeter). All
emerge with equal credit, however, from the
enchanting central Aria onwards. Rifkin
wakes up and matches his scholarship with
musicianship of infectious joy. Which brings
us to Cantata 140. the famous ' Sleepers
Awake!' Here, to my delight, the unconfined
rapture of my first encounter has been almost
wholly restored. Nits could be picked, but the
performance, like the music, is so positive
and uplifting that it would be perverse to try.
I found the recorded sound excellent
throughout, so [
A:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann
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JS BACH: Cantatas 82 & 202
David Thomas (bass)/Emma Kirkby (sop)/
Taverner PlayersIParrou
Hyperion CDA 66036 (
43m 51s) digital ( LP:
A66036)
in many ways a joy, this recording is especially notable, to me, for Emma Kirkby's
poignant and spirited account of the ' Wedding Cantata', characterised by her customary lightness and agility, and only intermittently subject to (very slight) intonational
problems. Apart from the intrinsic beauty of
her voice, at once pure and sensuous, her
singing is graced not only by aprofound and
innate musicality but by a rare sensitivity to
words and to the expressive potential of
contrasting consonants ( less evidently
'musical' than vowels). Parrott and the Taverner Players provide her with an accompaniment of great stylishness and buoyancy, with
some outstandingly eloquent oboe playing
from David Reichenberg, who contributes
with equal merit to Cantata 82. Iwish Icould
bring anything like the same enthusiasm to
David Thomas's singing. Admirable elsewhere, he strikes me here as uncertain in
intonation (though not by any means disastrously so), strangely opaque in timbre, and
prone to a kind of lunging on vowels which
sounds more principled than intuitive.
Acoustically, I find the recording curiously
'flat', though in trying to write clearly about
such things one faces essentially insuperable
obtacle ,,18:1/31
Jeremy Siepmann
JS BACH: Adagio & Fugue, BMV1000/1
Suite in c, BWV997/ WEISS: Tombeau sur le
mort de M. Cajetan, Baron d'Hartig 0 Suite
in d
Konrad Junghiinel (he)
Accent ACC 77801 D (
58m 48s) C) 1986
Konrad Junghánel is, arguably, the most
respected baroque lute specialist in Europe
today, and his skill, as well as his expertise, is
well tested in this programme of music by
Bach (whose complete understanding of the
instrument is questionable) and Sylvius
Leopold Weiss (whose mastery of it has never
been questioned, either as composer or performer). Wonderful music, timeless in its
significance, high in its aspirations and most
tellingly played-by this wonderful, if somewhat unsung performer.
The Accent recording, by Adelheid and
Andreas Glatt, is just right — not too obtrusively close, yet intimate and clear in every
detail. Made in a church at Melsen
(Denmark) in 1978, it sounded very good on
the analogue LP, which Iheard last year; the
CD preserves the natural quality of the sound
[A*:11
Stephen Daw
BAX: Symphonic Variations D Morning Song
(Maytime in Sussex)
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)ILPOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8516 (
57m 52s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1226, MC: ABTD 1226)
The Symphonic Variations, completed by
Bax during the first flush of his passion for
the pianist Harriet Cohen, was one of the first
works to establish the composer as a major
figure on the British music scene. Bax completed the orchestration in 1919 and Cohen
made her Prom début with the work in 1920.
Although it was extremely well received —
Sorabji wrote that it was ' incontestably one of
the finest concerted works of the present day'
—Bax later, on the advice of Sir Henry Wood,
made some alterations, most notably cutting
out Variation 1, ` Youth'. The version used on
94

this disc, however, is the original, with
`Youth' restored. The various enigmatic subtitles of the variations — 'The Temple',
'Enchantment' etc — are partly explained
through the wealth of self-quotation that Bax
uses to fire the emotional life of the work, yet
despite these, certain aspects of the music
remain cryptic, most notably ( and usefully on
LP) the long pause after Variation III,
'Strife'.
All this makes it a difficult work to bring
off, and it requires a conductor fully
empathetic to the composer's idiom, and a
pianist of formidable technique who is prepared to avoid treating the Variations as a
concerto. Both have been found for this
performance, and the proven record of the
LPO in Bax's music on disc should also secure
an ideal version of this piece here — but
somehow the whole falls just short of the
mark. The recording does not help, for
although it is generally clear and vivid the
piano acquires a coldly hollow timbre at
times, with little sustaining power, and the
full body of the orchestral sound is not fully
realised, even though the dynamic range is
well captured. Impact and presence are not as
well developed, then, on this issue as on some
others in this Chandos series, and although
the overall result is still very fine, daunting
standards have already been set. Morning
Song was composed in 1947 to celebrate the
21st birthday of the then Princess Elizabeth,
and has a more ready charm than the
Variations but is necessarily more lightweight
in its ultimate impact. The performance here
makes the most of its appeal and it proves
more than just a conveniçnt filler. For this
coupling the CD retains the full impact of the
LP and either format can be warmly recommended. [
A/B:1]
Doug Hammond

slight drawback of the Musikvereinsaal
recordings (more truthful, all the same, than
some recent ventures in this venue) shows
sharper in the Opera House 9th. So, 2/4
[A:1*/1], 9[
A/B:1/3].
David Nice
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 1 III Piano
Sonata in e, Op. 7
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (pno)IVS01
Giulini
DG 419 248-2 (
70m 16s) ® 1980, '71
Michelangeli is apianist who engenders in his
listeners such strong opinions, pro and con,
that one is tempted to cover oneself with
caution before pronouncing judgment on any
of his rare performances. To some, great
musicians and pianists among them, he is 'the
great mortician' — astranger to spontaneity, a
musical strategist who has purged his performances of anything even faintly unpredictable; to others he is quite simply ademi god:
a supreme master of keyboard and pedals
alike (not even his detractors deny him that)
whose sovereign instrumental command is
allied to a uniquely penetrating insight into
the heart of the music he plays. The present

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 2 & 4
VPOIBernstein
DG 423 049-2 (
70m 09s) C)1980
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
Jones1SchwarzIKollolMollIVP0 & Ch/Bernstein
DG 410 859-2 (
71m 02s) ® 1980
It's the shock of the new, not the charm of a
half-ironic, half-affectionate glance at the
past, which Bernstein tirelessly urges in 2and
4. Mostly he's only guiding the VPO's bristling, energetic response to Beethoven's rude
dynamic surprise and suddenness ( my notes
run wild with countless instances of the
strings' illuminating scrupulousness to the
score); some listeners might find touches of
extra vivacity and sheen unwarranted. Personally I'm captivated by that warm, glistening
molto vibrato which puts paid to the ghost of
Haydn in No 2's Larghetto, by the lurking
tension banishing the ` morning mists' image
of the introduction to 4(i) — and making
thorough sense of the high-powered hymn to
life which follows. A pity this Choral isn't the
crowning glory of the series it promised to be;
it has its share of illuminating details, but
they don't always make flowing sense. The
explosive potential of the first movement —
which Bernstein can bring off as thrillingly as
any — remains braced, through the development, for an assault that never arrives — not
even in the scherzo. That problematic relation between Adagio and Andante in (iii)
remains contrived, the movement further
halted by super-bland clarinet in the E-flat
variation; and an expert team of soloists,
caught each one in most unhappy voice, yield
the palm to VPO strings and State Opera
Chorus men for lustrous singing. The hint of
manufactured ' placing' which is the only

coupling affords further ammunition to both
sides. The Concerto. [ a 1979 concert performance] finds him at his most deliberate
and austere, pointing up motto rhythms with
an almost abrasive didacticism, elucidating
structural layers of the musical fabric with
unsurpassable clarity, dissecting the sheer
mechanism of the piece with clinical precision
and the aural equivalent of an ' eagle eye'. It's
a performance of commanding vision, awesome authority and aprofessionalism which is
as polished as they come. It also makes a
mockery of the still-heard assertion that this
concerto shows Beethoven at his most
Mozartian. Some may find it alittle wanting
in tenderness and humour, others may complain of a certain rigidity of rhythm, or of
occasional lapses into mannerism ( a
Paderewskian tendency to `split' the hands,
quirky excesses of articulation etc.), but few,
I imagine, will be able to withold their
admiration. For myself, I find that each
hearing deepens my respect, but without
eliciting that joy and overpowering enthusiasm which so often characterise my encounters with this wonderful work. Giulini provides a sympathetic (sometimes perhaps
overly deferential) accompaniment, which
nevertheless suggests at times that he'd like
to move things ahead a bit. The Sonata — a
beautiful transfer from the 1971 original —
reveals Michelangeli at his best, it seems to
me; masterly in every sense, mannered in
none, though the rhythmic deliberation of the
opening movement may well sound to some
like stasis. Still, [A:I/11.
Jeremy Siepmann
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5, 'Emperor'
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (pno)/VSO/
Giulini
DG 419 249-2 (
42m 27s) digital
1982
Live recording 1979

®

A magisterial account, as one might expect,
wholly in keeping with the work's English
nickname. Indeed it may be a trifle too
magisterial. The emphasis throughout is on
the large-scale structure, with a good many
(albeit minor) sacrifices of expressive detail
along the way. On the whole, Giulini strikes
me as more successful than his partner in
conveying the bones of the work by implication rather than by laying them bare, as it
were. Michelangeli, despite his superbly controlled and resourceful pianism, falls victim
now and again to an excess of symmetry in
the presentation of small-scale rhythmic
units, with acorresponding sense of detachment which veers disconcertingly from the
Olympian to the pedestrian. The hard,
polished-diamond piano sound and the
almost pedantic insistence on points of rhythmic emphasis contribute to an impression of
rampant objectivity which leaves at least one
listener admiring but unmoved. The recorded
sound is excellent: close, but not too close;
spacious yet not over-reverberant; clear but
not clinical. [ A:I-3![
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: ' Archduke' Trio I Trio in G,
Op. 121a
Kalichsteinl LaredolRobinson Trio
IMP PCD 874 (
63m 39s) digital
There are no real technical faults to point to
in this performance of the Archduke, for
everything is nicely in its place, the dynamics
carefully observed, accentuation executed as
requested etc; yet the overall effect is, for
such apowerful work of burning originality,
curiously ennervating. The Kalichstein/
Laredo/Robinson Trio here walk the tightrope six inches from the ground and with a
safety net: the result is cautious and studied,
lacking either the fire or profound contemplation that is an essential and triumphal part
of Beethoven's idiom. The coupled Kakadu
Variations demand less by way of drive and
vigour and thereby benefit more from the
tidy precision of these players, receiving a
performance that is engaging in its straightfowardness. The open recording succeeds in
producing an easy balance and blend of the
three protagonists whilst placing them with
precision: asymmetrically but appositely
spread across the sound-stage. Details of
dynamic and tonal gradations are well captured and the whole is easy on the ear.
Despite the qualities of the recording,
though, and the low price, this is still not a
disc Icould recommend. [
A:2/3]
Doug Hammond
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in d, Op. 31:2 El
18 in El, Op. 31:3 D 26 in e, Op. 81a 'Les
Adieux'
Murray Perahia (pno)
CBS MK 42319 (
61m 40s) digital (LP: 42319,
MC: 40-42319)
Ihope Iwon't disappoint those who mistrust
naked enthusiasm by announcing at the
outset that Ihave no criticism whatever to
make of this recording. In my defence Imay
say that I'm not an unconditional admirer of
Perahia's playing; Iregard him, generally, as
amusician and pianist of quite extraordinary
distinction who is subject to that reassuring
inconsistency which is one of the hallmarks of
the very greatest artists. Like the rest of us,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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he is manifestly human; he too has his off
days, and some of these (though precious
few) have been in the recording studio. One
of the things which makes him such an
invigorating and inspiring player is his readiness to take risks, his well-used capacity for
growth and development. Without ever
resorting to an affected eccentricity, and
succumbing only very occasionally to mannerism, he discourages the listener from ever
taking anything, himself included, for
granted. Here, hardly for the first time, he
demonstrates that it's possible to adhere to
the score with no sacrifice of poetry, excitement, refinement or spontaneity. Textural
clarity is impeccable, articulation and phrasing (at all levels) are both immaculate and
rhythmically pregnant, the piano-playing is
commanding and resourceful, and always put
solely at the service of the composer. Ican
pay no higher tribute to his performances
here than to say that he sweeps aside all
barriers between the listener and the music
itself. I know of no more distinguished
performance of any of these works. [
A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
MUM,
BERLIOZ: Romeo & Juliet — dramatic spttphony/TCHA1KOVSKY: Romeo & Juliet —
fantasy overture
Julia Hamari (m-sop)IJean Dupouy (ten)/José
van Dam (bass-bar)INew Eng Cons Chorl
Boston SO/San Francisco SOlOzawa
DG 423 068-2 (
2CDs, 108m 23s) ® 1976, '73
After three disappointing R&Js on CD, Seiji
Ozawa's fine Boston version steps into the
breach. There fias been a touch of rebalancing in comparison with the LPs ( Nov
'76 p156), giving more prominence to the
vocal soloists and to the semi-choruses in Part
1. But this has been done with great skill, and
while some may feel that the soloists are
perhaps now a touch over-emphasized, my
only regret is that the full chorus could not be
given asimilar boost in the finale. However,
this spacious recording is now mostly very
imposing.
The performance Ihave always admired,
with Ozawa achieving a gripping level of
high- drama without sacrificing a firm symphonic framework. Julia Hamari's strophic
verses are most movingly sung, Dupouy is an
aptly athletic Mercutio, and Van Dam has a
splendidly commanding authority as Friar
Laurence. A great Berlioz performance,
although the Tchaikovsky filler from San
Francisco is amore everyday affair. ( A:1*/11
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: Te Deum
Franco Tagliavini (ten)1Wandsworth Boys
Ch/Nicholas Kynaston (org)ILSO & ChlDavis
Philips 416 660-2 (
52m 17s) ® 1969
Although this recording dates back 19 years,
it reappeared on LP quite recently ( Oct '86
p101), when Inoted that Colin Davis's firm
sense of pulse and structure still rings true.
But his rather measured monumentality will
have less appeal for some listeners than
Abbado's more fluid approach on the
alternative CD version ( DG 410 696-2). My
preference oscillates between the two, but
both are splendid performances. Soundwise,
this Davis is smooth and spacious, with
convincingly disposed vocal forces and a
full-bodied organ; but tape-hiss is very evident and dynamics are less impressive than
on the Abbado. However, DG's more brilliant sound has a cutting edge which Ifind
needs atouch of HF filter. [
AB:11
John Crabbe

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d
Barry Douglas (pno)/USSR Academic SOI
Sinaisky
Olympia OCD 137 (
50m 42s) Recorded live
1986
Presumably intended to capitalize on the
name Barry Douglas (given precedence on
the box-front) this release not only features
woeful orchestral playing — pinched oboe,
coarse strings, crude dynamics, and variable
ensemble — and bad sound (piano close and
hard-toned at forte, thumping timpani, congested tuttis), but preserves an account of the
solo part that leads to the uncomfortable
conclusion that Douglas has learned the work
in segments. Each expressive point is laid end
to end, without any realization of growth and
structure. Douglas's thinking has evidently
not had the time to mature cohesive perspectives to relate one theme and the next: it all
sounds strenuous, heavy, and forced. The
orchestral performance reaches its nadir at
the fugal entries in ( iii) — though the late if
entry by the timpanist in ( i) It is quite
comical.
My only justification for submitting this
review is to warn readers. If the Olympia
warehouse gets burned down, Idon't think
we should blame the IRA! [
C:4]
Frances Handford
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet in G, Op. 25
Murray Perahia (pno)IAmadeus Quartet
CBS MK 42361 (
40m 20s) digital ( LP: 43261,
MC: 40-42361)
Murray Perahia regarded these recording
sessions with the Amadeus as ' precious', and
Iexpect he would consider them even more
so now, in view of Peter Schidlors untimely
death and the subsequent disbanding of this
marvellous quartet. It is an interesting liaison
to have available on disc, the Amadeus
having caught some of Perahia's infectious
urgency and zest, and Perahia admitting to
having picked up a great deal, stylistically,
from their cultivated understanding of
Brahmsian colour and sentiment.
Here we have the Amadeus far from
polished but, nevertheless, carried along by
the energy and the spirit of the moment.
Perahia is strong and vigorous from the
outset, and in the difficult string octaves in
the second subject of (i) the Amadeus struggle to keep pace, letting intonation and
accuracy take second place to the urgency of
their impression. The second movement is
much better co-ordinated ( are they really
'enjoying the sadness' of this theme?),
although I must confess to finding their
bumpy accentuation of the rhythm contrived.
With the third movement come more wild
exaggerated gestures that whip up asuitable
spint of frenzy for the Gypsy Rondo Finale.
Here Perahia flies, with immaculate semiquaver fingerwork, the Amadeus often taking a back seat but staying with the fierce
spontaneity of their partner.
All this is captured, in close balance, in an
equally vivid recording, but sharper string
focus would have offset the strong piano
image a little better in this reverberant
acoustic. For Perahia 1*, for the Amadeus
probably 2, but for the sheer interest of
hearing how these great performers have
interacted here, adefinite recommendation.
[B:1*/2]
Barbara Jahn
BRAHMS: Clarinet Sonatas 1 & 2, Op. 120
Gervase de Peyer (clt)IGwenneth Pryor (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8563 (
43m) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1265, MC: ABTD 1265)
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CLASSICAL
Clarinet tone is very susceptible to personal
taste. The open, flat tone, with vibrato
sparingly applied, that Gervase de Peyer uses
to such fine effect in many works seems to me
to be not the ideal sound for these luscious
masterpieces. There are moments when the
conviction of Brahms's urgent passions are
contradicted by the more rustic timbres of the
instrument used here. That said, de Peyer
still proves that his remarkable artistry is
unflagging, and that he has the power to
move his listener deeply: the transcendental
peace of the opening of the F-minor Sonata's
second movement, for example, is wonderfully captured, and the bucolic charm of the
following Allegretto grazioso realised with a
deft touch for the effectiveness of contrast.
Time and again his reading sheds new light on
these well-loved works and helps you to hear
them afresh. Gwenneth Pryor must also share
credit for this, for she plays with an excellent
sense of Brahms's harmonic direction and
chordal weighting whilst keeping the piano
part in balance with that of the clarinet.
There is atrue musical partnership here, the
results of which should delight all. The two
instruments are solidly placed by the recording, the clarinet more immediately presented
but the piano by no means diminished. The
character of the venue is well maintained
without it dominating the music, and dynamic
features and veracity of timbre are more than
adequately served. [ A:1*/2] Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: 3 Violin Sonatas
Dmitry Sitkovetsky (v1n)1Bella Davidovich
(pno)
Novalis 150 019-2 (
71m 10s) digital ( LP: 150
019-1, MC: 150 019-4)
These are strong, confident readings of the
Sonatas from Sitkovetsky; his tone is fullblooded and rich, his intonation sure-footed,
and his overall view of each work architectural in its stature. Bella Davidovich provides
as solid afoundation to these performances,
but with her rather regimented approach, the
phrasing is not allowed to lift and soar as it
does under Sitkovetsky's bow. She often
sounds cool, unimpassioned, and sometimes
stilted in a rhythmic exactness that would
prove exciting in other hands. But, together,
they do inspire a confidence through their
strength and commitment, and although
there is little tonal subtlety to be had, and
even less dynamic contrast, somehow these
performances work and are a pleasure to
listen to. They do have their less successful
moments though: the slow Vivace that opens
the G major, the halting, disjointed piano
declamation of the second subject in ( i) of the
A major, and an unusual half-bar accentuation of the theme in ( iii). The 3rd, D- minor
Sonata receives the most successful performance here, with a refreshing sweetness and
lightening of tone from Sitkovetsky in its
third movement. Despite the resonance of
the empty-sounding venue, there is excellent
clarity to this recording, with the strong
image of both instruments held in tight focus.
It presents these performances in their true
colours: whilst not afirst choice they have a
power and character that are immediately
appealing. [
A: 1 */2]
Barbara Jahn
BRITTEN: The Heart of the Matter D Songs
for tennor and piano
Neil Mackie (zen)/Roger Vignoles (pno)ISir
Peter Pears (spkr)IBarry Tuck well (hm)
EMI CDC 749 2572 (
54m 26s) ( LP: EL27
0653 1, MC: EL27 0653 4)
To those familiar with Dame Edith Sitwell's
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cauldron of weird and wonderful sounds, the
consistent poetic vision of the verses selected
by Britten for the 1956 sequence of songs and
readings The Heart of the Matter may come as
a surprise. The way in which the cycle's
polarities of fire and cold reach ahaven in a
Christian-tinged song of the earth Ifind most
moving: especially since the crucial reading in
the wake of the central ' Still falls the Rain' —
grasping in words at the voice-and- horn
unisons at the end of the canticle — should
have been given by Sir Peter Pears shortly
before his death. The BBC allowed EMI to
use their tapes; the other performers
(Mackie, Vignoles and Tuckwell) then had
them to hand as inspiration. It's surely
curious how vital the readings are to the
settings — not just springboards for the music
but reflections and complements: that characteristically simple, touching ' We are the
darkness in the heat of the day' has its logical
embellishment and climax in the fourth reading, which in turn finds amusical coda in the
intertwining veins and branches of voice,
horn, and piano before the now quiet horn
fanfare ( at last reminiscent of the Serenade).
But the focal point of the sequence is, of
course, the Third Canticle, with the tense
response of the soloist to the growing menace
of the enemy horn impressively handled by
Mackie ( vocal imitation of the instrument's
chromatic passage outstanding here). Tuckwell's inscaping of the brooding, instinctual
earth-spirit runs an astonishing gamut of
effects, imaginatively placed by the engineer
in relation to tenor and richly-weighted piano.
I'm not convinced, however, after the
testing length of the ensuing song recital, by
the scope and 'centring' of Mackie's tenor.
Sure, he spins some fine legato lines; sustained notes at the end of stanzas are nobly,
securely held, and poetry of the Pears order
(his teacher latterly) does show through in
floated top notes. At full pelt there's ahint of
strain; the Soutar settings don't swagger with
this Scot, and, clean though his runs are in the
Purcell realization ' I'll sail upon the Dogstar', he's no match there for the pucky
Vignoles. Luxan found more contrast (with
no transposition) in the deliciously terse
Three Early Songs. And sometimes Iwonder
if problems have been thought through: the
questionable break in the second stanza of
the second Auden setting, and the afterthought that Hardy's Christmas elder should
have been given a different voice, suggest
haste. A pleasant assemblage of simple
means, all the same. [A: 1/2]
David Nice
BRUCKNER: Requiem D Psalm 114 ( 116) CI
Psalm 112
Soloists/Corydon Singers/ECO/Best
Hyperion CDA 66245 (
55m 41s) digital ( LP:
A66245)
Here is afurther splendid gift for all Brucknerians from Matthew Best and the Corydon
Singers, strongly supported by the ECO and
those responsible for the recording. The
Requiem of 1849 has been recorded two or
three times, but neither it nor either of the
Psalms seems to be available at present in any
medium. The Requiem is astriking if uneven
work, yet Joan Rodgers, Catherine Denley,
Maldwyn Davies and Michael George seize
their opportunities in the vocal solos, and the
ECO, the choir, organist and the trio of
trombonists, do their best to sustain impetus
through a series of austere, mainly slowmoving and at times almost inconsequentially
short movements. It is to Mr Best's credit
that one does not doubt the validity of the
exercise. Psalm 114 (116 verses 1-9 in the
Authorised Version) has been simply and

effectively edited by the conductor from
Bruckner's rather scruffy ( but fascinating)
manuscript of 1852; the inspiration creaks
once or twice, but it again is well worth
resurrecting, and the choir and trio of trombonists do it proud. Psalm 112 (1863), far
more mature, and employing full classical
orchestra and double chorus, is alovely song
of jubilation. An important issue, very enjoyable, and well recorded albeit alittle remote
and generalized in impact. [
B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
CESTI: Orontea
Concerto Vocale/Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901100/02 (
3CDs,
184m 59s) ® 1982
This recording first appeared in 1982, and its
emergence on Compact Disc must be welcomed, not least for the fact that each act can
be heard uninterrupted. The work, written
for the 1656 Venice Carnaval, is abold sexual
farce, testifying to the ready humour of the
Franciscan friar Marc'Antonio Cesti and of
his librettist, Giancinto Andrea Cicognini,
but also their sharp powers of observation;
despite the classical characters, the opera is
essentially concerned wth portraying human
failings.
Its music consequently runs the gamut
from the profound to the absurd in a score
where recitative blends into aria almost without one noticing. Some of the characterisation is quite wonderful. The height of the
comedy, for instance, is provided in the love
of Aristea (sung by atenor, Guy de Mey, but
the supposed mother of Alidoro) for
Giacinta, ayoung lady of the court disguised
as a boy (Jill Feldman). Then there is the
pathetically love-sick Corindo ( David James)
and the obligatory drunkard, Gelone ( Gastone Sarti), as well as Silandra ( Isbelle
Poulenard), the object of Corinda's desire
but adored, at various times, by Alidoro too.
Each character is aseemingly fragile support
in the hierarchical social structure, which is
made strong only at the end, when Alidoro is
discovered to be the son of the late Phoenician king and thus qualified to marry Orontea, queen of Egypt. Confused? You surely
will be at first heanng of this quickfire score.
All the company's members play their
parts outstandingly well; though whether you
like the laser-beam- like penetration and
sometimes over ardent emotions of René
Jacobs's Alidoro may depend on personal
taste. Feldman and James make the nicest
sounds, though the Orontea, Helga Müller
Molinari, sings with a suitably regal deportment, and Gregory Reinhardt's Creonte, the
philosopher, is aptly profound. The double
continuo group, placed at the two extremities
of the sound-stage, plays excellently, as does
the remainder of the instrumental ensemble.
All in all, this set provides avital insight into
the cosmopolitan and unpretentious nature of
Italian opera in the mid- 17th century. [A:1]
Stephen Pettitt

CHOPIN: Piano Concerto line O Barcarolle,
Op.60 D Berceuse, Op.57 D Fantaisie, Op.49
Murray Perahia (pno)INYPOIMehta
CBS MK 42400 (
65m 55s) part digital ® 1981,
'84
In adetailed appraisal ( July '81 p71) Andrew
Keener made one or two criticisms of the NY
accompaniment: intonation faults and
inappropriate dynamics. But his argument
centred on the flawless sense of proportion
and unfailing beauty of Perahia's account of
the First Concerto, in this Avery Fisher Hall
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pre-digital recording. The sound quality on
CD is spacious, but thin-toned: this can be
ameliorated, but at alevel which then makes
the orchestral tuttis in ( iii) shrill, and some
piano transients in ( ii) jarring. The digital
solo recordings ( Vanguard Studios NY) tend
to be hard-boned, and lacking the bloom or
depth warranted by Perahia's artistry. [ IV
C:1*1
Christopher Breunig
CHOPIN: Sonata 2 CI Preludes, Op. 28
Howard Shelley (pno)
IMP PCD 862 (
62m 41s) digital
A high-voltage performance of the B-flatminor Sonata, with enough extremity of
dynamics, galvanic crescendos and expiring
diminuendos to put Mannheim to shame. Nor
does it seem to me that the historical backreference is inappropriate. In addition to its
drive and commanding intensity, this is a
reading of great clarity, with a sense of
proportion which aptly reminds us that Chopin was in many ways aClassicist at heart, to
whom numerous attributes of the Romantics
were frankly repellent. Not that this is any
sort of neoMozart or Haydn, however. The
bold colours, the sweep of the musical gestures ( none of them mere posturings), the
vigorous outlining of rhythm are in no way
ascetic or tight-lipped. I've often felt in the
past that Shelley's rhythms needed to cut
loose from the metrical umbilical cord, but
not here. Occasionally, perhaps, Ido feel a
vague threat of stagnating similarity and a
slightly too heavy approach to upbeats, with a
corresponding loss of arc, but such reservations are slight and irrelevant in the context of
the whole performance, which I've both
admired and enjoyed.
So too with the Preludes, though here Ifeel
awant of sufficient tonal variety (especially in
piano, espressivo passages), and crave from
time to time a more caressing treatment of
afterbeats, allowing the latent, background
rhythms to breathe more freely — and thus
prolonging rather than subdivding certain
moments of (implicit) rhythmic expansion.
The recording — close, and on the brilliant
side — is excellent, if occasionally a little
merciless. Still, [ A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
CHOPIN: Études Opp.10 & 25 CI Trois
Nouvelles Études
Vlado Perlemuter (pno)
Nimbus NI 5095 (
68m 29s)
Ihave to say that Ino longer enjoy these
performances as much as when Ireviewed
them elsewhere some years ago as an LP. But
there is, of course, plenty to admire, such as
the lyrical intensity Perlemuter draws from
Op.10 Nos.3, 6 and 9. A very musical
virtuosity is evident, also, in Op.10 Nos.4 and
5, Op.25 Nos.6 and 8. A few of these pieces
still have something of the prosaic keyboard
exercise about them, notably Op.10 Nos. 1
and 2, yet Perlemuter nonetheless makes
expressive music out of them. There is a
striking impetuosity, too, about Op.10
No.12, the ' Revolutionary' Etude, and the
last three of Op.25. It is hard to guess why the
Nouvelles Etudes are programmed in the
order 1, 3, 2. My preferred recordings of
these works are: Ashkenazy ( Decca 414
127-2) and, with reservations, Pollini ( DG
413 7941-12), or Ronald Smith's deleted Nimbus LP version. [
A:2]
Max Harrison
DVORAK: String Quartet Op.96 ' American'/
SMETANA: String Quartet I ' From My Life'
Guarneri Qt
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Philips 420 803-2 (51m 19s) digital ( LP: 420
803-1, MC: 420 803-4)
These are powerful performances which,
despite the familiarity of the music, find
something new to say about both quartets.
Muscularity is, perhaps, the predominant
quality throughout; there is comparatively
little sensuousness, even in the slow movements. Initially this is rather disconcerting,
but, shorn of sentimentality, these two quartets regain much of their stature, Smetana's
autobiographical essay especially. The opening Allegro is optimistic, in the Polka youth is
relived not recollected. The Largo is romance
seen clear-eyed, and the final catastrophe,
when it comes, is brutally frank but not
over-stated. Altogether a refreshingly vigorous rethink of the piece. Likewise the
Dvorak. Taut rhythm, clearly drawn lines
and recording that penetrates into the strands
of the music make this a performance of
quality, intent on reminding us that the work
sprang from the composer's delight in being
among his countrymen in Spillville, Iowa,
and not from celebration in some academic
cell. ( This is the first in anew series of Philips
recordings by the Guarneri Qt.) [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Piano Quintet Op.81/SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet Op.44
Jan Panenka (pno)ISmetana Qt
Supraphon COS- 1329 ( 68m 19s)
Considering the work's stature there are
relatively few recordings of the Dvorak Piano
Quintet, though those that have appeared
have generally been of high quality. The last
was the Richter/Borodin version on Philips.
Most performances tend to turn it into a
mini-concerto, but this new recording, by
Czech performers, has a greater feeling for
the chamber music character of the work.
The closer integration of pianist and strings
here reduces the virtuosic effect of the
Richter performance, but it is still apowerful
and dramatic interpretation, with Panenka,
always a reliable pianist, in fine form in the
company of an invigorated Smetana Quartet.
Schumann's Quintet is currently well represented on record in a now elderly Philips
recording. [This has just been transferred to
CD] by an augmented Beaux Arts Trio. This
new version with its improved sound offers a
livelier, though not perhaps quite so affectionate, alternative. Inevitably the piano
tends to dominate the ensemble, but attempts
to ensure a reasonable balance have been
largely successful, and the recording has
much to recommend it, especially for the
Dvorak. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
THE FENBY LEGACY —
DELIUS: Songs of Farewell D Idyll O Fantastic Dance D A Song of Summer D Cynara D
Irmelin Prelude D A Late Lark D La Calinda
E Caprice & Elegy El 2Aquarelles El Fennimore & Gerda — intermezzo
Felicity Lott (sop)IAnthony Rolfe Johnson
(ten)IThomas Allen (bar)IJulian Lloyd Webber (vIc)1Ambrosian Singers1RPOIFenby
Unicorn Kanchana DKP CD 9008/9 (
2CDs,
104m 27s) digital C) 1981, ' 83
DELIUS: Songs of Sunset D Dance Rhapsody
2 D An Arabesque III Fennimore & Gerda —
Intermezzo*
Sarah Walker (m-sop)IThomas Allen (bar)/
Ambrosian SingersIRPOIFenby
Unicorn Kanchana DKP CD 9063 (
64m 41s)
digital *C) 1983

For this CD reissue of 'The Fenby Legacy'
(LPs: Oct '81, p86) Unicorn-Kanchana have
added Fenby's fine reading of the Fennimore
and Gerda Intermezzo. Unfortunately, this
same 1983 recording is duplicated on the
other disc here, which otherwise comprises
late '86 performances of works not on the
earlier set. Despite some passages of unsure
intonation from the chorus, and scrappy
ensemble in general, the performances on the
'Legacy' set are mostly well controlled, emotionally satisfying, and balanced and paced
with the profound empathy for Delius's idiom
that you would expect from Eric Fenby. They
also present an entirely consistent view of all
this music that is radically different from that
of Beecham, or other more recent interpreters. Despite Fenby's intimate knowledge of
this music and his special place in the process
of its existence, his view does not replace the
others, but it is necessary to understand it
well if you wish to respond fully to Delius's
art. The recordings are generally good, with
the chorus in Songs of Farewell set rather far
back and easily submerged by the orchestra,
as Delius might have wished. CD also lends
the chorus some shallowness of tonal body
and edge, but there is good compensation in
the clarity and presence of the soloists.
(A:112]
I wish the same quality of sound were
available throughout the more recent issue,
but in Songs of Sunset the difference between
the recorded body and placing of the chorus
and soloists is rather overdone. Despite the
fine presence allowed the two soloists, they
are occasionally too readily swallowed by the
orchestral swell, their contribution often
mostly easily identified by the spit of sibilant
emphasis. Unexpectedly, the fine-toned Thomas Allen does not always seem totally at
ease with Delius's more extreme chromatic
peregrinations, but elsewhere both he and
Sarah Walker reach to the heart of this work.
The RPO play well for Fenby, and the
orchestra's continuing tonal tradition serves
to highlight the radical differences between
Fenby's and Beecham's approach to Delius.
The latter, in his recordings of these works
recently reissued by EMI (CDS 747 5098),
emphasizes clarity of individual timbre,
whereas the former uses the orchestra here as
a more homogeneous group, with merging
woodwinds. Other differences of interpretation are worth studying in detail, and again I
would suggest that Fenby's view as presented
on this disc cannot be ignored by any committed Delian. [A/B:1/2]
Doug Hammond
HART: Concerto for Guitar and Jazz Orchestra D Rondo la Ronde [
7 Song Without Words
E Duet for Two
John Williams (gtr)IPaul Hart ( yin, pno)/Nat
Youth Jazz OrchlHart
CBS MK 42332 (
51m 23s) ( LP: 42332, MC:
40-42332)
This young composer obviously loves music,
and also has the ability to convey that love in
his own compositions. The main work is
genuinely jazzy and mixes this idiom with
other popular forms to produce a highspirited and eclectic concerto. The exciting
first movement, entitled ' South Bank', with
its simple theme, has a strong modern feel
and changes smoothly into a lyrical ' First
Interlude and Ballad' of sophisticated allure,
in which the guitar gives way to xylophone.
The Second Interlude really lets rip and isn't
afraid to be brash. Finally, ' Plymouth HoeDown' brings the piece to a wild close —
although it seems ashame to slip into an old
tune when a new theme would have been
more interesting. The structure and melodies
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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are simple but the orchestrations are very
able, and the whole CD has an appealing
directness and freshness.
John Williams, for whom the work was
composed. is totally at one with the music
and plays with a light-hearted relaxation in
which the perfection of technique is so
complete as to be invisible'. The National
Youth Orch add their own verve to the
works, and the recording is so artificial that it
is almost part of the interpretation. Lashings
of digital reverberation and spot-miking give
this CD lots of impact.
The other three pieces are less frenetic.
The Song Without Words in particular is
totally delightful. On the whole Ipreferred
these tracks, with their post- hippy atmosphere. to the Concerto. IB: 1*/1 ISue Hudson
HAYDN: Symphonies, Vol. 7
L' Estro ArmonicolSolomons
CBS M2K 37861 (
2CDs, 132m 30s) digital
1982

o

This group of symphonies from 1766 to 1768,
comprising nos 35. 38. 39, 49. 58 and 59,
seems to be the first appearance on CD of any
of Derek Solomons's admirable Haydn
series. The LPs ( three in number) were of
high quality, yet I have no hesitation in
preferring the two silver discs for their greater cleanliness in sound quality. The little
band of period instruments,- numbering
around twenty players. is set at a pleasant
distance from the listener, clearly laid out,
and with every strand audible ( or as audible
as it must have been to Haydn. who, as here.
normally had only one each of viola, cello and
bass at the time). The playing is fine, if not
absolutely flawless — brilliant horns, fullblooded woodwinds, forceful ( if occasionally
bulging) violins: the harpsichord tinkles away
in lively, perceptive fashion. And the director
is adept at conveying the characteristic features of six splendidly varied works — of which
the less familiar 38 in C and 58 in F emerge
here as the equals of the favourites. Let us
hope the rest of L'Estro Armonico's Haydn
series will soon also appear on CD. [ Nos. 42,
45-7. 51. 65 are newly transferred to M3K
39685.1 [ A:ll
Peter Branscombe
ehee,'
HAYDN: Symphonies 43 in EL E 44 in eD 49
in f
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos ABRD 1249 • digital ( CD: CHAN
8541. MC: ABTD 1249)
These are polished. vigorous. stylish accounts
of three fine symphonies from Haydn's midto late-' 30s. The two minor- key works benefit
particularly from the drive and clean textures
that are a feature of Cantilena's approach.
though the opening Adagio of 49 (' La Passione') is a bit bland, and once or twice
elsewhere Ifelt there was something ashade
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automatic in the response — as comparisons
with the ' authentic' performances of Solomons, or of one or two other accounts using
modern instruments, tend to show. The
major- key piece, 43 (' Mercury'). is done with
just the right blend of elegance and controlled drama, even if poise and impetus are less
sure in the finale. The harpsichord continuo.
though not fussily realised, is a shade overprominent. But then the airy, resonant acoustic of the SNO Centre does tend to make a
small ensemble, and individual points of
detail, take on a larger than usual prominence. In 43. in particular, a more intimate
recording would have been appropriate. But
these are neat, spirited performances, very
acceptably recorded. The printed timings for
the last two movements of 43 are badly
wrong. 113:2)
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 101 in D E 103 in EL
Austro-Hungarian Haydn Orchl Fischer
Nimbus NI 5105 (
60m I4s) digital
This is the first fruit of anew venture: Adam
Fischer has formed anew chamber orchestra
from members of the VPO, and Budapest
PO, with which to record major Haydn works
at the palaces of Eisenstadt and Esterháza.
Not that these symphonies were performed at
either venue in Haydn's day, though that
doesn't invalidate the project. The band, 45
strong, sounds rather larger in the mediumsized, resonant hall at Eisenstadt. and the
recording favours the lower end of the
orchestral spectrum — winds are only an
adjunct in full tutti ( though in solo passages
they make their proper effect). The fast
movements go very well. but both minuets
are on the ponderous side, and the ' Clock'
slow movement is much too slow, and slightly
spongy. When teething problems are overcome ( the ensemble only came together for
the first time shortly before the sessions were
held in June 1987) this should prove a
valuable series. [
13:21
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Organ Concerto in D, Hob.XVIII:2
0 in F, Hob.XVIII:7 El in C. Hob.XVIII:8
Martin HaselbOck ( org)IDivertimento Salzburg
Orfeo C 158 871 (
49m 03s) digital
This selection from the seven authenticated
organ concertos dating from 1755-71 features
the JG MaHeck instrument at St Martin's
Eisenstadt ( No.2: with strings: ' 8: strings. 2
trumpets, timpani), and a church organ at
Schützen am Gebirge (' 7: 2violins and bass).
Period instruments are used. In the D major
the solo writing is ' pianistic'. and some
chromatic swirls in ( ii) sound thoroughly
unlike Haydn. on organ. A certain rigidity.
and asuggestion of struggle with the music.
eg, ' 7 (
iil). keep one too aware of the
unsophisticated manner and content of these
works — ' 8 ( ih). more like aHaydn symphony
finale, is perhaps the most engaging movement here; though with piping treble registers
over pulsing accompaniment ' 7 ( ii) makes a
warmly attractive Adagio. If you compare the
C major with Chorzempa and the Deutsche
Bachsolisten ( Philips) you hear the relative
stiffness of Haselbück's playing. When in ( i)
the strings repeat one simple phrase over and
over, you begin to wonder here if you should
keep count (!). yet the singing qualities of the
Bachsolisten charm the ear with each repetition.
The Orfeo engineers get plenty of air into
'2, but the accompaniment in ' 8 tends to
cloud, and consistently Ifelt the mics had
been set to capture organ and ensemble

separately, then mixed ' to taste' in the
mastering. Only a reserved welcome, then,
when these pieces have been better done on
IP [ 11:2,'3]
Christopher Breunig
HAYDN: Missa in augustiis (* Nelson')
Te
Deum in C, Hob. XXIIIc:2
LottlWatkinsoniDavislWilson-JohnsonlEnglish Concert & Ch Pinnock
Archiv 423 097-2 (
50m 04s) digital
There has been no lack of worthy recordings
of the ' Nelson' Mass, both on black and silver
discs. What makes this issue at astroke the
most desirable of the lot is its inclusion of the
superb Te Deum of 1798-1800, which has
been inexplicably neglected by the recording
companies. Blazingly inspired, and expertly
constructed with its minor- key central ' Te
ergo' flanked by festive Allegros, it makes a
greater impact than its eight minutes or so's
duration might suggest. It comes over magnificently here, with choral and orchestral
detail crisp and radiant. The Mass too makes
a thrilling impression. with Haydn's brilliantly distinctive scoring heard to finest
advantage. Perhaps the extremes of tempo
are somewhat too marked, but the tension
and solemnity, as well as the brilliance, are
eloquently co-nveyed. If the soprano line does
not quite have the diamantine edge it ideally
requires, the solo quartet is very fine, and
choir and orchestra are alike expert. Nicholas
Pane's realization of the organ part deserves
special mention. The recording is spacious,
lively and atmospheric — rich in detail, and
with appropriate grandeur. [ A:1 I
Peter Branscombe
HOI,ST: Savitri C The Dream-City*
*Patrizia Kwella (sop)/Felicity Palmer (msop)/Philip Langridge (ten)/Stephen Varcoe
(bass)/Richard Hickar SingersiCity of Loud,
SinfonialHickav
Hyperion CDA 66099 (
58m ( lis) digital C)
1983
This outstanding issue has transferred cleanly
to CD, its resultant sound being virtually
indistinguishable from that on LP ( March ' 84,
p93). In Savitri, imaginative use has been
made of acoustic effects without them seeming unnatural, and the performance is deeply
moving, benefiting from the same purposeful
direction that Hickox brings to The Dream
City. An engrossing disc. [ A:1*/II
Doug Hammond
JANACEK: The Danube' Symphony D Idyll
Jana Jonasova (sop)liatzacek PO Ostraval
Trhlik
Supraphon 33C0 1150 (
46m 28s)
These two pieces belong to near the beginning and end of Janacek's career as an
orchestral composer. The Idyll of 1878,
strongly influenced by Dvorak. is hardly
representative: nor is The Danube, which
tried to do for the Slovakian stretches of that
river what Smetana had done for the Bohemian Vltava. It is a product of Janacek's
maturity, but one which never found satisfactory form. He began preliminary sketches
after avisit to Bratislava in 1923 and a fully
scored sketch together with a poem. ' Lola'.
was found in a folder after his death. The
presence of the poem suggested to the composer's friend and pupil Osvald Chlubna
(described as Frubner in the accompanying
booklet to this recording), that a dramatic
programme lay behind the work. and
Janacek's preoccupation with women drown99
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ing in the Danube certainly seems to have
been amotive force in the work's conception.
Chlubna prepared the work for performance
and it was first heard in 1948. As it stands The
Danube, more a symphonic poem than a
symphony proper, consists of four short
movements none of them wholly convincing.
This present recording. made in 1985 but not
previously released here, is claimed to be the
first, though Hong Kong Records advertised
an alternative version about eighteen months
ago. Of the two this Ostrava performance is
the more idiomatic, and on the whole better
recorded though it lacks brilliance. One other
recording of the Idyll is listed, by Schwarz
and the LACO. Decca's recording is sharper
in outline than Supraphon's, but the Czech
performance, though less technically perfect,
is more relaxed and flows more easily.
[A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

11111111111111111110PMe
LISZT: Faust Symphony'
RPOIBeecham
HMV ED29 1342 I• (MC: ED29 1342 4) C)
1959
The Faust Sytnphony will always be able to
bear as many different interpretations as it
has performances. and for that reason it is
interesting to make comparisons. Masur/
Gewandhaus are vibrantly intense, but miss
their way in the hurried Gretchen movement
— which works so well under Muti/Philadelphia. Bernstein/Boston SO are eerily
sinister in Mephistopheles. whilst Solti/CSO
are magical here and in the first movement.
This classic Beecham recording portrays the
characters of the three protagonists in less
domineering mood: the ever-changing facets
of Faust's nature are less strongly characterized individually, and so grow more convincingly one from another. Gretchen is gentle
and calm, the perfect foil to Faust, but it is
Mephistopheles who is most refreshingly
underplayed here. Beecham has taken the
ironic° marking to the introduction literally.
creating not a terrifying figure of unpredictable powers. but a mischievous and crafty
character. If there is a lack of bite and
aggression here, that is not to criticize the
RPO's performance; they, undoubtedly. are
doing everything that is asked of them.
To prevent a split between sides of the
second movement on this digitally remastered
pressing. ( ii) and ( iii), together totalling 43 /
2
1
minutes. have been squeezed onto one side.
Happily, this has not degraded the sound
appreciably, and although strings are
blended, clarity of inner textures is maintained, with brass and percussion sections
particularly well served. With both Alexander Young and the choir well recorded, too,
this reissue is a must for any collection.
[A/B:11
Barbara Jahn

1111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
LISZT: Années de Pèlerinage — Troisième
Année
Zoluin Kocsis (pno)
Philips 420 174-2 (
51m 59s) digital (
LP: 420
174-1, MC: 420 174-4)
The third and final book of Liszt's Années de
Pèlerinage forms his main collection of late
pieces, composed between 1867 and ' 77. Like
the second volume, they were prompted
mainly by Italian sights and sounds, yet these
later pieces are much darker, more sombre.
And they are deceptive, highly elusive for
both performer and listener. Kocsis, a fine
pianist who has made some entirely satisfying
records, is not yet ready for them. The first of
the seven items, ' Angelus — Prière aux anges
gardiens', is, like much late Liszt ( though by
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no means all), easy to play. but Kocsis takes
it in much too direct and literal a way. The
two threnodies, titled ' Aux cyprès de la Villa
d' Este' I and II, are particularly inward looking, and Kocsis, his magnificent technical
skill notwithstanding, does not grasp them at
all.
This is not to imply that subtlety is by any
means absent from his readings, but predictably he is most successful amid the teeming
notes of ' Les Jeux d'eaux à la Villa d'Este'.
Not that this piece is in any sense avehicle for
conventional virtuoso display. Of the other
compositions one should say that the ' Marche
funèbre — en mémoire de Maximilien l' is the
most sombre, and that ' Sunt lacrymae rerum
—en mode Hongroise' stands with the threnodies as being among the most profound of
Liszt's latter-day utterances. If Kocsis does
not understand them, who does? Lazar Berman's DG set ( 2709 076) of the complete
Années, little regarded and soon deleted, was
especially impressive in Vol.3. And let us
hope that Brendel can one day be persuaded
to add to his recordings of Vols. Iand 2. [
A:21
Max Harrison
:MAHLER: Svinphoin 3
Ili/de Rüssei-Majdati (con)/ Vienna Ch &
Konzertverein OrchlAdler
Harmonia Mundi 190 501/2 (
2CDs, 104m 39s)
C) 1962
Charles Adler, who was one of Mahler's last
pupils, was choir- master for the premiere of
the Eighth; he formed a music publishing
house, left Germany in 1933 for the haven of
the United States. For Alpha he made this
pioneering Third, with an ad hoc orchestra —
five LP sides! — released here on Delta. He
also made the first recording of Ives's Second
Symphony.
Adler died in 1959 — which makes nonsense
of HM's claim that the tapes date from 1961.
And what is to he understood by anote that
this is ' no mere artificial " stereophonization"
or the addition of echoes and reverberations'? In fact, the sound is surprisingly clear
and open. except where edgy constriction
crowds big climaxes. It is reminiscent of the
early Vox/Turnabout productions from
Vienna.
Does this performance still have value? I
would say yes. It is close in feeling to Bruno
Walter's Mahler; tempi are much as one
would hear them today. although Adler
brings to ( i) the atmosphere of Mahler's
Todtenfeier. Dotted rhythms in ( ii) have the
Mahlerian ' kick', and, at an easy- sounding
tempo. ( iii) has remarkably fine detailed
articulation, each strand crystal clear, echtMahlerian in manners. The drop in dynamics,
before the offstage posthorn is first heard,
chillingly sends one back to the folk-loristic
world of the Klagende Lied: it's like a ' voice
from the past' calling down some time tunnel
— but what a culmination! This is a well
prepared account, if sometimes raw in presentation. To me it all seems very pertinent.
for all the choice in modern alternatives.
[B/D:H(1*/3)]
Christopher Breunig

MAHLER: Symphony 8
SoloistslChorusesIFrankfurt RSOlInbal
Denon 6000-1564/65 (
2CDs, 77m 57s) digital
Iam more convinced than ever now that the
Tennstedt Eighth is a great performance.
Which is not to say that the Inbal is had, or
even disappointing. It's not. But more than
anybody in my experience. Tennstedt understands. and does not shy from, the childlike
rapture of this flawed masterpiece — not least

in the purpler pages of Part II. Let's look
first, though, at the respective sounds. On
most counts Denon have it. The nature of
both recording venues meant cutting down on
numbers where the choruses were concerned,
and Isuppose EMI ( with a little sleight of
hand, some added reverb, and the Westminster Cathedral organ) have created a more
imposing illusion of sheer size in their
finished product. Denon, however, have
come through with the more natural, the
more ' honest' image, if you like. I much
prefer their more immediate balance for the
soloists, likewise the brass, ripely caught
within a nicely ambient framework. The
closing moments of both parts, with extra
cohorts of trumpets and trombones weighing
in from the rear of the hall, is all it should be.
and more.
Inbal himself is predictably commanding,
his reading beautifully prepared from first to
last. Unlike Tennstedt, he does not allow
himself too much lassitude. Both men are
incapable of sounding an unidiomatic note by
this composer. but Inbal prefers to keep his
Eighth on the move. The massive first part
development generates a high degree of
impetus and excitement, but he comes
nowhere near to matching Tennstedt's great
shout of jubilation at the words '
Accende
lumen sensibus*, nor indeed the overwhelming rhetoric of his recapitulation. That, of
course, is where Tennstedt's extraordinary
technique, to say nothing of his Mahlerian
'second sense', really comes into its own.
Who else but he, and possibly Bernstein,
would dare to pull off so heart- stopping a
ritardando at this crucial point. Mahler
doesn't actually write it ( hence Inbal's more
'accurate' response) but he surely implies it!
In Part II, Inbal again forges into the
lengthy orchestral introduction in marked
contrast to Tennstedt's rather more spacious
treatment. The German maestro is already
breathing the rarified air of heavenly regions;
Inbal's feet are as yet planted firmly on the
ground. But soon Mahler is speaking of the
angels, the archangels and all the company of
heaven; and the music — even with passing
acknowledgement to Wagner's ' Rhine maidens' — grows precariously more sugary by
the bar. Inbal doesn't exactly apologise for it
but then nor does he celebrate it as Tennstedt
does. The inner radiance, the sheer elation,
of Tennstedt's performance from this point
onwards will make it avery hard act to follow
in future. For instance, that potentially corniest of moments when the Mater Gloriosa
floats into view (cue violins and harmonium)
is actually sublime in his hands. Inbal is
simpler, modest you might say, but less
inspiring. We don't quite hold our breath.
And the same is certainly true of the hushed
start to the Chorus Mysticus. Tennstedt's is
the loftier vision, by far.
Both sets of soloists are good, though I
think Tennstedt's is marginally the more
accomplished, singer for singer. lea' has the
best first soprano of any I've heard in Faye
Robinson, but her partner Teresa Cahill is
disappointing in Part II. and no match for
Edith Wiens in that wonderful solo for the
poenitentium. As for the choirs, the LPO
definitely have the edge, and Tennstedt's
Tiffin School Boys are far gutsier and more
penetrating than their Frankfurt counterparts. [
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson
MENDELSSOHN: Songs without words
excerpts
Andras Schiff (pno)
Decca 421 119-2 (
56m 35s) digital
The only information given on this disc about
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the piano used is that it is ' by Bfisendorfer'.
From the sound received it appears to be an
old instrument, unevenly damped, less rich in
the middle and bass regions than modern
examples of the make, less resonant and
sturdy in the treble. This impression could be
due to the touch and expressive mode that
Schiff adopts and/or to the loosely resonant
acoustic, but whatever the cause, the result
seems to me to be very much in keeping with
the music: accompanying figuration is kept
well in focus without overpowering the melodic lines, the treble is often delicately and
expressively limp, the bass at one and the
same time firm yet imparting savour to the
rest of the texture.
The programme of a few less than half of
the Lieder is intelligently arranged ( not in
opus order) to provide a satisfying progression of mood and meaning. Andras Schiff
does not always follow Mendelssohn's
expression and dynamic markings to the
letter, often only reaching a requested forte
by crescendo some time after it is marked,
but he keeps admirably to the spirit of the
music. Some of the effects, such as the brittle,
unvarying pulse of the Op.19:6 ' Venezianisches Gondellied', may at first disturb those
more used to overtly Romantic interpretations, but his readings are ultimately convincing. The recording seems fairly accurate, but
alittle tighter control of the bass would have
been more to my taste and, for this instrument, a little more distance. Very recommendable though. [
A/B: I "II ' Doug Hammond
MOZART: Symphonies 38, ' Prague' & 39
VPOILevine
DG 423 086-2 (
67m 07s)
The Prague is recognisably Levine's Mozart fleet and strenuously articulate - but without,
in the first two movements at least, the loving
phrasing we've come to expect. For that we
have to wait until the Presto, where chirruping Papageno ( violins, bars 78-9) joins forces
with Cherubino and Susanna, and the starblazing Queen flares up on ( one presumes)
the count's behalf - avital battle fought with
invigorating humour. The world of Levine's
beloved Zauberfliite is, of course, prefigured
in the E- flat major of 39. Perhaps for that
reason the opening summons of this account
is far more arresting than the more peremptory introduction of 38, Sarastro's temple
gleaming from its rock-solid foundations skywards ( and how the VP0 violins sound their
repeated high E- Flats in the Allegro!). The
phrasing of the first subject is much more like
the best of this team's Mozart; so too is this
Andante - its major- minor shifts more ambiguous. perhaps, at near- moderato speed, but
clear nonetheless. Even the unpredictable
Vienna woodwind are on their suavest
behaviour here - there are hints of flatness
and the anodyne in 38. Peter Schmidl ( I
assume) plays the famous trio solo with a
feminine roundness that contrasts wonderfully with the lithe and muscular minuet
proper: all repeats given, even da capo
(Levine plays them everywhere, taking the
Andante in 38 to I1
m 28s).
By the beginning of 39 Ihad come to terms
with the predictably close- balanced recording; Istill think the readings would have a
little more charm, and no less vitality, if the
strings were kept at a respectable distance all credit, then, to their still sounding unanimous. [
A/B:11 39, [
1/2138.
David Nice
MOZART: Violin Concertos K216 & K219
Adagio K261
ChoLiang Lin ( vIn)IECOILeppard
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CBS MK 42362 (
62m Ols) digital ( LP: 42364,
MC: 40-42364)
ChoLiang Lin is anew name to me, and the
accompanying notes to this issue tell us
nothing about him [see ' Notes' April '87].
Whatever his background he is, like so many
Asiatic violinists, an artist of high calibre and
technical skill. He plays these two concertos
sympathetically enough, but as yet without
the emotional rapport needed to turn good
performances into great ones. Strange that so
many young players tend to choose Mozart
when they embark on their recording careers,
as if Mozart posed fewer problems than
anyone else. The notes are not too difficult to
get round but, as here, the listener becomes
aware quite soon that the soloist is not getting
far below the surface of the music. He is
much more successful in the extravert ' Turkish' finale of K219, for instance, than in
either of the slow movements. Leppard, who
has supplied the cadenzas, seems less at home
with Mozart than with most other composers,
and his accompaniments here seem rather
casual and somewhat heavy-handed. The
sound quality is good, clear and spacious.
[A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
FERLENDIS: Oboe Concerto 1 in F/
MOZART: Sperai vicino il lido, K368 I: Ah se
in ciel, benigne stelle, K538 D Oboe Concerto
in F, K313
Heinz Holliger (ob)IASMISillito
Philips 420 179-2 (
49m 57s) digital ( LP: 420
179-1, MC: 420 179-4)
If Mozart chose to arrange his D- major Flute
Concerto as an Oboe Concerto, who is to say
that Heinz Holliger should not reverse the
process? That is precisely what he has done
here, for the Oboe Concerto in F is none
other than the G- major Flute Concerto transposed, but otherwise virtually unaltered.
Unaltered too are the two concert arias
where the oboe replaces the voice as evidence, according to the soloist, to validate
the argument that Mozart's vocal writing is
instrumental, and his instrumental writing
vocal, in character. Did one not know that
these were vocal pieces, one would scarcely
guess it from these admirably done and
admirably played transcriptions. The other
concerto, one of only two actually known to
be by Giuseppi Ferlendis ( 1755-1802), has
been ascribed to Mozart. This may be a
testament to its attractiveness, though one
would be hard put to it to sustain any
argument concerning its authenticity, for it is
very much a concordance of clichés and
short-breathed ideas such as Mozart at any
period of his maturity would have felt bound
to improve upon. It is good to have aversion
of it on record at last, nevertheless, even if
only finally to clear up any mystery. Characteristically polished support from ASM, and
equally polished sound make for an interesting and worthwhile cabinet of curiosities.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
NOVAK: Nikotina
Brno Madrigal Singers/Brno POIJilek
Supraphon 1110 4137 • digital
In Nov '86 Ireviewed the first of Novak's two
Ballet Pantomines. Signora Gioventu. Nikotina followed in 1929, and the two pieces were
first performed together on stage in May
1930, since when they have appeared in
tandem on the Czech stage. Nikotina consists
of seven scenes of afantastical nature based
on a story by Svatopluk Cech ( author of
Janacek's Mr Broucek). The action, too

complicated to describe here, emanates from
visions arising from the inhalation of snuff by
an old monk. The music, like most of
Novak's later work, edges away from the
expansive romanticism of Eternal Longing
and The Storm into a more impressionistic
manner, though Richard Strauss remained a
strong harmonic influence. Admittedly an
acquired taste, Novak's music has the virtues
of honesty and fastidious workmanship. His
importance as the last of the great trio of late
Czech romantics- Suk and Foerster being the
others - is slowly becoming recognised, and
Supraphon, who have recently recorded his
opera The Lantern, have played a considerable role in this reassessment. Novak was a
Slovak composer, and this Brno perfomance
under Jilek, another Slovak and apupil of the
composer, has conviction and authority.
There is a haziness about parts of the
recording not, one suspects, wholly due to
the scoring; but for the most part it is
detailed, spacious and atmospheric.[B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PATTERSON: Mass of the Sea OSinfonia for
Strings
Ann MacKay (sop)/Christopher Keyte (bass)I
Brighton Fest ChIRPOISimon
CD RPO 8006 (
55m 49m) digital ( LP: RPO
8006, MC: ZC RPO 8006)
If Britten, Walton and Bartok spring readily
to mind when listening to these works, that is
not to underrate them; they are finely constructed, bold in their inventiveness, and
highly enjoyable. CD maintains slightly better clarity, tighter focus, and copes more
easily with dynamic extremes than the LP
(Sept '87, p102) but, on both, textures tend to
become clogged in thickly-scored passages.
IA/B:1/2]
Barbara Jahn
PERGOLESI ( attr. WASSENAER): 6 Concerti Armonici
MI4SiCi
Philips 420 789-2 (64m 57s) C) 1979
Despite the presence of the harpsichord
continuo, these are good, old-fashioned performances with enough throbbing vibrato
hair- pins to send ye olde musick lobbie
scurrying for shelter en masse. For some, I
suspect - even those who aren't wholehearted adherents of the authenticity racket the playing here may seem too fulsome by
half, but this is one of those records which
makes me want to chuck all my objective
critical faculties out the window. It's one of
those cases where performance and music
combine to elicit that mysterious, even mystical, euphoria which erases all anxieties and
sorrows from the foreground of one's mind
and which by itself would justify music's
claim to be the greatest and most universal of
arts. This is an idiom where even the clichés
work on me unfailingly, and I surrender
unprotesting, happy to have my attention
averted from the baser aspects of our race to
that capacity for aspiration and sublimity
which alone redeems us. Emotional? Of
course. And since when is that to be considered irrelevant or suspect in musical experience? When we have substituted admiration
for exaltation, when we are more conscious
of our learning than of our ignorance (called
innocence in children), when we value ideas,
on principle, above feeling, then we have lost
that humility which can make us great, and
we need to go out and gaze at the night sky to
get ourselves in proportion. And if it's
overcast? We could do worse than to come
in and play this. [
A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
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ROSSINI: 6 String Sonatas/DONIZETTI:
String Quartets 3 & 5 (arr. strings)
/Solisti Italiani
Denon 6000 1846/7 (
2CDs, 133m 04s) digital
ISolisti Italiani is the name taken by former
members of the Virtuosi di Roma, who
regrouped after the death of their old director
Renato Fasano, with the aim of perpetuating
the style he had cultivated. Here, nine of
them perform the six ever-charming sonatas
Rossini composed at the age of twelve —
originally scoring for two violins, cello, and
bass — and, like the St. Martin's Academy on
Argo, choosing Donizetti transcriptions as
coupling. (In fact, the Academy only
recorded one quartet, not duplicated on
Denon.)
The Argo, and the similarly attractive I
Musici/Philips versions were outstanding
examples of analogue string recording, but I
doubt if, digitally remastered, they would
remain preferable to these Denon productions — I Solisti were seated in a tight
horseshoe shape around a simple B&K mic
arrangement, in the nicely resonant setting of
an Italian villa.
ISolisti give polished, comparitively earnest readings, where suavity of manner is
preserved at the cost of the natural vivacity
and simplicity of the music (in the case of the
Rossini). Imiss the easy spontaneity of the
Academy, or the resourceful, richly coloured

style of the original 1 Musici ensemble.
Nevertheless, Denon offer a very appealing
set — and the older LP cycles are no longer
listed anyway. Not quite a 'star' for engineering though. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

D SCARLATTI: Sonata in C, L5 D in C, L104
in f, L475 D in f, L2 U in D, L414 CI in D,
L461 D in A, L3451=1 in c, L10 Din C, L.S2
in g, L489 D in g, L488
Zuzana Ruzickova (hpd)
Orfeo S 144 851 • digital (CD: C 144 851)
Zuzana Ruzickova — a familiar name in the
Supraphon catalogue — recorded these
keyboard sonatas in 1984 at the House of
Artists, Prague. ( Born in 1928, she was
co-founder of the Prague Chamber Soloists,
and in 1962 was appointed to the Academy of
Music there.) Her playing typifies that of an
older school: which is no disparagement from
me, for Imust confess that last year's Scarlatti
recitals by Pinnock, Black etc gave me little
pleasure, with their seemingly exclusive concentration on brilliance of attack and speed of
articulation. To my mind Ruzickova conveys
awider range of character in the music; some
may find the colours registered too extreme,
maybe — suggestive of guitar in L2, even more
so in L489, or organ in the frequently
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included L104. But she suggests, too, arather
Handelian grandeur in her spacious, yet
rhythmically tight L5, and an implication of
wicked humour in L414. The slow sections to
L.S2 have a marvellous generosity of heart,
and the alternating quicker parts of the
sonata are first made secondary, then gradually expanded in significance and balance.
It goes without saying that Ruzickova has a
complete technique; and the Georg Zahl
instrument is recorded clearly and sonorously. The only drawback — apart from the
fact that 48m 25s is short measure for the CD
—is that the harpsichord seems to be sited on
a suspended floor or box-platform, and the
mics pick up bumps and rumbles: these are
particularly disturbing in L104, LS2. It's a
shame that such warmly committed performances as these should be thus disfigured.
[A/C:1]
Christopher Breunig
D SCARLATTI: Sonatas Vol.23 — in B K57
D in c, K139 El in E, K380-381 D in G,
K520-521 El in B K47 III in A, K101 D in C,
K308-309 El in g, K476 D in G, K477
Gilbert Rowland (hpd)
Keyboard KGR 1023
Gilbert Rowland is already nearly half-way to
completing his great Scarlatti project; which
means that nobody else ( there may be one
exception) has ever recorded so much of this
splendid oeuvre.
Yet whenever arecording venture has this
scale of ambition, one is bound to find
particular volumes and tracks which are
outstanding. Vèl.23 is outstanding in several
ways. First, the playing strikes me as probably better than Ihave ever heard in music by
this composer; those anxious to sample it
should first hear Rowland playing the comparatively familiar K380 in E; everything has
been carefully prepared so as to reveal the
work as was surely intended by its creator.
Next they should sample the amazingly challenging G major Sonatas ( K521 & 477), and
the stormy virtuosity of K476 in G-minor.
There is the skill with which successive
Sonatas are placed in sequence, so as to show
one another to best advantage. Then there is
the very clever distancing of the recording,
and the careful capturing of the sensitivity of
the performer's detailed attack.
Just as Scarlatti is, arguably, one of the
least adequately known and recognised composers of all time, so Gilbert Rowland is one
of our least-adequately recognised, and
often- heard, performers — not just among
modern harpsichordists, but in the whole
international area of Early Music, even.
[A*:11
Stephen Daw

FRANZ SCHMIDT: Das Buch Mit Sieben
Sieglen (The Book With Seven Seals)
Peter Schreier (ten)/Robert Ho!! (bass)/Sylvia
Greenburg (sop)ICarolyn Watkinson (con)/
Thomas Moser (ten)/Kurt Rydl (bass)/Martin
Hasebáck (org)IVienna State Op Ch/Austrian
RSOILothar Zagrosek
Orfeo C 143862 (
2CDs, 106m 42s) digital
Ranking with Pfiztner as one of the great ' yet
to be discovered' Germanic composers lost in
a stylistic mudpool between the modernists
and conservatives, Schmidt is usually dispatched in one line as the successor of
Schubert and Bruckner. Though it is easy to
hear Wagnerian cadences in certain orchestral ' shimmers' or in the melody of 'The
Quartet of the Four Beasts' — nor it is hard to
hear echoes of the Bach's Matthew Passion —
his music has a powerful individuality.
The Book With Seven Seals deals with the

revelations of St John the Divine — the texts
provide the structure of the music with little
alteration. John, capably sung by Peter
Schreier, has apre- and postlude presenting
the ' actions' — his ' visions — as anarrator. In
this he is helped by four soloists and the
Voice of God, sung by bass Robert Holl.
Schmidt's own notes explain how the orchestra accompanies ' often in a highly dramatic
style, and sometimes it paints a musical
picture'. It has no independent movements;
the intermezzos are given to the organ, an
independent voice (capably played). The
quartet ' pairs off' for atouching duet between
mother and daughter confronted by the
destruction of the red horseman of the
Apocalypse (soprano/contralto) and between
two survivors of battle (tenor/bass). The discs
are suitably banded at the breaking of each of
the Seals and the other major musical divisions, though these are not marked through
the libretto.
This Vienna Festival production, recorded
in 1984, claims to ' transpose the effects from
the concert hall to the recording medium'.
The static recording gives little impression of
success, leaving one wondering what aJohn
Culshaw would have made of this. The
recording is generally satisfactory, but with
some clutter and adull density in some of the
complex scoring for choir and orchestra. The
soloists are clear enough, the organ having an
appropriate space and grandeur. The performance is efficient but there are occasions
when conductor, choir, and deep strings, in
particular, throw away adramatic opportunity — the score has apotential for terror which
is not fully communicated.
Simply put, the work is amasterpiece, but
for its true status to be revealed aconductor
like Chailly, or perhaps Rattle, is required.
Only then will The Book With Seven Seals
rightly take its place alongside Elgar's Gerontius. [
A/B:1/2]
David Prakel
SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet in A, 'Trout' El
Per Hirt auf dem Felsen'
Felicity Lott (sop)INash Ens
IMP PCD 868 (
56m 46s) digital
The 'Trout' by itself is, as Iremarked in Jan
'87, short measure for aCD. This new IMP
recording is areal bargain at £7.99, with 'The
Shepherd on the Rock' as adelectable bonus.
The Quintet is given a relaxed, felicitous
performance; with all repeats observed it
does not last a moment too long. Clear
textures, poised phrasing and nice rhythmic
impetus are supported by a pleasingly intimate, warm and fresh recorded quality — with
no sense that the wide dynamic range or
perceptive balance owe anything to a deft
hand in the control room. The song is done
with lovely line and careful observance of
accents and dynamics; Felicity Lott sings it
with great sensitivity and fine breath-control,
though without quite the radiance it ideally
needs. The Nash Ensemble acquit themselves
proudly, both individually and as a group.
The only ( and tiny) blemish is aslight buzz on
the held chords at the start of the song.
Warmly recommeded. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in le, D112 CI in
A, D804
Lindsay Qt
ASV DCA 593 • digital ( MC: ZC DCA
593)
These are acute, powerful readings of nicely
contrasted essays in the string quartet
medium. The Quartet in B- flat ( on Side 2)
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was written in afew days in September 1814.
The players bring to it plenty of spirit, yet
there are profounder touches too, and no
attempt either to deny its youthful imbalance
or to exaggerate its simple charm. The
A- minor Quartet ( the one that uses the
second Rosamunde entr'acte melody in its
slow movement) is vivid in impact, its scope
superbly realised, its technical challenges
fearlessly surmounted. The recording is vibrant, almost unnaturally close ( sniffs and all),
full of atmosphere, and with a fine broad
aural image that reflects every dynamic and
emotional gradation. There is no falling- off in
quality on either of two very full sides. This
issue is well up to the very high standards to
which the Lindsays and ASV have accustomed us. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Grand Duo in C, D812 0
Sonata in Bk, D617
Peter Noke & Helen Krizos (Imo)
Hyperion CDA 66217 (
61m 05s) digital ( LP:
A66217)
The rich treasures of Schubert's four-hand
keyboard music are shamefully neglected, so
it is good to be able to welcome
wholeheartedly this generous coupling of the
two sonatas. Peter Noke and Helen Krizos
are husband and wife; they certainly play as
one, with delightful spontaneity and solid
worth. Repeats are observed for structural
reasons, not out of asense of duty; phrasing is
unfailingly fresh and musical, and there is
abundant vitality as well as delicacy and wit.
The dynamic range is broad, and the recording well focused, quite close, yet with a
feeling of space. Apart from some swish the
quality of the LP pressings is high. I very
much hope these fine pianists will be encouraged to record their way through this rewarding area of Schubert's incomparable oeuvre.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5
Oslo PO/Jansons
EMI CDC 749 181-2 (
41m 18s) digital ( LP:
EL 749 181-1, MC: EL 749 181-4)
What a disappointment. Such a cool,
detached response from Jansons. Where is
the expectancy in the opening paragraph of
the first movement? Why so relaxed in the
second subject? Does the music not imply
unease, disquiet? He works up adecent head
of steam in the development section. but
these stressful pages would seem to have
arrived from nowhere and his casual response
to the return of the second subject. dreamily
consoling now in solo flute and horn, is
curiously deflating. Even that extraordinary
coda — muted strings, piccolo and desolate
celeste — fails to exert its customary spell.
On then to the scherzo, which in a sense
sums up the performance: cellos and basses
are at once smartly, immaculately clipped,
the tempo a brisk no-nonsense affair with
none of that implicit ' drag' in the rhythm to
give the music its ungainly, sardonic character. There's no humour and no edge. It's all
very prim, everything strictly, unsmilingly, a
tempo. Even the poor solo fiddler is given no
leeway: Jansons might at least have allowed
him the cheeky little ritardando at the end of
his solo. The Largo ( iii) flows along with good
grace but is not going to break any hearts.
Again Ifeel no core of real intensity. The
great climax is oddly tepid. with Jansons
making great play of adistracting dim.lcresc
(at 2 before Fig.90) when what is actually
marked is a straight additional crescendo
through the last three chords of the climax,
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bringing it to an even higher pitch of
intensity. On the finale Isimply have a note
to say that Ihad reached for my old Bernstein
account to remind myself how pungent the
opening Allegro could really sound. The
somewhat mild-mannered Oslo woodwinds
just don't provide us with the requisite
penetration.
For those of you who might still be
interested, it only remains for me to say that
the recording is certainly an advance on
EMI's first Oslo issue — the Francesca/1812
coupling. Istill found the top alittle colourless, even dull, in the string sound of the
opening pages, but my ears appeared to
adjust as the symphony got underway. It isn't
Chandos but it's worth an (
A/11]. [3] for
performance is the best Ican do.
Edward Seckerson

horns offer, as so often, exalted realms — and
Járvi follows the implications uniquely. The
first abyss opens terrifyingly — this is a
bottomless pit, the third trombone and tuba
awesomely tell us — and our protagonist needs
all the strength he can muster to set off again
on his path before the final hammerblow
strikes. ` Hammerblow' indeed: that and the
glorious, burgeoning expansiveness before it
foreshadow nothing less than the closing
stages of Mahler 6 — in adifferent context, of
course. That's Járvi's account, and only Solti
comes close to it. Though my own ideal

STANFORD: Symphony 3 ' Irish' 0 Irish
Rhapsody 5
Ulster OrchlHandley
Chandos CHAN 8545 (
56m 02s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1253, MC: ABTD 1253)
Stanford's Irish Symphony has often been
dismissed as Brahmsian pastiche, and Stanford himself as a composer capable only of
poor composition in the Germanic mould.
Such criticism is irrelevant to a Symphony
that is so full of Irish folk tunes and rhythms.
Vernon Handley and the Ulster Orchestra
open the work in wonderfully evocative
mood, shaping the first movement with the
umost sensitivity, and drawing out its lyrical
qualities to counteract its rather pedantic and
unadventurous formal structure. They point
the lively and deftly skipping rhythms of the
second movement's Scherzo to bring maximum contrast with the lyrical Trio theme.
The third movement incorporates the Irish
melody 'The Lament of the Sons of Usnacht',
the theme very similar to that of the slow
movement of Brahms's Fourth Symphony,
and thereby alever used against Stanford by
his critics. No matter who used which theme
first, Stanford's creation is entirely satisfying
in its own right and acts as the perfect foil to
the spirited and triumphant Finale.
The fifth Irish Rhapsody is an uneven work
that grows in stature and warmth as it
progresses. Despite this, Handley/UO play
with unswerving conviction from the start,
and show it to be a worthy and interesting
filler.
Good clarity of line has been maintained in
the reverberant acoustic of the Ulster Hall,
but the effect is still muggy, and sharper focus
would have held details in greater relief. Del
Mar/Bournemouth Sinfonietta ( June ' 87,
p100) offer a more immediate sound but
textures are less distinct. [ A/B:11
Barbara Jahn
R STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra D Don
Juan 0 Muttertandelei* D Cácilie*
*Felicity Lott (sop)ISNOIJiirvi
Chandos CHAN 8538 (
55m Ois) digital ( LP;
ABRD 1246, MC: ABTD 1246)
There's no doubt in my mind which of the two
tone-poems here receives the more extraordinary performance. Járvi's Don Juan stands
as one of the longest in the catalogue,
outlasted only by Karajan and Furtwangler.
Both offer aconsistently broad view; Járvi's
centre of gravity lands rather more extraordinarily towards the end. This lean and lithe
lover swaggers his way through life at first,
and the ever-lovely ladies can't do much
about it ( do Idetect horns and muted cellos
mocking the oboe redhead?). The heroic

among Strauss sopranos, Felicity Lott chams
and throbs so radiantly in the two latest
'bonuses' with the series, that after this Juan
is not the place to hear them.
Zarathustra carries with it consistent,
unforgettable sounds: the unremitting voice
of nature on stern impersonal trumpets; the
ever-intruding muddy earth of lower instruments which gives the mortal such ahard time
here. All the grovelling, shrieking and dim
perceptions of the aether in the struggle to
super-status matter to Járvi ( though the
twelve-tone-harnessing fugue looms larger
and untidier than it did when the same team
braved the Scottish concert halls with the
work over a year ago). Ubermensch Edwin
Paling need fear no comparisons with Berlin
leaders — he's infinitely more plucky than the
soporific Brandis, quite on a par with
Schwalbé; he should be well pleased with his
essays on the two monster-solos of the
repertory ( Pauline in Heldenleben, of course,
was the other). Violins collectively are a
different matter; the engineers' answer has
been to stand back and let the Caird Hall tell
the tale, which it does with more harshness
and obscurity than usual (
Zarathustra has
always been a nightmare to balance; Philips
brought off the climactic orgy best for
Haitink, with judicious artifice). Incidentally,
who's to blame for the missing notes, bars
181-2? Ithink Idetect an irresponsible join.
But that's aminor detail; Inow look forward
hugely to Domestica. [
A/C: 1*/1] David Nice
R STRAUSS: Rosenkavalier
SchwarzkopflLudwigIStich-RandalliEdelmannInchterIGeddalPhilharmonialKarajan
EMI CDS 749 3542 (
3CDs, 191m 17s) 0 1957
Where many Straussians find heart and soul
in Schwarzkopft's Marschallin, a pampered,
piqueful grande dame is all Ican see. From
that oddly petulant, purse- lipped delivery of
the line which marks the change from frivolity
to reflection ( the only thought it occasions
here is that the lady must have run Frau
Strauss close in changing her employees as
often as her underwear) I've searched that
crucial last half-hour of Act One many times
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for sense and sensibility. But it still strikes me
as ungenerously phrased — try Evelyn Lear in
the soliloquy — thin-spun of tone, and insincere (only the patronising hauteur in her
dismissal of Oktavian pointed out the disparity between Karajan's lethargic tempo and
Strauss's metronome marking; Solti and
Crespin bring it off at much the same speed
and twice the intensity). The trio at last
makes the point which the great singer's
earlier Strauss recordings tell us in abundance; but it's useless without the resonances
of Hoffmannsthal's Act Iphilosophising. In
artifice and sophisticated charm, at least, this
Marschallin makes a vital early impression,
while Karajan and the echt-Viennese Edelmann's Ochs refuse to spark ( they do, and
splendidly, in the bustle of Act 2); Ludwig's
Oktavian, even when confronted with the
unusual but ultimately winning Sophie of
Teresa Stich- Randall, remains the glowing
operatic mezzo rather than the impetuous,
flame-tempered boy. So. is it worth it for
Karajan? Well. I've already hinted that he
makes dapper work of the situation comedies
in the second and third acts. But that dangerous indulgence in beauty for beauty's sake.
more glutinous in his second recording with
the VPO, does some damage to the sincerity
of the opera's deeply serious core; and, for all
the cleaning and defining which remasterings
have achieved, that '57 sound can't give us
the exaggerated edge of brass and wind with
which Decca so splendidly gilded Solti's 1969
reading. Solti, besides, tolerates none of the
numerous small cuts Karajan makes in the
outer act ,. [ 1/C:1 12131
David Nice
STR.‘VINSK1: Puleinella D Suites I & 2
Kenny/ Tearl Lloydi ASMI Marriner
EMI EMX 2126 • digital ( MC: TC-EMX
2126) C) 1983
Marriner's 1968 Pukinella Suite was one of
the classic Argos; his complete ballet for EMI
deserved less acclaim. As ES judiciously
observed ( March '83 p1)1), the Academy's
playing is immaculate and accomplished —
well able to withstand the close scrutiny of
the digital production ( which, however, gives
an uncomfortable transient edge to the singers at forte) — but, especially in the Suites,
the tartness and quirkiness are absent, so the
flavour is bland. Flute and oboe solos are a
delight. eg, in Yvonne Kenny's first number:
done with just the right reserve. Ilike Robert
Lloyd's character and responsiveness, too.
Robert Tear is predictably artful in his
misogynistic observations — whether you
enjoy that depends on your reactions to the
iron in his vocal delivery. Personally Iprefer
Ryland Davies, with LSO/Abbado ( analogue
DG), altogether the more satisfactory LP. if
you can still find it. [
B/C:1/1*1 execution. 131
idiom
Christopher Breunig
TCHA1KOVSKN: Sonata in G, Op.37
The Seasons Op.37b
Peter Kahn (into)
Olympia OCD192 (
74m 53s)
Tchaikovsky's Sonata, composed in 1878, is
his only mature solo keyboard work of major
length, and is often considerably less pianistically effective than his shorter pieces. Yet it
never fails to hold one's interest, musically
speaking, and agood pianist can make agreat
effect with it, as Katin does here. Isuppose it
was Richter who first introduced most contemporary listeners to the Sonata ( in a
memorable recording variously coupled on
different labels). Direct comparisons are
scarcely called for, and Katin, with impressHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ive technical command, presents a highly
effective interpretation, recorded in Norway
last year.
The Seasons form the most immediately
attractive of Tchaikovsky's sets of miniatures.
They date from 1875-6 and are misleadingly
named, there being twelve of them. one for
each month. Here Imust say that in general I
prefer Lydia Artymiw's rather more lyrical
performance on Chandos. Katin usually takes
an engaging view of these well varied pieces,
as in the vigorous ' Carnival' of February or
March's delightfully fresh evocation of larksong. The recording is excellent, the piano
having an entirely convincing presence. lik:1/
21
Max Harrison

well here, and the only restriction lies with
the shadowy nature of the lowest
instrumental lines, a problem not encountered in 1. Villa-Lobos% soupy arrangements
of some preludes and fugues from Bach's '48'
are a fine bonus on this altogether well
thought out, well put together issue. Recommended. EA*/A:1*/11
Doug Hammond
WAGNER: Parsifal
HofmannlSotinIMeierlEstesISalminenIMazural
Bayreuth Fest Ch & OrchlLevine
Philips 416 842-2 (
4 CDs, 278m 45s) (4 LPs:
416 842-1, 4 MCs: 416 842-4)

Parsifal, Levine seems to be telling us, was
made not in heaven but specifically to glow and
throb around the Festspielhaus, and he makes
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 5D The
the Bayreuth acoustic work for his effortful,
Lark Ascending
imposing view of the surrounding ceremonials.
Michael DavisILSOIThomson
His tensely-etched projection of every line and
Chandos CHAN 8554 (
54m 27s) digital ( LP:
phrase, with basses and tuba darkly prominent,
ABRD 1260, MC: ABTD 1260)
could be described as the form of his own
tribute to Wagner's 'time before space'; at any
One cannot help but make cruel comparisons
rate Iwas astonished eventually to discover
with Handley's glorious EMI ' Eminence'
that the Act 1, captured here during the
account ( December p142). So I'll be brief.
centenary production of 1985, takes nearly two
The opening is indicative. The hushed
hours, for it certainly doesn't seem so. Even
octave-C in the low strings is not so very
the knights sing throughout at asonorous forte,
hushed; the far-off horn calls do not
breathing akind of muscular-Christian life into
immediately convey a sense of meditative
the ritual; though Iwas less convinced by the
calm, a state of grace. There is little or no
thunderous awareness of suffering in Act 3,
magic in Thomson's sturdy big-boned readwhere blackest sorrow climbs to tenderness
ing. It's all rather loud and heavy of phrase —
and hope too trenchantly, too brutally, with
coarse-grained in the dramatic brass writing.
Wagner's insistent poco fdisregarded at every
The darker elements would seem to dominate
turn.
his thinking on the piece. Idesperately miss
Yet theatre rather than religious service it
Handley's spirituality, his surpassingly
undeniably remains, and in between comes the
beautiful pianissimi, the subtle shading and
real Bayreuth experience, asecond act which
perfect rapture of his third movement
begins grippingly (how chillingly the orchestra
Romanza. Where Handley's Royal Liverpool
images the invisible fetters binding Kundry to
Philharmonic were inspired, the LSO are no
Klingsor) and rises to blister and burn — thanks
more than workaday — though Imust say that
former LSO leader Michael Davis turns in a not merely to Levine but also to Waltraud
Meier's Kundry. Her unsteady contribution to
very lovely silvery-toned ( and impeccably
pitched) Lark. Big, vibrant Chandos sound, a the Goodall set gave little inkling of what
Bayreuth audiences were marvelling over; but
little too brash in the brass for my taste — but
here it is, never more astonishing than when
that could be the LSO's problem. [B:3]
she turns to tenderness, and uses that mezzo
Edward Seckerson
warmth to cast asoftly luminous spell over the
Herzeleide nocturne. This is the presence,
VILLA- LOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras 1 & 5 surely, which goads Hofmann's Parsifal to a
more electrifying repulsion of the kiss than we
El Suite for voice and violin D Preludes &
would have thought possible from the Karajan
Fugues from Bach's 48
set. Sotin has also recorded his role before, for
Jill Gomez (soePleeth Cello Octet/Peter
Solti: now, as then, arich-voiced dispenser of a
Manning ( vin)
piety disappointingly generalized by compariHyperion CDA 66257 (
53m 37s) digital ( LP:
son with Donald McIntyre ( believably good
A66257)
phrase-by-phrase on EMI) or, for that matter,
the searingly well-focused Amfortas of Simon
Perhaps the weakest point of the recent set of
Estes (can it be insignificant in this context that
all the Bachianas Brasileiras from RPO/Batiz
Sotin rarely dots his crotchets when Wagner
was the poor intonation in the first, scored for
asks?).
eight cellos. The Pleeth Cello Octet show
Finally, then, this is aParsifal which gives us
here how it should be done, producing an
another chance, in the wake of Knappertequally committed and idiomatic reading of
sbusch and Boulez, to reassess the meaning of
the work but with the added quality of fine
the work in relation to its purpose-built
control over both tone and pitch. The revertheatre; and the Philips engineers have masberant venue supports and fills out the
tered by now the unique, incandescent pretexture agreeably, allowing less-important
sence of the Festspielhaus. Nothing surpnsed
ostinati to become background with ease; and
me more than to hear that often obstinately
the recording captures honestly the halo of
bland apotheosis glistening at Levine's uniresonance that is created behind and around
the group. Perhaps some will find the image a formly high levels. Is there, perhaps, aheaven
on earth in this bafflingly self-contradictory
little too forward but, given the chamberpiece after all? [
A*/A:1*/2]
David Nice
music nature of the ensemble, Ithought it
appropriate. The remarkable Suite for Voice
and Violin finds Jill Gomez full of the
WALTON: Facade Suite 12 Gloria D Te
hard-edged cheekiness of the small girl of the
text and appropriately brutal in the violence
Deum El Crown Imperial 0 Orb & Sceptre
of the last song. Both she and Peter Manning
Robothaml Rolfe Johnson/ Rayner Cooke/
use the resonance of the venue to fine effect
Worcester ChICBSO & ChlFrémaux
EMI CDC 747 5122 (
67m 02s) 0 1977
by allowing it to fill out the atmosphere of
their performance. Jill Gomez is perhaps a
little too aggressive in the verbal sections of
Before the storm which led to Frémaux's
Bachianas 5, but she rides the cello texture
departure, he had raised both the CBSO and
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its new Chorus — personally auditioning each
prospective member — to a high level of
prestige. Recorded in Bedford Civic Centre
(the orchestra set alittle way back) the suite
from Facade is by turns cajoling and goodhumoured razzmatazz, eg, the '
Swiss Yodelling Song' is gently pointed by Frémaux
(where, say, Fistoulari over-pointed as pastiche, missing the subtlety of the message).
warmer even than Walton himself. The CD
transfer is all gain, preserving the sense of
ambie.ice, adding depth and sounding cleaner
than did the quadraphonic LP (
ASID3317 —
with Wise Virgins). The couplings are alternatively available on ' Greensleeve'. ESD
1063711; on the CD the two Coronation
Marches ( as idiomatic as under any native
conductor) come before and after the Te
Deum. Choruses, orchestra, and organ are
tellingly balanced there for the most part,
though the fading forward of the trumpet
fanfares at ' Thou art the King of Glory' is
crude ( and again, surely, the voices at ' The
Father of an infinite Majesty'?). [ A*/A(C):1*/
1]
Frances Handford
ZEMLINSKY: Die Seejungfrau (The Mermaid) El Psalm XIII Op.24
Berlin RSO and Cham ChIChailly
Decca 417 450-2 (
54m 14s) digital ( LP: 417
450-1, MC: 417 450-4)
A belated review for adisc which must rank
as one of the finest CD issues of 1987.
Zemlinsky's symphonic poem, which was
presumed lost for 80 years, takes as its
starting point a Hans Anderson fairy tale. It
was premiered in 1905, at the same time as
Schoenberg's Pelleas und Melisande; Zemlinsky took it to heart that his pupil's work
was the more popular and withdrew the
piece. A second performance came only in
1984. Zemlinsky's current standing is ajudgment based on much later works than The
Mermaid. Undoubtedly the score will surprise listeners who have come to know the
composer through pieces like the Lyric Symphony and his one-act operas. A more
extravert, almost exhibitionist piece, The
Mermaid, like Pelleas, is suffused with
Brahmsian sonorities ( Zemlinsky seems also
to have been more influenced by Strauss).
The recording and performance make for
exhilarating listening, Chailly and his players
conjuring and dissolving heady images of the
seabed, storms, witchcraft and the mermaid's
eventual redemption through love.
Zemlinsky's setting of Psalm 13 was composed in 1935 and was his last completed
work for orchestra. This is a much 'cleaner'
work, its bold structure and unfaltering counterpoint dressed in the darkest orchestral
garb for the setting of the text How long will
Thou forget me, 0 Lord!'. The piece concludes its witness in powerful affirmation —
again orchestral playing is outstanding. Firstrate sleevenote essays for both pieces are
included — Andrew Huth notes the direct line
running from Haydn and Bruckner through
Zemlinsky's Psalm 13 to Franz Schmidt's
apocalyptic Book With The Seven Seals, the
premiere recording of which is reviewed on
p107). [
A*:11
David Prakel

COLLECTIONS
THEA KING
LUTOSLAWSKI: Dance Preludes/SEIBER:
Concertino/BLAKE: Clarinet Concerto
Thea King (ch)EC°, Litton' Blake
Hyperion CDA 66125 (
46m 52s) digital ( LP:
A66125)
Another record of Thea King's art is always
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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welcome, this one the more so for its presentation of three 20th-century works of such
fluent lyricism. There is little to be found of
real profundity in any of these pieces —
although it is instructive to hear again Lutoslawski's Dance Preludes, originally for clarinet and piano, in their first orchestration of
1955, and to be able to search for clues ( there
are several) to his post- Funeral Music language within them. Matyas Seiber's Clarinet
Concerto likewise began its life in another
guise, as a Divertimento for clarinet and
string quartet, which was finished in 1928.
This string orchestra version dates from ' 51.
The piece sounds like the mainstream, neoclassical influenced mid- European music one
would expect, folky and atmospheric — but.
like the Lutoslawski, it demands solo playing
of the highest order. King delivers the goods,
technically and musically, making an easy.
open, creamy sound.
As she does, too, in Howard Blake's
Clarinet Concerto, first performed by these
same musicians in 1985. Here again, nobody
should expect avant-garde thrills — this work
is. after all, by the composer of the Aled
Jones hit ' Walking in the Air' — but it is
craftsmanlike music at its best, purposeful
and fluent. Excellent performances from the
ECO under Andrew Litton, and Blake himself, further commend the disc. [ A: I]
Stephen Pettitt
GARY GRAY
COPLAND: Clarinet Concerto/LUTOSLAWSKI: Dance Preludes/ARNOLD: Clarinet Concerto 1, Op 20/ROSSINI: Variations,
op. 109
Gary Gray (dt)IRPOINewstone
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9066 digital
(59m 21s)
Gary Gray, lest you were unaware, is a
celebrated American clarinettist, and
although he has collaborated with composers
like Elliott Carter and Pierre Boulez, his
fame in this country is as yet limited. His
recital record, with an often rather scrawny
sounding Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
under Harry 1sIewstone, obviously aims to
change that, and it usefully includes three
first-rate 20th-century pieces as well as an
18th-century virtuoso encore, Rossini's
Op.109 Variations.
Gray begins with Copland's Clarinet Concerto, written for Benny Goodman in 1948.
His performance isn't quite as perky or as
bluesy as Goodman's used to be, but he is an
extremely accomplished player with plenty of
tonal variety always ready in his musical
arsenal, and he relishes the demands made by
the piece. He could be adegree more spiky in
the first of the Lutoslawski Dance Preludes
(like Thea King, he plays the 1955 orchestration). The second and the fourth, however,
are darkly coloured, while the third sparkles
duly.
Those familiar with the more populist side
of Arnold's nature might be surprised by the
first movement of the First Clarinet Concerto. Here much of the scoring is lean, the
manner reserved, economical — and deadly
earnest. That mood continues in the second
movement, and is scarecely relieved by the
Allegro con fuoco. The music was certainly a
revelation to me — the record worth having
for that alone. [A:1/2] for the soloist, but only
a[
3] for the orchestra.
Stephen Pettitt
SOUND OF THE ACADEMY
PONCHIELLI: Dance of the Hours/NICOLAI: Merry Wives of Windsor — overture/

•

SUPPÉ: Light Cavalry — overture/SHOSTAKOVICH: Barrel-organ Waltz D Romance/
MUSSORGSKY ( orch. R-K): Dance of Persian Slaves/RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Flight of
the Bumble Bee El Dance of the Tumblers/
BERLIOZ: Dance of the Sylphs
ASMIMarriner
EMI CDC 749 0432 (
47m 45s) digital ( LP:
EL27 0617-1, MC: EL27 0617-4)
A 'programme of strongly contrasted overtures and interludes', says the booklet, and
given the performers and the well- tried
Abbey Road set-up, this could hardly go
seriously wrong. It is a fine collection,
adroitly played and cleanly recorded. Dynamics are fairly wide, and the first climax in
Dance of the Hours did strike me as rather
overdone — which Isee was also the view of
another critic. But the effect could have
arisen from EMI's Studio No.1, which
doesn't always provide a sufficiently expansive acoustic to accommodate abig orchestral
fortissimo.
But the effect is only momentary here, and
if there are any real doubts with this recording they concern a slight feeling that Sir
Neville and his orchestra were playing to fill
an engagement rather than because this
music is in their blood. It's all very immaculate; but apart from the lone fiddle in
Shostakovich's Romance, ahypnotic sense of
swaying enchantment in Dance of the Sylphs,
and atouch of real excitement in Dance of the
Tumblers, it all seems a little detached.
However, it's as good as many another
collection of ' lollipops' — although there's
really no excuse for leaving 25 unused
minutes on such aCD. [ A:1/21
John Crabbe
THE ART OF IRMGARD SEEFR1ED
Songs and Arias by Bach, Bruch, Flies,
Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Schubert & Wolf
Irmgard Seefried (sop)! Various orchs and
accomps
EMI EX29 1056 3 • (
2LPs) gi Recordings
from 1943-53
Mostly Mozart, and mostly magnificent.
These 36 items, four of them not previously
published, were made in various locations
and circumstances during Seefried's finest
years, when she was between 24 and 34 years
of age. They have been expertly and lovingly
transferred by Keith Hardwick, and are
introduced by Alan Blyth with due enthusiasm. Technically they enhance the qualities
of one's beloved old 78s, though it is a
regretted irony that my ( finished) pressing of
Side 3, made from old master tapes because
of their ' lack of surface noise', in fact has its
own poor surface as well as the ' printthrough' which leads to occasionally vexing
echo. These small disadvantages are mightily
outweighed by the poise. beauty and insight
of the singing. Handel's Laudate pueri, and
two excerpts from Die SchOpfung, with a
Bach cantata aria, make up the first of four
generous sides ( average playing- time 33 or
34m); Side 2is Mozart arias ( and duets with
Kunz, London and Schwarzkopf), 3is Mozart
songs (with Gerald Moore in deft support —
13 songs taken in three happy days), and Side
4 presents two insert-arias by Mozart, and
songs by Flies ( the ' Mozart' cradle-song),
Schubert, Wolf ( a memorable ' Das verlassene Mágdlein', not previously issued) and,
as grand finale. Bruch's lovely 'Jubilate'
(Thomas Moore's Russian Air ' Hark! the
vesper hymn is stealing' — oddly, the excellent
album insert prefers a back-translation from
the German to Moore's words). Seldom can
'The HMV Treasury' better have lived up to
its proud name. [
H/B:1*/1] Peter Branscombe
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
RHINO RETURNS!
THE MONKEES: LIVE 1967
Rhino RNLP 70139
THE MONKEES: MISSING LINKS
Rhino RNLP 70150
THE MONKEES: POOL IT!
Rhino RNLP 70706
VARIOUS: SOUL SHOTS (5 Vols)
Rhino RNLP 70037-70041
VARIOUS: HISTORY
INSTRUMENTALS (
2 Vols)
Rhino RNLP 70137/8

OF

ROCK

VARIOUS: FRAT ROCK ( 3 Vols)
Rhino RNLP 70136/70183/70184
VARIOUS: NUGGETS
Rhino RNCD 75892 ( 50m I8s) CD
VARIOUS: MORE NUGGETS
Rhino RNCD 75777 ( 48m 09s) CD
After too long a period without Rhino
offerings, 1MS have picked up the UK
distribution of the premier US reissue label
and it looks like British vinyl addicts will
again be able to purchase gap fillers of
[As:11 status. The only problem is how to
deal with the massive catalogue, which covers
more genres and contains more worthy material than any market could absorb in one
drop. IMS, thankfully, is being quite methodical about it, starting with a nice crosssection, with the intention of importing both
new titles and important back-catalogue
items at a digestible rate. ( It should he
LOUIS ARMSTRONG: MAHOGANY HALL
STOMP
Academy Sound & Vision AJA5049
The title track is not the original 1929
recording, hut a 1936 version, still stately and
confident, with the great Luis Russell band
and its sax soloists. The album ends with a
true classic, the 1929 * Ain't Misbehavin". In
between comes a good selection from those
seminal Parlophone Rhythm Style 78s and
the 1936 Decca recordings, including the
breakneck ' Swing That Music' which suggested the start of Satchmo the Showman.
But what gems Armstrong's genius could
produce from what was basically dire material is gloriously shown in his recording of
'Sweethearts on Parade' ( 1930) and even
'Red Nose' (* reminds me of ared rose') from
1936.
Perhaps the best summing up of that aspect
of Louis was in the words of Edmond Hall,
who toured for years with Armstrong the
latter-day entertainer: 'There'd be times
when, even on a number I'd heard so often.
Louis' sounds would just get cracking and I'd
get goose pimples.' There can't be a ' Best of
that satisfies the purists as well as those who
see the importance of Armstrong in making
jazz popular by his films and tours. But ASV
give afair sample — not all classics but at least
an introduction for anyone who perhaps had
seen High Society on TV and wondered what
else there was before Now You Has Jazz.
Mono, of course, so [
HI.
Denis Argent
[This reissue was done by Colin Brown,
whose gutsy mono sound is in my opinion
vastly preferable to the Robert Parker stuff.
but it still sounds to me as if he really ought to
get abetter record player for transcribing his
78s — EdJ
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pointed out that some titles in the Rhino list
are duplicated by standard UK releases, and
that others cannot be imported because of
licensing arrangements.) The initial batch
contains the three newest Monkee releases.
Rhino being a key player in the band's
re-emergence. Having already reissued
everything the band did. Rhino has undertaken the task of clearing the vaults, and
collectors will he grateful for aset containing
THE BEATLES: CONQUER AMERICA
Baktabak CB AK 4001 ( 32m 58s) CD
THE BEATLES: PAST MASTERS VOL I
EMI CD-BP1VI 1142m 28s) CD
THE BEATLES: PAST MASTERS l'OL II
EMI CD-BPM 2 ( 51m Ois) CD
Just when you thought you'd completed your
Beatles CD purchases. EMI does what we'd
all hoped would happen: they've gathered
together all of the officially-reléased, non- LP
tracks to complete the set. This in itself was
not totally unexpected. but the manner in
which they'd do it left alot of room for upset
and error. Yet try though Imay. Icouldn't
find any notable or important omissions, the
only missing numbers being material best
suited for a CD equivalent of Rarities. The
two Past Master collections contain, in chronological order and with explanatory liner
notes, the 33 tracks which, when added to the
existing EMI CDs. make up the complete
canon. This isn't mere dross, but major
material like ' Hey Jude', ' She Loves You',
'This Boy' and a host of other classics. Also

a dozen unreleased studio tracks. Missing
Links, as well as a concert LP recorded
during the height of Monkeemania. Live
1967. [
A:1/2], [ B:2I More surprising is Pool
It!, an LP of all- new recordings by the
reformed group. showing that they still — even
in near-dotage — have away with pop which
transcended the paint-by- numbers origins.
[A:1] More indicative, though, of what you
can expect in future months are the amazing
various artists packages which the company
puts together with wit, wisdom and a whole
lot of affection. The five volumes of Soul
Shots and the two History of Rock
Instrumentals are, without doubt, the best
introductions to those genres I've yet to
encounter. The soul packages are broken
down into sets covering male and female solo
vocalists, ballads, party music and
instrumentals, and I advise anyone who
wants to know why FD and Iworship the
music to pick up all five. IA/H:11 The rock
instrumentals primers are self-explanatory,
but Ihave no excuses for the lack of Shadows
tracks. That aside, they include very major
vocal-less tracks from ' Tequila' to ' Rumble'
and everything in between. [
A:1/21 As is my
wont, though. I've saved the very best for
last. Both the Frai Rock and Nuggets sets are
loaded with the AM fodder which served as a
soundtrack for every Yank who grew up
during the 1960s — nascent psychedelia, prototypical grebo rock, pseudo-Merseybeat and
one- hit-wonders. They let British rock historians hear what the Americans were listening
to when you lot had the Small Faces and the
Bo Street Runners, secondly, they prove that
the art of 21
/ minute pop is being murdered
2
by Stock Aitken Waterman. [
A/B:11 for
both. The return of the Rhino is definitely a
stampede.
Ken Kessler
housed in the PM collection are obscurities
like ' You Know My Name. Look Up The
Number', so this isn't the equivalent of a
'Best Of'; that will have to wait for the
inevitable CD release of the ' Blue' and ' Red'
compilations, designed more to satisfy casual
purchasers rather than hardcore fans. It
would take 1500 words or so to dissect these
CDs properly detailing the stereo vs. mono
inclusions, but that's not really the point.
What is important is that EMI made the
effort to do it right, and Ihave no qualms
about rating these as [A*:11. It doesn't close
the file, though, because we still have a live
album and adisc's worth of non-commercial
tracks awaiting some future release, but until
then, it's Bravo!
If you want still more, then look at
Baktabak, who have scored a double with
The Beatles Conquer America. Not only have
they released for UK consumption CD versions of interviews previously only available
as hideously expensive Japanese imports,
they've produced the first Beatles 'picture
CD' using the new printing techniques for
lavish artwork. To the dismay of certain
major labels, they're selling this title at only
£7.99, thus making a mockery of the premium pricing on similar issues. As for the
content, well, let's say you'd better be a
regular reader of Beatles Monthly if you plan
to sit through a half-hour's worth of Beatle
Ken Kessler
Chat. Iam, so [ H:1].
BOB BERG: SHORT STORIES
Denon 33CY-1768 ( 55m 08s) (CD)
Bob Berg may have come to people's attention through his recent stint with Miles Davis,
but he's not a Johnny-come-lately, and has
clocked up agood few miles on the modern
109

mainstream circuit, notably with people like
Cedar Walton.
This set seems to represent a selection of
influences and previous musical areas familiar
to this booting tenor player. There is some
driving R&B which he handles very well, and
there's the smooth, sensuous ballad- time
excursion which drifts off into schmaltz. The
Latin hard- bop sounds fine, and the sophisticated funk is OK, Isuppose, in a sort of
over- produced way. But you're left wondering what it is that Berg wants to be playing.
It's an enjoyable set of pieces if you're not
looking for anything very deep. [ A*:21
Ken Hyder
CHUCK BERRY:
W'ROLL
MCA MCF 3411

HAIL! HAIL! ROCK

The Keith Richards- produced soundtrack to
the Taylor Hackford film bounds around
Berry's 60th birthday concert, held at St
Louis' Fox Theatre, last year. A stellar
occasion, with everybody ready to jam on
behalf of the duckwalker who bestowed such
ditties as ' Johnny B Goode' and ' MaybeHine'.
The concert saw Robert Cray paying tribute
by means of ' Brown- Eyed Handsome Man',
Etta James grittily donating ' Rock'n'Roll
Music' and Julian Lennon sharing the vocal
chores with Chuck on 'Johnny B Goode'.
Linda Ronstadt was also around ( isn't she
always?) to provide ' Back In The USA',
while Richards was here there and everywhere. enabling Berry to shout ' Go, Keith,
go' at appropriate points. But perhaps the
most potent point in the whole proceedings
was Clapton's high- quality hluesware solo on
'Wee Wee Hours', an event which, on the
evidence of the album, roused the audience
more than any other liaison of the evening.
Sometimes musically sloppy, sometimes
lethargic, due no doubt to the number of
times the enigmatic one has performed his
age-old party pieces, Hail! Hail! is no ' Last
Waltz' in terms of a musical celebration.
though it has its moments. [ A:21 Fred DeIlar
MAX BOYCE: TROUBADOUR
PRT PYI. 0001
Not quite afolk singer. not quite pop. not so
'regional' that he fails to appeal beyond
Britain. Max Boyce seems to be a true
original. Of course, like Tom Jones. he can
easily ascribe his singing to the tradition of
chapel and local choirs, hut he seems to have
shaken off the TV image of a rowdy boyo
from the rugger club and has become actually
more serious, as heard on this record, made
(as he prefers) with alive audience. Some of
the songs are folky, another is in the tradition
of old music hall comedy waltzes (' Seth
Davey') and in Mike Batt's ' Railway Hotel'
there is apleasantly narrative song of unusual

shape. But the most appealing track, because
it sounds heartfelt, is the singer's own ' A
Winter Too Late', about the miners' strike —
when ' miner turned on miner and father
turned on son'. A line like ' Did you raise
your voice in anger at the strong arm of the
law?' may go down better in Cardiff than at
Croydon's Fairfield Hall, but the message and
the sincerity have a long tradition of British
protest song as their progenitor, and historically the Welsh have plenty to protest about.
Max's song reminded me of the work of Idris
Davies, aforgotten Welsh poet of the 1930s.
IA:21
Denis Argent
THE BROADCASTERS: 13 GHOSTS
Enigma 3315-1
There's a big clue as to the nature of this
record on the back of the sleeve. It's coproduced by Wayne Kramer. one-time MC5
maniac and rock ' n' roll martyr, full time
opponent of nancy boy music. The Broadcasters play heartfelt rock of that unmistakable
Noo Joisey stripe, where men are men,
guitars are men and bass and drums are also
men. Having said that, these boys are clever
and confident enough to shade in softer tones
among the muscle power — acoustic guitars,
organ, trumpet ( naturally enough on ' Walls
Of The City ) and saxophone all help to vary
the textures.
Most of the material is self- penned by
guitarists Blackie Pagano ( hey, rock ' n' roll!)
and Billy Roues and the general tenor is
somewhat akin to aless stylised Del Fuegos.
Personal favourites include ' Down In The
Trenches', ' Black Water' and ' Letters From
The Dead', but set the needle/laser/tape
anywhere and satisfaction is guaranteed. The
Broadcasters are here to blow the dust out of
your brainbox [ A:11
Pete Clark
JAMES BROWN: JAMES BROWN AND
FRIENDS
Scotti Bros 834 085-1
A riotous show, recorded live at Detroit's
Club Taboo, during which the seemingly
inexhaustible Godfather jams on hits old and
recent with acompany of soul- brothers who
include Wilson Pickett, Joe Cocker, Robert
Palmer and Billy Vera. The songs? Well they
include such predictables as ' Papa's Got A
Brand New Bag', 'Try Me' and ' IFeel Good',
along with such Hartman- Midnight sprogs as
'Living In America' and ' How Do You Stop'.
The band plays with all the fire one would
expect of the very best of Brown back-up
squads and all the visiting mike-sharers acquit
themselves in amanner that'll enable them to
share playbacks with loved ones in their old
age and remember proudly ' That was the
night when I shared the stage with the
greatest soulson in the whole wide world.'
The scuttlebutt is that And Friends was only
released as a stopgap until Scotti Brothers
and Brown could get the studio follow-up to
1986's ' Gravity' off the peg. If only all
stopgaps proved so entertaining, we need
never wait for ' proper' releases ever again!
IA:11
Fred Dellar
ISOBEL BUCHANAN: THE WHITE CLIFFS
OF DOVER
Academy Sound & Vision DCA 598. CD DCA
598 ( 65m 56s)
When Ihear some of the selections which are
supposed to be the popular songs of 1939-45.
Iwonder whether Iwas serving in adifferent
war from those who pick the songs. Faced

I10

with an album which evokes the white cliffs
and bluebirds as wartime nostalgia-objects, I
groan because they were just the sort of
maudlin songs that were foisted on Forces
who tended to be more cynical than sentimental. This selection is well sung and
excellently accompanied by the English
Chamber Orchestra ( conductor Steuart Bedford) which also plays Walton's ' Spitfire'
music and the ' Dambusters' march which,
although written in 1942, was first heard in a
post-war film. Another Coates march,
'Knightsbridge', figures oddly in a wartime
selection as it dates from 1932, and even
odder is the inclusion of Cole Porter's ' So in
Love' from his show of 1948. Despite all this,
it makes pleasant listening. The singer isn't
quite in the Moira Anderson class, but those
who like her will enjoy Miss Buchanan.
[A/B:21
Denis Argent
BENNY CARTER WITH ELISABETH
WELCH: WHEN LIGHTS ARE LOW
Conifer CHD 131
Sixteen tracks from the band and quartet that
Carter recorded here for Vocalion in 1936 are
nostalgic for me; they were among the first
records Ireviewed — Iworked for apaper in
the town where they were pressed. But I
believe today's listeners hearing them for the
first time may be surprised to realise what
good soloists there were then among London's session men; younger reviewers such as
Benny Green have discovered what a star
Elisabeth Welch was ( and, at 80, still is!).
Carter's superb alto playing should be no
surprise — he's been proving it for over 50
years. But these records also show his skill on
tenor, clarinet and trumpet. Of course he was
at ease with standards such as ' When Day is
Done' ( here taken fast), but listen to his
fluency in atune which must have been new
to him, ' I've Got Two Lips' by Leonard
Feather, who was fixer for the sessions.
Carter's own tunes deserve to be heard more
— ' IGotta Go', alovely bluesy theme for Miss
Welch, is worthy of Harold Arlen. I'm
specially pleased by one track because it was
not among those well- remembered 78s: Carter's riff tune ' Gin and Jive', with its crisp
section work. It was never released because
of a squeaky reed afflicting that fine tenor
player Buddy Featherstonhaugh, elegant in
the session picture in ablack bow tie — had he
come straight from his night job? The sleeve
is also replete with detailed notes by Hugh
Palmer [ H*I
Denis Argent
LEONARD COHEN: TM }
OCR MAN
CBS 406642-1
Jennifer Warnes' Famous Blue Overcoat, an
exquisite 'Jenny Sings Lenny' set, recently
revived interest in the Cohen's monochromatic way of things. Some of the songs that
decorated that very album are once more
dusted off here — specifically, ' First We Take
Manhattan' (can you believe Cohen goes
disco?) and ' Ain't No Cure For Love', both
of which appear in elongated, extra- lyricsfor-value guise. In both cases. however,
comparisons come down heavily in favour of
Warnes. She has a real voice, you see —
simple as that. Even so, ' I'm Your Man' is
admirable. ' Everybody Knows' brilliantly
links the inadequacy of US leadership
(*Everybody knows the boat is leaking/Everybody knows the captain lied') with infidelity
('Everybody knows you've been discreet/But
there were so many people you had to meet —
without your clothes'), while 'Tower Of
Song' is already on my ' Best Of '88' list,
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thanks to it's hint of Brill ( Building, that is),
it's doo-doo dum-dum chorus (donated by
Warnes) and lines that include ' Isaid to Hank
Williams. How lonely does it set? But Hank
Williams hasn't answered yet. Great words,
great ideas. Pity about voice. [
B:2]
Fred Deliar
SIDIKI DIABATE AND ENSEMBLE: BA
TOGOMA
Rogue FMS/NSA 001
There was atime when hardly anyone knew
what akora was and now there is acomparative flood of albums featuring the 21-string
West African harp.
I've picked out this particular album, for it
affords the listener new to the delights of
Manding music not only the chance to savour
the kora playing, but also the knockout
singing of different members of the ensemble.
This record is less attention-seeking than
some other albums featuring the kora. Here
it's the ensemble that counts, and the two
kora players, the balafon player and the
singers keep their contributions tightly controlled and work for the overall sound of the
group.

The release is a joint venture involving
Rogue records and the National Sound Archive. Ihope there's a lot more where this
came from. Try this for starters. [
A*: 1/2]
Ken Hyder

good sense out the window. It is of course the
sort of disc you'd love to put on quietly while
you gauge the reaction of your friends — but
you may think it's an expensive joke [
A:??]
Ken Hyder

ILAIYARAAJA: HOW TO NAME IT?
Oriental Records ORI/AAMS 115 (50m 10s)
(CD)
(Distributed by Impetus)

THE GOLDEN PALOMINOS: BLAST OF
SILENCE
Celluloid 6127

This CD deserves mention because it is one
of the oddest records I've ever heard. Indian
music is full of oddity. There are Carnatic
musicians playing country and western mandolins, and some of the combinations of
instruments in Indian film music is staggering.
On this disc, as well as the strange mixture
of sounds, there is the strange mixture of
musics. Try to imagine, if you can, Indian
classical music, with a touch of pretty naff
disco, naff jazz, and finally agood measure of
European classical composers like Bach.
There is even one piece called: ' IMet Bach In
My House', which leans on the grand old
master heavily.
In the end it's abizarre mixture, taking the
worst of all worlds and throwing taste and

The latest instalment of Anton Fier's musical
kaleidoscope finds this shifting ensemble
edging ever closer to mainstream rock, while
retaining the double-bladed G2 edge which
will cut the unwary. It seems no coincidence
that Fier has chosen to begin and end the
album with Lowell George songs: ' I've Been
The One' kicks the proceedings off ( complete
with assistance from Chris Stamey and
Sneaky Pete) and the curtain is brought down
by the surging Little Feat anthem ' Bridge Of
Jesus' (Stamey again, plus the elusive Peter
Blegvad).
The Palominos have some kind of reputation for being difficult listening, one of those
received impressions which is purest tripe.
The group plays with apower and conviction
which belies their ' occasional' status, plus

signings was Mundell Lowe, whose warm
tone and enticingly subtle chord solos against
an understated bass and drums make the 1956
Guitar Moods adelight, despite the slow pace
and the almost laughable schmaltz added by
ob.oe, flute or English horn, and the feeling
that Riverside would have used abig orchestra if they could have afforded it. The
following year produced The Hawk Flies
High, in which Hawkins is supported by a
sympathetic neoswing styled rhythm team
(consisting of Oscar Pettiford and Jo Jones,
with Barry Galbraith on guitar) and plays
grippingly.
Pianist Kenny Drew is now one of the
best-known expatriate US jazz musicians, but
his 1957 This Is New appears here for the first
time in the UK. Drew's piano style is light
and has sometimes less than convincing
touches of Monk; with Donald Byrd ( and on
one side, Hank Mobley), his group echoes
the Brown/Roach quintet. Rollins had just
left Roach when he made The Sound Of
Sonny, which demonstrates his wonderful
tone, effortless precision and idiosyncratic
(but now hardly shocking) fragmentation of
standard tunes like 'The Last Time ISaw
Paris'. This Mulligan Meets... predates the

long Verve series, during which he met
almost everybody; here Mulligan's baritone
sax wreathes melodic smoke around the solid
structures created by Monk's current trio, to
produce music which never seriously flags but
is less intense than the collaboration of Monk
and Coltrane ( no doubt afuture Ace reissue).
Riverside had helped revive Monk's career,
and could take credit for the discovery
(through college friend Mundell Lowe) of the
great pianist Bill Evans. A debut album did
nothing, but after Evans' crucial period with
Miles Davis, Riverside were able to record
him again and say with some truth Everybody
Digs Bill Evans. This is an essential album.
Cannonball Adderley played a vital role
at Riverside, but it was his brother Nat
who wrote the soul-jazz standard Work
Song, recorded in 1960 with Wes
Montgomery, Bobby Timmons and, as a
novelty, bassist Sam Jones playing cello.
An often under- rated cornet player, Nat also
appears on the 1960 Cannonball- produced
debut album of Don Wilkerson, a fast,
tough- sounding tenor man propelled in
two exciting no-nonsense sessions by
the relentless drumming of Billy Higgins.
Wilkerson faded back into obscurity, and
The Texas Twister has been unreissued
until now.
If all the above rate at least [
A:1], it must
be said that all the other eight do too, with
stars being a matter of personal taste. Blue
Mitchell and Yusef Lateef deserve special
mention, as does the home- rehearsal recording of legendary white bop pianist Joe
Albany, but every title is well worth the
modest asking price of £4.99. If in doubt, try
The Riverside jazz Sampler, RIVM 001. Ace
also plan a Prestige reissue programme, but
in the meantime here are the remaining
Riverside titles from the first batch: Johnny
Griffin Sextet (RLP 264); Joe Albany and
Warne Marsh, The Right Combination (
RLP
270); Cannonball Adderley and Milt Jackson,
Things Are Getting Better (
RSLP 286); The
Wes Montgomery Trio (RSLP 310); Yusef
Lateef, The Centaur and the Phoenix (
RSLP
337); Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis, Afro-Jaws
(RSLP 373); Hal Gaylor, Billy Bean and
Walter Norris, The Trio (
RSLP 380); Blue
Mitchell, The Cup Bearers (
RSLP 439). Ace
have made a good start, and there is better
yet to come.
Steve Harris

RIVERSIDE FLOOD
MUNDELL LOWE: GUITAR MOODS
Riverside RLP 208
COLEMAN HAWKINS: THE HAWK FLIES
HIGH
Riverside RLP 233
KENNY DREW: THIS IS NEW
Riverside RLP 236
SONNY ROLLINS: THE SOUND OF SONNY
Riverside RLP 241
THELONIOUS MONK/GERRY
LIGAN:
MULLIGAN MEETS MONK
Riverside RSLP 247

MUL-

BILL EVANS: EVERYBODY DIGS BILL
EVANS
Riverside RSLP 291
NAT ADDERLEY: WORK SONG
Riverside RSLP 318
DON WILKERSON: THE TEXAS TWISTER
Riverside RSLP 332
By 1964, when the Riverside label folded,
most of its artists had either emigrated to
Europe ( Kenny Drew, Johnny Griffin),
turned to more lucrative musical pursuits
such as film and TV work ( Gerry Mulligan,
Mundell Lowe), or moved to bigger labels
(Cannonball Adderley, Wes Montgomery,
Bill Evans). Before the end came, though,
Riverside really did capture some of these
artists at their best. Imported reissues have
kept some material almost continuously available, but Ace Records, having acquired the
UK rights, are starting the first-ever comprehensive Riverside reissue programme in the
UK. For the first batch of 16 albums, Ace
offer material which is either rare or ( amazingly) not previously reissued at all, as can
be seen from the somewhat arbitrary selection of eight listed above. All have been
copied from the original master tapes at
Fantasy Inc on Ace's DAT recorder, then
DMM'ed and manufactured by Teldec in
West Germany, in original sleeve artwork.
Apart from Monk, one of Riverside's first
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they have afeel for the dramatic which in its
own little way is positively Wagnerian. Vocal
duties are shared between Syd Straw ( mainly)
and tonsils belonging to people like Jack
Bruce, Don Dixon and T- Bone Burnett.
With the likes of Bill Laswell and Bernie
Worrell prominent, the instrumental side of
the proceedings needs no further comment.
On top of all this, the LP contains atimeless,
crackerjack rock song: it's called ' Something
Becomes Nothing'. If Iwere you, I'd buy it.
[A:I]
Pete Clark
SHANNON JACKSON: WHEN COLORS
PLAY
Caravan of Dreams CDP 85009
Drummer Shannon Jackson paid his dues
with heavyweights like Omette Coleman and
Cecil Taylor. On one level, his Decoding
Society band may seem light years away from
the Cecil Taylor jazz avant garde of the '60s
and '70s, with its repeated rhythms and its
electric instrumentation. But the energy and
fire is similar. The commitment to communication is there too, only this time the
framework is simpler and it makes it easier
for the listeners to catch on.
The compositions for this live album arose
from a lone trip Jackson made to West
Africa. What's refreshing about the pieces is
that they are honest Jackson compositions
extending from his previous work — and not
instant Afro-emulations.
He sets up the music in such a way that
much is left unstated. The listener has to
finish the phrases to see the whole piece. The
music is curiously engaging and is never quite
what it seems to be on initial impressions.
[A:1/21
Ken Hyder
,I( ) 1IN N1 11 VI'F,S JAZZ: TURN BACK THE
CLOCK
Virgin V 2475
The way Ihear it, all three members of JHJ
have been steeped in music ever since they
were old enough to wave arattle in appropriate tempo — mainman Clark Datchler, the
singer-songwriter who provided eight out of
the album's 10 songs, being the son of a
musician who headed Britain's finest-ever
vocal group. And because their lives have, so
far, been little more than a readying for a
debut album, a kind of age long rehearsal,
they've been able to fashion as immaculate a
portion of pop as is likely to pleasure our ears
in ' 88. At the time of writing JHJ have
notched three hit singles — ' Shattered
Dreams', ' IDon't Want To Be A Hero' plus
the delightful 'Turn Back The Clock' — all of
which are on the album. And seemingly,
unlike many others, they don't think in terms
of padding, for such songs as ' Different
Seasons', ' Heart Of Gold' and ' Don't Let It
End This Way' would all be stand-outs on
anyone else's pop package. Pop? Yes, there's
that word again. All right, there's nothing
here that's really important. Nothing to keep
you awake at nights. Even so, only axe- heavy
rockists will hate JHJ — and then for all the
wrong reasons. IA:1]
Fred Dellar
SALIF KEITA: SORO
Stern's Africa STCD 1020 (37m 45s) CD
The world is getting smaller all the time.
Although this is an African record made by a
singer from Mali, it's not pure East African
music. There is stuff on this production from
all over the world, and the choices of
influences have been careful.
112

The singing has that West African storytelling pleading. But sometimes the rhythm
section sounds more Brazilian than anything
else. There's ajudicious blend of synthesisers
and real brass in aproduction which punches
and sparkles. In fact this is one of the
best-produced African sessions of recent
months.
Along with Kanda Bongo Man, Salif Keita
stands out as one of the more interesting and
innovative African singers to emerge in the
explosion of new African sounds. [ A*:1]
Ken Hyder
PETER KING: IN PARIS
Melodie DK 018 (
57.16secs) CD
DK 006
When people look back on British jazz in a
few years' time, they'll look at the innovators, and they'll look at the musicians who did
their thing right inside the tradition which was
handed over from America.
Peter King wouldn't pretend to be an
innovator. He's abopper, aBritish bebopper
who has studied the form and has learned to
play it as well as anyone following the
footsteps of Parker — here or anywhere else in
the world.
Of course there is room for people playing
repertoire music although the stress in jazz
has always been on producing the next big
breakthrough. This set is abrisk run through
some hop standards lovingly, and excitingly
performed by King, alto, Dave Green, bass,
Gilles Eckenschwiller, piano and Joel Toussaint, drums.
King's high-energy, super agile playing
stands out, but that's not to say the others are
slacking. There are a lot of superb bop
records on the market already, and maybe we
don't need many more if they are not saying
something new. But playing live is something
else. If you love this music, and Peter King is
ever playing in your locality, don't miss the
gig. For it's people like King who are keeping
the bebop tradition alive — and kicking. [A:2]
Ken Hyder
TOSHINORI KONDO/TRISTAN HONSINGER: THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER
ITM Records 0021 (
Distributed by Impetus)
This is a truly international venture on a
German label, where improvising musicians
from all over the place get together to see
what they can produce out of the framework
of music composed by cellist Honsigner.
The compositions are strangely reminiscent
of the kind of straight-ahead jazz some of the
participants have been struggling to get away
from, and the kind of music which lapped
around Brecht's work. On top of it all there is
an interweaving of recited conversation,
which is familiar and unsettling at the same
time. As a one-off listening experience, it's
fine, but on repeated listenings the humour
diminishes and the words just get in the way.
check it out before purchase. 1A:2] Ken Hyder
MARIAN McPARTLAND PLAYS THE
MUSIC OF BILLY STRAYHORN
Concord CJ 326 from Import Music Service
Of course Strayhorn deserves a tribute
album. He died 21 years ago, and Duke
wrote in his autobiography of ' the grandeur
of his talent and the mantle of tonal supremacy that he wore only with grace'. And of
course he wrote some of the band's most
famous tunes; many others he may have
written with Duke and left credited to him.

Marian McPartland, with her roots in the
swing era, has the empathy for Duke's
greatest period, and although she can be one
of the most adventurous jazz pianists, she
keeps well within the music's intended ambit
— an `A- train' which really swings, a out-oftempo reflective ' After All' and a sensuous
'Lush Life'. There's something kinda Dukish
about her playing the ` A-train' theme right at
the treble end of the piano while interesting
things are going on from the bass. The
Ellingtonian feeling is augmented by the
superb alto playing of Jerry Dodgion ( born
1932) who is old enough to have heard how
Johnny Hodges played — and, for that matter,
to have gained ideas about smooth sax tone
from his time in aBenny Carter band in the
1950s. Oh, and Marian plays a medium
tempo blues just to remind us that Duke and
Swee'Pea never forgot that basic fact of jazz.
Lovely piano tone, too! [ A*I]
Denis Argent
THE MERCY SEAT: THE MERCY SEAT
London—Slash SLAP 23
No, sorry this doesn't work. Maybe gospelsinging Zena Von Heppenstall is guitarist
Gordon Gano's girl-friend, but their respective approaches to music are miles apart.
Gano, you may remember, was the frontman
for Milwaukee's Violent Femmes, an erratic
but frequently inspired trio with a penchant
for changing the rules. But The Mercy Seat is
his bridge too far. In attempting to weld his
wayward rock to gospel he's raised abastard
son that few will want to take in. Maybe in a
club atmosphere I could enjoy a little of
what's on offer. But in the comfort of my own
earphones, an album full of humdrum strum
and Thank You, Lord is something that's not
all that welcoming. [
A:3]
Fred Dellar
ERIC PARKIN: MARIGOLD
Chandos CHAN 8560 (
45m 41s) CD
Light music buffs will know the title as Billy
Mayerl's best known piano work, and this
CD, played with all the benefit of digital
recording by an old Mayerl enthusiast, proves
that there was much more to the composer
than ' Marigold' and the ' Four Aces' suite, so
often heard in pre-war broadcasts by the likes
of Fred Hartley. Parkin, whose addiction to
Mayerl dates from his schooldays, recalls in
his notes his experience of playing a piano
that had been Mayerl's, and finding it hard to
play compared with today's instrument. So in
asense this is Mayerl made easy: sprightly or
resonantly serious. As well as the well known
bright pieces Mayerl ( who studied at Trinity
College) composed impressionistic studies,
such as 'Song of the Tree' which are none the
worse for being Debussyesque. Mayer!, who
died in 1959, also figures in histories of the
dance band days, and this CD helps to keep
alive the reputation of a key figure of radio
music in the pre-TV days. [ A*I] Denis Argent
THE POGUES: IF ISHOULD FALL FROM
GRACE WITH GOD
Pogue Mahone CDNYR 1 (
51m 55s) CD
In the past, The Pogues impressed me not.
The Dubliners never represented the sound
of Ireland to my ears — and The Pogues'
music seemed to be poured out of the same
bottle of Guinness. It was all a bit too
goodtime and pubby by half. Beauty and real
emotion never surfaced. Istuck my neck in
the sands where I'd buried my Bothy Band
and Planxty albums for safe keeping, waiting
for the passing of the pretenders. Thankfully,
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ZAP! BIFF!
FOREST: FOREST
Zap! ZAP2
HELLO: THE GLAM YEARS
BHT! BIER
KEITH MARSHALL: THE SINGLES PLUS
Bur. B1FF2
SUM QUATRO:
SPECIAL
BilT!

SATURDAY

NIGHT

THE RASPBERRIES: OVERNIGHT SENSATION - THE VERY BEST OF
Zap! ZAP1
Zap! ZAPCD1 ( 60m 51s) CD
‘RIOUS: THE
EXPLOSION
BIFF3

GREAT

GLAM

ROCK

With folk. psychedelia. soul. R&I3. punk and
es cry other tienre under the sun having been
treated to ristoratise measures. it's only fair
that the glam rockers of the early i970s
benefit from the p.i.sage of time. Now that we
don't have to look ii the platform shoes. we
can reassess the music without bursting into
peals of laughter.
David Bias lock feels strongly enough
about the worth ot glam-rock to fiaSeformed
acouple of new labels dedicated to the genre.
and
13iff! Zap!
working
de;'iling
exelusisel
ss
matter
it h other
s Itneglected
.
ii glitter artists
of the collectable sariety but the same era.
Bi if! has been launched with packages
devoted to Hello. a glam also-ran. and the

all has chanced. The addition of Terry
Woods and 1"-hilip Chevron to the band's
line-up has brought about anew awareness, a
sense of real tradition that formerly was only
hinted at. Not that The P. ogues have settled
for apact ssith the ghost of (
i'arolan. In mans
ways they've moved even further As a\ froM
the musical wearing of the green. creating a
fusion that spans a range from punk. Turkish
music. Spanish plonk and even a smattering
of Waits- ism.
Even so. these days 1can believe in them.
Believe that they actually care. rather than
using Irish traditional sounds as a hook to
hang ahat- shaped gimmick on. Oh. let's keep
the whole damn res iew brief - if vou. like me.
thought that ' A Fairy Tale 01 New York',
was one of the few Christmas records still
worth playing ; it Easter and beyond. you'll
rate the frishmen's /
i I Month) Fall as an
essential huv.
W'hich is not
but the truth. Incidentally. the CD edition of the album sports two
extra tracks in ' South Australia' and ' The
Battle March Medley'. [ A: L''
Fred Dellar

JONATHAN RICHMAN AND THE MODERN LOVERS: MODERN LOVERS 88
Demon Fiend 106
Welcome back to the world of tap-dancing
spiders. skanking pharoahs and hi tuses with
not man people-lis ing upstairs. We ; ill know
that dear Jonathan has raspberrs ripple for
brain.. hut what the hell. This is another
instalment of acttustic
front the sunshine
superman who hates elecricity and has adeep
and . incerelv-held belief that everything will
turn out fol the best with the help of t
lie love
of agood woman and some decent st eather.
SS sees Richman further relining lits muse.
casting aside some of hi. more icks ant hropo11141 \ I %% S& RI ( (»MR'

II \1

tuRn,

tos

solo career of one of its members. Keith
Marshall. Before inse,:igatin , either 01
those. I'd suggest \Ou purchase- the rather
wonderful in
to the genre. The
Greta Glum Roch LAplosion. Iii iild it iou lo
you st
in ,, ight into Ihello. it also
(
-Jfiers slices of Wizzard. Slade. the Glitter
Band and other choice morsel', If you listen.
;IS recommended abt tse. without - p
icturin
g
the naff stage gear. what you'll hear i
s
impeccable pop conceived to do not
more ta
hngise the listener agood time. Yes-.
you st ill cli--ange your mind about the Sweet.
You might é;eni like me, decide that Mud
could really rock. () ny other guest on the
compilatiori. Suzi ° Limo), has also been the

ntorphisms and descending still further into
deep joy. ' 1latve Ilot Night'. ' 1Ilave Come
Out To" Play and ' Gail Loses Me' are titles
which give abig clue as to JR's Is rie concerns
this time out. Simple melodies : ire shored up
on a trickle of guitar, a single drum and the
occasional burst rit sa xophone. n e po int is,
that Richman means it: this is no poll-crawed
put-on. If there'. ; Ieiiid in sou waiting to get
out, here's the 2-1-hom pass. And zinvone
who signs of f " with ' 1he Theme From Sit mito
Rouge' is all right ssith me. too. 18:21
l'ele (' lark

UT: IN GUT'S HOUSE
Blast First BM' 17
When they come to writs the history i
il guitar
abuse, they . ire going : o have to find a place
for these three lidies from Ness York. Along
ssith the Band Of Susan. Lt has e\\ rested th t
--.)
high ground of sis string strideles from the
hOrns7-handed sons of t;nling solOs. The big
secret here is the deliberate' obliteration of
the hunts of these solos - no more ' count me
in. man, here comes my - groin!' sts le o f
Manic lunacy . No:le. these girls just plug in
aJld go completely over the top. tri m beginning to end. amen.
That is not to sas there's no skill attached l't on inspired form can whip up amaelstrom
of thrills, chills and spill, - hut the real
tension on this record et tines from the explosive collision of a Invited technique and a
limitless ambition. The opening • Esangehs:'
is a fairls gentle introduction with references
to early Teles ision. but b•v the time you get to
track three. ' Swallow', you'll have to put
away the reference book. It's not always
pretty .- hut then . sshich of us is! If you sscie
prepared to find ahome for early. great Patti
Smith, then soull start building an extension

subject of a whole Bill! LP. a re- issue of
Saiiirday :
Sigh/ Special complete with extra
tracks. Again. it's an car- opener. and the
leather jumpsuit pales into insignificance
when you hear that female rockers needn't be
named Tiffany and devoid of lire. All in all. I
think that Bili! is a most noble effort. but I'll
be damned if I'm coinin g out of the closet and
admitting in print that 1
-base a mint original
copy of ' Tiger Feet' and sass Gary .Glitter lise
not once but twice on the same tour. Ratings?
Well. what else can you „
gise glitter but aload
of stars?
Zap! looks to be something else entirely.
the initial releases featuring high on any list of
collectable matter. Forest were ahippie titi ( lit
so redolent of incense and heads and suchlike
that it's hard to take their brand of tinkling
too seriously. but the release of the LI) ill
af
fordable form still ulcerate at least one vinyl
rip-off merchant Icould name. ' I'he Raspbeiries, however, just may. have been the best
pop harmony hook-nwrchants to emerge in
the t. ' SA in the early 19711s. Fronted by Eric
C'army•n. the hand hiid some chart action but
will forever be regarded as one of those act,
too good for the times in which the
ed.
[Note KK's linguistic command - Ed1 The
Zap! compilation ( with an extra track on the
CD) culls the best from their now- deleted
LIN and will send chills up and doss') the
spines of Todd Rundgren. Left Banke. ¡ lollies and Ray WOOd fans. or - indeed - a nvont.•
who's a sticker for a perfect melody. While I
can't rate rows/ because my typewriter lacks
runes. I must give Overnight Ser us
IA:11, And Mud else C;111 I sav about new
labels desoted to past nuisters?"1-low ahout.
'yeah. we missed you when you ss ere
away. . .
Ken Kessler

now for Ill. Death by guitar could not be
sweeter. IA - because it comes as two 12"
singles
Pete Clark

VARIOUS: CAROUSEL
MCA MCC 6028 DMCG 6028 CD
(
-arouse! is overshadowed by
Oklahoma!,
whose Broadway run was three times as long,
and it's hard to decide whether the story.
uneasils transplanted froto Hungars toi
Maine. st ; is its weakness: or whether its s
ongs
suiupI sseren't top class Rodgers and Ilammerstein. But one certainly is:
t o‘cd
You' is the absolutely perfect late Rodgers
ballad, the essence of his style. Its phrasing
and progressions could itot be in kuik en tor
the work of Kern or Loess e, And here it gets
the singers it deserves, the melloss and
mature voices of Barbara Cook and of
Samuel Ramey. bass from La Scala and the
Metropolitan. here sounding more in the
bass- baritone range. Compared with Barbara
(«ook. our Sarah Brightman in the major role
of Carrie has rather les, of Rodgers' best to
sing: she still has years of development to
fuller sound and greater depth ahead of her.
and singing with Barbara Cook may \yell have
helped her to succeed in the challenge of
facing New York audiences ( and critics) in
Phatm)m. This album was amajor enterprise.
recorded partly at Sir George Martin's Air
studio in London. \\ jilt the 12P0 conducted
bs Paul iemignani Irom Broadway. Remarkabls .perhaps fist: different hands re- orchestrated the music.
The illustrated double sleeve fills in the
background of the show, and it adds up to a
good buy ..I would rate it even higher il it did
not have to compare \s nit Dame Kiri". South
Pacific: but it would be unfair to ills it less
than A:1 j
Wnis .‘ rgent
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THE VIRTUOSO POWER AMPLIFIER

Acoustic Gold Limited is seeking aSales Manager as

Build this superb power amplifier and enjoy superlative
sound quality from your records, CD's & tapes.

akey member of its management team. Reporting to

Read Electronics Today International April - June 1988 for
circuit description, design philosopy and specifications.

the Managing Director, your task will be to develop,

Complete kit available for:
stereo standard
90w stereo upgrade° ( illustrated)
90w stereo with even larger power supply in black case
160w bridged mono
250w super bridged mono in larger black case
High quality parts used in standard versions
Top quality parts such as wonder caps, bulk foil resistors
in upgraded versions.
All components available separately.

manage and support the company's UK retail
distribution.
Acoustic

Gold,

which

markets

SUMO

and

FOR FULL DETAILS - SEND 9" »< 4" SAE (
overseas - 3 IRCs) to:

PR1MARE, is planning to launch several significant

AUDIOKITS,
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU
Tel: 0332-674929

new product lines later this year. This is an unusual
opportunity to be in at the start of anew venture,

ri CLASSICAL
Ld

ROCK ...-

J

Complete
C.D.
Collection

9
.1

„ ..

taking full responsibility for the sales function and

UNew
L.P.'s
Cassettes

making amajor contribution.

Imports & Special Offers

Applicants should have field experience in the hi-fi

Compact Disc £ 9.50 or less ( . C.D. Singles at lowest prices)
LPs £ 5.50 or less—Cassettes £ 5.50 or less
If it is available we con get it for you. No secondhand.

industry, either in retail or representing a manu-

We also supply blank Audio/Video tapes.

Write or phone for further information, or send cheque /P.O. payable to LS. Ud.

facturer/importer. Compensation is negotiable, and

Request the ces, L.P.'s or Cassettes you require using the above prices as guides.
Orders under £ 30, 50p per item pip.

will not be aproblem to the right candidate.

R.S. Ltd. P.O. Box 7, Swindon, SNI 3QW.
r,
p1
V:J

Tel: (
0793) 694850

JAZZ

rel

POP a A

Write with full c.v. to Denis Wratten, Managing
Director, Acoustic Gold Ltd, 1, Orston Lodge, Old

r RADFORD
Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Roctford Audio Ltd, 47 ^ Clifton Rood,
Weston-Super-More, Avon D523 1DW
Tel: 0934 416033
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Farm Road, Hampton, TW12 3RQ.
Applications

will

be

treated

in

the

strictest

confidence.

Acoustic Gold
L _
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ

CAPSU
ACE: THE BEST OF
See For Miles SEE CD 214 (
54m 36s) CD
Within weeks of Paul Carrack's ' Best Of'
comes a tribute to his first claim to fame.
Exceptional pub-rockers, ironically noted for
their least inspiring song, ' How Long'. And
to think that this was swept aside by punk.
[A/B:1/11
VANESSA BELL ARMSTRONG: VANESSA
BELL ARMSTRONG
Zomba CHIP52 (
37m 06s) CD
Latter-day red-hot mamma. This is power
soul, easily transcending the dance genre.
Already the winner of the 1988 HFNIRR
Award for CoolerThan You-Are Cover
Pose and the Willie Mae Thornton Don't
Mess With Me, Jim Commemorative Rolling
Pin. [
A:11
THE ASSOCIATION: THE ASSOCIATIOIV'S
GOLDEN HEEBIE-JEEBIES
Edsel ED239
15 track collection from aprime 1960s American chart-filler. Contains enough of the hits
('Along Comes Mary', ' Windy') to make it
recognisable, but lacks afew biggies to make
it definitive. [
A/B:1] for these purveyors of
gorgeous harmonyladen pop.
TONY BANKS: THE FUGITIVE
Virgin TBCDI (
52m 39s) CD
STEVE HACKETT: VOYAGE OF THE ACOLYTE
Virgin CASCD1111 (
40m 52s) CD
Double treat for Genesis completists, the CD
transfer of apair of solos. TB's 1983 release
(with two tracks not on vinyl) contrasts nicely
with Hackett's 1975 effort, the former full of
real songs and the latter showing what excess
can do to you if you're not very careful.
[A:1), [A/B:2]
THE BEACH BOYS: 20 GOLDEN GREATS
EMI CDP 7 46738 2/CD EMTV1 (
51m 18s)
CD
Another ' Best Of to overlap with the previous three. All the hits, from surf sages to
space cadets, and just about the best harmonies this side of Phil and Don. [
B:11 for
those surfing CDs.
BRINSLEY SCHWARTZ: PLEASE DON'T
EVER CHANGE
Edsel ED237
The second Brinsleys reissue from Edsel,
again showing how clever Nick Lowe was in
his pub rock days. Too sharp and witty to
appeal to the masses; for once the critics were
right. Sample if you've ever loved the Byrds,
the Spoonful et al. [
A/B:1]

examples of what may have been the finest
voice to enter amicrophone. Would someone
send a copy to Stock Aitken Waterman?
[A/H:11
DION: RUNAROUND SUE — THE BEST OF
THE REST
Ace CDCH 915 (
64m 52s) CD
Or: What Every Archive CD Should Be,
despite creative remixing. Outtakes, alternate mixes and liner notes to rank with the
best, this 24 tracker tidies up the loose ends
and justifies a 'collector mentality'. Still the
sassiest street-smart kid ever to emerge in the
rock milieu. [
A*41*:1/1*]
MARSHA HUNT: WALK ON GILDED
SPLINTERS
See For Miles SEE CD 209 (
43m 00s) CD
Sorely-needed 14 song package covering
1969-71, revealing this torch singer to be far
more than the gossip column fodder she
became. Heavy guests (Bolan, Townshend,
many Faces) and superb material. [
A/B:1]
MAURICE JARRE: FATAL ATTRACTION
(OST)
PRT PYL6036
Ask someone who saw the film if they
remember the music. They'll say 'No'. That
means that either ( 1) the film is so exciting
the the mood music remains subliminal or ( 2)
the music is forgettable. Heavy synth stuff,
with more tension than a boxful of springs.
[A/A*: I]
ALBERT KING: I'LL PLAY THE BLUES
FOR YOU — THE BEST OF
Staz/Ace CDSX 007 (
63m 03s) CD
CD-only 17-track retrospective monitoring
the caree
- rof the blues world's 'third King',
and afine companion to Mobile Fidelity's CD
Live% ire/Bluespower. This is as raunchy as it
gets, so don't rely on Cray as an intro: Albert
gets down. [
A/B: 1/1 *]
BB KING: ACROSS THE TRACKS
Ace CHD230
Still more from the vaults, 16 gems including
no less than nine alternate or previously
unreleased tracks. The material emanates
from the mid -1950s, capturing this bluesmaster in top form. [
H:1]
MARILLION: B'SIDES THEMSELVES
EMI CDP 7 48807 2 (
59m 48s) CD
Midprice, high value blessing for the fans,
offenng for the first time on CD the B-sides
of their singles. Almost makes you wish you
still had long locks. [
A:1/21 and a [ 1 for the
title.

JJ BURNEL: EUROMAN COMETH
Mau Mau 601
As you'd expect of asolo LP by abass player
(the Strangler's) this is one bottom-heavy
record. Originally unleashed in 1978, it will
appeal mainly to Stranglers completists. Punk
meets Eurotech; avoid if you like neither.
[A/A*:1/21

RAFUL NEAL: LOUISIANA LEGEND
Blue Horizon/Ace BLUH003
Though in the business for 30 years, this is
bluesman Neal's first LP. A harmonica player
the likes of which we didn't think they made
anymore. RN deserves the same kind of
attention as bestowed upon another late
bloomer, Ted Hawkins. [
A/B:1]

NAT KING COLE: 20 GOLDEN GREATS
EMI CDP 7 46737 2/EMTV9 (
62m 20s) CD
NAT KING COLE: GREATEST LOVE
SONGS
EMI CDP 748614 2/EMTV35 (
58m 00s) CD
The essence on two CDs, all the more
poignant for coinciding with the Astley debacle. Hear the real ' When I Fall In Love',
'Ramblin' Rose', 'Mona Lisa' and other

PERE UBU: THE MODERN DANCE
Fontana 834 267-2 (
36m 52s) CD
A brave reissue, the 1978 art/thrash — nay
'Dada' — epic from Cleveland's finest.
Screaming, bellowing noise on one level,
pure genius on another — just make sure the
volume is down when the CD starts. Unrateable by conventional standards, [
A:1] if you
think that Eraserhead was a normal movie.
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POWER STATION: THE POWER STATION
CD
Capitol CDP 7 46127 2 (
34m 15s) CD
Fine ' heavy' marriage of some Durannies and
Robert Palmer, slammed by some when it
first appeared because of prejudice against
teen idols. Now on abudget CD, reassess at
your leisure. Mineral-free metal with ample
guts. [
A:1]
FRANK SINATRA: THE FRANK SINATRA
COLLECTION
EMI CDP 748616 2/EMTV41 (
60m 03s) CD
A 20 tracker from his richest period, 1954-62,
including such colossal performances as
'Come Fly With Me' and ' I've Got You
Under My Skin'. Mono and stereo, sturm und
drang — what else but [
A/H:1/11?
OTIS SPANN: THE BLUES NEVER DIE!
Ace CH231
Straight reissue of this premier blues pianist's
1965 Fantasy release. With guests like James
Cotton (harmonica and some vocals) and SP
Leary, and with the kind of stereo you don't
find on older blues releases, it has to be [ A:I]
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD: THE SILVER COLLECTION
Philips DUSTV1
Philips 834 128-2 (
70m 10s) CD
Peerless performances, timeless material like
'I Only Want To Be With You', Son OF .A
Preacher Man' and ( the highlight for
audiophiles) 'The Look Of Love' on this
comprehensive treatment. Some mono, game
mindboggling stereo and, sigh, extra tracks
on the cp. [
A/A*/B:11
THE STAPLES SINGERS: RESPECT YOURSELF — THE BEST OF
Staz/Ace CDSX006 (
71m 48s) CD
Brilliant 20 track compilation from the First
Family of Gospel and Soul. The title track is a
killer; the remaining. 19 coups de grace.
[A/B:1/1*]
LITTLE JOHNNY TAYLOR: PART TIME
LOVE
Ace CH229
Immaculate, anguished uptown blues, the
original 1963 release kept intact by those
purists in NW10. In the same ballpark as
Howard Tate, who had the good sense to
cover the title track of this masterpiece.
[A/B:11
VARIOUS: BLUES GUITAR BLASTERS
Ace CHA232
20 track crash course in blues guitar, with
lecturers like Albert King, BB King, Elmore
James and T-Bone Walker. Mono and some
stereo. Good liner notes, great sleeve, sensational music. [
A/B/H:1/1*]
VARIOUS: LIFE IN THE FAST LANE
Telstar STAR 2315
Superb all-rock 16track compilation. A few
lapses break up the tone set by the likes of
Ventesnake, Billy Idol, Bon Jovi, et al, but
this is a damned sight better than megabit
segues. [A:1].
VARIOUS: RAW BLUES
Decca/London 820 479-2 (
47m 16s) CD
Marvellous black-andwhite blues compilation with offerings from Otis Spann, Mayall,
Winwood, Clapton, Champion Jack Dupree
and others. London in the 1960s, reissued
here for silver consumption. [
B:1]
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HlFl BARGAINS
Bath Compact Discs

FOR CASH
\IX\

6Broad Street,
Bath, BAI 5LJ

I\ niir I \ illm,1

-REGA

ARCAM -GALE

• LINN

- ROYD

• MONITOR AUDIO

Philip March

Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9

audio sustems

Phone 0625 524766
Closed Wednesdays except by appointment

103a Beverley Road, Hull

post free mail order

RESEARCH

PRODUCTS -CREEK AUDIO -B LO

The Iii -Fi Centre, Green Lane,

ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND THE CLASSICS,
OVER 12,000 DISCS IN STOCK
Personal shoppers or

NAIM AUDIO

TLI IlQ1 ip\w\T 'rm.\

Entrance Wellington Lane

TEL: 0482 227867

TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI Fl SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM. CLWYD

TEL: 0978-364500
,
iGENCIES

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual.
Elite ( Inc. Rock), Hunt-EDA,
KEF, Michell, Monitor
Audio Musical Fidelity,
Naka
Nagaoka,
michi,

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

HUH M.Ia lliETS

Cs

moNirrce
SOUND

Ortolon,Philips
(C.D. only), QED,
Quad, Revak, Rogers,
Sansui,Sennheiser, Shure
Sondes, Spendor, TDK, Thorens,
Tannoy, Wharfedale "Diamond".

CLONE?

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston. Birmingham BIS 110.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

▪

A
&
R
cambrd ge

138.0 BB&W
• Castle • Celestion
Denon U Dual B Marantz
• Mission 111 Monitor Audio

Mordaunt-Short

U

Musical Fidelity

Nakamichi
U Pioneer
in Philips CD
In Quad 11 Rogers U Rotel U Revox
• Sony • Spendor U Tannoy U Technics
• Thorens
U Trio B Yamaha etc
•

Two-year guarantee

9 30-6 00 Tuesday- Saturday

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Nairn, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.

Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Clotted all day Mon/Thur di Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi.fi attic

(

for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
MORDAUNT-SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

QUAD
LINN
K.E.F.
DUAL
BEYER
IlEYBROOK
DENON
Q E.D.
INCA TECH

OVER 2000 COMPACT DISCS
I
ALWAYS IN STOCK

C
e`'<-(o
•

ogle

STAX

COMPAC

SPECIALISTS
ql.
*er

o
qe.

,t.;
Qr .

I

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752.669511)

o

YCe o

FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES I
2YEAR GUARANTEE 1

SOUND
1

E

S

HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SYSTEMS

M
3

eien E
ETS P
M

C.L

0625 615740

(Hl PI Speciallstsj
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267

Proton, Finchley's NAD, Celestion, Denon,
Dual, Yamaha, Marantz, Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

MARKETS.J

W.R.B.I.

Home Demonstrations
'HE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
Covering London & Home Counties
AISO Advisory Service Available

01-228 7126

HOPKINS HI-FI

or lull details - 24hr Answering Service

THE SPECIALIST
THE No, 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad • Dual

Ft

ANALOG AUDIO

Onkyo

Technlcs

NAD

Cambridge Audio Acoustic Research

Trm•Kenwood

Bose

B&W Celest ,on

Denon KEF Marantz Maxell • Mordaunt Short Nagaoka
Ortolan OED Tannoy Yamaha AR Electronlcs Heybrook
J B L • Sennhmser • Ruark
•DEMONSTRATION ROOM

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469
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SOUTH LONDON HI-FI AND VIDEO
fOR AUDIO VIDEO & HI-H SALES & SER VI(
210 BRIXTON HILL, LONDON SW2 111E
Telephone 01- 674 4433/01-674 2033
YOUR HIFI CHOICE IS ON
DEMONSTRATION, CHOOSE FROM:
Aiwa AR. A -tR.Exposurc Electronic.. Dual. Dawn. Maranta.
Mitmon. Ket. Ilalfcr. Lumnan.JBL. Iannot . IIiiactu. Isakanachl. B W
Monitor Audio. Sansui. QED. Quad. lborcnt. °It cr. I

DrinainirationIwAtieN wide range 44 1l1 «
.

NOTICE TO

AUDIO MANUFACTURERS

ROLLS ROYCE A FINE MECHANICAL MACHINE
POSSIBLY THE BEST CAR MONEY CAN BUY.
COMPARE YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

Westwood& Mason (Oxfrird) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
OREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF [INN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICÁ
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

ONIX
tel

CREEK, DUAL,

tA

BRI

[INN
e \i

°\-ve'i%

DENON

I-1 TON HIFI

1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776

A FINE PIECE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
THE ROLLS STILL REQUIRES A FIRST CLASS
FINISH TO SELL IT, A STANDARD
COMMERCIAL FINISH JUST WON'T DO.
HAVE YOU LOOKED AT YOUR FINISH LATELY.

3 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

Yeovil Audio)

IF YOU REQUIRE QUALITY FINISHES CONTACT
FINISHING COATINGS LTD.
REAR OFF/ 26-28 PRIESTS BRIDGE, SHEEN. SW14 STA

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO

THE SONY and PIONEER
CENTRE
;Iso Denon. Dual, Ferguson, Kef

OR RING 01-876 9044
STOVE ENAMELLERS TO THE

kUlt

AUDIO TRADES

Koss

AIWA • YAMAI IA

-

•

• IU.NWCX •

ROTEL • QI.E • Ni • ) NDEX •
MARANTZ • KENVL' . • I
IARMAN
KARDON • TEAC • ONKYO • PROTON
THORENS • DUAL • ILL • KEE • TANN( Is
CELESTION • I
lEYBROUK • SPEND'•
MORDAUNT-SLIORT • GO( ( DMAN. •
AUDIO TECI MICA • SENNHEISEF •

Quad, Sennheiser, Aiwa,

Mordaunt-Short, Ortoton, OED
accessories.
1 Glovers Walk,

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820

YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430
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CONSULTANTS

(318 WESTEILN ROAD, ST.LEON.A.R.BB. ( 0484)44Z975.)

Selected Hi-fi
f
r
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EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAMMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THOREN,,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
&Many more.
• ()Puy MONSAT 9.00-000.
III FM DEMONSTRATIONS - IN STORE &

DONI

54a Waratones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114
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BOWER$8A
WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWERS • t, WILKINS)
Littlehampton Road Tel Wor thong 64141

C1-11fl-111ESTIM
GV1
Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London. Chichester, West Sussex P0 19 I
PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

(INN PRODUCTS •CROFT
Acousncs • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO* INCATECH
dio
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURL
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R A TA • IPW • ION • SENNHEISER,
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO. CELESTION •

Hours of Opening
Mon. Tues. Wed Sat Illim-Spni
Thurs Fri lOam-9pm

For the
finest
names
in

-1 AI III RI PARA!»
GREEN SI REEI. EASI 0 051
E1323) 31336
69 LONDON ROAD. BRIGHTON
(0273) h09.131

(T 0H11) MONDAYS LATE NICUIT 53 I. D-Kpm

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469.

11
7

SPECIALIST GUIDE
WARWICKSHIR

Audio Projects

e ivnrs
Expensive

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR

cERIpcWILEY

A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - OED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

A T Labs

A&R Cambridge
Absolute Sound & Vision
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Gold Ltd

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

ost advertisements
Mare legal, decent,
honest and truthful. Afew
are not, and, like you, we
want them stopped.
If you would like to
know more about how to
make complaints, please
send for our booklet:
The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.
The Advertising

Standards Authority.

tilli III 13 di men en unto
50

Deutsche Gramaphone

1FC

./8
40,41

Grant Amplifiers

78

6,24,34
22,114

Radford Hi Fi

90

Rayleigh Hi Fi

36

Reading Hi Fi Centre

26

Ron Smith Aerials

26
80

H.H. Morch

14

Alphason Designs Ltd

74

H.W. International ( Avance)

42

S.M.Electronics

Alternative Audio

82

Hampshire Audio Ltd

58

Salisbury Hi Fi

Appolo Speaker Stands

46

Heybrook Hi Fi

96

Sevenoaks HiFi Centre

AR Jay Interiors

68

Hi Fi Experience

Audio South

78

Audio-Technica Ltd

81

Moorgate Acoustics

Audiocraft of Denham

34

Music Room, The

Audiokits
Aylesbury Hi Fi Consultants

114

Musical Fidelity

Bartletts Hi Fi

100

81

Spalding Electrical Ltd

24

84

Standens of Tonbridge Ltd

78

72

Steve Boxshall Audio

76

Sussex Audio

78

4
20

O'Brien Hi Fi

26

Paul Roberts Hi Fi

48

s4

Phonograph Ltd

92

70

Pinewood Music

16

64

Cambridge Systems Technology

14

Chew & Osborne

Sound Gallery, The

IBC

Brentwood Music Centre

Canton

30,86

Complete CD Collection, The

114

Playback Studios

34

Cosmic Hi Fi

106

Primare Systems

12

Covent Garden Records
Dali Hi Fidelity
118

70
88,89

81
Nakamichi

Bandridge

i
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01-686 2599 EXT: 469
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Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
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SALES DEPARTMENT ON
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CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF1 0 5BS

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,

8StAnnes Road Neadingley.leeds IS6 311X
Telephone05321789374
\\

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

66
10,11

ProAc Loudspeakers
Radford Electronics

8
114

T.D.L.

38

Thomas Heinitz

48

Top Tape

68

Untlet

18

Virgin Records

West Midlands Audio
Wharfedale Loudspeakers

108

81
OBC

Wilson Stereo Library

92

Woodside Electronics

76
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A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £16.80 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £24.80
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £42.50 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Please send me 12 monthly issues of Hi Fi News &
Record Review commencing with the next available issue.

IPlease print in block capitals)
Name•

E

£16.80
El £ 24.80
E £42.50

UK and BFPO
Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
Overseas Air Mail

Aadress•

Ienclose cheque/International money order payable to
Link House Magazines Ltd.

E VISA

El ACCESS/
ri DINERS
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

Expiry date:

E AMEX
To Hi Fi News & Record Review, Subscription Department
L.nk House Magazines Ltd.
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.

Signature

Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription
ano should Iwish to cancel no refund will be made.
Registered in England and Wales No 1341560

ÇA
LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

LA

SIFIED

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in June issue must reach these
offices by 15th April addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
I'm sorry Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone!
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
HITACHI STD 1000 M MIDI SYSTEM, good
working order, £50 ono for quick sale. Telephone Erith ( 03224) 46771 anytime.
MICHELL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
with Transcriptor arm fitted with VMS30 cartridge. Original and immaculate. Tel: Burgh
Heath ( 07373) 53017 evenings. ( D)
MICHELL GYRODEC TURNTABLE (
gold
model) and SOUTHER LINEAR ARM.
Superb combination. Few months old. Cost
£1200 will accept £750. Tel: 01-625 4539. ( D)
REVOX B225 CD. Immaculate condition £550.
Delivery arranged. Phone Peter Brown ((224713903 daytime. 0467-43872 evenings/weekends.
(E)
ARISTON RD20 TURNTABLE (OMIO CART);
Sansui D55 Cassette Deck ( Dolby B/C); Sansui
TU33 digital tuner; £ 160 o.n.o.; All boxed. Jon
Kempster 01-341 9053. ( D)
FOUNDATION STANDS 15" high. 10" top
plate. ' Pi' specification twin column fill, for
optimum performance. £75 - bring your own
fork-lift truck! Evenings etc 01-586 2898. ( DIS)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 AMPLIFIER. One
month old. Mint condition, boxed. Will demonstrate. £325. Tel: Guildford 38224 or Guildford
64587. Harry. ( D)
IMF EXPORT MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS
(similar design to TLS 80's). Cabinets need
slight attention, but sound perfect. £200 o.n.o.
Tel ( 0702 551153 ( evenings). ( D)
PHILIPS N7300 TAPE DECK Hi Fi Stereo.
Eight hours use only. £500. Philips 3600 and
Maxell tapes, Philips Hi Fi Microphones all new
never used. Sell all £300. ( 0793) 612160. ( D)
MAGNA PLANAR MGIIB's superb ribbon
speakers. Perfect condition. Half new price
£900. Original boxes. Tel: 0344 886037 ( Near
Windsor). ( D)
NYTECH CTA25 XDII RECEIVER. Mint condition, M/C board. Superb FM reception. Collectors item. £ 185 o.n.o. Tel: ( 09276) 2146 after
6pm. Also Spiked Rigid Speaker Stands £ 15.00.
(D)
BURMESTER 846 HIGH LEVEL PREAMP,
new, boxed, guarantee, chrome front panel,
accept £650. Newbury ( 0635) 67076 evenings/
weekends. ( D)
120

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS's and APOGEE CALIPERS: Designer selling, both new, unused in
boxes £2295 o.n.o. ( Walnut) and £ 1795. Oracle
Alexandria/Prelude, Onix pow/sply. £595 o.n.o.
Tannoy Devons, used £ 175. JBL99's ( 14" Woofers) £ 295. WANTED: McIntosh MR78/80
Tuner. Tel: 01-722 9504. ( D)
QUAD ESL63 £875, Stands £49. Quad rack £25.
IMF TL50 £ 199, latest Arcam 2 + £200. New
unused Linn Karma £299. WANTED: Nakamichi 682ZX. quality tape recorder. Send phone
number to Mr Millar. 49 St. Johns Court.
Warwick. ( D)
TANDBERG 2080 RECEIVER, 3005 STUDIO
MONITORS, magnificent matching rosewood
£695; Decca Ribbon Enclosures, three pairs
£395; Yamaha DSP ISound Processor, matching
M35 four channel amplifier £595; Thorens 160S/
Goldring/SME £95. 0474 813851 ( Kent). ( D)
AUDIOLAB 8000A AMPLIFIER £220. Boxed,
perfect condition, excellent sound. Original
1974 AR Universal turntable, boxed vgc.
Offers. Tel: Colin 01-949 8529 ( day). ( D)
MARANTZ PM3I0 AMPLIFIER. Very good
condition, original packaging. £ 70 o.n.o. Tel:
01-660 6365 Eves. ( Coulsdon, Surrey). ( D/S)

FOR SALE- Trade
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CD160,
CD460, CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
(C)
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES, Distributors
Bulk price, master- tape sound. High output
MC- 3L-11, MC- 2V ' Gramophone' recommended, wonderful value £39.90p. postage 69p.
Aura Sound P.O. Box 774, London NW7 3ST.
(D)

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING
IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION:
Sumiko MDC8(10 The Are £750.
Oracle Delphi I. modified to II spec.
electronic stabiliser. etc. £750.
Delivery free in U.K.
SME Limited, Steyning Sussex. BN4 3GY
(090:” 814321.

VALVE AMP KITS! Easily built, superior
sound. Complete with passive preamps. Class
A, 20 + 20w Stereo £ 145.99, 40w Monobloc.
£189.00. Class AB 35 + 35w £ 159.00, 70w
Monobloc £215.00. 50 + 50w moscode £ 145.00.
ECC83 Based preamp £99.50. Further details.
S.A.E. please to: Bewbush Audio. 47b Elmer
Road, Bognor Regis, Sussex P022 6D2. ( D)

SONY ELCASET CASSETTES: LC60 ( SLH)
£1.00. LC90 ( SLH) £ 1.50. LC60 ( Fe/Cr) £ 1.50.
Postage £3.00 per order. Mixed 100 pcs for £ 100
postage paid or offers for job lot of 10,000 +.
Shadoos, 162 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M14
5LQ. Tel: 061224 4215. ( F)

ONE PAIR KRELL KMA 100 POWER AMPLIFIERS: Ex-demonstrators, less than six months
old, boxed, guaranteed. perfect - £4,650. Also
Krell KSA 100 stereo power amp: ex-demonstrator, four months old, boxed, guaranteed,
perfect - £2,850. Free delivery in UK. The
Pinewood Music Company, Martins, Church
Lane, Goodworth Clatford, Andover. Hampshire SPI 1 7HL. ( 0264) 57536 anytime. ( D)

AUDIO SYNTHESIS: now available Ben Dunkan's supertuning CD for 4 x oversampling
players. AMP 01. AMP 0IM and PAS 01 kits
and components. 1988 revised AMP 01 text
£7.95 complete. 0602 224138 ( D)

BOURNS ultra precision 100K. Dual Linear Pot
with Holcos for log attenuation £ 14.99. Send
stamp for details and latest price list, 196
Wollaton Road, Beeston, Nottingham NG9
2PH. ( D)

TWO KRELL KMA200
mono power amps. Mint condition,
purchased April '86. Free delivery in U.K.
SME Ltd, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
(0903) 814321.
£6,250 the pair.
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NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Wroth. ed iii 983
lii Soundlun 5111111 upgrade hoard , hat.
rumlernised ; Ind enhanced Quad 315 around the %wild ( tor item
S0707 plug in circuit hoards esceed the Hillman', ol men the
511101 especialls lor distortioll. tri-quelles response and nor,
perlormance %% I/ retain 111e lull use of the lonc tiller and
mmiroir
II lieu upgraded xillithe nest 50707 the Quad :Li 6ill , hallcuge ans
modern design kir tranollirenis nd liars lirimic»
50707
pair — L19.10 • \ 1151110111 7 p.iii - L.12.1111 • Iti

SERVI

ES

AUDIO ENGINEERING: Repairs, servicing and
modifictions. Performance evaluation against
manufacturers' specifications. Detailed analysis
supplied THD. 1MD. signal/noise, frequency
response etc. Not a retail shop — a specialist
service facility. Azimuth Electronics. 01-739
5940. ( F)

QUAD 33 disc board u• trade
Replacing the Internal Quad di, amplilier board in ith the nil% 50E00
greatl> Imam', ', preproduction The 511600
has amore natural
',cr.'s, 11, . 111d . 1 • Ut .I'll'r (.. 11.1401 tespeciall> on slringst
586011 ( — L27.30
11'

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
l'he Quad 1.31:1 tuner has a chararlerlslIc toruard sound halance
especial> noticeable ulth the upgraded Quad ". 4.1 Our 503113 (0
circuit board replaces a plugln desire 01111111 F31:1 tuners Ilronl
serial no 3883) and gnes much Imprined transparent.> to FS!
rcrepthut
50111.1 — L29. 21 • tti

COMPACT DISC A1TENUATORS
11,c1 -1,111 11 ,1 11 -11111,1111 , 11114,011in

lion II- 11,111 till 11,11

1111•111.,1, 11

(
darn. ( 2 1..11., . (lia 1> pod( radlo . 1(1\ i111111 11111111,.
mails luis gr,'- rhard erilt> treble asoftened liars
drill an mu . m1110:1111% high . 1111111. Ilur Ill Menu:Hors eliminate
the,. di.tortiono
osítore the natural . ounil 1%ailahle In- 11111. nr
ISoi
watches mailable
11 , 1,1,•11

ILi

111101111 1111,

In-Itae: 511200 í
41) 11/151 — 1.12.211 5112.11 ,
511263

©1915

plug

en

iphonoi — L14.30

phono roc Arts' — 1.17.30

'1(2 45 í iphono plug, photto plugsl — 1.17.50
514281

I 101\ plug phono plugsl — 1:17.111 111 SOUNDBOX, TRIANGLE ROAD,
HAYWARDS HEATH, W SUSSEX, RI416 414N.
TEL, 04.44414439

WANTED
WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60, Quad, etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301. Thorens 11)224 ( MI)
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3(09 & 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and 11112. Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airdale. etc.
Full "Wanted List - with prices offered available upon request
Buyer collects in at areas on aregular basis
The Viataie Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Coultas Street.
Maasotsfield, Bristol, BS17 3EN. Teleaboae10272)565472 Anytime.

LAKE AUDIO, REPAIR & UPGRADE all Hi -Fi
valve amplifiers old or new. High quality low
cost. WANTED: All Leak Valve amplifiers.
Tel: 061-320 4315.

PUBLICATIONS
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Well
equipped workshop. Professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester (0244) 675185 seven
days. ( E)

VT

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad. Radford, Leak. etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed -fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way. they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE DUALITY COMPONENTS

•SicJerealKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
• DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors -

Stunning

•KIMBER KABLE'Speaker

cable. Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.

0

QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland, invites you to hear Quads' range including
ESL63S in your home. LAKELAND HOME
MUSIC offer a caring service supplying to
special order Quad, Sugden, Castle. Spendor, B
& W, Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley 08536 235 " Fair Place"
Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. ( M)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC: AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD,
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.(X)-6. oa

Saturday 10.00-2.00
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469.

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247
E
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
51p per word.
Min £13.75. .

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

42p per word.
Box No's:
Min £10.75. £2.50 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BR TAINS PREMIER DEALER FOR

VPS.4

!MI

Credit Card No:

111111111111111

EX-OEMONSITIATION AMO SECONDHAND NI- Fl
•Our prices are as low as those in the private ads - but we also offer afull
13 months parts/labour guarantee. part- exchange, mail order and
credit facilities .

Sig

•We buy all unmarked Hi Fi equipment for cash ...
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: ' Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals . Friendly service, rf you are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them:

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DING WALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 214
Is a Box No. required? Ves
No L.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel no.

•Please phone for an appointment as we hke our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities ( if you come by train. we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These area few of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
ups massive clientele of regular customers and friends .

Phone for details now on (0767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.

Name

5413 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP

Address

PS M25 via Al to our door is only lust over 35 minutes.
•••••.
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eBACK DOOR

Ken Kessler discusses the
parlous state of today's
female pop vocals

W

HAT A MIND- NUMBING
state of affairs: on the same day
that I received a copy of the
magnificent Dusty Springfield
collection, The Silver Years. 1bore witness to
the single most devolutionary musical event
since the first appearance of the Partridge
Family. After a decade in which we were
treated to female vocalists of the calibre of
Alison Moyet, Sade and Eurythmics' Annie
Lennox, we see the Number One slot on both
sides of the Atlantic going to this wraith
called Tiffany. There she was, with the stage
presence of Rick Astley and the kind of voice
that makes sensible people leave the room
when they hear kids singing (as in ' A finger of
fudge is just enough...'). The Top Of The
Pops audience was loving it, the girls wishing
they were Tiffany and the males wishing they
were next to Tiffany, and all Icould do was
yield to my wife's insistence that Idon't throw
my shoe through the Sony.
Transfixed with horror, Isat there unable
to reach for the remote control. Medusa-like,
Tiffany held me with her Bill and Ben version
of disco dancing, all the while trilling off-key
her discofied version of a cherished pop
classic from the once-formidable Tommy
James and the Shondells. Oh, don't blame
them for making perfectly ` coverable' pop
gems. Joan Jett released aworthy version of
'Crimson and Clover' while the inimitable
Billy Idol tore off a killer version of ' Mony,
Mony'. I don't know what hurt more,
whether it was her intrinsic lack of skill,
talent and musicality, or the fact that she was
butchering a great pop epic. Whatever, it
dawned on me that her runaway success was
the tip of an iceberg, with the noble genre of
female pop vocals playing the role of Titanic.
Am 1overreacting? Perhaps, but you had
to see that appearance on TOTP to understand the significance of the event. How few
or how many of HFNIRR readers watch it I
don't know, but Ifeel it is my duty to monitor
that show if I'm to keep abreast of chart
movement. True, three out of four acts are
undistinguished, prefab moneyspinners of no
particular merit, but — for the most part — the
worst that can be levelled at them is that they
are harmless, boring, trite, unoriginal,

cacophonous, talentless or a combination
thereof. Delete the first item and combine the
rest, and you have an inkling of the regard I
have for this latest in a series of Madonnawannabees. She stands out from the other
Ciccone-clones because of her frighteningly
rapid climb to the top and the acquisition of
those Number Ones. You don't have to be a
chart-watcher to know that even with the
single dying as a storage medium, chart
placements still have impact. Unless her
laceration of ' 1 Think We're Alone Now'
proves to be afluke and she turns out to be
nothing more than aone- hit wonder, Ithink
we're in trouble.
'Leave the poor kid alone, you big bully', I
hear the Samaritans implore. Whether or not
Tiffany is the tool of a Stock-Aitken-Waterman-like Svengali or a starry-eyed parent is
no excuse. Despite her teenage status, she
must have some clue about life. The pseudosophisticate sex- kitten posturing tells us that
she gave up Barbie dolls more than six
months ago. At the risk of upsetting those
nice folks at MCA ( home of Steely Dan,
Buddy Holly, Kim Wilde) who assure me that
she's asweet kid, Ireckon that, naaah, she's a
wannabee tried-and-true. But — unlike the
legions of would-be Madonnas — she was
allowed To Make It To The Top. Her

innocence in this is incidental. No one forced
her to do it...did they?
Back up a paragraph and re- read the
phrase ` the single is adying storage medium'.
The kind of female vocalist I'm afraid I'll
have to mourn is not an LP maker, but a
singles maker. Dusty Springfield — among the
very greatest — will be remembered for her
two- and- a- half- minute releases, not her
milestone LP, Dusty In Memphis. Lesley
Gore, the princess of post-pubescent angst,
Brenda Lee, Kim Wilde, that quintessential
Californian Belinda Carlisle and even
Madonna were/are singles artists, despite 12
singles making an LP. The other variant, the
Great Girl Group, also has no choice but to
vie for chart space, and it breaks my heart to
see pop geniuses like the Bangles, ingenuous

funmakers like Bananarama and even Shirley
and Pepsi (or is it Pepsi and Shirley?)
undermined by a lesser, or non-talent.
Add to Tiffany's crimes-against-music the
transgressions of Samantha Fox (so what if
'she's got a sweet personality'?), the blonde
from Neighbours ( Aussies getting in on the
slaughter), Jonathan King's Eurodisco vamp
and awhole host of others and what you get is
living proof of something Ihate to identify.
A feminist I'm not. Considering that
they're innately superior to men (
better
hearing, higher threshold of pain, longer life
span, nicer legs), they don't need my help.
When it comes to accusations of sexism in the
music business, 1 sit back and count the
number of women with prime occupations
and realise that maybe there is something to
the charge about masculine domination of the
industry. Despite the number of females in
control of a PR department ( the majority
according to my Filofax address section),
MDs and policy makers tend to be of the
other persuasion. Could it be that they're
suckered by avacant smile, apretty face and
the reinforcement that women are bits of fluff
that make great picture sleeve illustrations?
You can't lay this one on the rock press, most
of whom are so far left of centre that eye
make-up and shaven armpits guarantee a
thumbs-down review. No, it looks like the
decisions to promote bimbos straight out of
Mickey Spillane rest firmly with men in suits.
As we near the end of the century and we
get stuck deeper and deeper into asituation
where any team consisting of a computer
operator, a hair stylist, a publicist and an
accountant can produce chart-toppers, the
Voice will continue to shrink in importance.
Sex appeal or not, the voice and use thereof
earned recognition for Lennox, Springfield,
Moyet, Linda Ronstadt, Carly Simon — even
Lulu and Cilla. ' Hype' was around from Day
One, but its judicious use in the past ( Elvis,
the Beatles) always seemed to be coupled
with talent worth hyping. As money, always
an important factor in the music biz, continues to force art into a corner, the record
companies will have freer reign when it
comes to slapping some nebbish in front of
the mic while some Trevor Horn- type moves
the sliders up and down the board. The
reason that the Tiffany incident has come to
signify in my mind this utter decay is based
primarily on the notion that those executives
are more interested in ' nurturing' nubile
females than equally iffy, equally commercial
male acts like Bros, Wet Wet Wet or Curiousity Killed The Cat. All latter-day Fabians and
Annettes, but at least Fabian and Annette
inflicted minimal damage and disappeared as
quickly as they emerged.
If the casting-couch mentality can exist in
these days of AIDS and feminist ascension,
even if only in the minds of the powerholders, then we're in for a repeat of the
pre-Beatle 1960s, a pop music equivalent of
the starlet era in films. True, some of those
starlets turned out to be real talents, like Kim
Novak, but more than a few proved to be
exactly what they were: pretty faces and
nothing more. For the time being, talent can
still win, as proven by Alison Moyet's receipt
of the BPI's Best British Female Vocalist
award in February. Thank heaven for small
mercies: Tiffany's aYank. •
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SPEAKER CABLE

WHY MONITOR PC ?..

Now you can improve your Hi Fi without
changing your system. MONITOR pc Speaker
Cables have arrived in the UK — bringing
fuller, purer transmission than any other
option.
Take advantage of the unique MONITOR pc
design, and you'll hear the difference:

Purer Sound
Stronger Highs
Protected Quality
Fuller Lows

Purer Sound: MONITOR pc cable strands
are made from 100% oxygen-free copper
(OFC) for maximum conductivity.

Unique Sheathing

Stronger Highs: With 1300 to over 2000
super-thin, woven strands in each cable,
you can boost highs with astronger signal.
••441. •

Protected Quality: Strands in top models
are coated in pure silver, bringing even
more clarity to every sound.

; ;,(441(4440,111tri

Fuller Lows: Extra-thick cable diameter
improves low frequencies for aresonant,
rounder bass.
Unique Sheathing.- A wide cable divider
eliminates interference, and square/round
ends make connection easy and error-free.

...THAT'S WHY
HFN 4Sri 1

With accessories available too,
MONITOR pc is ideal for any use —
from HiFi to Professional Studios.
So send for your free MONITOR pc
leaflet — and make sure you choose
the best.

Please send me my FREE MONITOR pc brochure
and tell me where my nearest MONITOR pc dealer is situated.

Name
Address

monk°, pc

Tel

LINK UP WITH THE BESI
Bandridge Ltd

1York Road

London SVv'19 8TP Tel: 01-543 3633

4., •

...".0,11e5e09.

I

Post to:

Bandndge Ltd

1York Rd

London SW19 8TP

I

Dealer enquiries to: MONITOR pc Sales do Bandridge Ltd
Tel: 01-543 3633 Fax: 01-543 3300

Fax 01-543 3300

I
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When we designed the new Precision series of speakers, we

NCOUNTER
Wharfedale Precision speakers cope with even the most demanding

decided to reach for the stars. That's why they feature a bayonet

music material. And without screws on the front

fixing instead of screws, giving a more even distribution of stress

baffle, they look better too.

and acloser and more intimate
fit between driver and baffle.

how good the Precision Series models

And with no screws, there's

sound, but avisit to your nearest authori-

nothing to work loose.

sed dealer will put that right, and you'll

Bayonet fixing of the bass
units is just one of awhole host of advanced
engineering features which contribute to the
unique

ease

None of this will tell you

and

elegance

with

which

find the price is very down -to- earth.

W HARFED ALE
E

BRINGING

MUSIC

MODELS 504.2, 507.2, 510 2 AND 512.2. FROM £ 139 TO f599 PER PAIR M A CHOICE OF BLACK ASH AND REAL MAHOGANY VENEER CABINETS.

TO

LIFE

